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* * * * * 
The Legislative Council, which is composed of five Senators, six Representatives, 
and the presiding officers of the' two houses, serves as a continuing research agency for 
the legislature through the maintenance of a trained staff. Between sessions, research 
activities are concentrated on the study of relatively broad problems formally proposed 
by legislators, and the publication and distribution of factual reports to aid in their 
solution. 
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legislators, on individual 
request, with personal memoranda, providing them with information needed to µandle 
their own legislative problems. Reports and memoranda both give pertinent data in the 
form of facts, figures, arguments, and alternatives, without these involving definite 
recommendations for action. Fixing upon definite policies, however, is facilitated by 
the facts provided and the form in which they are presented. 
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TRANS MITT AL LETTER 
Senator Ray B. Danks 
Colorado Legislative Council 
Denver, Colorado 
Dear Senator Danks: 
December 17, 1958 
Transmitted herewith is the re}X)rt of the Assessment Methods 
Committee of the Legislative Council pursuant to H.J. R. 31, which directed 
the Legislative Council to study: 1) the assessment methods and procedures 
used by the county assessors and Tax Commission; 2) the statutes concern-
ing property assessment; and 3) the uniformity of assessments within and 
among the 63 counties of the state. 
The assignment was divided into two parts: I) a methods and 
procedures study; and 2) an assessment-sales or sales ratio study. 
This report concerns the first part of the assignment, namely, the 
methods and procedures study. It also contains conclusions adopted by the 
committee as to the sales ratio study. Harold Ballard, former assessor of 
San Miguel County and former president of the County Assessors Association, 
was retained in July of 1957 to supervise the methods and procedures study. 
Preliminary staff work on this phase of the study was begun in July of 1957. 
The 41st General Assembly, in the 1958 session, renewed the authority to 
conduct the over-all assessment study. Early in 1958 a CouncH committee was 
appointed to work with the staff. That committee was composed of: 
Senator David J. Clarke, Chairman 
Representative Ray Black 
Representative Palmer Burch 
Representative Charles R. Conklin 
Senator T. Everett Cook 
Representative R .. S. Crites 
Senator Fay DeBerard 
Representative Guy Poe, Vice Chairman 
Representative James M. French 
Senator Wilkie .Ham 
Senator Ranger Rogers 
Senator Herrick S. Roth 
Representative Arthur M. Wyatt 
Committee meetings were held for approximately ten days during the past 
year in developing the study and in considering the findings and conclusions. The 
committee believes that this report provides a detailed blueprint of the problems 
facing the State of Colorado in the administration of the property taxo 
Because of limited time and funds the committee decided to postpone the 
utility study and recommends that the 42nd Genera_l Assembly renew the authority of 
the Council to complete that phase of the assessment study. 
The members of the committee who attended the meeting on December 12, 1958 
voted unanimously to forward the report on the following motion: "The Committee on 
Assessment Methods accepts the report of the staff with its findings and conclusions; 
and recommends that the report be transmitted to the Legislative Council with the 
recommendation that the General Assembly consider it fully and implement the 
conclusions into law as it deems necessary." 
The committee also voted unanimously to recommend that the sales ratio study 
be continued and that the administration of this function be left in the hands of the 
Legislative Council for at least two years. 
The project coordinator has acquired considerable infonnation and experience 
during the course of this study. His contract with the Council expires April 30, 1959 
so he will be available to the General Assembly for discussing the various aspects of 
this study until that date. 
The Committee on Assessment Methods wishes to express its appreciation to 
the County Assessors Association, the 63 county assessors, the Tax Commission and 
the many public officials and private citizens who have aided the committee in carrying 
out the assignment. 
Sincerely yours, 
/s/ David J. Clarke, Chairman 
FOREWORD 
In studying the methods of assessment being used by the sixty-
three county assessors and the Colorado tax commission, as directed by House 
Joint Resolution 3] passed at the First Regular Session of the Forty-First 
General Assembly, a special staff of the Legislative Council has spent one 
and one-half years in gathering a mass of informationo A summarization of 
this information, together with findings and conclusions developed from iti 
is presented in the report which follows. However, a great quantity of 
detailed, technical material gathered during the course of this study does 
not lend itself to inclusion in this report, but has, nevertheless, provided 
the basis for many of the conclusions~ These materials are available in the 
Council files for use by the standing committees of the General Assembly, as 
well as for the use of individual members. 
The resolution directed the Council to contact each county assessor 
in the state. In the course of the study, the staff has gone to each county 
at least once and to most counties twice or moreo 
The first step in this study was a tour of the state by the 
proj~cth coordinator to observe assessment practices in each area and each 
county of the state, and to inform officials and people in all parts of the 
state concerning the objectives of the study. Ten regional meetings were 
held around the state, to which all assessors in each region W'ere invited, and 
which all but three of the sixty-three assessors attended. 
At the meetings the assessors·, as a group i were briefed on why the 
problem of assessment methods was being studied, what the General Assembly 
hoped to accomplish by the study, and how the study would be conducted~ In 
turn, the assessors told of the problems and conditions common to the region 
in which the meeting was held. 
All assessors present at the meetings were interviewed individually 
regarding their assessment methods, qualifications for officep assessment 
and office staff 1 office space, furniture and equipment, records, and opinions 
and attitudes concerning property tax assessment problemso 
During this first tour, in addition to the regional meetings, and 
the individual interviews of assessors, the offices of thirty of the county 
assessors were visited, three in each of the ten regionso During these 
visits, records were inspected and assessors and their assistants were inter-
viewed at greater~ lengtho Particular attention was given to administrative 
procedures, uniformity and adequacy of office records 1 the use of the· 
appraisal manual, the schedule of land valuations being used, and any assess--
ment problems peculiar to each countyo 
In each of the thirty counties the coordinator also met with a 
representative group of local taxpayerso These people had been invited to 
attend the meetings, having been selected in advance with the aid and advice 
of the county agricultural agent, with a view to having all economic interests 
.and all parts of the county represented by people who were known to be 
interested in property tax problems~ At these meetings, the coordinator 
explained both the sales-ratio study and the assessment methods studyn 
Problems which might be encountered in each county in arriving at equit-
able assessments were discussed. A great deal of information concerning 
local economic conditions was gained from these meetings 0 
After these preliminary visits about the state, information 
gathered during the visits was compiled and analyzeda The sections of 
the Constitution and Colorado statutes relating to assessment were 
thoroughly analyzedo Court decisions relating to assessment were studied. 
The constitutions and assessment statutes of other states were examined. 
Tax commission policies were carefully analyzedo In particular, the 
Assessor's Real Estate Appraisal Manual was analyzed in detailo Similar 
manuals from other states were obtained and reviewed. 
M:i.qy people were consulted with reference to particular problems 
under studyo These included professional appraisers, realtors, leaders 
of various organized groups of taxpayers, governmental agencies possess-
ing information which might be of use, those who participated in the 
formulation of policy during the reappraisal program, tax commission 
personnel, and leaders among the county assessorso 
After outlining, in detail, the various problems, and gathering 
as much data as could be obtained from other sources, another field 
investivation in the counties was undertaken. The project coordinator 
and his assistant then spent three and one-half months in visiting the 
office of every county assessor in the stateo These visitations were 
carefully planned and scheduled. Time was allotted to each county, 
varying from one-half man day in the smallest counties to ten man days 
in the largesto Procedures were carefully planned in advance of the 
visits. 
Standard forms were prepared to be filled out during the visits 
as a matter of record and to insure uniformity of results~ It was 
determined what people wer:e t O{: be, oonsul ted, o other :thane: the:~ 9ounty-
as aes tors s:--ahi:l ·:w:i"thcthe :c-cmp:eratrLorr'.:.of meeass:ess ors advance prepara-
tions were made for such consultations~ 
During the visits, county commissioners, county clerks, county 
agricultural agents, taxpayers who had participated in the reappraisal 
program, and real tors, among others, were consulted with reference to 
various phases of the study a A mass of data was gathered from the 
records of the county assessorso Assessors and their assistants were 
interviewed concerning their assessment practices, their problems, 
their theories concerning assessment, and their reactions to various 
tentative proposals,, Considerable time was spent in investigating 
real estate sales with reference to the accuracy of information ob-
tained from the real estate conveyance certificates, information which 
had been omitted .from certain certificates, the circumstances of the 
sale, "i:.he motivations of the buyers, and the details of the assessment" 
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The mass of information which was gathered has been compiled, 
carefully analyzed and filedo In the preparation of this report, 
assessment policies and practices have been summarized upon the basis 
of the information available, and findings and conclusions have been 
formulated a 
In the course of the study, considerable variation has been found 
from county to county in the methods of assessment being used, in the 
exact manner of applying assessment policy in practice, and in the 
assessments that have been made under similar policieso In making 
comparisons of assessments and of methods used in making them, there 
has been no attempt to determine that one county assessor was correct 
and another was incorrecto Instead, the object has been to show that 
differences do exist between counties in terms of comparisons of 
assessed valuations, and that such differences result in lack of 
equalization; to determine the reasons for the differences; and to 
suggest improved methods and procedures designed to produce more 
uniform results a 
In the conduct of this study, there has been close and continuous 
cooperation with the members of the staff who were conducting the 
sales ratio studyo Close attention was given to the results of the 
sales ratio study, much attention is given to those results in the 
report which follows, and many conclusions with reference to the 
effectiveness of various methods of assessment have been drawn from 
them. 
Harold Ballard has served as project coordinator for this study 
with able assistance from Peter Rombocho 
December 31, 1958 
iii 
lifle Co Kyle 
Director 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since its admission to the Union in 1876, Colorado has·had a property 
tax which has provided a part of the revenue needed for tl1-e operation of 
the State government and most of the revenue needed for the operation of 
the governments of its couµties and their political su1xlivisions.. During 
its entire history the state has been confronted with prob]ems relating to 
the administration of· the property tax. From the beginning, efforts at the 
state level to achi~ve equaliza.tion of property tax assessments at full 
cash value, as required by the State Constitution» have failed to achieve 
that goal. A state tax commission of three members was created in 1913 to 
supervise the assessment of property and was given broad powers to enforce 
the requirements of the law. The latest attempt, a state-directed re-
appraisal of all the real property in the state, which was undertaken in 
1947 and made effective in 1952 7 resulted in considerable improvement in 
assessments, but fai1ed to produce state-wide equalization of assessments. 
Concern for the eqt.faiization of assessments has been .heightened in 
recent years by ever-increasing' demands for revenue from the property tax 
and by the development of the practice of distributing funds derived from 
other revenue sources to local governments upon the basis of their assessed 
valuatioriso· By l957, the C':)ncern had become so great that the Forty-First 
General Assembly, by House Joint Resolution Number 31» directed the 
Colorado Legislative Council to conduct a study of the methods and procedures 
being used by the county assessors and the state tax commission in assessing 
property for purposes of taxation. The Council was also directed to examine 
into the matter of uniformity of property assessments within and among the 
sixty-three counties of the state and to study the assessment statutes under 
which the county assessors and tax connnission operate. 
-N~ ture of Property Tax 
Basic to any study of property assessments is a recognition of certain 
fundamental principles of the property tax. The property tax is a tax upon 
property rather than upon persons. It is based upon the value of the 
property which is subject to taxation. The assessor ·assigns to each 
property an assessed valuation which should be re·la tively uniform. The 
assessed valuation of' each property should be either· its full market valueg 
or a consistent fraction thereofo The amount of the property tax is not 
based upon the ability of the owner of property to pay~ It is not related 
to -the amount of governmental service provided to either the property or its 
owner. Assessed valuations should not be adjusted to influence the amount 
of taxes paid.. They should merely be a basis of distributing the tax levy, 
whatever it may be, equitably over the property subj e·ct to the levy o The 
tax is administered primarily by one unit of government, the county, for the 
benefit of many units of government which levy property taxes--the state, 
school districts, municipalities, and various types of special districts. 
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Need for &}ualization 
F,qualization of property assessments is a primary requisite of good 
property tax administration. Equalization means the assignment of an 
assessed valuation~ to each property sul;itect to the tax 9 which is uniform 
in comparison. with other assessed valuations when compared with the 
averaue market value of the property. The purpose of equalization is to 
distribute each tax whioh is levied, over all the property upon which it 
is levied, in proportion to the v.alue of the property, so that ~ach 
pr·operty owner will pay his just · share of the tax, no more and no less• 
The problem of equalization is unavoidably state-wide in extento 
This is true for a number of reasons. First, the State Constitution 
provides that property taxes .shall be assessed under general laws which 
shall.pr~scribe methods of assessment to secure assessments that are just 
and'equalized within the territorial limits of the authority levying the 
tax. Second, since one of th~ authorities levying a tax is the state 
government, equalization of assessed valuations upon all property in the 
state is requiredo Third, the distribution of the major portion of state 
public school funds. to· counties is based upon the requirement that each 
county levy a tax of twelve mills upon its assessed valuation in order to 
become eligible for participation in the distribution, another tax levy 
which is state-wide·. in extent. Fourth, the territorial limits of various 
jurisdictions levying taxes, namely joint school, municipal and special 
districts, overlap to such an extent that only state-wide equalization 
will make possible equalization within each jurisdictiono And, fifth 1 
equalization among a~l classes of property can be achieved only by state-
wide.equalization of all property because some classes of property are 
assessed by the state tax commission, and others are of necessity 
uniformly assessed state-wide under statutory provisions or tax 
commission directiveso 
Present Lack of Equalization 
A one and one-half year study of comparative levels of assessment 
and of methods and procedures of assessment used by the county assessors 
and the state. tax commission has shown that, in spite of very material 
progress achieved· during the past decade, assessed valuations are not 
equalized either among or within counties. A study of all real property 
sales occurring between July 1, 1957, and June 30, 1958, and a comparison 
of sales· considerations with the assessed valuations of the properties sold 
has shown a wide deviation in sales ratios. 
This study shows that the average sales ratio throughout the state 
during the one year period was 27.9 per cent. Within individual counties, 
the average ratios varied from a low of 14.1 per cent in one county to a 
high of 40o9 per cent in another county, the sales ratios of nineteen 
counties were higher than the state average, and the sales ratios of 
forty-four counties were lower than the state average. 
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Within counties, the deviation from county averages for individual 
sales·ratios ranged from 13.8 percentage points below the county average 
to 29.0 percentage points above. 
Significant lack of equalization among various classes of property 
also was shown. Following are the state average sales ratios for the 
classes of property which were subjected to separate studyt 
Urban one-family dwellings .......... . 
Urban multi-family dwellings•·•••·•• 
Urban commercial buildings ·••••••••· 
Urban industrial buildings ••••••••••• 
Vacant urban land ••••o••••••••o••••• 
Agricultural land having improvements 
Agricultural land having no 
improvements ·••e••············ 
Miscellaneous rulal land having 
improvements•••••••········•·• 









The average ratio for all urban property was 29.5 per cent and the average 
ratio for all rural property was 24.3 per cent. 
Variation among average ratios was found within these major class-
ifications of property. For instance, within the class of urban one-family 
dwellings state average ratios according to date of construction were as 
follows:: 
Houses built in the 1950 1 s •••• 0 •••••• 31.8% 
Houses built in the 1940 1 s ••••••••••• 29.1 
Houses built in the 1930 1 s ••••••••••• 27.0 
Houses built in the 1910 1 s and 1920 1 s 24.6 
Houses built prior to 1910 ••••••••••• 22.0 
Methods of Assessments Prescribed bl Law and bl Tax Commission 
Methods of assessment presently prescribed by law and by the state 
tax commission have been studied to determine whether such methods are 
designed.to produce equalized assessments within and among classes of 
property~ Methods were studied separately for all major classes of 
pr~perty, namely, agricultural land, extractive land, situs land, improve-
ments on·land, livestock, merchandise and manufactures, all other personal 
property, and public utility property. 
For the assessment of property in general the tax commission has 
prescribed that assessments shall be made at the level of value existing 
in the year 1941. 
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For the assessment of agricultural land the tax commission has 
prescribed a method.of appraising such land according to its capability 
of producing income. 
For the assessment 6£ extractive land no uniform method of assess-
ment has been prescribedo Certain types of producing mines are to be 
assessed according to a statutory formula based upon the production of 
the year preceding the assessmento lands producing oil and gas are 
assessed according to a production formula prescribed by the tax 
coinmission·. The assessment of othet ext~ctive lands is left to the 
discretion of the assessor" There has been no provisionp in tax commission 
policy~ for adjustment of assessed valuations of extractive lands to a f941 
level of cost. 
For the assessment of situs landp (which derives its value from its 
use as the site for non-agricultural and non-extractive type buildings and 
activities) the tax commission has prescribed that assessments shall be 
made-at forty per cent of average current market value. Assessment at 
forty per cent of average current market value is deemed to represent an 
adjustment to the 1941 level of value for this class of property. 
.. •~ 
For the assessment of impl".ovements, . primarily buildings I the tax 
commission has published . t~e Assess.ors I Real Estate Appraisal Manual 
which includes a detailed 111ethod of appraising 1.mprovements by cclassify-
ing buildings and determining according to the classification a 
reproduction cost of buildings using costs of construction existing in 
the year 194lo This manual, with the passage of time 8 tias become obsolete. 
It contains no provision for appraisal of newer types of buildings 1 • 
constructed with new types of materials and with new methods of constructiono 
Its use does not produce assessed valuations which are equalized, with 
reference to current values, as is adequately demonstrated by the sales 
ratio study. 
For the assessment of livestock, the tax commission publishe~ annually 
a schedule of recommended minimum average valuations per head to be used by 
the assessors in assessing various classes of livestock. It is intended 
that use of these reconnnendations will result in assessed valuations upon 
livestock which are equalized with valuations upon other classes of property. 
The problem of assessing above or below the recommended minimum average 
valuations according to the quality of livestock is left to the discretion 
of the individual assessorso 
For the assessment of merchandise and manufactures, the law provides 
that the measure of value shall be the average amount of moneys and credits 
invested in merchandise and manufactures during the year of the assess-
mento Since~ a measure obviously cannot be used, the tax commission 
has prescribed that the measure of value shall be the average amount 
invested during the year preceding the assessment, and that the assessment 
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shall be fifty per cent of such average valueo It has further prescribed 
that the determination of the average amount invested shall be based 
upon at least two inventorieso 
For the assessment of personal property, other than livestock and 
merchandise and manufactures, the tax commission has prescribed the 
general policy that such property shall be assessed at forty per cent 
of cost to the owner, regardless of age or condition. Variations from 
this general policy have been prescribed for particular cat~gories of 
personal property. 
For the assessment of public utility property. which includes the 
property of certain types of corporations as specifically enumerated by 
law, such as railroads, electric power companies, telephone and 
telegraph companies, pipe line companies, etc., the tax connnission 
itself is assigned by law the duty of making such assessments. It has 
adopted the policy of determining a value of the entire property of 
each corporation by considering the factors of bo{tk value of the 
physical plant, average market value of stocks and bonds, and capitaliza-
tion of average net income for a five year period. 
A portion of the value which has been determined is allocated to 
Colorado for the property of interstate corporations situated in Colo-
rado. An assessme-nt is made at forty per cent of the allocated value, 
and this assessment is distributed to the counties and their political 
subdivisions according to miles of main tract for railroads, miles of 
wire for telephone and telegraph companies, location of property for 
electric companies, and various other means for other types of corpora-
tions. 
Actual Assessment Practices 
A careful study has been made of the actual practices of each of 
the sixty-three county assessors by visiting their offices, examining 
their records, and discussing with them their methods of assessing 
various classes of property. In genetal, it has been found that there 
is no uniformity of practice among assessors and that there is a 
general lack of exact compliance with the methods of assessment pre-
scribed by law and by the tax commission. 
Agricultural lands. The re-appraisal of agricultural lands under 
the methods prescribed by the tax commission has not been completely 
accomplished. In at least seven counties no such re-appraisal has been 
completed. In other counties re-ap~aisal has been accomplished in 
varying degrees. 
Local advisory·committees were used very effectively in some 
counties, ineffectively in others, and not at all in still others. 
Classification of lands according to production capability was very 
effectively accomplished in some counties and in some there was no 
classification at all, uniform valuations per acre being used 
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county~wideo The problem of obtaining sufficiently accurate data 
concerning average yields per acre of various cropsi gross income 
derived from such crops, and net income realized was very great in 
all counties, and undoubtedly the validity of the assessed valua-
tions determined from such data varied considerably from county to 
county. 
As judged by sales ratiost there is considerable lack of 
equalization of valuations of agricultural land from county to county. 
The average county sales ratios for agricultural land varied from a 
low of 11.5 per cent in one county to a high of 44.7 per cent in 
another. The state average ratio for the class was 24.2 per cent. 
In generali. ratios for irrigated lands were higher than for dry lands. 
A comparison of assessed valuations of agricultural lands at 
county lines also showed a lack of equalization among counties. In 
no case were valuations comparable on both sides of a county line, 
and in many cases the difference was considerable. 
Extractive lands. Extractive lands were not subjected to re-
appraisalo Assessments of producing mines are made in accordance 
with the method prescribed by statuteo However, there is some 
variation in interpretation of the statute by assessors with refer-
ence to such matters as the exact accounting methods which should 
be used in determining "gross proceeds" and "net proceeds" for the 
purpose of determining an assessed valuation, the policy concerning 
inclusion of land within the unit assessed according to production, 
the manner of dividing a unit assessment accord1ng to production 
among counties when the pr9duction unit lies in more than one county, 
and the .determination of which types of mines may be assessed accord-
ing to productiono 
Lands producing oil and gas are assessed uniformly according to 
the method prescribed by the tax commission. Extractive lands which 
are not assessed according to production are assessed at the dis-
cretion of the individual assessors, and, as a result, there is much 
lack of uniformity in their assessmentso The valuations used vary 
considerably from county to county; typically, a uniform valuation 
per acre is used within each county without regard for variations in 
the actui,il value of the land; little attention is paid to such indica-
tions of market or other value as may be available; and such valuations 
are not equalized with those on other classes of property. 
In the assessment of severed mineral rights, some assessors assess 
all such rights at a minimum valuation of one dollar per acre, others 
assess them only upon the request of their owners, and others do not 
assess themo 
-u.x 
Situs landse The situation with reference to the re-appraisal of 
situs lands is very similar to that of agricultural landse In some 
counties it was done in strict compliance with methods prescribed by 
the tax comnission. In others, it was not done at all. In most counties 
the assessments have not been adjusted to maintain them at forty per cent 
of current market value. The sales ratio study shows that the state , .. c 
average ratios for this class of land is 2·1.4 per cent for urban land 
and 16.7 per cent for rural land. Ratios of individual counties vary 
from a low of 15.3 per cent to a high of 66.7 per cent for urban land, 
and from a low of 6.8 per cent to a high of 60.6 per cent for rural land. 
A particularly difficult problem with reference to the assessment 
of situs land relates to the assessment of land which has been converted 
from agriculiural use to a situs use, such as a new residential sub-
divisionf a commercial 6nt;!iedusftial-Lsi te. The practice of assessors 
in making this type of assessment is not uniform. 
Improvementso Assessors are not uniformly applying the method of 
appraisal of improvements set forth in the Assessors 1 Real Estate 
Appraisal Manual. Classification of buildings varies con~iderably from 
county to county. Many adjustments outlined in the manual to compensate 
for variations are not used by some assessors. Some assessors have 
adopted variations of the manual for use in their counties. The 
policies of the tax commission with reference to allowance for losses 
of value because of depreciation or o-hsolescence are not uniformly 
appliedo 
The sales ratio study shows that the s-ta.ite average ratio for 
urban residential improvements, including land, is 28ol per cento Ratios 
of individual counties vary from a low of 1508 per cent to a high of 49.1 
per cento Similar variations in average county ratios for commercial and 
industrial improvements are shown, with the state average ratios being 
32.0 per cent for commercial improvements and 37.1 per cent for industrial 
improvements. 
Livestock. In the assessment of livestock, the assessors tend to 
assess all livestock unifo:nnly at the minimum average valuations recommend-
ed by the tax commission. This results in a lack of equalization of 
assessments within the class of livestock because of the fact that 
variations in quality of livestock are ignored, and variations in cost of 
marketing livestock from different parts of the state are also ignored. 
Merchandise and Mapufactures. In all counties except one, assessors 
are assessing stocks of merchandise and manufactures at not less than 
fifty per cent of the average invested in such merchandise and manufactures 
during the year preceding the assessment. There is considerable variation 
in practice in the determination of the average invested. In one county, 
the assessor attempts to determine the amount invested at the end of each 
month of the preceding year, by calculation where necessary, and to base 
the assessment upon the average of the twelve inventories. In many other 
X 
counties, the assessors base the assessment upon the average of twelve 
monthly inventories when twelve are returned to them9 and upon the average 
of only two inventories when only two are returned. In some cases, when 
only two inventories are returnedp the assessment is made at sixty-five 
per cent of the average of the two inventories. In other counties, the 
assessment is based upon fifty per cent of the average of no more than 
two inventoriesi even when more inventories are returned. 
Other Personal Pro er • In the assessment of personal property, 
other ·a:n vestock and merchandise and manufactures» there is less 
uniformity in practice than with any other class of property. Some 
assessments are made at forty per cent of cost to the owner, without 
allowance for~age or condition. Others are made at eighty per cent of the 
depreciated book value as reported by the owner of the propertyo In other 
cases, the cost of the property is converted to a 1941 level of cost and 
allowance is made therefrom for the age of the property. In other cases, 
a life $chedule assessment is used~ a particular item of property being 
assessed year after year at a given valuation without consideration of 
cost» age or conditi_ono These variations in practice are found within 
each county as well as among counties. 
Analysis of Faults of As$essment Administration 
Assessment Methods. Methods of assessment currently prescribed by 
law~ which are few~ and by the Colorado tax commission are in themselves 
partially responsible for lack of equalization of assessed valuations., 
If the·se methods were strictly complied with and efficiently employed, 
equalization would still not be achieved. 
The policy that assessments are to be made at the 1941 level of 
value is a basic cause of lack of equalization. This policy was promul-
gated with the adoption of the reappraisal program of 1947 to 19520 The 
Constitutional and·statutory standard of assessment is full cash value. 
The 'fax 6bmmissio.n,decided, in 1952, that the 1941 level of value repre-
sented full cash value because 1941 was the last year in which a normal 
level of value existed. The inflation of value which had occurred sub-
sequent to that yea~ was considered to be abnormal and temporary. It 
was felt that adoption of a standard of assessment based on 1941 value 
would provide a constant base which could be adhered to in spite of annual 
fluctuations in value and which would provide constant equalization of 
assessmentso 
However, regardless of what interpretation is given to the tenn "full 
cash value", the only test that can be applied to determine the degree of 
equalization is a comparison with current average market valueo Assessed 
valuations, to be equalized, must be either at full current average market 
value or at some consistent portion of it. For a number of reasons, 
assessed valuations based upon the value of a constant base year cannot 
be equalized with reference to current values. 
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The rate of inflation or deflation of value that occurs_is_not t~e 
same for all classes of property. It is ~ot e~en the sam: withi~ a given 
class of property
0 
With the passage of time? 1! be~omes increasingly 
difficult to determine what was the value existing in the base yearo 
The method of appraisal which was developed for agricultural land does 
not produce assessed valuations which are eq~al~zed with refer7nce ~o current 
value. At the time of reappraisal, it was difficult t~ determne with_any 
degree of certainty the average net i~com~ of land du~ing_the ba~e period of 
1934 to 1943 inclusive. Such determination is becoming 1ncreas1ngly 
difficult. Furthermore~ the relationship between values determined by capital-
ization of net income for that period and those which might be determined by 
capitalization of net income for a later period is not necessarily the same 
in all areas of the state because of changes in the productivity of the land, 
in methods of cultivation, and in costs of operation. 
The methods of assessment of extractive lands are not even tied to the 
1941 base yearG For producing mines~ the statutory formula for assessment 
is used without any adjustment to what might have been a 1941 level of valueo 
Annual fluctuations in value are automatically reflected by the changing 
market values of the product and costs of production which enter into the 
determination of the valuation. The same is true of the method used in 
assessing land which produces oil and gas. Non-productive lands are, in 
general, ass·essed at the same valuation year in and year outo No adjustment 
was made in these assessed valuations with re-appraisal. They tend to be 
higher than present market value. 
The assessment of situs lands at forty per cent of market value, if 
actually done, would cause these lands to be assessed at a higher level 
than others, judging by the sales ratio study. 
The 1941 basis of assessing buildings is breaking down with timeo It 
is impossible to determine a base-year value for types of buildings which 
did not exist in the base yeari built partly of materials which had not 
been developed in the base year and with methods of construction that had / 
not been conceived in the base yearo The rates of depreciation which have 
been adopted do not reflect truly the loss of value which occurs with age. 
'!he basis for classification of buildings seems to lack definitiveness so 
that even experienced appraisers do not classify buildings with any degree 
of uniformity. 
The prescribed policy for the assessment of livestock tends to 
encourage a false equalization of valuations with every head of a given 
class of livestock being assessed at a uniform valuation without variation 
for differences in quality.. The prescribed method of assessing merchandise 
does not result in the determination of a true average of the amount of 
investment in merchandise 9 and the fifty per cent basis of assessment is 
high in comparison with the percentage of market value assessed on other 
classes of propertyo The use of alternate methods of assessing on other 
classes of personal property is inconsistent, and the more conurronly used 
meth?d.of asses~ing at forty per cent of cost without allowance for age or 
condition certainly does not produce equalized assessments. 
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Insofar as the book value of physical plant is used as one of the 
factors in determining the value of public utility property, equalization 
with reference to current value is not achieved. Furthermore, it is 
questionable whether the equalization factor of forty per cent used for 
this class of property results in equalization with other classes of 
property. It is questionable whether the present methods of distributing 
assessed valuations of public utilities to counties results in equaliza-
tion within each county. 
Organizational ,Faul ts. The lack of uniformity in the application of 
the prescribed methods of ass.essment, which has already been explained in 
some detail, further detracts from the achievement of equalized assessments. 
What are the reasons for this lack of uniformityr. 
The responsibility in each county for the assessment of property rests 
with the county assessoro The county assessors are not uniformly well 
qualified to perform the duties required of them. The job of assessment 
has become a highly technical one. The election of assessors from among 
candidates who are required only to be qualified voters and to be residents 
of the county for one year does not assure the selection of qualified 
assessors. The low salaries paid do not attract and hold well-qualified 
peopleo There is inadequate provision for training those who are elected. 
The electio·n of the county assessor results in his being subjected to 
political pressures which may detract from his effective enforcement of 
equalization. The need to seek re-election periodically interferes with 
the performance of duty. f;!lection also is responsible for the· attitude 
on the part of assessors that they are responsible primarily to the people 
who elect them, with the result that some assessors tend to administer 
their offices in such a manner as to give their own constituents an 
advantage over those of other counties. Therefore, competitive under-
valuation among counties results. 
Inadequate budgets provided to county assessors handicap them in 
their efforts to make good assessments. They are unable to hire sufficient 
help in many cases. The low wages paid to their employees makes it difficult 
for them to hire well-qualified people. Many do not have adequate equipment 
to operate their offices efficiently. 
Enforcement of assessment laws and policies by the Colorado tax 
commission is insufficiently effective. The oonmrlssion, because of inade-
quate a~p61tir.iations, is understaffed for the task of providing adequate 
instruction and supervision of the assessment process. It is impossible 
for it to inspect the work of the assessors thoroughly enough to be able 
to enforce equalization. Such staff as it has is insufficiently qualified 
for the requirements of effective administration. 
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Understaffing makes it impossible for the tax commission to conduct 
the research which is necessary for the development of methods of assess-
ment designed to produce equalized assessments, for thorough assessment 
of public utilities, and for effective evaluation of assessment results. 
The commission type of organization does not lend 'itself to effective 
administrationo It is indecisive, unaggressive and inefficient. The 
combination in the same body of the separate functions of direct assess-
ment of public utilities.and supervisio~ of local assessments, which are 
administrativ_e in nature, and of equalization, which is quasi-judicial 
in nat~e, is not conducive to good government. The performance of both 
types of functions detracts from effective performance of eithero Further, 
it results in the situation that the tax commission sits in judgment on 
its own actions when, in perfonni.ng the equalization function, it compares 
its own assessments of public utilities with assessments made by the 
county assessors. 
The civil service status of the commissioners results in lack of 
responsibility to the executive authority, the Genera;; Assembly, or the 
taxpaying public. 
The county and state boards of equalization are ineffective bodies 
for the accomplishment of the purpose for which they were intendedo 
Since these are ex officio bodies, the members of such boards devote 
little attention to them. The county boards are almost completely 
ineffective~ and the state board is little better. lfuile taking 
practically no positive action in the direction of 99.Qalization, the 
boards tend to obstruct the efforts of the assessors and tax commission 
to accomplish equalization. 
Findings and Conclusionso 
In order to provide an organization which can effectively perform 
the functions of assessment of property and equalization of such assess-
ments, using methods of assessment which are designed to and will result 
in equalized assessments, numerous changes need to be madeo 
At the state level, a separation of the administrative function of 
assessment and assessment supervision from the quasi-judicial function 
of equalization and appeals should be accomplished by the creation of a 
department of property taxation separate from the tax commission. This 
department should be headed by a director of property assessment 
appointed by the governor and preferably exempt from civil service. The 
director should have the authority, subject to the approval of the governor 
and the availability of appropriations, .. to organize the department, to 
create or abolish positions within the ~epartment, and prescribe the 
duties of and qualifications for such positions. 
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He should have the duties and possess the power and authority to 
assess the property of public utility corporations, setting up a 
specialized staff for 1his purpose. He shou~d have a research staff _to 
which should be assigned the duty of conducting research necessary to 
develop methods of assessment designed to produce equalized assessments, 
to provide information and instructions to assessors as needed, and ~o 
effectively evaluate assessment results. He should have both a spec1al-
iF,,ed and general field staff for the supervision of assessors, ~e 
irispection of their work, and the enforcement of law and the policy of 
the department 0 He should have authority to prescribe methods of assess-
ment consistent with the provis,Ans of law and to enforce the use of such 
methods. 
He should be authorized and required to organize and conduct an 
annual school of instruction for assessment personnel at both an 
elementary and advanced level. He should be authorized to arrange with 
any institution of higher education of the state for assistance in the 
operation of such school. He should be required to publish and revise 
annually a complete manual of instructions to county assessors. 
He should be made responsible for the administration of the Realty 
Recording Act and the conducting of a continuous sales ratio study, 
which should be continued as a means of evaluating assessment results 
and developing improved methods of assessment. 
A state assessment advisory board, consisting of the three tax 
cormnissioners, six county assessors and four legislators, should be 
created to advise the director of property assessment on matters of 
assessment policy. 
The tax commission should be retained to perform the function 
of equalization at the state level. It should have the authority to 
raise or lower the assessed valuations of individual properties, of 
classes of propertyg or of all the property in a county. All actions 
of county boards of equalization or county boards of review should be 
subject to approval by the tax conmtlssiono It should hear appeals 
from taxpayers concerning the assessments _pn their property, and tax-
payers should have the right of appeal from local authorities in all 
caseso It should hear appeals from county assessors from the orders of 
the director of property assessment. It should hear appeals by taxpayers, 
county assessors or county commissioners with reference to the assessment 
of public utility property by the director of property assessmente It 
should continue to act upon petitions for abatement or refund of taxese 
It should have no authority to grant increases of levy above statutory 
limitations, but such increases should be made only upon the vote of 




Mobile homes should be exempted from the personal property tax and 
should be taxed on the basis of specific ownership in all cases, with 
adequate provisions for enforcement. 
More definite provision for notification of assessment to the tax-
payer and for exe~ise of the right 6f objection by the taxpaer should 
be made. 
Assessments should be required to be made and equalized as near to 
full average current market value as is· administratively possible. 
A general revision of assessment law should be undertaken to repeal 
obsolete provisions, reconcile conflicting provisions, clarify ambiguous 
provisions, obtain a logical arrangement, and incorporate such reforms 
as are deemed necessary. 
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Toe tax commissioners should be exempted from civil service status. 
They should be responsible to the governor for satisfactory performance 
of their assigned functions. Provisions should be adopted by law for 
enforcement of penalties upon both the tax commission and the director 
' of property assessment for failure to enforce assessment laws, and for 
the manner of removal for incompetence and neglect or refusal to perform 
their dutieso 
Both the county boards of equalization and the state board of 
equalization should be abolished by constitutional amendmento. In place 
of the county board of equalization there should be created a county 
board of review composed of five members who are representative of tax-
payer interests and who are selected by representatives of the various 
units of government levying taxes within a county. This board of review 
should hear all appeals of taxpayers objecting to assessments upon their 
property and should equalize the assessments in the county, subject to the 
approval of the director of property assessment and the tax commissiono 
It should also act in analvisory capacity to the county assessor in 
matters of local assessment policy. 
It should be provided by law that no person shall be eligible to be 
elected as county assessor who has not been examined and certified as 
eligible for election by the director of tax assessment. A proposal for 
amendment of the State Constitution should be submitted to the electorate 
providing for the appointment of county assessors by county conference 
boards composed of representatives of all units of government levying a 
tax within each county, except the State, from among candidates who have 
been examined and certified as eligibleo Such assessors should be 
appointed for an indefinite term, subject to removal by the appointing 
authority at any time for cause as provided for by law. 
Adequate appropriations should be made by the General Assembly to 
the department of property taxation and adequate budgets should be 
approved by county commissioners for the county assessors to permit them 
to perform adequately the duties which are assigned to them. The salary 
scales of the tax commissioners, director of property assessment, their 
employees, the county assessors and their employees should be re-evaluated 
in light of the need to attract and hold competent people. The Constitu-
tion should be amended to permit the salaries of county assessors to be 
increased or decreased at any time and to permit the General Assembly to 
consider any pertinent information in classifying counties for the purpose 
of setting scales of salaries for county assessors, as well as other 
county officers. 
Land should be classified for purposes of assessment as agricultural, 
extractive or situs according to its use, as previously defined. Agricul-
tural land should be assessed according to its capability of producing 
income through the production of agricultural products or the grazing of 
livestock. For purposes of such assessment, the land should be classified 
according to its production capabilityJ and within each area in which 
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similar conditions of agricultural production prevail, each class of land 
should be assessed at a valuation per acre determined by capitalizing the 
average net income from such class of land, under average management, 
with typical farming practices, during a period of ten consecutive years. 
All extractive land, if producing, should be assessed according to 
the production of extractive materials from it during the year preceding 
the assessment, the basis pf assessment being the net proceeds of the 
year preoedi$ ,wi tf1 a minimum assessment of ten per cent of the gross 
proce~ds (the- value of the product at the point of extraction). Non-
productive extractive land should not be assessed at a valuation which 
is higher in relation to its average market value than the valuation on 
other classes of property. 
All situs land should be assessed according to its average market 
value for the purpo·s·e for which it is used. 
Improvements should be assessed according to their reproduction cost 
at the current level of costs with allowance for loss of value due to age, 
wear and tear, loss of utility, obsolescence, or local economic conditions, 
as determined by a continuous study of real property sales~ A new manual 
for the appraisal of improvements based upon current costs of construction 
shou-ld be developed and revised annualiy. 
The combined assessed valuations of improvements and land associated 
with them, composing an operating agricultural, extractive 11 commercial, 
industrial or residential unit, should not be higher in relation to the 
average market value of similar properties similarly situated than are 
those of other units. 
Livestock should be assessed in such a manner as to reflect variations 
in actual value. Merchandise assessments should be based upon an average 
of inventories at the end of each month of the year preceding the assess-
ment, actual or calculated. Other personal property should be assessed 
according to its cost, converted to the current level of cost, and adjusted ~ 
for loss of value du~to age, actual condition, and obsolescence. 
In view of the difficulty of assessing personal property equitably, 
some consideration should be given to the possibility of adopting some 
other form of taxation on this clas·s · of property, in lieu of the property 
tax, such as a transaction tax, particularly in the case of merchandise and 
manufactures. 
~ further! full-scale, study of the assessment of public utility 
property should be undertaken to determine: the best methods of value 
determination; the method of assessing utilities and equalizing these 
valuations with other property; the allocation of this State's share of the 
total value of interstate systems; and the distribution of the assessed 
valuations to the political subdivisions. 
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I 
THE HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY TAX IN COLORADO 
From 1876 to 19471 
When Colorado became a state in 1876 its Constitution authorized 
the General Assembly to establish a uniform system of property taxation. 
It provided that all property, unless specifically exempted, was to be 
_assessed at a just valueo "It provided for specific exemptions of: 1) per-
sonal property for each .head of a family to the amount of $200; 2) ditches, 
canals and'flumes used by the owners for irrigation; ·3) mines and mining 
property for a peri.od o-f ten years; 4) public property; and 5) property 
used solely for reli:gious worship,· for schools or for strictly charitable 
purposes, and cemeteries not used or held for private profit, unless pro-
vided by lawo 
The office of county assessor was created by the Constitution. It 
provided that the board of -county commissioners should act as a county 
board of equalization to equalize valuations within each county. It created 
an ex officio state board of equalization consisting ·of the governor and 
four other elected state officials. It provided that·valuations should be 
equalized at full ca~h .value. 
The General As'sembly enacted laws to initiate the administration of 
the property taxo County assessor·s, elected· for a term of two years, were 
given the responsibility of determining the valuation of all property, real 
and personal. These valuations were to·be adjusted by a county board of 
equalization and the differences among counties were to be equalized by the 
state board of equalization. 
"This administrative. pr•ocedure was intended· to insure assessment at 
full cash value of all property in each county of the stateo However, in 
practice the procedure broke down. County assessors, always under pressure 
from property owners,.. began·a competitive race with each other to under-
assess property in· order to reduce, in each case, th~ county's share of 
taxes paid to the state g~vernment. Because the same economic pressures 
and interests were presel}t when equalization was attempted by the county 
commissioners, no correction of the inequality as between counties was 
achieved on this level."2 
Early Attempts at Eg,ualhation 
The state boari O'f· equalization was confronted early with the respon-
sibility of attempting to force county assessors to make full-value 
1. The following history is sunnnarized from Crockett, Earl c., 
Taxation in Colorado, 1947. 
2. ibid, Po 13. 
assessments in order to obtain equalization among the countieso As early 
as 1876 the state board detected property tax inequalities and ordered 
changes in assessments to the degree that the sum total of all county 
assessments was greater after the equalization than beforeo The question 
of constitutionality was raised, and in 1877 the court ruled that the board 
had no power to increase the aggregate valuation of the stateo 3 The board1 
being composed of ex officio members, who had other duties, decided that 
nothing could be done. Consequently, nothing further was attempted toward 
state equalization for over twenty years. 
The depression of the 1890 1 s put a severe strain upon the tax structure, 
causing a shrinkage of revenue due to reduced valuations of property and to 
tax delinquency. County assessors became reluctant to raise valuation even 
after several years.of economic recovery. At the same time governmental 
functions were expanding and the need for revenue was increasing. As a con-
sequence, by 1898 the· General Assembly found itself appropriating $472,_555 
in excess of tax receiptso 
Finally, in 1899 the state board of equalization made another effort 
to equalize valueso This time it changed the assessment of certain classes 
of property in the various counties. In an appeal made to the courts, the 
state sup~eme court affirmed its earlier decision and ruled that this type 
of equalization was likewise unconsti tutionalo 4 
Thoroughly discouraged in its efforts to equalize property valuations, 
the board adopted the following resolution: ."Whereas every effort of the 
said Board of Equalization since its establishment has been invalidated by 
adjudication of the Supreme Court, therefore be it resolved, that in the 
judgment of this board the power of said board to equalize and adjust can 
only be made effective by constitutional amendment or by legislative enact-
ment specifically designating its powers and directing the method of the 
performance thereof."5 After this forml declaration assessments grew 
steadily worse from the standpoint of equality among the various counties. 
Legislative Action 
In 1900 Governor Thomas appointed a special revenue connnission to study 
the problem and to make recommendations for tax reform. The commission•s 
report led to the drafting and adoption of a new revenue bill in 1901 0 This 
new law amended the property tax by providing for the appointment of a state 
board of assessors to supervise and administer tax assessments 0 
Through the efforts of this board of assessors, the assessed valuation 
of the state was increased from $216 ~~11ion i~ 19a0 to $460 million in 
19010 The assessed valuations of railroad corporations were increased $89 
million. The latter corporations refused to pay the increased taxes and 
3o People v~ Lothrop, 3 Colo. 428 (1877)g 
4o People v. Ames~ 27 Colo. 346 (1900) 0 
5o Annual Report, Colorado Tax Commission, 1915, p. 9~ 
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challenged the constitutionality of the new lawo In December$ 1901, the 
court ruled that the state board of assessors had no power under the State 
Constitution because county assessors had no authority outside their respec-
tive counties.6 
At a special session of the General Assembly in January, 1902, a general 
revision of property tax statutes was adoptedp many provisions of which have 
remained unchanged. The 1902 amendments attempted to strengthen the property 
tax by setting forth in detail a procedure for assessing property. All 
properties, not specifically exempted, were to be assessed annually at full, 
true cash value, by county assessors and their deputies; except that the 
properties. of public utilities were to be assessed by·the state board of 
equalizationo 
The first year after approval of the law (1903) the total assessed valua-
tion of property in the state was $333 milliono By 1912 it was $422 million. 
The 1912 valuation was still below that of the year 1901 in spite of drastic 
revisions in the law and ev8n though actual wealth in the state had increased 
rapidly during the period 0 
The 1902 law had provided for an annual meeting ·of county assessors for 
the purpose of discussing conunon problems regarding assessments based upon 
full cash valueo Yet the assessors in 1908 agreed among themselves to 
assess all property in the state at one-third of cash valueo 
Creation of Tax Connnission 
Other states were also encountering serious difficulties with their 
property tax sys-temso Many began adopting a more centralized type of assess-
ment administration in an effort to correct some of the prob1ems. The 
county assessors of Colorado, observing this development in other states, 
and realizing that guidance and supervision on the state level was needed if 
uniformity of property assessment was ever to prevailj began advocating the 
adoption of a law establishing a state tax commission for Coloradoo 
In 1911, the General Assembly created a state tax connnission composed 
of three members appointed for six year termso7 In some respects this 
represented the beginning of a new era in property taxation. The commission 
was given broad powers to· supervise the assessment of property, and to en-
force laws relating to such assessmento In addition, the powers of the 
state board of equalization, except that of equalizing the assessments, 
were transferred to the tax commission, including the power of making orig-
inal assessments of the property of public utility corporationso 
The new tax commission increased the valuation of the state from 
$422,442,079 in 1912 to $1,306 1 647,430 in 19130 This resulted in local 
opposition. In 1915j authorities in Weld and Denver counties originated an 
6Q Union Pacific Railroad Company Vo Alexander ll3 F 347 (1901)0 
7o In 1918, by Constitutional Amendment, the three tax connnissioners 
were given civil service statuso 
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initiated measure to abolish the tax commissiono The measure was defeated 
by a narrow margino Since that threat to its existence, the tax commission 
"has never again been quite as energetic and aggressiveo 11 8 
Equalization Action Since 1912 
In 1912 a proposal was rejected by the electorate which would have 
abolished the state board of equalization and placed ultimate authority for 
equalization in the tax commissiono It would have granted the tax commis-
sion the power to adjust the valuations on classes of property. Previously, 
·the courts had denied that the board hag such power under the Constitutiono 
In 1914, a constitutiona~ amendment was adopted providing that the 
state board of equalization has the duty "to adjust, equalize, raise or 
lower the valuation of real and personal property of the several counties 
of the state, and the valuation of any item or items of the various cla$ses 
of such property." Also, that the state board of equalization o •• "shall 
equalize to the end that all taxable property in the state shall be assessed 
at its full cash value", and "that the state board of equalization shall 
have no power of original assessment. 11 9 This amendment was probably intend-
ed to bestow unlimited power of equalization upon the state board of 
equalization. However, because of the provision that the board shall have 
no power of original assessment, the courts have ruled that it cannot ex-
amine the valuation of an individual taxpayer's property, but must confine 
its attention to the equalization of valuations among aggregates and general 
classes of property.lo 
In 11 of the 33 years from 1914 to 1947~ the state board of equaliza-
tion took no action. It ordered decreases in the assessed valuations 
certified to it each year from 1915 through 1922, from 1924 through 19281 
from 1930 through 1933, and in 1940; a total of 18 years. It ordered 
increases only six times, 1923 1 1934, and 1936 through 1939, in spite of 
the fact that assessments had consistentfy been less than full cash value 0 
During the period 1915 to 1930 reductions were made in every year but 
fiveo Almost all of the reductions benefited the public utilities. From 
1931 through 19331 the reductions were made primarily on agricultural land 
and improvements o Increa.ses were ordered in five of the years from 1934 
through 1939, the additional assessments being placed upon public utilities 0 
The relatively small reduction of $119 1 620 ordered in 1940 was upon the 
property of rural electrification companieso 
Both Jens P .. Jensen in his 11Survey of Colorado State Tax System"· pre-
pared in 1930 for the Denver ChaJnber of Commerce, and Professor Earl C. 
Crockett of the University of Colorado in his report "The Colorado Property Tax' 
8ci Crockett, Earl C., Taxation in Colorado, 1947, p. 20. 
9. Colo. Const., Art. X, Sec. 15. 
10. Boulder County Vo Union Pacific RR Coo, 89 Colo. 110, (1931); 
McGinnis v. Denver Land Co., 90 Colo. 72, (1931) 0 
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in 1947 recommended that the state board of equalization be abolished 0 No 
action has been taken as the result of either of these recommendations 0 
Exempting Certain Types of Property 
In 1936, two classes of property upon which assessments had been 
extremely poor were removed from the tax base exemptiono 11 These were 
intangible personal property, such as bank accounts, stocks and bonds, 
and motor vehicles. 
Difficulty in discovering intangible personal property for assessment 
purposes, and inequities resulting from.its assessment,. led to the abandon-
ment of the property tax as a means of taxing intangibles. The new state 
income tax was substituted in.lieu of the property tax on intangibles in 
recognition of this inequity. 
Difficulty in locating and assessing motor vehicles led to a specific 
ownership tax as a means of taxing them in lieu of the property tax. The 
specific ownership tax was required to be paid before the automobile could 
be registered and licensed~ assuring the payment of the taxo The exemption 
of these two classes of property left a tax base which was more capable 
of being equitably assessed as a whole than before, and left the assessor 
more time to devote to the remaining tax base. 
In spite of various reforms that had been accomplished, the level of 
the assessed valuation of all property in the state had oocome proportion-
ately lower in relation to the estimated full cash value of such property. 
In 1947, Professor Crockett reported that despite an estimated increase of 
at least fifty per cent in actual value of property in the state from 1913 
to 1941, the total assessed valuation of the state was less in 1941 than in 
1913 by the amount of $179,466j627o Furthermore, despite the inflation in 
values during World War II~ the 1946 valuation had increased only $132,520,611 
above the 1913 valuation.1 
Since 1947 
Re-appraisal Program 
By 1947, the situation had become so serious that the General Assembly 
appropriated $100,000 to the tax commission for the biennial period 1947-
1949 "to defray costs and expenses of making a re-appraisal of the assessed 
valuation of the taxable property subject to the ad valorem tax ••• nl3 




Colo. Consto, Art. X, Sec. 6 and 17. 
All of preceding history is summarized from Crockett, Earl c., 
Taxation in Colorado, 1947. 
laws, 1947, Ch. lllo 
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throughout this report as the re-appraisal programo A department of re-
appraisal was established under the tax commission, headed by a director 
of re-appraisals 0 A staff was assembled as rapidly as possible and the 
work of planning and putting into effect a re-appraisal of all taxable 
real property in the state was undertakeno During the next five years, 
methods of appraisals were developed to achieve the goal of uniform assess-
ments0 An Assessor's Real Estate Appraisal Manual was assembled, published 
and distriru.ted to the assessors. This manual gave county assessors: 
1) a system of appraising buildings according to their cost of reproduction 
at the 1941 level of construction costs and adjusting such reproduction 
·costs for losses of value resulting from age, wear and tear, obsolescence 
and economic conditions; 2) a system of appraising agricultural lands 
according to their productive capability; and 3) a system of appraising 
other landso 
County assessors employed additional help 1 field crews were organi~ed1 
and field men from the tax· commission instructed· them in the new methods 
and supervised them in the work of re-appraising·o All buildings in the 
state were measured~ described on a uniform·property card, classified, and 
appraisedo An inventory and classification of all lanis was madeo This 
was the first complete inventory of the taxable real property which had 
been made in Coloradoo As a result a large number of real properties which 
were not on the tax rolls were discovered and placed on the rolls. 
Work continued in this manner for a period of five yearso Progress was 
slowo Much planning was required to develop· satisfactory methods. Recruit-
ing and training of men was difficult. The actual task of appraisal was 
tremendouso 
While this program was in progress, the process of making annual assess-
ments in the old manner continuedo No part of the re-appraisal was used in 
actual assessments during these years, except insofar as the greater know-
ledge acquired concerning properties resulted in an improvement in existing 
assessmentso The asses~ed valuation of the state increased from $1~259,701,414 
in 1946 to $1,733 1575,141 in 19510 Most of this increase, of course, reflected 
the increased building activity in the state during those years; however, 
some of it was undoubtedly attributable to improved assessment methodso 
The General Assembly·,after making another appropriation of $113 1 824 for 
the biennial period 1949-1951, became impatient with the delay9 Sufficient 
pressure was brought to bear upon the tax connnission to induce that body to 
order that the re-appraisal would become effective in 19520 The work was 
in various stages of completion, but not fully complete in any county. A 
monumental effort was made to complete the program and use the new valuations 
for the 1952 assessmentso Since, in maey counties, it was not possible to 
complete the work, an expedient was adopted. The valuations of property 
which had not been re--appraised were increased arbitrarily by a percentage 
corresponding to the average amount of increase on properties which had been 
re-appraisedo 
The tax commission determined that the 1941 level of cost which was 
used in appraising property would be used as the standard of assessment 0 
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Therefore, the new valuations were made on a 1941 cost level, rather than 
the 1952 levelo The commission attempted to justify the use of the 1941 
level and the designation of that level as representing true cash value in 
this manner 0 The inflation in costs which had occurred in the years subse-
quent to 1941 was regarded as abnormal and temporaryo The 1941 level was 
regarded as representing a normal level of valueo The 1941 level of value 
was,; therefore, declared to be "true cash value. 11 
With the use of the new ap~raisa1s 1 the valuation of the state· increased 
from $1$733s575s141 in 1951 to $2 1470,879s029 in 19520 Many properties were 
·increased more in valuation than otherso The greater valuations reflected 
equalizatibn efforts on properties which formerly had been under-assessedo 
However, the owners of properties bearing the greater proportion of the in-
crease became very vocal in their protestso Since many errors of appraisal 
were made in the final rush to complete the re-appraisal, some of the protests 
were found to be justifiedo The protests caused the General Assembly in 1953 
to appoint a joint corrmtlttee to investigate the situationo This committee 
conducted an investigation and reconnnended to the General Assembly that 
special provision be made for review of the 1952 assessments and adjustment 
of such inequities as might be found.a The General Assembly enacted, a law 
which extended the period during which taxpayers might petition for a review 
of their 1952 assessments without prejudice until May 11 19530 And it ex-
tended to September 9 1953, the period during which 1952 taxes might be 
abated or refunded on those assessments which were found to be inequitable 0 14 
During the year 1953, 'the assessors rec·ei ved numerous requests for re-
view, and had the time consuming task of making such reviews, and such J 
adjustments as were found necessaryo An abnormally large number of abate-
ments and refunds of taxes were allowed 9 and many adjustments were made in 
assessed valuations in 1953. 
Public Utility Assessments 
Because of the fact that the re-appraisal was concerned primarily 
with the assessment of real property by the county assessors, protests were 
made that the re-appraisal was unfair to the owners of locally-assessed 
real propertyo The total assessed valuation of the state on such real pro-
perty was increased by 5806 per cent from 19~1 to 1952 1 while the assessed 
valuation of public utility properties, assessed by the tax commission, 
was increased by 19o5 per cento The tax commission had made no significant 
change in their assessment of public utility properties beyond the deter-
mination that assessment at fifty per cent of the value determined by it 
would achieve equalization of public utility assessments with loca1 assess-
mentso Because of the contention that public utilities assessments were 
not equalized with local assessments, a series of investigations of the 
assessment of public utilities were undertakeno 
14. Laws 1953~ Cho 1910 
During 1952, an advisory committee appointed at the request of the 
tax commission, composed of representatives from the Colorado Assessors' 
Association, the State Association of County Commissioners, the State 
Agricultural Planning Conmrlttee, the State Chamber of Commerce, and the 
Colorado Municipal League, devoted a limited amount of time to a study of 
public utility assessments, and issued a report in January, 19530 It re-
ported that a detailed investigation of such assessments would involve 
considerable cost and many months of work by a full-time staff, and that 
therefore its report was limited in scope. Some criticisms were made of the 
methods used by the tax connnission, the fact that the tax commission had in-
adequate staff to properly assess utilities was noted, no significant evidence 
of lack of equalization was presented1 and a legislative study of the problem 
was recommendedo 
In 1953y the Gen~ral Assembly, appropriated by House Bill No. 473 the 
sum of three thousand dollars to the tax commission "for the purpose of 
securing the services by said commission of a certified public accountant 
to assist it in reviewing and checking 1953 valtiation statements now being 
filed with the connnission in regard to a~sessments of property owned by 
public utilities throughout the state;"1 and also appropriated by House 
Bill Noo 474 the sum of three thousand dollars to the state board of equali-
zation for the purpose of employing a competent examiner "for the purpose of 
reviewing, checking and making a thorough study of the re-appraisal program 
recently completed by the state tax connnission and the assessments of pro-
perty made thereunder, particularly as to the assessed valuation fixed 
under said program of property owned by public utilities throughout the 
state." 16 
The firm of Collins, Peabody and Masters, Certified Public Accountants, 
was employed by the tax commission under House Bill No o 473 o They made an 
independent appraisal of fifty-seven of the companies assessed by the tax 
conunis sion, using methods similar to, but not identical with those used by 
the tax commission, and recommended valuations which were somewhat higher 
than those made by the tax commission. If the appraisals recommended were 
accepted as the full cash value of the companies, the tax commissions 
assessments would have been about 45.3 per cent of full cash value. 
A. Go Mott, Consulting Engineer 1 of-Pebble Beach, California, was 
employed by the state board of equalization under House Bill Noo 4740 He 
made independent appraisals of four railroad companies and three electric 
and telephone companies whose combined assessed valuations represented 
seventy-five per cent of the total assessed valuations of all public utili-
ty corporations 0 He recommended appraisals, which if accepted as full-
cash-value appraisals, would indicate that the assessed valuations made by 
the tax commission for 1953 were an average of forty-four per cent of fu.11 
cash valueo 
15. Laws, 1953, Cho 30. 
160 Laws, 1953, Ch. 193. 
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Since~ in 1953 1 it was genera.Lly accepted that assessments of real 
property made during the re-appraisal program were at not more than forty 
per cent of current market value, none of these reports indicated that the 
public utilities were under-assessed in relation to locally-assessed property 0 
However, since none of these investigators applied the same type of appraisal 
to the properties of public utility corporations as had been applied to 
locally-assessed real property, the critics of tax commission assessments 
were not satisfiedo 
Further Efforts Toward Equalization 
In spite of the progress achieved ~s the result of the re-appraisal 
program, equalization within and among the counties still had not been achiev-
edo In 1954, the tax commission recommended an increase of $6,235,520 in the 
valuation of agricultural land's in one county, the state board of equalization 
approving the recommendationo In 1956, the tax connnission recommended in-
creases in the valuations of seven counties which had made blanket reductions 
of the assessed valuations of farm improvements. The state board of equali-
zation declined to approve these recommendations. In 1958, the tax commission 
reconnnended an increase of $10,000,000 in the locally-assessed property of 
one county, and. the state board of equalization approved the recommendationo 
The county involved appealed to district court and the state supreme court 
at the request of the Attorney General, assumed jurisdiction, and the matter 
is still pending at this timeo 
Exemption of Household Furnishings and Personal Effects 
In 1956, a constitutional amendment was adopted authorizing the General 
Assembly to exempt household furnishings and personal effects which are not 
used at any time for the production of14ncomeo This exemption was made effective in 1957 by House Bill No. 4. Thus, another part of the tax base 
which was extremely difficult to assess equitably was eliminatedo 
Legislative Council Assignment to Study Assessment Methods 
The 1956 amendment to Section 3, Article X, of the Constitution, ex-
empting household furnishings and personal effects, also amended the article 
cited to read that taxes "shall be ••• assessed ••• under general laws, 
which shall prescribe such methods and re.gulations as shall secure just and 
equalized valuations for ·assessment of taxes upon all property, real and person-
al, located within the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax; •• o"' 
In response to this amendment the General Assembly, in 1957 provided f9r a 
sales-ratio study by adoption of the Realty Recording Act.18 At the same time 
the General Assembly assigned to the Colorado Legislative Council the problem 
of studying methods of assessment in order to determine and recommend what 
legislative action could be taken to promote greater equalization of assess-
ments. 
170 C.R.S., 1953 1 Sec. 137-12-3. 
18. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 118-6-21 to 330 
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II 
THE NATURE OF THE PROPERTY TAX 
The property tax is imposed upon property located within a taxing 
jurisdiction on the basis of the value of the property itself. For this 
reason 2 it is frequently referred to as the ad valorem taxo However, since 
there are other forms of ad valorem taxation, the term "property tax" will 
be used herein to designate this particular form of ad valorem taxo 
By was of introduction to a consideration of the.nature of the property 
tax and the many problems relqting to it, there are set forth below, in 
brief 2 over-simplified form, the steps in its administration. These are the 
administrative steps followed in the determination of the amount of property 
tax that the owner of a property must pay. 
Step 1 0 The county assessor places an assessed valuation on a propertyo 
An assessed valuation is a value assigned to a property to be used as a base 
for calculation of the tax., Many factors are taken ~nto consideration by 
the assessor in determining the assessed valuationo For example, in deter-
mining the assessed valuation on a one-family home, the size of the house, 
type of construction, size of the lot, location, etc., are considered. 
Step 2 o After an assessed valuation ha_s been assigned to all properties 
in a county, the county board of equalization reviews the resultsa The board 
looks to see that all properties are assessed at comparable valuations, and 
that all classes of property are assessed comparablyo If inconsistencies 
are found, the board may adjust the assessed valuation of a property or a 
class of property either up or down to conform with the level of assessment 
for all property. 
Step 3o The state tax commission reviews the assessments of each county 
in a similar mannero It recommends to the state board of equalization any 
adjustments that it feels are needed in the total assessed valuations of any 
counties in order to equalize the valuations among the counties 0 
Step 4. The state qoard of equalization·reviews the assessed valuations 
of all counties, together with the recommendations made by the tax commission. 
If the assessed valuations of property in one county are at a lower level 
in relation to the true value of the property than the assessed valuations 
in other counties, the state board may order the valuation of that county 
raised to conform with the level in the other countieso The state board of 
equalization certifies to each county the total assessed valuation on which 
the tax levies are to be computed, determines the amount of the state tax 
levy, and certifies this levy to each of the counties. 
Step 5o Each school distrlct, each city, and each special district 
within a county, and the county governm.ent itself, determines the amount of 
money required from the property tax to operate each of the units of govern-
ment during the next year, and certifies the amount to the county commissioner~ 
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The county commissioners, for each unit of government, divide the amount 
of money needed by the assessed valuation of all property within the unit's 
jurisdiction. The result is the mill levy for that unit, the rate of taxa-
tion which is applied to the assessed valuation to determine the amount of 
tax to be paid. For example, if the assessed valuation of the county is 
$50,000~000 and amount of money required for the county government is $500,000, 
a levy of ten mills would be set as the rate of taxation for the county govern-
ment. 
Step 6. All mill levies that apply to a particular property are consol-
id~ted into one total levy for that property. That is, the mill levies for 
the state, the county~ and all other units of goverrmient in whose jurisdiction 
the property is situated are added together. The assessed valuation of the 
property is then multiplied by the total mill levy to determine the total tax 
that is to be paid by the owner of the property 0 
Step 7. The property owner pays the tax to the county treasurer, who 
distributes the amount paid to the several units of government participating 
in the taxo 
Assessed Valuation 
As stated above, assessed valuation is a value assigned to a property 
by the county assessor to be used as a base for the computation of taxes 0 
The term "assessed valuation" is to be distinguished from the term "value.n 
The latter term includes the former, but is ·not synonymous with it. Value, 
in general? means the worth of something. However, its exact meaning 
differs with the point of view of the person using ito It means one thing 
to a buyer, another to a seller, another to a banker accepting property as 
security for a loan, another to an insurance agent writing a policy of fire 
insurance, another to an owner enjoying the possession and use of property 
without thought of selling or mortgaging, and still another to the assessor 
assigning an assessed valuation for purposes of taxationo 
Assessed valuation is different than a value determined from any other 
point of view. However, it is usually considered that assessed valuation 
should bear some relationship to what is known as full cash value or market 
value. The latter term is usually considered,to mean that amount of money 
which will be paid for a property by an infonned and willing buyer to an 
informed and willing seller, uninfluenced by urgency or an excessive need 
to buy or sell, and given a reasonable time for negotiation. Average market 
valuej resulting from the sale of numerous similar properties, rather than 
the sale of a single property, is considered most desirable as guide to 
determination of assessed valuation. 
Assessed valuation, although it is related to market value, is not 
market valueo It may be one hundred per cent· of market value (full cash 
value) 1 or it may be any other portion of market value. It may be related 
to current market value, or it may be related to the market value of some 
past year or period of years. 
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Fundamental Principles of the Property Tax 
There are certain fundamental principles which are inherent in the 
property tax, but which are not always understood by either the administrators 
of the tax or the taxpayers, and which are frequently not adhered to by 
administratorso These are: 
1) The property tax is based upon the value of the property which is 
subject to the tax as represented by an assessed valuation assigned to it 
·by an assessor. 
2) The property tax is imposed upon propertyo Although the tax must 
be paid by a person1 its amount is determined by the value of the property, 
and the tax liability attaches to and remains with the property, rather than 
the personQ If the tax is not paid 1 the property can be sold, but no other 
remedy is asserted against the person who owns the propertyo Therefore, the 
assessor must assess property, not personso 
3) The property tax is not an income tax. It is, in no sense., based 
upon the ability of the owner of property to pay taxes. Insofar as income 
produced by the property itself influences the value of the property, that 
income may be considered in determining the assessed valuation of the pro-
pertyo However, some property is taxable which produces no income directly, 
and this fact does not cause it to have no valueo Furthermore, the tax 
imposed upon property bears no relation to the total income of the ownero 
For instance, the income of a home owner is not determined by the value of 
the home in which he liveso 
4) The amount of tax imposed upon property bears no relationship to the 
amount of service rendered by government directly to the property or its 
ownero Property is subject to some taxes because it, or its owner, is the 
recipient of a governmental service, such as fire protection, police protection, 
or access to public roads. But the amount of tax is not determined by the 
amount of service rendered to each propertyo 
5) Assessed valuations should be determined without reference to revenue 
requirements. Assessed valuations should not be adjusted upward or downward 
because mill levies are high or low. Valuations should not be lowered in 
order to give tax preference to certain properties, either individual proper-
tiesj or groups of propertieso Valuations in a county should not be reduced 
for the purpose of giving its taxpayers an advantage over those at a neigh-
boring countyo 
6) Assessed valuations should be equalized within the territorial limits 
of each governmental unit levying a taxo That is, the assessed valuations 
should be uniform upon all property with reference to its value 1 in order that 
each owner of property shall pay his just share of the tax. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Property Tax 
Because of some features of the property tax, it has come into consider-
able disreputeo It is not always equitably administered. Some classes of 
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property, because of their character, are able to escape bearing their full 
share of the tax burden. Increasing governmental costs have resulted in a 
great increase of the property tax burden to the extent that property owners 
feel that they are over-burdened in relation to persons owning little or no 
property. Property owners feel that they should not pay a large share of 
taxes for some purposes which provide services to people rather than to 
property as sucho 
These criticisms are all true in varying degrees~ However, it can be 
said, in defense of the property tax, that it also has redeeming featureso 
It has a greater degree of stability than any other form of taxationo The 
tax base can be provided by one administrative organization (the county 
government) for the .use of al1 units of government, and collections can 
be handled by one adllli.nistrative organization for the benefit of all units, 
so that each unit does not have to provide its own administration. The 
tax liability remains until paid, so that security for governmental borrow-
ing in times of economic stress is provided by the procedure of registering 
warrantso It also provides acceptable security for borrowing for capital 
improvements through the floating of bond issueso 
Most of the criticisms referred to above have been recognized and much 
has been done to counter them. The increasing burden of taxes upon property 
owners, as such, has been alleviated by the increased use of other forms of 
taxation for many purposeso While the property taxpayer's burden may have 
increased, it has not increased as much as, otherwise, it might have. Many 
classes of property, upon which an equitable property tax:could not be 
effectively administered, have been exempted from property taxation, and, 
in some cases, subjected to other forms of taxation. Intangible personal 
property, motor vehicles, household furnishings and personal effects not 
productive of income have been exempted. At the same time, considerable 
progress has been made toward more equitable administration of the tax 
upon classes of property still subject to the property tax0 However 1 
there is much room for further improvement,'and it is toward that goal that 
the balance of this report is directedo 
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III 
NEED FOR STATE-WIDE EQUALIZATION 
State-wide equalization of property tax assessments is a necessity for 
an equitable system of property taxation in the State of Coloradoo Great 
emphasis must be placed upon this because of the widely-held misconception 
that assessing property is strictly an intra-county problem, that assessed 
valuations need only be equalized within each countyo 
What is meant by state-wide equalization? First, equalization means 
that the property of each taxpayer is assigned an assessed valuation which 
is either its true cash value or a consistent fraction of such value, so that 
when a taxing jurisdiction applies a mill levy to such valuation, each tax-
payer pays his fair share of the property tax burden, no more and no lesso 
Equalization is the process of adjusting assessed valuations so that the 
assessed valuation assigned to each property bears the same relationship to 
market value as that of every other propertyo 
Equalization does not mean that each taxpayer s~ould pay the same 
dollar amount in property taxeso Obviously, the owner of a property worth 
$10,000 should not pay the same amount of property tax as the owner of an 
adjacent property worth $20 1 000 in the same taxing jurisdictiono Instead, 
the owner of the property worth $101 000 should pay half as much tax as the 
owner of a property worth $201 000. 
State-wide equalization means the extension of the process of equali-
zation to include all the property in the stateo Such equalization of 
assessed valuations must exist between each and every property, between 
each and every class of propertyy and between the property in each and every 
county in the state. 
There are five basic reasons why assessing of property is an inter-
county problem9 and why assessed valuations must be equalized state-wide. 
Firsty the Constitution of the State of Colorado requires all property to 
be assessed at a uniform valuationo Second, the state levies a tax upon 
property. Third, the distribution of state school aid to local school 
districts is based upon the results of the assessing processo Fourth1 
there are ninety-three special districts in Colorado that embrace parts, 
or all, of two or more countieso Those districts depend on the property 
tax as the primary source of revenueo Fifth 1 a significant part of the 
assessed valuation of all property in the state is assessed on a relatively' 
uniform basis regardless of the county in which the property is located~ 
The Constitutional Requirement of Equalization 
The State Constitution in Article X, Section 3 1 as amended in 1956 1 
provides that "All taxes ••• shall be levied, assessed, and collected under 
general laws, which shall prescribe such methods and regulations as shall 
secure just and equalized valuations for assessments of taxes upon all 
property, real and personal, located within the territorial limits of the 
authority levying the tax." (Emphasis supplied. ) 
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Under the prov1s1ons of this section~ the General Assembly has the 
duty to legislate toward the end of securing equalized valuations upon all 
property located within the jurisdiction of any governmental unit levying 
a tax, from the smallest cemetery district to the state itselfo 
The State Property Tax 
The State of Colorado levied 3o56 mills on all taxable property in the 
state in 19570 The revenues from that levy~ approximately $12 millioni 
_provided operating money for several state educational institutions and 
several state departments and also provided for buildings in numerous state 
institutions and departmentso All property in the state must be assessed 
at a uniform level to provide an equitable distribution of this taxo 
If the state property tax were eliminated, one of the reasons for 
state-wide equalization would be eliminatedo The big problem connected with 
this proposal is finding another source of income to replace the $12 million 
the state is now collecting from the property tax. However, the elimination 
of the state property tax will not eliminate the necessity for state-wide 
equaliza tion,0 
Distributing State School Aid 
The property tax is the backbone of the revenue structure of the public 
school system~ State aid to education was prompted by two things: 1) the 
necessity of guaranteeing each school age youngster equal opportunity to secure 
an education in those school districts not having sufficient resources from 
the property tax to provide that equal opportunity; and 2) an effort to re-
lieve the property taxpayers in all school districts from some of the burden 
of educational costs by distributing revenue derived mainly from the income 
tax to local school districtso 
A basic part of the present system of distributing state school aid is 
the requirement that each county levy a tax of 12 mills upon its assessed 
valuationo Therefore, equitable distribution of this particular tax requires 
that all property in the state must be assessed at a uniform level 0 
As long as the property tax remains as the major source of revenue for 
schools, and school districts are required to make an effort locally to 
support their school systems from the property tax, then it is doubtful that 
the property tax factor can be eliminated from the state school aid fonnula 0 
Inter-County Special Districts 
Numerous joint districts have been created in Colorado for the performance 
of various governmental functions. Table I 1 below, shows the types of joint 
districts, the number in Colorado, the assessed valuations of the districts 
and the tax dollars collected from the taxpayers in these districts 0 Chart I, 
page 17, illustrates graphically the extent of the interlocking relationships 
of these districtso 
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T.ABIE I 
Types and Nwnber of Joint (Inter-County) Taxing Districts, 
(C) 
Joint Districts (A) (B) Valuation ----
School 53 44 $ 157,616,435 
Cities 1 2 46,207,358 
Water Conservancy-3~ 10 24 743,304,783 
Water Conservation 2. 18 388,796,300 
Fire Protection 19 28 105,630,171 
Sanitation 4 4 3j840,946 
Cemetery 2 4 6,916,110 
Recreation 1 2 8,675,590 
Moffat Tunnel Impto 1 9 73115661703 
Total for Joint Districts 93 51 $2,192,554,396 
(A) Number of districts 
(B) Number of counties involved, in all or in part 
(C) Amount of assessed valuation within districts 













(E) Percentage of total property tax revenue for all purposes 














~~ A new water conservancy district organized in 1958 increases the total 
number of districts to 94, the nuniber of counties involved to 53 0 
Each district is composed of all, or part, of two or more counties and 
levies a tax on all the taxable property within its boundaries regardless of 
county lineso The water conservancy, water conservation, and Moffat Tunnel 
Improvement districts are more extensive, including all or part of several 
countieso The Colorado River Water Conservation District includes all or 
part of thirteen counties, and the Moffat Tunnel Improvement District includes 
all or part of nine cot1ntieso 
To illustrate the· extent of these joint districts, only twelve counties 
in the state have no joint levies~ Two counties are subject to eleven 
different joint district levieso The average number per county is 5 0 7. 
Assessed valuations must be equalized within each of the ninety-three 
joint districts which now exist. In order for this to be accomplished, the 
assessed valuations within each county which forms a part of a given district 
must be equalized, one county with another. Consequently, the assessed 
valuations in the great majority of counties of the state must be equalized at 
a uniform level. 
The primary requirement that valuations within each county must be equal_... 
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A given county cannot equalize a portion of its assessed valuation at 
one level with a neighboring county to the east because of a joint school 
districtj at another level with a neighbor to the north because of a fire 
protection districtj at another level with a neighbor to the west because 
of a water conservancy district, at another level with a neighbor to the 
south because of a sanitation district, and at still another level in 
those portions of the county that are within no joint district 0 
The joint-district factor in equalization cannot, like the state and 
public school levies, be side-steppedo This complex of districts is too 
·firmly established to be eliminated or even reducado It is actually be-
coming nnre extensive and more complex each yearo The reorganization of 
school districts, now in progress~ may reduce the number of joint school 
districts ·through consolidatio'nj but is likely to add more territory to 
that already within joint school districtso New water conservancy dis-
tricts, usually inter~county in extent, are being formed each year. Other 
types of special improvement districts are being formed in large numbers~ 
some of them invariably extending beyond the limits of a single county 0 
The que~tion is sometimes raised as to whether these joint levies are 
sufficiently large to be of great concern to the taxpayero It is argued 
that the main concern should be the equalization of valuations within 
each county, as a separate entity, without concern for the Effect of joint 
levieso While some of the joint levies are very small and considerable 
property in the state is not subject to any joint-district levies, the 
cumulative effect on a large part of the property in the state is substan-
tial0 The following illustrations demonstrate the importance of this 
problem. 
County "A" assesses property at 50 per cent of full cash value and 
County"B" assesses property at 25 per cent of full cash valueo Take two 
properties in each county of equal value. One property is a $20,000 resi-
dencej and the other is a farm worth $1001 000. 
In County "A", the $20,000 home is assessed at $10,000, and the farm 
at $50~000. In County "B", the $20,000 home is assessed at $5,ooo, and the 
farm at $25,000. The relative tax burden for the two types of properties 
in each county is shown in the table below. The mill levies are identical 
since the properties are located in the same three joint districts, although 
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Need for E ualization Amon Classes . 
1 . ates there is considerable variation 
The 1958 sales ratio study ind~c t which•is assessed by county 
in the assessment levels of most rea lpr~b:~ ~lasses of property which are 
assessors •t However, tth1· ev:~,,a~:i}~;:t~ev~l throughout the state,, in spite 
assessed a a compara J..J t Th • 
of the lack of uniformity in assessments on real proper Yo ey are. 
1) Public utility property, such as railroads, telephone and telegraph 
companies and electric power companies, which are assessed by the tax com-
mission on a uniform basis for each company, without regard to location. 
While the valuation of such a company is distributed among the counties in. 
which it has property according to one of several statutory formulas, 
which may have no relationship to the value of the property actually present 
in each county, the proportion of' assessed valuation distributed to each 
county is not adjusted to the level of assessment maintained by the county 
assessor on other r~al propertyo 
2) Producing metal mines which are assessed according to a statutory 
formula, the assessed valuation being based on the preceding year's value 
of mine, or to the local level of assessments on other real propertyo 
Producing oil and gas wells are assessed according to a similar formula 
agreed upon by the assessors concerned and the tax commission. 
3) Stocks of merchandise which, by tax conrrnission policy, are assessed 
at 50 per cent of their average wholesale valueo While it cannot be said 
that all stocks of merchandise are assessed unif'ormly, such lack of uniformity 
lo See Colorado Legislative Council Research Publication No. 27 1 
Sales Ratio Study, Part One 0 
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as exists · 
av-e 18 due t . rage Wholes o va..rying de 
in local ale Value of . grees of effi . 
assessment pol. the 111erchandis c1ency in deternu . 
icy o e, rather th m.ng the 
4) All an to variations 
assess d - classes of 1. e at au 'f 1Vestock wh' 
by the tax ~l orm valuation 1ch, 1'fith very fe 
county to ~i~ssiona The resuf;fn head acc?rding to wc;:;;ptions, are 
propertyo n y to conform to level; valuations are not ad .as recommended 
o£ assessment f Justed from 
Because of the co 
0 other loca11,F 
~ assessed 
lar classes of mparative uniformit f 
~he boundaries ~;o~:;t[r equalization of rs:es::;e;;ment~ on these particu-
~zation of assessments ~unty, ;annot be achieved witt:;;=10:si ev~n Within 
illustrated by takin th ong a 1 classes of property Th~ a e-w1de equal-
the results of h g_ e classes of property withi • is point may be 
real ro a c ange in the level of assessm none county and e.xam.ining 
f P- perty, and the consequent shift ft ent for locally assessed 
o propertyo o ax burden among these classes 
The assessed valuation of a hy th t· 
po e 1cal county -is made up as ·fallows: 
Classes of Property 



























For simplicity, it is assumed that there are no other classes of 
property in the county than those listed. In the first column under 
"assessed valuation", are shown the assessed valuations of the various 
classes of property when assessments of locally-assessed real property, 
other than producing mines, are at an average of 30% of market valueo 
In the second colunm are shown the assessed valuations after the assess-
ments of real property are reduced to an average of 20% of market value. 
Note that this change of assessment policy has produced a reduction of 
$10,000,000 in the total assessed valuation of the cotmty without affect ... 
ing the asses·sed valuations of the first four classes of property • 
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The various tax levies d th 
case, is as follows: an e amount of taxes levied, in each 
Purpose of Tax 
State 
County Public School 
County 
Schools, Special Fund 
Total 
Fund 
Real J>ropert,y Assessed at 
30% 2 % 
Mill Taxes in tiMTi·Ii:;----.:..0-='1)---
L Taxes in evy Dollars Levy 
3o56 $ 131,720 3.56 Dollars 
12.00 444,000 12.00 $ 96,120 
10 00 324,000 
0 ·370,000 13070 369,900 
~ 740,000 27040 7399800 
·45066 $1,685,72o 56066 $1,529,820 
For purposes of this illustration ·t · 
county a single school di t . t , 1 is.assumed that there is in this 
districts, which apply toso:i;,, andt~ev1es of towns, cities and special 
Note that the state le which~ por ion.of the valuation are omitted~ 
zation and the county ;z.blic sc~~o~si~~!1~hed by_the_state board of equali-
:ta~~ed, P;?ducing a smaller amount of t=~ d;f~:/!i :~ \ bio!!; t:;1!:aremain 
,ua 10n°. ince the county and special school fund levies are set to 
raise specified sums of money, the mill levies are increased to produce 
approximately the same amount of tax dollars on a lower tax base
0 
On the basis of the assess~d valuations· shown in the preceding para-
graph and the taxes levied, each of the groups of taxpayers would, in each 
case, pay the following proportion of the total tax burden: 
























Taxes in Proportion of 
Dollars Total Tax Bill 






Note that the owners of other real property, rece1v1ng a reduction of 
one-third in assessed valuation, would, in consequency, benefit by a decrease 
in tax burden in the amount of $233 1 6000 On the other hand, the owners of 
the other four classes of property, h~ving no change in assessed valuation, 
would~ nevertheless, pay 24 per cent more in taxes, an additional $78,000o 
The total tax burden in the county was decreased by $155,900, but only 
the owners of real property benefited from such reduction, while the bur-
den of the others was increasedo 
Of the total decrease of $155,900 in taxes, $35 1 600 represents the loss 
to the state from the state levy of 3o56 mills resulting from the decrease 
of total assessed valuation of the county 0 Of course'i if there were a 
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significant decrease in the total assessed valuation of the st.ate, the 
state :mill levy would be increased, but the $10,000,000 decrease in this. 
county 2 by itself, would have no affect on the state levy.., The remaining 
reduction of $120 1 000 is lost to the county public school fund, and must 
be made up by an increased amount of state aid for educationo Since the 
General Assembly approprh~tes the amount of money necessary to pay the state 
aid, this places a ceiling on the total amount of state aid for the entire 
state4 Distribution of a greater amount to this county means that other 
counties will receive less«) 
Conclusions 
1) The State Constitution requires that the General Assembly prescribe 
by law methods of assessment that will secure just and equalized assessments 
throughout the state and within the jurisdiction of each unit of government 
levying a tax0 
2~ The complex inter-relation of units of government which levy taxes 
~kes 1t_essential that equalization of assessed valuations be on a. state-
wide basisi as well as within each individual county.-
3) All factors which contribute to the need for 
tion cannot be elim.inatedo state-wide equaliza-
4) State-wide equalization cannot be 
among county assessorso accomplished merefy by cooperation 
~) Adjustment of levies to compensate 
counties, sometimes suggested as . fo~ lack of equalization amon 
problem of: equalization, because af s~;ut1011, will not solve the over-all g 
of property within each county. o ie need for equalization among classes 
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IV 
HETHODS OF ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY IN GENERAL 
Property, Taxable and Exempt 
The first problem encountered in the assessment of property is that of 
determining what property is taxable and, therefore, subject to assessment. 
Property may be defined as anything which is owned, anything of value of 
which a person, partnership, association, company or corporation has the 
right of possession and use. Anything which is property and which is not 
specifically exempted from taxation by law is taxable. 
Property has been exempted from taxation by the Constitution and laws 
of the United States, and the Constitution and statutes of the State of 
Colorado. Such exemptions fall into three main t,pes: (1) those which are 
based upon the ownership of the property; (2) those which are based upon 
the nature of the property; and (3) those which are based upon the use of 
the property. -
Exemptions based upon the ownership of the property. Generally, all 
property owned by the federal government is exempt. This exemption rests 
upon the Constitution and laws of the United States. In the case of Colo-
rado, it is reaffirmed in the Enabling Act which authorized the People of 
Colorado to write a Constitution and create a state government. Section 
4 of the Enabling Act provides "that no taxes shall be imposed by the state 
on lands or property therein belonging to, or which may hereafter be 
purchased by the United States." This principle is so firmly established 
that no reference is made to it in either the Constitution or statutes of 
the State of Colorado. 
Other exemptions based upon ownership are: property owned by the 
state, counties, cities, towns, school districts, other municipal corpora-
tions and public libraries;l and personal property of banks. 2 Property 
belonging to county fair associations is, in effect, exempt ~rom taxation. 
There is no specific exemption of _this property by law, and no basis for 
such exemption in the Constitution. However, the law3 provides that any 
taxes imposed upon such property shall be abated or refunded each year. 
1. State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 4. 
2. Authorized by State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 17; implemented by C.R.S., 
1953, SP-c. 138-1-6; Sec. 38-1-23. 
3. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-12-6. 
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Exemptions based upon the nature of the property include household 
furnishings and personal effects which are not used for the production of 
income at any time ;4 intangible personal propert,y; 5 and motor vehicles, 
trailers, and semi-trailers, except those "in process of manufacture, or 
held in storage, or which constitute the stock of manufacturers, or dis-
tributors thereof or of dealers therein'' .. 6 
Household furnishings, by statutory definition, inc Jude "personal 
property in residential buildings and structures, except fixtures". 
Personal effects include "such tangible personal property as is, or may 
be, worn or carried on or about the person, and such articles as are 
usually associated with the person". The term "fixtures'1 , as used in the 
definition of household furnishings "includes those articles, which although 
once movable chattels, have become an accessory to and
7
a pa.rt of real estate 
by having been physica~_ly annexed or affixed thereto." 
Intangible personal. property, defined as including "rights, credits, 
franchises, special privileges and special advantages attendant upon or 
derivable from contract rights having a value of themselves for the purpose 
of income or sale, or in connection with other property", 8 were exempted 
from property taxation with the adoption of the state income tax. One 
exception to this exemption is that it shall not "be construed to repeal, 
or in any way affect, the use or inclusion of intangible property as a 
factor in arriving at the valuation of public utility property assessed by 
the tax commission." 9 
Exemptions based upon the use of property include property, real and 
personal, used "solely and exclusively" for religious worship, for schools, 
other than schools held or conducted for private or corporate profit, and 
for "strictly charitable pur~oses", and cemeteries not used or held for 
private or corporate profit. O 
Exemptions based upon nature, ownership and use of property. The law 
provides that ditches, canals and flumes mined and used by individuals or 
corporations for irrigating land owned by such individuals or corporations, 
or the irrlividual members thereof, shall not be separately tax11 as long as they shall be owned and used exclusively for such purposes. 
4. Authorized by State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 3; implemented by C.R.S., 
1953, Sec• 137-12-3. 
5. Authorized by State Cons., Art. X, Sec• 17; implemented by C.R.S., 
1953, Sec. 138-1-48, and 137-12-3. 
6. State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 6. 
7. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-12-2. 
8. C.R.S., 1953, Sec., 137-12-2. 
9. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 138-1-48. 
10. State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 5; C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-12-3. 
11. State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 3. 
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Partial or temporary exemptions. .A residence, and the land upon which 
it is erected, owned by a church or synagogue organization, while used 
solely and exclusively as a residence by a minister, preacher, priest or 
rabbi actually serving the or ganiza ti on as suc~
2 
is exempt to the extent of 
an assessed valuation of six thousand dollars. 
''The increase in value of private lands caused by the planting of trees 
shall not be taken into account in valuing such lands for taxation for a 
period of thirty years from the date of planting unless prior to the expira-
tion of thirty years, a~3 of such trees shall become sufficiently mature as to be of economic use." 
Classification of Property for Taxation 
The assessment of property is a complex problem because the property 
which is assessed is so varied in nature. Different types of property, by 
their nature, require different methods of assessment. Therefore, the first 
step in assessing property, or in studying the assessment of property, is to 
classify the property according to the characteristics which determine the 
methods which are to be used. For this purpose the law classifies property 
into the two broad classes of real estate, including l'and and improvements 
on land, and personal property, and recognizes the separate assessment as a 
cl~ss of property, the property, both real and personal, belonging to public 
utility corporations. 
The tax commission is authorized by law to classify property for 
purposes of assessment within these broad categories. The commission, in 
1958, prescribed eighty-eight different classifications: twenty-two classi-
fications of land, eight of improvements, forty-five of personal property, 
and thirteen of public utilities. For the purpose of discussing methods of 
assessment in ensuing chapters, property has been divided into the following 
broad classes, somewhat different than the classifications prescribed by 
the tax commission, each of which constitutes a separate problem in assess-
ment methods: 1) agricultural land, 2) extractive land, 3) situs land, 
4) improvements, 5) personal property, and 6) public utilities. 
The first three are lan:i classifications based upon the type of use 
from which value is derived. Agricultural land is that land which is used 
for the production of agricultural productsorthe grazing of livestock, 
or is held principally for such use, and which derives its value from its 
capability for producing agricultural products or grazing of livestock. 
Extractive land is that land, including mineral interests, which derives 
its value from the extraction or removal of an irreplaceable portion of 
the land itself, or a product of the land, such as timber, which requires 
many years for replacement. Situs land includes all land which is neither 
12. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-12-4. 
13. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-12-5. 
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agricultural nor extractive. It derives its value from the use of its 
surface as the site for buildings not agricultural or extractive in use, 
or as the site of a non-agricultural or non-extractive activity, such as 
commercial, industrial, residential, or recreational. 
Improvements on land consists mainly of buildings erected upon the 
land. 
Personal property is a broad class consisting of all property not 
included in the classes of land or improvements, and characterized pri-
marily by mobility. This class, for purposes of discussing assessment 
methods, is divided into the sub-classes of livestock, merchandise and 
manufactures, and all other personal property. 
The class of publi.c utilities, such as railroads, electric power 
companies, telephone and telegraph companies, car line companies, air-
lines, and pipe line companies, includes land, improvements and personal 
property of the utility companies. 
Standard of Assessment 
A problem which relates to the assessment of all taxable property is 
that of the standard of assessment which should be used. Hore specifically, 
should assessments be based upon: 1) full value; 2) a prescribed fraction 
of full value; 3) the level of value existing in a specific year or years; 
or 4) a fraction of such level? Should such standard of assessment be 
prescribed by the Constitution, prescribed by statute, or left to admin-
istrative determination? 
Constitutional Provision. The State Constitution requires that "the 
state board of equalization and the county board of equalization shall 
equ~lize to the end thai
4
all taxable property in the state shall be assessed 
at 1 ts full cash value •11 (Emphasis supplied) 
Statutory Provision. The statutes of Colorado adhere to the "full cash 
value'' standard prescribed by the constitution. They require the county 
assessor to subscribe, in person, to the statement that he has assessed the 
taxable property in his county "at the true and full cash value there.of .ul5 
They require the tax commission to "exercise supervision over the county 
assessors" and others "to the end that all assessment of property real, 
personal, and mixed, be made relatively just and uniform and at its true 
and full cash value" and to require them "to assess all property of every 
kind or character at its actual and full cash value. 11 16 The "full cash value" 
requirement is repeated with reference to 1he duties of the tax commission 
14. State Cons., Art. X, Sec• 15. 
15. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-40. 
160 C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-6-12. 
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in reporting to the state board of equalization and the duties of the state 
board of equalization in equalizing the assessment of the state.17 
The law states that "ln determining the true value of taxable property, 
except as otherwise provided in this chapter, the market value shall be the 
guide. As to all classes or items of property in respect to which it cannot 
be fairly said to have a market value, the price it would bring at a fair 
voluntary sale thereof, the value of the use thereof, and the capability of 
use, together with any other just method of determination, may be considered 
by the assessor. In determining the value of taxable property in this state 
of corporations, foreign and domestic, the value of the capital stock and 
bonds of each corporation shall be received and considered, and shall be 
competent evidence of the value of the entire plant of such corporation, 
but any and all other· evidence of the full and true cash value of said 
property, both tangible and intangible, shall be received and considered in 
arriving at the value of the entire plant of such corporation."18 
"lf there is no market value of the stock, then what it would bring at 
a fair voluntary sale, the value of the use of the property and the capability 
of use shall be considered, with other evidence. If neither of the foregoing 
methods are applicable to any given profit producing unit, corporate plant 
or pry;erty, then the cost of duplication or other just means, may be resorted 
to." 1 It also states that this section shall not apply to "mines or mining 
claims bearing gold, silver, lead, copper or other precious metals and possess-
ory rights therein, but the same shall be assessed under the provisions of 
Artic!B 5 of this chapter whether the same shall be owned by a corporation or 
not." 
In summation the law provides: 1) that property shall be assessed at 
its full cash value or true value; 2) that market value shall be the guide 
to true value; and 3) that in the absence of a determinable market value, 
the value of use, the capability of use or any other just method of determina-
tion may be considered. 
Tax Commission Policy. Although the constitution requires assessment at 
"full cash value", which would seem to mean full market value, the tax com-
mission has not insisted on assessing property at market value. Not since 
1913, when the assessment was presumably at full market value, has the assess-
ment level been at full market value. 
The present policy of the tax commission, determined in 1951, is that 
the 1941 cost level represents "true cash value". The 1941 level was referred 
to as a normal level of values. Inflation of values which has occurred .since 
1941 was considered abnormal and temporary. Therefore, the 1941 level has 
represented true cash value, if not current market value, under tax commission 
policy since 1951. 
17. C.R.S. 1953, S0 c. 137-6-31, 137-7-5. 
18. C.R.S. 1953, Sec• 137-3-17. 
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In accordance with this policy, the tax commission has ordered the 
appraisal of buildings upon the basis of 1941 costs of construction. It 
has ordered that machinery and equipment, when subjected to a detriiled 
appraisal, be appraised upon the cost of similar machinery and equipment 
in 1941, the actual cost at a subsequent date being adjusted to the 1941 
level. It has ordered the assessment of agricultural land on the basis of 
ave.rage value during the ten-yenr period from 1934 to 1943, inclusive, 
which was designated as the 1941 level for that class of property. In 
general, the tax commission recommendations concerning the assessment of 
other classes of property have been designed to produce valuations at 
approximately the 1941 level. 
To this date, neither the state board of equalization nor the courts 
have ordered the tax commission or the assessors to increase valuations to 
current market values. However, the courts in Colorado have never ruled 
specifically upon the question of what constitutes full cash value. 
Generally, the courts have dealt only with the authority of the tax com-
mission to order assessors to increase valuations. In such cases, 
plaintiffs usually sought a reduction in valuations on the ground that the 
tax commission did not have such authority. The court has usually ruled 
that the tax commission has such authority, and that "it is the express 
duty of the commissi.on to see that all property is uniformly assessed at 
its actual and full cash value" .19 But there has been no ruling defining 
the meaning of "full cash value". The court has not ruled on the correct-
ness of the assessed valuation, but only upon the authority of the tax 
commission to order a change. 
No one has ever brought a case to the Colorado Supreme Court seeking 
to have his va.luation increased because it wasn't assessed at "full cash 
value". Perhaps, this is the reason that no court has ruled that assess-
ments were below full cash value and that they should be increased to 
that standard. 
Assessment Practice. Neither in policy, nor in actual assessment 
practice, is the 1941 level of assessment adhered to strictly. Agricultural 
land is assessed on the basis of a ten-year average of values, 1934 to 1943, 
inclusive. Extractive land, if producing, is assessed on the basis of its 
production during the prec~ding year; if not producing, at the discretion 
of the individual assessor, usually wi1hout reference to any given standard 
of assessment. Other lams are assessed at from five to forty per cent of 
current market value. Improvements are assessed on the basis of the 1941 
cost of construction. 'I1he various classes of personal property are assessed 
19. Citizens' Comm. for Fair Property Taxation v.. Warner, 127 Colo. 
121, 254 P. 2d. 1005 (1953). 
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at varying percentages of original cost or current value, ranging from 65% 
dowmrard. Public utility properties are assessed at 40% of the "full value" 
determined by the tax commission. The starrlards in use for each of the 
classifications will be examined in greater detail in the chapters relating 
to their assessment. 
The current sales ratio study20shows considerable variation, from 
property to property, from class to class, and from county to county, in the 
relationship between current assessed valuations and current market values. 
The 1957 assessed valuations of real property are shown to be at an average, 
sfa.te-wide, of 27. 9 per cent of the average market value of such real property 
as determined by conveyances of real property recorded between July 1, 1957 
and June 30, 1958. The average. ratio of assessed valuations to sales considera-
tions in individual counties ranges from a low of 14.1 per cent to a high of 
40.9 per cent. The average ratio of urban residential property is shown to 
be 28.1 per cent, of all urban property 29.5 per cent, and of rural property 
24.3 per cent. 
Standard in Other.States. In considering what should be established as 
the standard of assessment, it is well to note the experience of other states. 
Most states, as Colorado, have the full cash value requirement, but do not 
adhere to it in practice. 
There have been several court decisions in other states relating to this 
problem in recent years. In 1958 the Supreme-Court of Idaho21 ruled that "the 
criteri.on or method used in fixing cash value exclusively at replacement cost 
of improvements based on an index of yE;ars 1937 to 1941, less depreciation, 
is erroneous and not authorized by law" and "replacement cost at a fixed time, 
less allowed depreciation, would not in itself de~2rmine the cash val~~, market value, or full cash value." In new Jersey and in Connecticut the 
courts held invalid assessments made at less than the full value prescribed 
in those states. 
Six states have adopted specified fractions of full value as standards 
of assessments: South Dakota, 60%; Nebraska, 35%; Arkansas, 18% to 20%; 
Alabama, 60%; Iowa, 60%; and Fashington, 50%. 
In Alabama the law requires property to be assessed at 60 per cent of 
its fair and reasonable market value. The most recent sales ratio study made 
by the Alabama Department of Revenue reveals the median sales ratio for the 





Colorado Legislative Council Research Publication No. 27, Part I, 
Sales Ratio Report for 1957. 
R.71: Farmer v. State Tax Commission, 5 ICR 135. 
Switz v. Middletown Township, ANL, April, 1957. 
Ingraham Co. v. City of Bristol, ANL, June, 1957. 
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proEram usine as a base the values of property in the year 19hO, determined 
to be the "fair and reasonable market value. 11 After the assessments have 
been equalized on the basis of the value of 1940, "it will then be a matter 
of increasing all assessments percentage-wise to ?.12
4
amount reflecting &J 
per cent of the fair and rt as on able market value. 11 
In the State of Nebraska, until 1953, "the office of the Tax Commissioner 
operated under a law requiring assessment of all real and tangible personal 
·property at actual value. 11 In actual practice, the assessment level "was 
probably at not more than 20 per cent of actual value. 11 In 1953 the state 
supremn court ruled that the law required assessment at 100 per cent of actual 
value. ·£he legislature then passed a law "requiring assessments at 50 per 
cent of actual value. 11· Since efforts at equalization resulted in 11 a.n average 
assesEment of something approaching 35 per cent of actual value, 11 in 1957, 
the legislature changed the requirement to 11 35 per cent of actual value. 11 
11Equa1izP.tion of rea.l property at the 35 per cent level has improved rapidly 25 and they are convinced that few states can show a better record of equalization." 
In South Dakota, the legal assessment standard for the state is cAJ per 
cent of the "true and full value 11 as established by the assessors. 1atio 
studies have shmm ~ctnal assessment to be at 48 per cent ~6 recorded sales. Efforts are being continued to achieve the legal standard. 
From these illustrations it can be seen readily that Colorado is not 
alone in being plagued with this problem, and that the problem has not been 
completely solved anywhere. 
Alternative Standards of Assessment 
Possible standards of assessment are: 1) full cash value (current market 
value); 2) a prescribed percentage of full cash value; 3) the level of value 
prevailing in a given y8ar; or 4) a prescribed percentage of the level of value 
prevailing in a siven year. 
The present constitutional standard is that property be assessed at full 
cash value. Therefore, the legal standard cannot be anything else without a 
constitutional amendment. The use of the term 11 assessed at 11 precludes the 
possibility of enacting a statute providing that property be 11vBlued at full 
cash value and assessed at 11 some portion thereof. "Full ca.sh value" by any 
reasonable interpretaticn means current market value. Therefore, it appears 
that nothing can be done to change the legal standard of assessment except 
by constitutional amenclr:1ent. 
24. Letter to Legislative Council dated March 20, 1958 from Chief of 
~d Valorem Tax Division, State Department of Revenue, State of Alabama. 
25. Letter to Legislative Council dated March 10, 1958, from State Tax 
Conm1ission_er, State of Nebraska. 
26. Letter to Legislative Council dated February 27, 1958, from Depart-
ment of Revenue, State of South Dakota. 
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The arguments for use of actual full cash value, meaning average 
current market value, as a standard of assessment are as follows: 
1) Current values are more realistic for assessment purposes than 
are historic ones. Taxpayers can understand and verify current values 
more easily. The use of current values for assessment makes possible 
easy comparison of assessed valuations between individual properties, be-
tween classes of property, and between counties or other taxing districts 
with the use of current sales information. 
2) With a cun·ent value basis of assessment, the achievement of the 
goal of equalization could be more nearly accomplished. F.qualization 
represents uniform assessment of property with reference to its present 
value. Therefore, it· is easier·to place a correct valuation on property 
wi.th use of current values, than with use of values of a year that is· long 
past. 
3) Use of a full current value would benefit some taxing jurisdictions 
which are now hampered by an inadequate tax base. Assessments at low levels 
have, by administrative action, placed a limitation on levying and homing 
powers, which was not intended by law. Some taxing jurisdictions,at present, 
feel compelled to hold their valuations at a higher level than others 
because of these limitations. In doing so, they are penalized for assess-
ments at a higher level than in other jurisdictions. An increase in the 
level of assessioont in all counties would solve this problem, while making 
equalization possible. 
The arguments used in opposition to the use of full cash value assess-_ 
ments are as follows: 
1) Increases in the level of assessment would cause an increase of the 
tax load because the mill levies would not be decreased proportionately. 
2) Use of current value assessments based upon average market value 
would result in complaints from taxpayers who, for one reason or another, 
purchased property for less than what was determined to be the average 
market value. These complaints would be hard to deal with because the tax-
payer would hRve documentary evidence that he had paid less than the assessed 
valuation for the property~ 
3) Use of current value assessments would be extremely difficult 
administratively because of the annual adjustments of valuations which might 
be required, and because there would be a time-lag. It would not be po~sible 
to determine the market value for the current year in time to use it for 
making assessments for the current year. 
4) Constant adjustments of assessments resulting from the use of 
current values would create confusion among the taxpayers. 
5) Taxpayers and assessing officials would likely resist an increase 
from the present levels of assessment to full value. 
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Some of the arguments against use of full cash value assessments could 
be over come : 
1) If adequate limitations were provided to prevent an undue increase 
of tax levies, so that an increase in levels of assessment would not, of 
itself, increase the total tax burden. 
2) If the procedure of comparing a property with similar properties 
were used in r~viewing complaints resulting from irnividual purchases of 
proper~y for less than assessed valuation. 
3) If use of market values determined for the preceding year or two 
years preceding were used in making assessments and in judging equalization. 
This would allow for the time-lag needed for administration of assessments 
on this standard. 
4) If adjustments of the level of assessment were permitted to be 
made periodically, every four or five years, instead of annually. 
5) If sufficient time were permitted for the administrative task of 
changing from present levels of assessment to the new. 
6) If a reasonable margin of variation from the standard were permitted. 
This would allow for the fact that it would be nearly impossible to assess at 
exactly full cash value, or to determine exactly that assessments are made at 
full cash value. A five per cent margin of permissable variation ei;ther way 
would probably be sufficient. 
Prescribed Percentage of Full Yalue. Some of the arguments against 
using full cash value as the standard of assessment would be overcome, if, 
instead, a percentage of full value were prescribed as the standard. This 
would be especially true if the percentage selected were approximately the 
present average sales ratio. However, this would amount to continued circum-
vention of the requirements of the constitution, unless the Constitution 
itself were amended. And it would prevent some of the benefits which can be 
derived from full cash value assessment. In any event, average market value 
would have to be determined in order for a percentage of it to be used. 
Base Year Standard of Assessment. The other alternative is to continue 
the use of the present practice of assessing on the basis of a base year, 
such as 1941. Little can be said for the continuance of this practice except 
that it would require no great increase in the level of assessment. 
Huch can be said against it. Equalization with reference to the present 
value of property cannot be achieved with use of a static assessment base. 
Values are rarely static. Furthermore, the relative values of one property 
to another do not remain constant with the passage of time. One property 
increases or decreases in value more rapidly than another. One class of 
property changes in value more rapidly than another. Value relationships of 
one area to another do not remain constant. The items of cost involved in 
construction of buildings vary at different rates. 
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With the passage of time, it becomes increasingly difficult to determine 
what the 1941 level of values was for any particular property or class of 
property. 
Building materials which have been developed since 1941, and new types 
of machinery and equipment cannot be said to have a 1941 level of cost that 
can be truly determined. If so, the current cost is likely to be less than 
the 1941 cost on many such things. 
It is difficult for the· taxpa;yer to judge whether he is rece1v1ng equi t-
able treatment. He probably does not know what the 1941 level of cost was. 
He is likely to believe that his property is under-assessed because his assessed 
valuation is a small part of what he knows his property to be worth. The 
actual situation may be that his property is over-assessed in relation to a 
similar property. 
The adjustioont of a~sessed valuations determined upon the basis of values 
prevailing in a given base year, in the interests of equalization, to reflect 
loss of value because of local or regional economic corrlitions, loss of utility, 
or vari.ous types of obsolescence, becomes very difficult.. Such adjustments 
can be made only with reference to variations in current market value. And 
it becomes impossible to determine what percentage of current market value 
truly represents the 1941 level of value. This procedure tends to deteriorate 
into the mere adjustment of assessed valuations to an average level with 
reference to current market value, probably an ever-decreasing average. 
Findings and Conclusions. 
1) The constitutional standard of assessment at full cash value should 
not be changed. 
2) Legislative action should be taken to insure the adoption of full 
cash value assessments in actual practice within a reasonable length of time 
by the imposition of penal ties upon the tax commission for failure to enforce 
the full cash value standard, as well as upon assessors for failure to adhere 
to the standard. 
3) Adequate limitations on tax levies should be provided for by law and 
no levy in excess of statutory limitations should be permitted without a vote 
of the taxpayers upon whom the levy is to be imposed. 
4) The s~dy of current real estate sales, as inaugurated by the Realty 
Recording Act, should be continued as a means of determining average n~rket 
value and of testing compliance with the full cash value standard of assess-
ment. 
5) Testing of assessed valuations by the latest sales information 
available should be permitted in recognition of the fact that completely 
current sales statistics cannot be maintained. 
27. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 188-6-21 to 33. 
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6) Adjustment of existing assessed valuations should not be required 
until a mal-adjustment in excess of five per cent from average market value 
is determined to exist. 
7) Methods of assessment should be developed which are designed to 
produce assessed valuations which are as nearly as possible at the average 
market value of property which is subject to the predominant economic 
conditions existing in the state. 
8) Means of determining average market value of classes of property 
other than teal property should be developed and used. 
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. . .. . . 
I 
V 
THE ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND 
Agricultural land, for assessment purposes may be defined as that 
class of land which derives value primarily from its use in the produc-
tion of agricultural products or the grazing of livestock. It includes 
by far the greatest number of acres of taxable land in the state. Of 
the 38,097,693 acres of taxable land, 37,177,920 acres 7 2 or 9706 per 
cent, are assessed as agricultural 0 
In terms of assessed valuation, the total valuation of all lands 
assessed as agricultural·is $285 1 549 1 525, which is 35o5 per cent of the 
total valuation of all classes of taxable land in the stateo. It consti-
tutes 8.7 per cent of the total valuation of all taxable property in the 
stateo Although the valuation on this class of land represents only 12o3 
per cent of the total valuation of real property (land and improvements) 
in the state, its relative significance is greater than this percentage 
indicates because it is of greater importance in so many- of the state's 
sixty-three. cotmtieso Table II on page 36 illustrates the relative 
importance of agricultural land valuations in comparison with the total 
valuation of real property for each county, arranged in order of relative 
:importance. Table III shows the 1958 assessed valuation of agricultural 
land in the state by classes as reported to the state tax connnissiono 
The assessment of agricultural land in Colorado is very difficult, 
and the equalization of such valuations is even more difficult, because 
of the great variety of agric·ultural lands in the state, not only among 
counties but also within a great many of the counties. None of the 
factors which influence the value of agricultural land are uniform through-
out the state. There are wide variations in terrain, soil characteristics, 
rainfall, availability of water for irrigation, elevation, latitude, and 
convenience to market, all of ~hich influence, in one way or another, the 
types of crops that can be grown, the yield of such crops, the annual 
cost of operation, and therefore, the income-producing capability of the 
land. 
Constitutional and Statutory Provisions 
There are no statutory provisions relating specifically to the 
determination of the assessed valuation of agricultural land except that 
lo Public Land Ownership~·in Colorado, 1944, prepared by State Planning 
Connnission and Colorado Water Conservation Board. Although this 
acreage determination is not current, it is the most recent one avail-
able and probably has not changed greatly since 1944. 




Showing, for Each County, the Total Assessed Valuation of Agricultural Land 











































































































































































































1958 Assessed Valuation of Agricultural Land.3 by 
Classes as Re;eorted to the State Tax Connnission 
% of 
% of Total 
Total Average Agric o 
Agrico Valuation Assessed Land 
Class No. of Acres land Eer acre Valuation Valuation 
Irrigated Land 2,068,521«,92 5.6% $57082 $119,602,168 41.9% 
Meadow & Irrigated 
Pasture land 527,$47088 lo4 21047 11,3281732 3o9 
Dry Farm Land 8,607,504c,81 23ol. 10017 87,570,992 30o7 
Grazing Land 24,098,606.61 6408 2 0 67 64,445,641 2206 
Arid, Waste, Seep 
& Restoration Land 1,841,084047 5o0 14)03 1~894,277 0.,7 
Miscellaneous 342554000 Ool 20048 707 z 715 0o2 
Total Agricultural 37,177 '919 069 100.0% $ 7.68 $285,549!1525 100.0% 
nagricu1tura1 lands shall be valued as a un~t with the improvements and 
water rights located upon them". 4 Since this particular requirement relates 
to the assessment of both agricultural land and improvements thereon, it 
will be treated as a separate problem. 
Tax Connnission Policy 
The official policy of the Colorado Tax Corrnnission for the assessment 
of agricultural land is set forth in Section C of the Assessors' Real 
Estate Appraisal Manualo Basically, that policy calls for capitalizing 
3o Compiled from Abstracts of Assessment for 1958 from the 63 county 
assessors. Since there are some differences between the classifica-
tion of agricultural land as used in this chapter and those as used in 
the abstracts of assessment, the total valuation for agricultural lands 
shown here will not be the same as the total for those classifications 
designated as "farm landsn in the abstracts as it will probably appear 
in the 1958 Annual Report of the Colorado Tax Connnissiono The abstract 
classification of "Suburban Tracts" under the heading of "Farm Lands" 
has not been included. The item designated as "Miscellaneous" in the 
above table is taken from the abstract classification "Other Land Not 
Classified" in the abstract of Costilla County, as this particular 
acreage is known to be agriculturalo 
4o CoRoSo, 1953, Seco 137-12-90 
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the average net income that was produced over a ten-year period on a 
typical farm unit under average managemento The average net income is 
to be determined for each class of land within homogeneous areaso The 
valuation per acre determined by capitalizing this net income is used in 
a process of mass appraisal of all land in each classo The ten-year 
period prescribed for averaging net income is the years 1934 to 1943, in-
clusiveo 
If this policy were strictly adhered to in the actual appraisal of 
agricultural land for purposes of taxation, the procedures outlined below, 
and illustrated in Table IV, would be followedo 
1) Advisory Conmitteeo The county assessor would select an advisory 
committee of representative land owners of his county, having first-ham 
knowledge of the agricultural land in the county, to assist him 0 
2) Land-Use Mapo A land-use map of the county would be drawn showing 
the land that is used for each of the following purposes: dry f~ng1 
special crops; dry farming, diversified crops; irrigated, special crops; 
irrigated, diversified crops; grazing land; and meadow hay lando 
3) TyPe-of-farming Areaso With land use as a guide, the advisory 
committee would designate the geographic boundaries of areas having similar 
types of agricultural operations, and within which lands of similar charac-
ter could be expected to yield approximately the same income under average 
management. 
4) Key Farms. Within each type-of-farming area, "key" farms would 
be selected which are typical of the area with respect to types of soil 
and other p}zysical operating conditionso These farms would be selected 
without regard to the individual managerial ability of their operators. 
5) Land Classificationo 
ified according to its use and 
Soil Conservation Service Land 
When such classifications were 
classification would be usedo 
The land on each "key" farm would be class-
production capability. When available, 
Capability classifications would be used. 
not available, some other basis of capability 
6) Acre Yield. Average acre yields for the ten-year period would be 
determined for each crop grown on each land capability class under normal 
managementj normal conditions and current farming practices generally 
followed throughout the type of farming areao 
7) Gross Yieldo The average annual gross yield of each crop for each 
larrl class would be determined for the "key" farm under consideration by 
multiplying the number of acres of each land class devoted to each crop by 
the average acre yieldo 
8) Gross Incomeo The average annual gross income derived from each 
crop for each land class would be determined by nu-ltiplying the gross yie1d. 
by the ten-year average field price received for e~ch crop. Local field · 
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prices would be used because of the varying costs of marketing crops from 
different areaso 
9) Net Available for Capitalizationo The net available for capitali-
zation is the percentage of gross income which is normally realized as net 
incomeo It would be determined for each area from consideration of average 
costs of production with relation to average gross incomeo 
10) Net Incomeo The· net income realized from each crop for each land 
class would be determined by multiplying the gross income by the net per-
centageo Then the net incomes for all crops in each land class would be 
added together to determine a total net income for each land classo The 
total net income for each land class would be divided by the number of 
acres of each land class devoted to c_rops to determine a net income per 
acre for each land classo 
11) Capitalizationo The net income per acre for each land class would 
be capitalized at 5% to determine a value per acre for land of each land 
classo For example, an acre of crop land that produced $10 net income would 
be valued at $2000 ($10 divided by 005 or multiplied by 20). This would 
be the average value per acre of the land during the ten-year period, 1934 
to 1943 1 inclusiveo Since this period has been prescribed as the base period 
for the assessment of agricultural land, corresponding to the 1941 base year 
prescribed for the assessment of other property, this value per acre would 
become the assessed valuation per acre to bs used throughout the area for all 
land of the class under consideration 0 
12) Mass Appraisal of All Agricultural Land in Area. All of the agri-
cultural land in the area would then be classified according to use and 
land capability. The number of acres of each class of land in each farm 
unit would be determined. In doing this, aerial photographs of the land 
and Soil Conservation Service Land Capability Maps would be used, when 
availableo If such maps were not available, the committee would classify 
all of the land by comparison with the land on the "key" farmso 
The valuations per acre previously determined for each land class would 
then be applied to the rrumber of acres of each class to produce a valuation 
for all land of each class in the urtit, and the products for all classes 
would be added to determine the total valuation of all the agricultural land 
in the unito 
Separate valuations per acre would be determined. for irrigated farm land, 
for dry farm land, for meadow hay land, and for fruit and vegetable tracts, 
in this mannero Valuations per acre for grazing lands would be determined 
in a similar manner. The land would be classified on the basis of animal 
carrying capacity and the value determination would be based upon the normal 
rental value per head of livestock. 
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TABLE IV5 
RURAL LAND VALUE CALCULATION IRRIGATED LAND 
Using: Average commodity prices, 1934 to 1943; net available for Capitaliza-
tion - 10%; and rate of capitalization - 5% 
ACREAGE VALUE COMPUTATION BY LAND CLASS - TYPICAL OPERATOR - TYPICAL CROP PATTE 
CLASS I 





























Total Net Income 
Net $824 ~ 160 acres equals $~.15 net income per acre 
























Total Net Income 
Net $691 ~ 160 acres equals $4.32 net income per acre 
























Total Net Income 
Net $490-: 160 acres equals $3006 net income per acre 
























Total Net Income 
Net $314 ~ 160 acres equals $lo96 net income per acre. 































$ 61 per acre 











5 0 Adapted from Assessors' Real Estate Appraisal Manual,' Po Cl4 (1955) 0 
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This method of appra1s1ng agricultural land was developed during the 
re-appraisal program~ beginning in 1947~ and was first applied to assessments 
in 19520 It is the result of a cooperative effort headed by the Re-appraisal 
Division of the Colorado Tax Commissiono The State Agricultural Planning 
Committee, the Agricultural Extension Service, and the Department of Agricul-
tural Economy of Colorado State University acted in advisory capacities on 
all phases of the program" Numerous other agencies were consulted on special 
phaseso This cooperative nature of the method would be duplicated at the 
county level, where, ideally, the county agricultural agent, the county 
agricultural planning committee, the special advisory committee, and a tax 
commission consultant assessor would assist and advise the county assessor in 
determining valuations and applying themo 
As a method of appraisal it has much to recommend it. It recognizes the 
local nature of the problem of appraising agricultural lands and allows for 
local variations in agricultural conditionso It recognizes that, in the 
final analysis, the value of an agricultural unit depends upon the amount 
of income that can be derived from ito It makes use of scientific and 
statistical data which may be available, as well as of informed opinion. It 
allows for taxpayer participation. By the use of a ten-year a verag·e ~ it 
avoids excessively high or low values which might result from the use of a 
single yearo By its emphasis on average management, it avoids penalizing 
good management or rewarding poor managemento It is applicable to mass 
appraisal such as is required in assessing all of the agricultural land in 
the state~ where it would be physically impo.ssible to make a detailed individ-
ual appraisal of each operating unit. And it seems simple enough to be 
capable of use by assessing personnel. 
However, the results achieved by this method can be only as good as the 
efficiency of its application and the accuracy of the data used •. Good results 
require accurate information concerning crop yields, commodity prices, land 
classifications and operating costs. Uniformly good results require uniform 
application of the methodo In actual practice, the application of this 
method has left much to be desired. 
Actual Practice 
The actual appraisal of agricultural land in all counties has strayed 
in varying degrees from the prescribed method outlined aboveo After care-
ful investigation, it can be said that in no county in the state has the 
method been applied exactly as prescribed. 6 In at least seven counties, no 
re-appraisal of agricultural land has been completed, even though the project 
was undertaken state-wide prior to 1952 and was supposed to have been effec-
tive with the 1952 assessment. The policy of tax commission personnel in 
supervising the appraisal of agricultural land actually has strayed from the 
60 The City and County of Denver can be excepted from this statement, 
since it has no agricultural lando 
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prescribed method in some respectso 
However, before making specific criticsm of what has or has not been 
done, it is only fair to all concerned to mention that many conditions be-
yond the control of those participating in the program have made it 
impossible to comply strictly with the prescribed policy. Furthermore, the;r-e 
is little doubt that, in general, the present assassed valuations on agricul-
tural lands are much better than those which were in effect prior to the re-
appraisal. It can be said that in many counties a reasonably good job of 
appraisals has been done, in view of existing circumstanceso 
Crop-yield Informationo A very important factor in successful appraisal 
by · this method is the us.e of accurate crop-yield information. Therefore, 
the availability of such information is essential to good results. The only 
statistics concerning crop yields which were available for use in the re-
appraisal program were the Colorado Agricultural Statistics which are published 
annually by the Colorado Department of Agricultureo The value of these for 
use in appraising the land is limited by the fact that they are compiled on a 
county-wide basis:, giving the total and average yields of each crop. for each 
countyo Therefore, their direct use in determining average yields for differ-
ent areas within the county, or for different classes of land is impossible 0 
Furthermore, the yields per acre are shown for harvested acres, rather than 
planted acreso They have been useful, however, as a point of reference 0 
In the absence of crop statistics for each separate area, a substitute 
measure was adopted. A consensus of opinion was obtained from among the 
local farm operators, who served on the county advisory committees, concern-
ing the normal average crop yield during the base ten-year periodo In some 
cases, this opinion may have been based upon actual crop records kept by 
members of the committee. In most cases, however, it tended to be merely 
the opinion of ~hat the average yield would likely beo In some cases, 
such consensus of opinion was probably very nearly correct. In others, it 
may have been quite wrong. 
The committee members probably did not recollect very clearly the crop-
yield history of the prescribed ten-year period in niany- cases. In some 
counties, those who participated now believe they were unconsciously in-
fluenced by pride in their years of better yields, or by prospects of 
improved yields, to overstate the normal yield. This possibility is borne 
out by an apparently higher level of valuation in these counties. In other 
cases they appear to have been influenced unconsciously by their memory of 
dro·uth, or by their knowledge that the information was to be used for 
purposes of determining assessed valuation, to be overly conservative in 
their opinionso It is not believed, however, that there was any deliberate 
collusion among the committee members to obtain low assessed valuations 
by understating yields. Whatever the results, it appears that the men who 
served on advisory committees were very sincere in their desire to perform 
a worthwhile serviceo The main weakness demonstrated was the lack of 
adequate crop-yield records in the form in which they were needed, and 
comn1ittee members provided the best information available. 
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Crop Prices. Since the local field prices for each crop in each 
county can be obtained from the Colorado Agricultural Statistics, it 
seems that this portion of the required data was sufficiently accurate. 
And since the variation in price from one area to another within a county 
is usually small, those field prices should be adequate for use in this 
type of appraisalo 
Costs of Operation. Records of costs of operation during the prescribed 
ten-year period were not available to the appraisers, nor have they been 
available to those studying assessment methodso Again, improvisation in the 
appraisal process was necessary, with reliance on the.opinions of advisory 
committee memberso It could not be determined during this study whether 
actual differences in cost of .operation from one area to another were ade-
quately recognized. 
The problem of evaluating the quality of the appraisal work done on 
agricultural land has been complicated by the fact that it has been 
impossible to learn what crop yields and costs of operation were used in 
value computations in any but a few of the sixty-three countieso N:o records 
of the value computations were kept either at the office of.the tax connnis-
sion, at the office of the county assessor, or by the advisnry connnitteeso 
Usually, the only records kept were the results--a schedule of assessed 
valuations per acre to be used for each class of land in each area in the 
county. Therefore, it has been impossible to verify that the valuations in 
use were correct:cy determined by verifying each step in computationo 
Land Classification 0 In setting up the appraisal method, it was de-
termined that the best land classification available was that of the Soil 
Conservation Service. Unfortunately, at the time the re-appraisal 
was undertaken, the land classification information that was available for 
use was, in general,very fragmentary in nature. Only a small part of the 
total acreage of the state had been classified in detail by the Soil 
Conservation Service. Where reasonably complete classifications were avail-
able for a·county, or for an area within a county, they proved to be very 
helpful to the appraiserso In many counties, where only partial classifica-
tion surveys had beenmade 1 these proved helpful for classification of land 
by comparisono 
Because of the difficulty encountered in attempting to use a uniform 
method of land classification, and becaus.e of the difficulty of getting 
basic .crop-yield data by class of land, in practice, the policy of determ-
in;i.ng.land valuations specifically for each class of land was abandonedo 
Instead, valuations were determined for what was deemed to be average land 
in each areao Higher and lower valuations were arbitrarily assigned to 
good and poor land. 
Since an accurate determination of acreages of land by classes and uses 
is essential to good appraisal, and since the use of aerial photographs of 
the land is essential to such determination, the possession and use of such 
photographs is an important element in successful appraisala It has been 
determined that only twenty-three county assessors possess aerial photo-
graphso In eighteen other counties, photographs are available to the assessor 
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in other governmental offices, but not always at the county seat. It is 
definitely known that twenty-one counties neither purchased aerial photo-
graphs nor had the use of any. Furthermore, some of those photographs in 
use have become obsolete and should be replaceo 
Use of 1934-1943 Base Period. As with the assessment of all classes 
of property, the adherence to a base period of value as a standard of 
assessment is not conducive to the maintenance of equalized assessed valua-
tionso In the case of agricultural land, the base period used was the 
ten-year period from 1934 to 1943; inclusive. This period was 
selectec:l. partly because crop statistics were available for that particular 
ten-year period on a county-wide basiso They were not available for later 
years because of war-time interruption of the publication of crop statis-
tics. It was also believed that, for agricultural land, this ten-year 
period was representative of the 1941 level of values. 
With the passage of time 1 there is not necessarily a static compara-
tive relationship of agricultural land values among the many separate 
agricultural areas in the state, nor is there a static comparative 
relationship between the values of agricultural lands, and those of other 
classes of property. During the inflationary trend that has followed the 
year 1941, agricultural land values may have increased more or less than 
those of other classes of property. In addition~ the base period is now 
so far in the past that, in the absence of ~dequate historical data, it 
is extremely difficult to make appraisals based on values of that periodo 
Accomplishment by Counties. One indication of the degree of effective-
ness of this method to date is what has been accomplished since its 
development. In 1953, one year after the re-appraisal became effective, 
according to a tax commission publication of land valuations which were to 
be used in each county, the following had been accomplished: 
1) No valuations were published for sixteen counties, indicating 
that nothing had been accomplished in these countieso Denver County, 
which has no agricultural land, and San Juan County~ which has only 364 
acres of grazing land privately owned are included in these 16 counties 0 
2) For six counties, the only valuations published were standardized 
valuations for meadow hay and grazing land designed for state-wide use, 
to be applied on the basis of tonnage yield and animal carrying capacity1 
respectively, indicating that no actual field work had been done in these 
countieso 
3) For forty-one counties, a schedule of valuations was published: 
a) fourteen of which included the standard meadow hay and grazing 
valuations, all other valuations having been developed specifically for 
each county; 
b) five of which included standard meadow hay valuations, with 
specific valuations on other classes; 
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c) eight of which included standard grazing land valuations 
with specific valuations on other classes; 
d) two of which included valuations for irrigated farm land only; 
e) and twelve of which included a complete schedule of valuations 
designed specifically for each county, area by area. 
All county assessors have been visited at their offices at least once 1 
at which time the schedule of land valuations actually in use in each county 
was obtained, and compared with the schedules published in 19530 Records 
were inspected to verify ti1e use of the schedule o A statement was obtained 
froni the assessor concerning how the land was appraised in his countyo The 
problem was also discussed with maqy agricultural people throughout the 
state, and their views concerning the current valuation of agricultural 
lands were obtainedo 
In general, the following conclusions can be stated about the current 
situationo In two counties a superior job of appraisal appears to have been 
accomplished, judging by the methods usedo Very effective ttse was made of 
the method prescribed by the tax commission9 adapted to local circumstances~ 
Very extensive use was made of advisory committees whose members worked 
hard and did a thorough job of appraisal, making a very careful and compre-
hensive classification of lando The valuations determined by the prescribed 
formula were followed closelyo The conrntlttees are still functioning, 
meeting annually to review agricultural land assessments and to recommend 
adjustments, on occasion, and to consider all requests for adjustment which 
have been received from land owners. The assessors and county commissioners 
of these two counties make no adjustments of this class of assessments 
except on committee recommendation. 
Thirteen other counties have apparently done a reasonably good job of 
appraisal, though not as outstanding as the two referred to above. 
Sixteen other counties have made a conscientious effort to do a 
thorough appraisal and have achieved fairly good resultso However, in 
general, they did not have very effective use of committees, they did not 
adhere strictly to schedttled valuations, and classification of lands were 
not as thorough as should have beeno 
Nine other counties have rather unsatisfactory appraisals~ with in-
effective or no use of connn.ittees, failure to reclassify lands, inadequate 
records of what was done, and indications of valuations being seriously 
out of line with those of neighboring countieso 
At least fourteen counties have either done nothing on re-appraisal 0£ 
agricultural lands, or have done so poorly as to make it desirable that a 
complete re-appraisal be done. 
Two counties still use the appraisal system previously in effect in 
their counties, which the assessors feel produce satisfactory results, but 
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the schedule df valuations used is not one developed and approved by the 
tax commissiono 
In another county, the assessor determined the valuations himself, 
without tax commission consultation, using a different formula than that 
prescribed. The resulting valuations are no.ticeably out of line with 
those in adjoining countieso 
In another~ the assessor, with intensive committee participation, 
developed a divergent classification system, rating land at a percentage 
of the value of the best land in the county, and setting the level of 
valuation by comparison with similar land in an adjoining county which had 
done a thorough job .of a_pprais.alo It is not intended to be critical of this 
procedure except that it is not in conformity with tax connnission policyo 
In another coun~,, committees classified the land in detail and then 
determined an average valuation per acre for each farm unit. On the property 
card only this average valuation for each unit is entered, making it extreme-
ly difficult, if not impossible, to even determine whether the prop~r 
schedule of valuations has been usedo 
In another county~ the local committee decided, the assessor accepting 
the decision, that six per cent should be used as the rate of capitalization, 
rather than five per cent, thereby producing a lower level of valuation. 
In several counties, a flat valuation per acre is used county-wide 
for all grazing land, and another flat valuation per acre for all meadow 
hay land, without regard for the variations in carrying capacity or 
productivity. 
In another county, nearfy five per cent of the land assessed as agri-
cultural land is classified as miscellaneous land. This land is in small 
tracts, each of which contains some irrigated farm land, some meadow hay 
land, some irrigated pasture lan:li and some waste lando The land in these 
tracts has not been classified, but is assessed at a unifonn valuation per 
acre for all land in each tractq 
If it were the purpose of this report to assess blame for faulty 
assessments on an individual basis and to follow up with direct corrective 
action in each and every county, a detailed report could be made of what 
has been learned in each of the sixty-three counties. However, such actions 
are of an administrative nature, rather than legislative. The foregoing 
analysis should be sufficient to suppor_t the following conclusions: 1) there 
is a great lack of uniformity in methods used in the appraisal of agricul-
tural land among the sixty-three counties; 2) there is a great variation 
in the degree of efficiency of appraisal from county to county; and 3) while 
theoretically the prescribed method of appraisal is good, in its application 
it has fallen short of its objective because of lack of adequate information 
and thorough ineffective administration. 
Comparisons of Assessed Valuationso In addition to an analysis of 
methods of appraisal actually used, certain comparisons of the assessed 
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valuations in effect must be made in order to evaluate the degree of 
equalization that has been achievedo It is possible that in some counties 
the appraisal of agricultural lands might be judged to be good in terms of 
application of the prescribed methods, and satisfactory equalization 
possibly has been achieved for the agricultural land classes within the 
countyo However, the resulting valuations might be comparatively high or low, 
due to some undetected fault in application, such as the use of inaccurate 
crop data, or due to changes in value of the land since the base period which 
was usedo On the other hand, some counties, in which there was poor com-
pliance with the prescribed method, might be found to have a satisfactory 
·level of assessments when compared with otherso 
The sales-ratio study provides one comparison of assessed valuation 
to sales value for thos~ agricultural units which were sold during the one-
year period from July 1, 1957 to June 30, 1958, inclusive. 
In the development of the sales ratios for agricultural lands great 
care was taken to isolate the problem. Only those sales which were con-
sidered to be true sales of agricultural lands, as such, and which provided 
a true comparison of sales consideration and assessed valuation, were usedo 
All sales of rural land were scrutinized to determine whether they should 
be considered for useo As a result of this attention, the following types 
of sales were not used in determining the sales ratio of agricultural lands: 
1) sales between relatives; 
2) sales having any element of foreclosure or compulsion; 
3) sales of land for right-of-way; 
4) sales of tax title, 
5) sales of land when the exact assessed valuation for the land sold 
could not be determined, 
6) sales where the consideration included payment for anything except 
real estate--personal property, grazing permits, leases of public land, 
growing crops, eto-- and the consideration paid for real estate onl¥ could 
not be determined; and 
7) sales where the purchaser bought for a use other than agricultur-
al--residential, commercial or industrial sites, pleasure resorts, or suburban 
developmente1 
All assessed valuations reported on agricultural land sales were verified 
by inspection of the records of the county assessor, and all sales considera-
tions were verified insofar as such verification was possible 0 By corres-
pondence with purchasers, and by inspection of records in the office of the 
county clerk and recorder, it was determined whether any obligation was 
assumed in connection with the purchase which was not stated in the considera-
tiono In the same mannerj it was determined whether anything purchased other 
than the described land and improvements on it was •included in the stated 
considerationo If such was found to be the case and no value of the non-
realty items could be determined, the sale.was not used in determining 
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the sales ra tioo If no satisfactory answer could be obtained the sale 
was not usedo 
The average state-wide sales ratio for agricultural land as a separate 
class is 24 .. 2 per ccnto This is somewhat lower than the average ratio for 
sales of all classes of property, which is 27o9 per cento Twenty-seven 
of the counties have ratios higher than this average for agricultural land..7 
ranging up to 440 7 in one county a T,,renty, ... five of the counties have ratios 
lower than this average :i ranging down to 11,,5 in one county a Nine counties 
have agricultural laud sales ratios between 23a0 and 25 0 4, within five 
per cent on either side of i:he averageo • Twenty-two counties have ratios 
above and twenty-tlu~o(.; counties have ratios below this five per cent varia-
tion. 
Comparison of Dry and Irrigated Lando One significant relationship 
that is indicated by comparing these ratios is that irrigated land, as a 
class, has a higher ratio than dry land as a class. The counties having 
ratios above the average are predominant~ counties of irrigated farming 9 
there being only one county in the group having no irrigated farmingo 
Those having ratios below the average include thirteen counties hav:i.ng 
little or m irrigated farmingo This indication is supported by the 
following comparison of separate ratios on different classes of agricultur-
al landn 
County "A" has irrigated and dry fann land in approximately the propor-
tion of one to five~ respectively. In this county, the sales,.ratios on 
separate classes of farm land are as follows: 
1) on farm units having dr;y farm land, but no irrigated land 22.3, 
2) on farm units having grazing land, exclusively (no farm land) 20 0 2; 
and 
3) on fann units having some irrigated farm land 
County "B" has irrigated and dry farm land in approximately the propor-
tion of twenty to one, respectivelyo In this county, the sales ratios on 
separate classes of land are as follows: 
1) on farm units having dry farm land, but no irrigated land 2lo0; 
2) on farm units having grazing land, exclusively (no farm land) 23ol; 
and 
3) on farm units having some irrigated farm land 
County 11cm has no irrigated land, and sales were of lands which had 
only a small amount of grazing land associated with dry farm land. The 
sales ratio was 1907. 
3506. 
County ''D" has no dry farm land, and has irrigated land and grazing 
land in approximately the proportion of two to five, respectively a In this 
county, the sales ratios on separate classes of land are as follows: 
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1) on fann uni ts having some irrigated farm land 23.5; 
and 
2) on farm units having grazing land, exclusively (no farm land) 801. 
The average ratios for these categories, for the entire state, are 
as follows: 
1) on farm units having dry farm land 9 but no irrigated land 
2) on farm units having grazing land, exclusively 
and 
3) on farm units having some irrigated farm land 
17 .8; 
27.411 
Comparisons of Assessed Valuations at County Lines. Another comparison 
that can be made to indicate the degree of equalization between counties 
is a comparison of assessed valuations of sim.i'lar lands in adjoining counties 
at the county lines. Following are the results of such comparison: 
County A In 
Comparison 
With County B 
With County C 
With County D 
With County E 
County Fin 
Comparison 
With County G 
With County H 
With County I 
With County J 
Valuations per Acre of Lands Adjoinins at County Lines 
Grazing Dry Farm Meadow Sales Ratio 
Land Land Har Land A~o Land 
Coo A Other Coo Co. A Other Coo Co. A Other Co. Co. A Other Coo 
4 0 50 2.50 20000 
4.50 2.50 to None 
3.50 
4.50 2.50 None 
4o50 31100 None 
Grazing land 













Coo F Other Co. 
20000 













24 0 9 26.4 
24 0 9 3108 




Co. F Other Coo 
24.2 23.6 
Valuations Eer Acre of Lands Adjoining at Countr Lines 
Irrigated Sales Ratio 
County Kin Grazing Land Farm Land 
ComEarison Coo K Other Co. Coo K Other Coo Co. K Other Co. 
With County L None None 15.00 25078 34o5 37.7 
45000 46.45 
With County M 5.00 2.00 30000 42050 34.5 31.2 
75000 60000 
With County N 2.50 2.00 30000 29.25 34.5 44.7 
75000 67.50 
County O in Grazing Land Drl Land Irri~ated Land Sales Ratio 
ComEarison Co. 0 Other Coo Co. 0 Other Co. Coo O Other Co. Co. 0 Other C• 
With County P 2o75 2.75 5o00 8000 None None 27o0 22 0 9 
With County Q 2o75 4.oo 5 0 00 8000 None None 27 .o 24.3 
12.00 15.00 
With County R 3o00 3o25 5o35 6.00 None None 27o0 l9o9 
12.00 12000 
With County S 15.00 20.87 116.50 127000 27 o0 27 o4 
With County AF 2o00 3o00 5.00 15000 131035 116.00 27o0 28.9 
5.00 3o00 25000 26.00 
In this example, County A is seen to have higher valuations than its 
neighboring counties. This county is one i~ which agricultural land has not 
been re-appraised •. In 1952, existing valuations in this county were increased 
by a uniform percentage. As can also be notedj its valuations are uniform 
within each class, indicating failure to classify land according to its rela-
tive production c2pability. 
Sales ratios for the counties are also shown for purposes of comparison. 
In this connection, it should be noted that the comparison of assessed valua-
tions at the county lines. is not necessarily the same as the comparison of 
sales ratioso The sales ratios are a measure of the level of assessments 
on all land in each of the counties. County-wide, a county may have a higher or 
lower level in relation to its neighbor .than is the case at the county lineo 
In the first example, this difference is quite noticeableo County "A" uses 
uniform valuations per acre·, · county-wide for each of the three classes shown 0 
As a result, land adjoining a particular neighboring county may appear to be 
assessed at a high level by comparison. On the other hand, land in the 
interior of the county, being of better qual..:it~r but assessed at the uniform 
valuation, is assessed at a lower level 'in relation to its valueo 
Comparison by Crop Statistics. An attempt has been made to develop 
another means of comparing the valuations of agricultural lands from one 
county to another. This was an attempt to determine from such statistics as 
were available the average gross production of all crops in each county, 
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determine an average gross production per acre of cropland, and an average 
net income per acre,and then capitalize this average net income per acre 
at five per cento This capitalized average net_incom~ per acre would then 
be compared with the average assessed valuation of the land.so No statistics 
were developed which it was felt were sufficiently reliable for publicationo 
The chief obstacle encountered was that all available statistics of 
crop production are on the basis of acres harvested. No satisfactory way 
was found to adjust the statistics so as to represent the total and average 
yields for all crops planted, whether harvested or noto Limitation of the 
study only·to crops actually harvested would not give a true evaluation of 
the productivity of all of the crop lando 
In search for~ way· of making such a comparison, another comparison 
was developed which is of interest. For six counties, widely separated 
geographically, an average gross receipts figw;e per acre was calculated for 
the period 1934 to 1943, inclusive, and for the period 1948 to 1956, inclu• 
siveo These averages were based upon acres harvested, on.'fy, and are gross 
receipts onlyo No costs of production have been taken into consideration for 
either period. Following is a comparison for the six counties showing the 
increase in average gross receipts per acre from the earlier period to 
the later: 
Irrigated Land Dry ~m 
Countr 1934-1943 1948-1956 1934-1943 1948~1956 
Baca 14.48 42045 4o48 12018 
Bent 47.72 95.44 2.71 17G04 
Delta 25.36 61051 
Garfield 26037 51.51 9o41 12G66 
La Plata 17067 40.20 --
Lincoln 14093 50086 4.37 11021 
These comparisons are not given as a measure of the increase in the 
value of the land from the earlier period to the later period, but only 
as an indication of the increase in value that has occurred. 
Findings and Conclusions 
1) The method of appraising agricultural land for assessment set 
forth in the tax commission's Real Estate Appraisal Manual is the best 
method available at present fors'uch appraisal. 
2) The provision of this method of appraisal as the tax commission 
policy on the assessment of agricultural land has failed, in itself, 
to produce wholly" satisfactory results in assessments of agricultural 
land because: 
a) factual information needed to implement the use of the 
method either has been not obtainable, or has not been obtained in 
some instances; 
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b) in varying degrees, from county to county, the method has 
not been applied, or has been applied incorrectly, inefficiently, 
or with insufficient thoroughness, and it has not been applied 
uniformly; 
c) in some counties, the valuations resulting from apprai-
sals have not been used in actual assessments, or have been used 
in altered form;-
d) tax commission admin1stration, instruction, superv1s1on 
and enforcement of the use of the prescribed method has been 
ineffective; 
e) the method has been insufficiently understood by many 
of those using it; 
f) insufficient trained man power has been applied to 
appraising and assessing in many counties; 
g) insufficient funds have been available in many instances; 
h) local resistance on the part of officials and tax-
payers has, in some instances, obstructed effective administra-
tion; and 
i) prior to the present sales ratio study, and assessment 
methods study, the results of the appraisal had not been ade-
quately tested. 
3) Equalization of assessed valuations on agricultural land 
does not exist within counties, among counties, or with other classes 
of property. 
4)" For purposes of assessment, land should be classified as 
agricultural land, extractive land, or situs land. 
5) Agricultural land should be defined as that land which is 
used for the production of livestock or agricultural productst or 
is held principally for such use, and which derives its value from 
its capability for producing such products. 
6) Agricultural land should be assessed according to its 
capability of producing income through the production of agricultural 
products or grazing of livestock. 
7) For purposes of such assessment, agricultural land should 
be classified according to its capability of production, such 
classification being designated as land capability classes. 
8) Agricultural land which is used for the grazing of livestock 
should be classified according to its animal-carrying capacity. 
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9) Each larrl capability class, within each area in which similar 
conditions affecting agricultural productiop prevail, should be 
assessed at a valuatior1 per acre determined by capitalizing the 
average net income from such class of land, under average manage-
ment, with typical fanning practices, during a period of ten 
consecutive years. 
10) The assessed valuations for each capability class in each 
area should be reviewed annually with reference to the average 
production experience of the prec~ding ten years, provided that no 
adjustment of existing assessed valuations should be made representing 
a change of less than five per cent. 
11) That the Colorado tax conmission should be authorized and re-
quired to gather and compile such information concerning agricultural 
and livestock production from any source available as is needed for 
the assessment of agricultural lando 
12) No land should be assessed as agricult~ral land which is 
not used for agricultural purposes, or held for such use, and that 
if land which is agricultural in use has in addition thereto a use 
which is either extractive or situs in nature, the value of such 
additional use should be taken into consideration in assessing such 
land. 
13) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoing 
conclusions should be enacted. 
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VI 
THE ASSESSMENT OF EXTRACTIVE LAND 
Extractive land may be defined as that class of land which derives 
its value primarily by the extraction or removal of products from it. 
It includes those classes of land commonly known as mining claims, 
petroleum land, coal mines, quarries, sand, gravel and clay pits, mineral 
rights, and timber land. The determina,.ti on of its value depends primarily 
upon the market value of the product extracted, the c'ost of such extraction, 
and the fact that the product_ extracted is either irreplaceable or requires 
a long period of time for replacement. 
Currently the assessed valuation of this class of land in Colorado 
is a small part of the entire assessed valuation of the state. The 1958 
valuation of $167,094,466 represents 5.1 per cent of the total valuation 
of all taxable property in the state. While this proportion may be 
rela.tively small in the total picture, extractive lands constitute· a 
distinct class of property that should be subjected ·to equalized assess-
ments the same as any other. The relative proportion is extremely 
important in many counties, and the relative importance of the class 
could become greater with further development of the mineral resources 
of the state. 
Table V shows, for each county, the total assessed valuation of 
this class of land, and its relative importance in relation to the total 
valuation of real property. Table VI shows the total 1958 assessed 
valuations of various classes of extractive lards as reported to the tax 
commission by the county assessors. 
Mines and Mining Claims 
Statutory Provisions. The law prescribes in some detail a method of 
assessing producing mines. It defines "producing mines" as "mines and 
mining claims whose gross production shall exceed five thousand dollars." 
It requires the owners or operators of such mines to render a statement 
of: l) the gross value of production for the preceding year; 2) the 
actual costs of extracting, transporting to place of reduction and sale, 
treatment and sale; and 3) the "net proceeds" after deducting the above 
expenses. It then prescribes a method of valuing said producing mine. 
The assessor is required to determine the "gross proceeds" and the "net 
proceeds" and assess the mine at either one-fourth of gross proceeds or 
all of net proceeds, whichever is the larger. 
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TABLE VI 
1958 Assessed Valuation of Extractive Land for 
State by Classes, as Reported to Tax Connnission 
% of Total 
Assessed Assessed Valuation 
Class 
Producing Coal Land 
Non-Producing Coal Land· 
Developed Coal Land 
Undeveloped Coal Land 
Matalliferous Mining Claims 
Output of Metalliferous Mines 
Quarcy Land 
Placer Claims 
Leasehold Interest per Production 
(Oil & Gas) 

































It provides that machinery and surface improvements shall be assessed 
separately. This provision implies that underground improvements such as 
installed rail, waterline, air line, power lines, timbering, etc., are not 
to be separately assessed. They are, instead, included in the valuation 
of the producing mine. 
It limits the use of this method to mines pro due ing "gold, silver, 
lead, copper or other precious or valuable minerals." It· specifically 
excludes from assessment by this method mines producing "iron, coal, 
asphaltum, quarries and lands valuable because containing other metals, 
minerals or. earths." 
It provides that m1n1ng claims and possessory rights not classified 
as producing mines shall be assessed according to their value. The 
assessor 1 in assessing them, shall consider location, proximity to other 
mines or mining claims and any other matters which may tend to assist him 
in arriving at a fair and equitable evaluation of such property. 
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It provides that no non-producing m1n1ng claim may be assessed at 
a greater sum per acre than is assessed against the lmrnst-valued 
producing mine in the sclme u locality." 
It provides that "any number of contiguous clainis owned and operated 
as one property by the same person, association or corporation, the gross 
production of which shall be more than five thousand dollars per annum, 
shall be deemed and considered to be one producing mine for the purpose 
of this chapter.," 1 
Tax Connnission Policy and Assessme·nt Practice. Since a method of 
assessment has to some extent been prescribed by statute, tax commission 
policy has been limited-largely to interpreting the statute as problems 
develop, and leaving assessment to the discretion of the assessor within 
the limitations of the statute. These interpr.etations have not been 
gathered together into one set of instructions. However, they are 
matters of common knowledge among assessing officers and taxpayers 
concerned with this class of property. 
Assessment of Producing Mines. As stated above~ there is a method 
for assessing producing mines prescribed by statute. The wording of the 
statute is such that there has been considerable .difficulty in inter-
preting its meaning for application to actual assessment situations. 
The statute classifies mines as producing mines and non-producing 
mines. In order to be classified as a producing mine, the mine must 
produce a specific type of metal. If it produces "gold, silver, lead, 
copper or "other precious or valuable minerals" it is classified as a 
producing mine. If it produces "iron, coal, asphaltum, quarry materials, 
or other metals, minerals or earths" it is not classified as a producing 
mine for purposes of assessment. Since only a few mineral products are 
specifically named, it is difficult to determine to which category other 
products belong. Are they "other precious or va1uable minerals" and 
therefore in the category of producing mines, or are they "other metals t 
minerals or earths" and therefore in the non-producing category? 
Many kinds of extractive materials are produced in Colorado today 
which are not specifically named in either category. It has been necessary 
for a decision to be made each time 3 new product appears-. In general, 
mines producing those products which are metallic in nature and are 
produced by ordinary mining methods are treated as producing mines. Those 
whose products are· non-metallic in nature are usually not assessed as . 
producing mines. In addition to gold, silver, lead, and copper, the 
1. C.R.SG 1953, Art. 137-5G 
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following metals have, by common practice, come to be regarded as 
qualifying the mines from which produced for assessment as producing 
mines: Tungsten, zinc, molybdenum, vanadium, uranium, tin, and 
beryllium. 
Anot~er requirement specified for qualification of a mine as a 
"producing mine'' is that its "gross production" for the preceding year 
exceed five thousand doll~rs. The term II gross production" is not clearly 
defined. The term has been interprested in practice to mean the gross 
value of the ore, less costs of transportation, treatment, reduction and 
sale. In other words, it is the amount for which the crude ore could be 
sold at the entrance of the mine. 
There has been the same uncertainty regarding the meaning of the 
terms "gross proceeds" and "net proceeds" which are used in prescribing 
the method of calculating the assessed valuation. In practice, the terms 
have been interpreted as follows: the term "gross proceeds" means the' 
same as "gross production" and excludes cos ts incurred after the o;--e is 
extracted from the mine; and "net proceeds" means the amount which re-
mains after cos ts of extracting the ore from the mine are d2ducted. All of these interpretations have been sustained by the courts. 
A standard form is used on which a mine operator is required to 
return to the assessor a statement of his annual production for the pre-
ceding year. It provides for the following information in addition to the 
identification of the mine and its owner: (1) gross value of ore produced; 
(2) cost of transportation; (3) cost of treatment, reduction and sale; 
and (4) cost of extraction. 
The following example best illustrates how this information is used 
in assessing the mine. 
Gross Value of Ore. (Gross Sales Price) .••••••••••••.•••• 
Less Cost of Transportation ••••••••••••..••• $ 100,000 
Cost of Treatment, Reduction and Sale .•.•.•. 2,500,000 
Gross Proceeds • ., •••.••••.•••.•.•••••.••.•••••.••••.•••••• 
Less Cost of Extraction ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••• 
Net Pr-oceeds • •••••••••.••••••.••..•.••••••.••.••••...•••• 
One-fourth Gross Proceeds Equals •••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Net Proceeds Equals ...................................... . 
Assessed Valuation is the larger of the two •••••••••••••• 
$10,000,000 
$ 





$ l,85q ,OOO 
$ 3,700 ,ooo 
$ 3,700,000 
2. Standard Chemical Company v. Curtis, 77 Colo. 10, 233 P. 1112 
(1925); Tallon v. Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining Company, 
59 Colo. 316, 149 P. 108 (1915); Paxson v. Cresson Gold Mining 
and Milling Company, 56 Colo. 206, 139 P. 531 (1914). 
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If net proceeds are smaller than one-fourth of gross proceeds, the 
assessed valu8tion is one-fourth of gross proceeds. Thus, it is possible 
that costs of extraction may exceed gross proceeds, resulting in no net 
proceeds. Yet there is a minimum assessed valuation equal to one-fourth 
of the gross proceeds. 
Given the information included in the statement of annual production, 
the process of calculating an assessed valuation is very simple. Of more 
concern to the assessor is the problem of whether the infornmtion is 
correct •. This is not a riuestion of honesty of return so much as it is 
one of accounting practice. The statute does not specify ,,.,hat is included 
in the general i terns o.f cost which are deductible. It is important to know 
whether an item is deductible. It is equally important to know at what point 
it is deductible. No definite policy has be~n formulated governing the 
exact cost accounting which should be used. 
One example of a problem faced in this respect regards the costs of 
developing a mine for future production. Should such development be 
deducted as a cost of extraction for the year in whfoh incurred? Or should 
it be capitalized and a portion be deducted annually for several years? 
The law does not answer this problem. No definite policy has been ·established. 
In practice, assessors permit the mine operator to use whichever method 
he prefers. With either method, the cost cannot be deducted more than once. 
However, it does make a difference which one is used. If in deducting the 
full cost in one year, the net proceeds is caused to be less than one-fourth 
the gross proceeds, the operator has, in effect, deducted some portion of 
the cost without a reduction of assessed valuation. 
No mention is made in the statute of what is commonly known as 
depletion allowance. The question is frequently raised whether this allow-
ance is deductible as a cost of extraction. In practice, such deduction 
is not allowed. 
In the case of small mine operations, poor accounting is typical. 
This can result in considerable confusion. For example, a small operator 
may haul his ore from the mine in his own trucks. He is entitled to deduct 
the cost of such hauling· as cost of transportation. It is important that 
it be deducted as such in order that the gross proceeds be reduced, rather 
than net proceeds only. Yet, some operators maintain a supply of gasoline 
and motor oil which is used for both trucks and mine machinery. No account-
ing is kept of how much is used for each purpose. Therefore, it is impossible 
to determine accurately how much is deductible as transportation. 
This is but one example of the many problems of the assessor and 
operator in making a production assessment. It has been necessary for the 
assessor to audit many returns merely in the interest of securing correct 
information which the operator cannot supply unassisted. 
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Another problem in the interpretation of the statute is that of how 
many mining claims may be included in the assessment on a producing mine. 
The words of the statute are "any number of contiguous claims owned and • 
operated as one property by the same person, association or corporation 
.••• shall be deemed and considered to be one producing mine." The 
interpretation of this provision is important. Such claims as are included 
as part of a producing mine are subject to no other assessment. Those 
excluded are assessed at the prevailing valuation per acre as non-producing 
claims. As holdings have been consolidated into groups consisting of 
hundreds of claims, it has become very important to limit as much as poss-
ible the number of claims that can be included in the· unit assessment. 
Hine owners seek to include as a part of the unit as many claims as 
possible. Emphasis is placed by them upon the term "contiguous." Claims 
are contiguous if their boundaries are touching or overlapping. The mine 
owners seek to include claims to which they do not even have fee title, 
but which are only leased or under option to purchase, if contiguous with 
the ones owned. They manufacture contiguity by locating additional claims 
for the sole purpose of joining separate claims into a single group. As 
a result, groups have extended to the point where some claims of a group 
of contiguous claims may be several miles away from the location of the 
mining operation. 
The tax commission and the assessors, as a matter of policy, have 
attempted to limit this tendency. They have insisted on interpretation of 
the clause as a whole. The producin~ mine unit is limited to claims which 
are both owned and operated by one person, association or corporation, as 
well as being contiguous one to another. The requirement of operation 
limits claims included in the unit to those directly connected with the 
mining operation, i.e. 1) those from which ore is extracted during the 
year, 2) those through which ore is transported to the surface, 3) or 
those upon or in which any phase of the mining operation is conducted. 
Claims at a distance, which are being held for future exploitation or for 
some other purpose, are not included. However, in practice this policy is 
not fol101-red strictly, with the result that man;}' acres of mining claims are 
included in unit assessments of producing mines which should be assessed 
separately. 
Another problem in the assessment of a producing mine is that of the 
division of the assessment among two or more counties ·when the producing 
group extends beyond the limits of one county. The law is silent on 1his 
question. As the assessment is a unit assessment, it is not possible to 
assess different claims of the unit at different valuations. The only logi-
cal way is to distribute the valuation equally over all claims in proportion 
to suifatce acreage. Two methods of solving this problem have been developed, 
and h:>th are in use in different areas of the state. They are: 1) division 
of the unit assessment among counties in proportion to the number of acres 
of claims in eqch county; and 2) limitation of the unit assessment to 
clai.ms located in the county where the ore is brought to the surface. 
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In the case of division of the unit assessment, the assessors must 
first agree on the amount of the assessment. They must then agree on 
which claims are included 1n the unit. It is then very simple to apportion 
the assessment by acreage within each county. In the determination of 
claims inc ludcd, there is a tendency in both c0n.mtie s to permit inclusion 
of as much acreage as possible in order to increase the proportion of 
total acreage in the county4 This is primarily responsible for the violation 
of the policy relating to limitation of the unit. 
The other method, limiting the unit to one county, is clearly illegal, 
but is used :i.n some cases, nevertheless. The county ·wherein the ore is 
brought to the surface makes a unit assessment bas~d on production on those 
claims within the county. The other counties asse~s the claims of the 
producing unit which are within their boundaries as' non-producing claims 
at a high valuation per acre. This amounts to a double assessment upon the 
mine owner, as under the law he is entitled to have a. single unit assess-
ment upon the entire producing mine. 
The/ use of this method is based upon a misinterpretation of a· supreme 
court decision. In the case of Standard Chemical Co. v. Curtis (1925) 77 
Colo. io, 233 P. 112, it was ruled that ore should be valued at the point 
of its separation from the surface. The clear intent of this ruling ~as 
to ciarify 1he definition of the terms "gross proceeds" and II costs of 
extraction" used in calculating a valuation, and not to the situs of the 
as~,essment. If the latter were true, only a single claim could be in-
cl~~ded in a unit assessment. The case had nothing to do with inter-county 
apsessment. 
Another problem encountered by assessors in the assessment of producing 
mines is the failure or refusal of mine owners to render a return of their 
/ production. This problem has developed in the assessment of uranium mines. 
{ 
For many years mine operators were not permitted by the Atomic Energy Com-
mission to report their annual production to county assessors. This 
( 
/ hindrance was partially removed when the tax commission was permitted to 
obtain from purchasers of ore the amount of money paid to each operator 
for ore delivered. Since in uranium mining the ore is purchased before 
it is processed, it was possible to determine from this infornation the 
amount of gross proceeds and to make a minimum assessment of one-fourth of 
that amount. The operator was inclined to refuse or neglect to supply his 
cost of extraction needed to determine net proceeds. He was being assessed 
anyway and reporting his cost of extraction could not reduce his assessment. 
It could, though, increase his assessment, if the cost were sufficiently 
low. 
Some assessors have adopted the practice of making arbitrary assess-
ments which are obviously excessivet known as arbitrary assessments. Then 
when a statement of costs is received from the operator, the assessment is 
adjusted to a correct amount. In many cases the correct assessment is 
more than one-fourth of gross proceeds • 
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Other assessors·have continued to assess at one-fourth of gross 
proceeds without determining net proceeds. As a result, many operators 
have been escaping with lower assessments then they should, merel~r by 
refusing to render a statemento 
Another problem that has been encountered in the assessment of 
uranium mines is the assessment of the possessory right of lessees of 
government owned claims. This problem was not encountered before the 
formation of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission1 as the Federal govern-
ment had no policy of leasing mining claimso Ownership of,mines was: 
in two forms: 1) possessory rights in unpatented mining claims; and 2) 
fee title in patented claims. A person could establish a claim to a 
mineral deposit by· "locating" it, and couJd retain possession by doing 
annual "assessment work'' (development work on the claim) o So long as 
he complied with the lawj performing what was required, he had a possess-
ory right in the deposit, together with a right of use of the surface of 
the landa After complying with the requirements of the law, he ~ould be 
issued a patent deed to the mining claim by the federal government. He 
then had fee title. Colorado law provides. that both patented mining 
claims and possessory rights are taxable. 3· This law has been upheld 
by the U.S. Supreme Courto4 
Then the practice of leasing mineral deposits to private operators 
was adopted by the Atomic Energy Commission, instead of permitting loc-
ation of claims in certain withdrawn areas o. Assessors decided that, 
while the Atomic Energy Commission, the mmers of the land, were not 
subject to taxation, the lessee had a possessory right and that right 
was assessable under Colorado law. Therefore, such lessees were assess-
ed for their leasehold interests on the basis of annual productiono 
This practice is now involved in a lawsuit in district court in Montrose 
County in the case of LaSalle Mining Company v. Montrose County. 
Non-Producing Mineso All mining claims which cannot be classified 
as producing mines are assessed as non-producing mineso The law provides 
that such cl.aims, patented or unpatented, shall be assessed according to 
the value thereofo The tax commission has left the assessment of ruch 
mining claims to the discretion of the assessoro As result a wide vari-
ation has developed in assessment practiceo 
There is no practical way of determining the value of a nu.n1ng claimo 
Its value depends upon the value of the mineral concealed beneath the 
surfaceo This value cannot be determined before explorationo After 
exploration, information relating to the value is not available to the 
assessor. 
3. C.RoS. 1953, Sec. 137-5-4 and 9. 
4o Elder Vo Wood, 208 U.S. 226 1 52 L. ed. 464, 28 S. Ct. 263 (1908) 
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The typical practice is to assess all m1n1ng claims at a unifonn 
valuation per acre within each county. This valuation per acre, in 
each county, has a historical basis. The same valuation has been used 
for a long period of years and is frozen by local traditiono It bears 
no relationship to any evidence of value, such as the selling price of 
claims~ 
Some assessors have adopted a scale of valuations. They use a 
different valuation per acre for claims in one area than for those in 
another, or for different kinds of mineral deposits. This is done when 
it is cormi1only accepted that claims in one area are definitely of greater 
value than claims in another area. 
Valuations used vary from $2.95 per acre in one county to $120 per 
acre for claims in two adjoining counties. In one tri-count;y area, 
forming a single mining area, claims are assessed at $50 per acre in one 
county, $40 per acre in another, and- ~:36 per acre in the third. It is 
possible for a single claim, lying paftJ_y in each of the t1u~ee counties, 
to be subject to each of the three levels of valuationo Claims lying 
across the cotmty line between two of the counties a.re comJ1ono 
In twenty-two counties, mining claims are assessed at a uniform 
valuation per acre. In nine counties they are assessed at different 
valuations per acre according to location or t~?pe of mineral deposito 
Non-producing, unpatented mining claims are assessed in only one 
county in any significant number, although five other counties, having 
a small number, also assess them. They are assessed uniforml;y at $5.00 
per acreo 
Level of Assessment. The problem of equalization with assessments 
on other classes of property is quite confusing. Little has been learned 
from the current sales ratio study concerning this particular problem. 
There have been no sales of producing mines reported. If there were, 
such sales information would be of no value. The assessment of a proi.. 
ducing mine bears no relationship to the sales price of mines. It is 
based each year entirely upon the value of production for the preceding 
yearo 
There have been few "arm's length" sales of non-producing nun1ng 
claims. Many claims, previously taken for delinquent taxes, have been 
sold by the counties. These have not been accepted for use in the sales 
ratio. However, in the absence of normal sales, they do give an indication 
of the amount purchasers are willing to give for mining claimso 
In most counties, such cl~ims do not sell for more than $100 per 
claimo For a full ten-acre claim this would be $10 per acre. These 
claims in some counties are assessed at from $18 to $50 per acre, in-
dicating a ratio of, not 30 per cent, but of from 180 per cent to 500 
per cent. This is not a temporary market situation, but one which has 
existed for many yearso 
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There is firm resistance in many counties to any suggestion that 
the valuations should be reduced in the interest of equalization. In 
the counties where the highest valuations per acre are used, the assessed 
valuation on non-producing mining claims is a major part of the total 
assessed valuation in the county. These are counties: of low total assess-
ed valuation, and assessors and commissioners feel that they cannot 
afford to reduce their valuations materially. 
People do pay taxes on these high valuations on large numbers of 
claims, yearafter year. Those upon which taxes are not paid are taken 
by the county for delinquent taxes and some are resold for at least as 
much as the accumulated delinquent taxes. However, Jarge numbers of 
mining claims in the state have been removed from the tax rolls through 
delinquency and have not been returned to the rolls through resale, 
because of high assessed valuations. 
Coal.Lands 
I.ands containing deposits of coal are excluded .bY law from as·sessment 
based upon annual production. All such lands are assessed at a certain 
valuation per acreo The fact that a mine is operating, or capable of 
being operated, is considered in detennining the· valuation per acreo 
Coal lands have been classified by a~nistrative policy as producing, 
non-producing, developed and undeveloped. These classifications are 
defined as follows: "Producing Coal Land shall be deemed to be such forty-
acre units as have workings in a seam of merchantable coal, and from which 
coal is being extracted during the current year." "Non-Producing Coal Land 
shall be deemed to be s ~tch forty-acre uni ts of undeveloped merchantable 
coal as adjoins forty-acre tracts of producing or developed coal land, 
providing the non-producing acreage shall not exceed ten years normal 
production from the mine." "Developed Coal Land shall be deemed to be 
such forty-acre units as shall have at.least one entry driven more than 
half-way across such forty, indicating probability of merchantable coal 
in place throughout the current year." 5 
The tax commission .recommends that the assessors assess according to 
these classifications, and cooperate toward the end of achieving equaliza-
tion of assessments on this class of property among counties .. 
Following is a resume of 1958- assessed valuations pgr acre in counties 
which assess a significant amount of land as coal lando 
5. Colorado Tax Connnis sion CircuJa r No o 1, 1958 o 
60 Abstracts of Assessment, 1958. 
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Countl Producing Non-Producing Developed UnveveloEed 
Bou]clcr $------ $------ $ 22.40 $ 7.03 
Delta 143.48 22,93 -------
El Paso 140.21 25071 ------- L58 
Fremont 293.08 34.30 200054 19.47 
Garfield 




Gunnison 403.00 43094 200a41 9 0 82 
Huerfano 283.33 lOOvOO 200.00 3.06 
Las Animas 478.00 334023 132.14 65.18 
Moffat 
_______ ... 
3o60 ------ 1.41 
Pitkin 400a00 ... ----- ------- 5.36 
Routt 500.00 30.00 200.00 8.00 
Weld 396077 65.47 200a42 lU-00 
Oil and Gas lands 
The assessment of producing oii and gas wells has not been prescribed 
by law. Tax connnission policy is to assess them on.the basis of production 
for the preceding year. An oil well is assessed at eighty-seven and one-
half per cent of the value of the production at the well-head determined 
by multiplying the total nuJ11her of barrels produced by the average price 
per barrel at the well-head. A gas w-ell is assessed on the same basis, 
with the posted field price being used. The assessments are made upon 
leasehold interests, whether the oil and gas rights are owned publicly or 
privately~ and the amount of land included in each assessment is limited 
to ten acres. 
Assessors are using this policy with strict uniformity. Therefore, 
it may be said that within this class of property there is uniformity of 
treatmento However, there is not equalization of valuations within the 
class because the gross value of production is used as a base. No adjust-
ment is made for varying costs from one well to anothero It would be more 
equitable for the assessment to be based upon the net proceeds, as in the 
case of mineso 
It is not possible•to determine whether the assessments on this class 
of extractive land are equalized with those on all other classes of 
property. The~r obviously are not equalized with assessments on producinf! 
mines, because the minimum assessment on an oil or gas well is eighty-seven 
and one-half per cent of its gross proceeds, while the minim1m1 assessment 
on a producing ntlne is twent~r-five per cent of its gross proceeds. Further-
more$ it is possible for a profitable mine to be assessed for no more than 
its net proceeds, while all oil and gas wells are assessed on the basis 
of gross proceeds. 
The existence of these differences indicates tha.t equitable assessment 
would require the use of the same method of assessment for all types of 
extractive land. However, there has been no great desire on the part of 
either assessors or taxpayers for assessment of oil and gas wells in the 
same manner as rnines, even though this might result in a more equitable 
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assessment o In the first place, the present method, reqlur1ng no report-
ing of costs, is very simplco In the second place, there is no advantage 
to the operator of an oil or gas well in the reduction of the property 
tax assessnent o The reason for this is that, in the pay1nent of severance 
taxes, the operator is allowed credit for the full amount of property tax 
paid. Therefore, the property tax actually costs the operator nothing as 
long as it does not exceed the amount of his severance tax liability. 
Furthermore, there is no inclination on the part of assessors to adopt a 
policy which results in a reduction of the valuation, since it is felt 
that if the local governments do not get the money, the state willo 
Mineral Rights 
Distinct from numnf-; claims are the rights to such minerals, includ-
ing oil and gas, as :may exist under land. The ownership of these rights 
may be separated, or severed, from the ownership of the surface. Th~ 
mineral rights under much of the land was reserved by the federal govern-
ment l'Then patent deeds to the land were issued. Likewise, the State of 
Colorado has reserved the mineral rights under school sections as they 
have been soldo County goverrunents have reserved mineral rights when 
selling tax titles to lando All of these rights- 1'lhich are owned by the 
governments are, of course, exempt from taxation.except for the assess-
ment of privately-owned leasehold interests when producingo 
Privately-owned mineral rights have also been severed from surface 
ownership. They have been sold separately by the owners of the land, or 
have been reserved when the land 1ras sold. These privately ovmed mineral 
rights, when owned separately from the land surface, have been ruled to 
be subject to taxation,even though there may be no evidence of the presence 
of minerals • 7 
Present policy is to assess severed mineral rights at a r.unu1ur11 valua-
tion of one dollar per acre o In practice, not all cow1ties have done so. 
It is difficult to determine the current ownership, and some counties 
have not seen fit to undertake it. Some of these counties do assess such 
mineral rights when the ownership is known, or ·when the mmer requests 
their assessment; but make no attempt to assess all of them 0 Twent;y-four 
counties assess all severed mineral rights at $lo00 per acre. Twenty-two 
counties assess them only on request of the owner. Seventeen counties 
do not assess them. Since some taxable property is escapine assessment, 
there is lack of equalization. 
Mineral rights owned with the land are not assessed unless the 
presence of minerals is positively known. Therefore, the peculiar sit-
uation exists where hrn farms of equal value are assessed differently. 
If one man mms one of them complete with the mineral rights, he is assess-
ed for only the surface value of the lando If the owner of the other does 
not own the mineral rights, he is assessed in the same manner for the 
surface value of the land, and another man who owns the severed mineral 
rights is assessed for them. Thus one farm is actuall~, assessed for $LOO 
per acre more than the other, merel,y because ownership of mineral rights 
is separate from the land. 
7o Union Pacific Railroad Co. v. Hanna, 73 Colao 162, 214 P. 550 (1923) 0 
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Timber Land 
There is very little taxable timber land in the stateo It is 
regarded as extractive land because income is derived by cutting timber 
which is replaced onl~r ::i.fter a long period of time. Only timber land 
from which timber can be cut and marketed at a profit, referred to as 
merchantable timber, is assessed as timber land. On.lr a sr;all acreage 
of such land is privately owned, the b1.1lk of it being publicly owned. 
In 1958, only 9,161 acres of land were assessed as timber land, with a 
total valuation of $172,9290 
The valuation of timber land in present practice is on an acreage 
basis c The value of the t iml:>er (what ca.n be realized by marketing it) 
is added to the value which would be placed upon the land if the timber 
were not merchantable. This practice does not recognize the extractive 
nature of timber. 
Miscellaneous Extractive Lands 
The assessment of quarries, sand and gravel pits, clay pits, and 
mines producing non-metallic products s 1..:tch as feldspar and fluorspar has 
been left entirely to the discretion of the individual assessor. The 
classification of such extractive lands as producing mines is forbidden 
by the statute. However, assessors try to assess them, when producing, 
at l'rhat they consider is a fair valuation per acre, considering the pro-
duction as a factor. Usually, when not producing, they are considered 
to have little value. 
Comments on Assessment of All Classes of Extractive Land 
The preceding analysis of assessment policies and practices leads 
to but one conclusion. A very confused situation exists with reference 
to the assessment of extractive land. There is no unifoTIJ1 policy or 
practice applying to all parts of the general class. It is not possible 
to determine whether equalization exists between the class of land and 
others because it is not possible to determine what the value of this 
class of land isQ 
It can be said, however, that if equalization exists at one time 
between this class and others, it does not exist at another time. This 
is due to the static situation which exists in the assessment of extrac-
tive landsQ In general, the assessed valuations per acre imposed upo~ 
non-producing extractive lands have remained unchanged for several 
decades.o During the depression of the 1930's, when the valuations on 
other property were drastically reduced, those on extractive lands were 
noto In 1952, when the re-appraisal was effective, the valuations of 
other property were increased; those on extractive lands were not. 
Now, when valuations of other property are but a sr.1all percentage of 
market value, the valuations of extractive lands are in many cases 
several times market value in those cases where market value can be det-
ermi.nedo 
The method of assessing a producing mine, prescribed by statute, 
has remained unchan2ed since 1902. The net proceeds, or one-fourth of 
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the gross proceeds is always used as the assessed valuation. If this 
is the full value of the mine then it is always assessed at 100 per 
cent of its full value, and is over-assessed. If not, the reverse may 
be trueo 
It is commonly alleged that producing mines are under-assessed in 
comparison with other landso The basis for this allegation is the fact 
that a producing mine may be assessed at no more than its net proceeds 
for the preceding year. The term 11 net proceeds" is confused with "net 
profit." It is argued that while a farm may be assessed for twenty 
times its· average annual net profit, a mine is assessed for no more than 
its annual net profit. 
This contention is fallacious in many respectso First, it confuses 
"net proceeds" of a mine with "net profit" of a farm. The net profit 
of a farm is that amount of money which is realized after expenses are 
paid, annually, without end, so long as the land remains productiveo 
It is, therefore, a return fr~ investment which continues, leaving the 
investment intact. 
On the other hand, net proceeds of a mine is a return of, as well 
as from, investmento It is the amount which is left from a year's pro-
duction after th0 expenses of production have been paid. Only an undet-
ermined mnount of it is profit a Furthermore, after the year's production, 
the value of the investment has been reduced by the net value of the ore 
which has been extracted, and eventually the owner has nothing lefta 
Therefore, during the life of a mine, if its operation is to be profit-
able, the owner must try to realize from net proceeds a complete return 
of his investment, plus a net profit from his investment. 
Second, it overlooks the extractive nature of a mine. The value of 
a mineral deposit is t~sually the value of the mineral contained in it 
less what it costs to' remove and narket the mineral, including a reasonable 
profit for the owner. When it is removed, nothing is left. If it would 
cost more than the value of the mineral to remove it and market it, the 
deposit has no valueo 
This value can be realized only once and a profit can be made upon 
it only once. Therefore, it -would not be equitable to assess the mineral 
deposit for its full value, year after year, until it is depleted. 
The value of·a mineral deposit cannot be determined with any dew.ee 
of certainty in advance of its extraction, not even with the most ad-
vanced geological and engineering techniques. Nor can the exact cost 0£ 
extracting the deposit be foretold. 
The present method of assessing producing mines recognizes these 
principles to an extento Whether it produces an assessed valuation which 
is equitable in relation to assessments on other property can scarcely 
be determineda However, if the net proceeds of a mine is properly det-
ermined, and if the mine is assessed on the basis of net proceeds, year 
after year, during its lifetime, the mineral deposit will be assessed, 
in all, for something in excess of its full value~ Perhaps, this is as 
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8) The term "gross production'' should be defined as the gross 
sales price of the product as it is extracted from the land without 
deducting costs of extraction, less costs of treatment, transportation, 
and sale, if sale occurs subsequent to such treatment or transportation. 
9) All minin~ claims or twenty-acre subdivisions of land which 
are contiguous ci,nd which are an integral part of a p reducing unit should 
be assessed as part of the unit according to the production therefrom, 
and no other land should be so included, provided that no mining claim or 
twenty-acre s~1bdivision of land should be included as part of a producing 
unit unlesi the product \iaS extracted from or transported through or 
across such 11tlning claim or subdivision, or unless some essential phase 
of the production was c-onduct'ed upon or in such mining claim or sub-
di vision. 
10) The assessed valuation of each producing unit of extractive land 
should bo the net proceeds from production during the year preceding the 
year of assessment, provided, however, that no assessed valuation of a 
producing unit of extractive land should be less than one-tenth of the 
gross production dnring the year preceding the year of assessmento 
11) The term "net proceeds'' should be defined as the gross production 
less the costs of extraction. 
12) Prior to the first day of May in each year, the owner of each 
producing unit of extractive land ,should be required to file or cause to 
be filed with the assessor of the.county in which such land is situated 
an annual statement of production for the year ending ·with the 31st day 
of December preceding the assessment date on a form prescribed by the 
Colorado tax commission, subject to the same penalties for failure to 
file, or for filing of an erroneous statement, as is provided for failure 
to file a schedule of personal propertyo 
1~) The Colorado tax commission should be authorized and required 
to prescribe the form of such annual statement of production, and such 
regulations concerning accounting for and reporting income and costs as 
arc necessary to obtain equitable and unifonn assessmentso 
14) Possessory rights, leasehold interests in public lands, and 
severed mineral rights should be subject to assessment as producing units 
of extractive lando 
lS) Lands, possessory rights and severed mineral rights which are 
classified for purposes of assessment as extractive lands because of the 
potential value of future extractive production therefrom should be 
assessed for a minimum of $lo00 per acre, but in no event for a greater 
proportion of the average market value of similar lands than is assessed 
against other classes of property. 
16) If lands which are classified for purposes of assessment as 
extractive lands, whether producing or not, have in addition a use which 
is either agricultural or situs in nature, the value of such additional 
use should be taken into consideration in assessing such land. 
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near to an equitable solution as can be achieved within the framework 
of a property tax. 
However, if the net proc.eeds of a mine is an equitable basis of 
assessment, it seems inequitable to assess a mine at one-fourth of its 
,gross proceeds when the net proceeds is less than that amount. It is 
possible for a mine to be operated at a loss, indicating the possibllity 
that it has no economic valt::o. Yet :its owner h8.s to pay taxes on one-
fourth the gross market value of the ore at the mine entrance, which can 
be a very large assessmento 
If it is equitable to assess the value of a mineral deposit only 
once in its lifetime for its full value, then is i.t equitable to assess 
non-producing ninin0 claims, year after year, for an amount which is 
1aore than their 3_•1,J:r~ge market value? Perhaps, all non-producing mineral 
lands should be assessed for only a nominal amount for the privilege of 
ownershipo 
Findin~s and Conclu~ions 
1) The full cash value of extractive land cannot be appraised. It 
depends upon the market value of the product which may be extracted, 
which is an unknown quantity, less the cost of extracting the product 
another unknown quantity. These values can be known only after the product 
is extractedo 
2) Market value of extractive lands is an inadequate guide for the 
assessment of such land. Sales of such land are infrequent. Furthermore, 
even though the market value of one unit of extractive land may be known, 
it is impossible to determine the likely market value of others by com-
parison. 
3) Therefore, the only fea.sible method of determining the value of 
the land is on the basis of actual production from it, as such production 
occurs o 
4) Since the value of such land is depletable, the value of the 
production should be assessed only once, as it occurs. 
5) No more equitable basis of assessment can be suggested at this 
ti.me than the net proceeds of production during the year preceding the 
assessmento 
6) For purposes of assessment, extractive land should be defined 
as that land which derives its value principally bJ' the extraction or 
remoiral of products, not agricultural in nature, from it, either actual 
or potential. 
7) All extractive l?i.nds forming a part of a producing unit should, 
if gross production from such unit during the year preceding the year of 
assessment was in excess of one thousand dollars, be assessed according 
to the production during such year preceding the year of assessmento 
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VII 
TIIE ASSESSMENT OF SITUS LAND 
Situs land, as the term is used herein, may be defined as that land which 
is neither agricultural nor extractive. It does not derive its value from 
either the production of aRricultural products or the grazing of livestock or 
from the extraction from it of any products of the earth. Its value is de-
rived from the use of its surface as the location or situs for buildings, or 
for activities which are r~ither agricultural nor extractive in nature. 
The total 1958 assessed vatuation of situs lands for the state was 
S351,576,136. This represented 10.7 per cent of the total assessed valuation 
of the state, and 15 .. 1 per cent of the total valuation of real property. 
Table VII shows, for each county, the total assessed valuation of this class 
of land, and its relative importance in relation to the total valuation of 
real property. Table VIII shows the total 1958 assessed valuations of various 
classes of situs lands as reported to the tax corrmission by the county assessors. 
Cons ti tu tio nal and Statutory 1>rovi si o ns 
There are no constitutional or statutory provisions relating specifically 
to this class of land. 
Tax Commission Policy 
Tax Commission policy for the assessment of this class of land is set 
forth in section B of the Assessors 1 Real Estate Appraisal aanuaL That section 
calls for assessing this class of property at forty per cent of average market 
value. In determining average n~rket value, if improvements are situated on 
the land, larrl and improvements are appraised as a unit. Attention may be 
given to rental value, sales of comparable property, income produced by the 
unit, and any other factors that may influence value. Once the unit value is 
determined, the reproduction cost of the buildings is deducted to arrive at the 
value of the land. 
Local committees are formed in each community composed of people familiar 
with urbc1n land values. With the aid of the assessor, the committee divides 
the community into economic areas of like use. Each area is considered by 
itself. The lot or parcel in each area having the greatest value is selected 
and designated as a 100 per cent value lot or parcel. 
In selecting the 100 per cent value lot in each area, numerous factors 
are considered. For commercial areas important factors are pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic passing the location, nearness and adequacy of parking facili-
ties, volume of business, etc. In residential areas important factors 
considered are: type of street; sidewalks; utility services; terrain; proximity 
to schools, churches, shopping centers, public transportation and recreational 
facilities; traffic patterns; quality of improvements in the neighborhood; the 
demand for property in the neighborhood; and the proximity of non-conforming 
uses such as factories, stockyards, railroads, airports and unsatisfactory 
drainage. 
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17) The ass-essment on a producing unit of extractive land should 
not be divided among partial interests in such producing unit, but 
such producing unit should be assessed as one unit. 
18) If a producing unit of extractive land lies in more than one 
county, an assessment of such producing unit should be made jointly by 
the assessors of such counties, and such assessment should be divided 
among such counties in proportion to the number of acres of such produc-
ing unit ~ying within each county o 
19) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoing con-
clusions should be enactedp 
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TABLE VIII 
1958 ASSESSED VALUATION OF SITUS LAND FOR STATE 
by Classes as Reported to the State Tax Commission 
Assessed Per cent of Total 
Class Valuation Land Valuation 
Town and city lots $326,103,92~ 92.7 
Suburban tracts 16,962,970 4.8 
Mountain home sites 2,328,065 0.7 
Other l~nd not classified .5z473i458 1.8 
Total -~350 ,868 ,421 100.0 
Situs 
Once the top value, or 100 per cent lot, is determined, all other 
parcels are assigned percentage de~ignations in relation to it. In 
commercial areas the designations are generally made for each lot; in 
residential areas percentage designations are generally made for each 
block. 
When the committee has developed a pattern of relative values, the 
assessor, with tax commission assistance and supervision, studies sales, 
income, and other information that is available, and determines a market 
value for the 100 per cent lotso The assessed valuations ror these lots are 
set at 40 per cent of market value in each area. These lot valuations are 
then ccnverted to valuations per front foot for ease in applying them to 
premises having varying amounts of frontage on the street. 
Then, in such areas-, all lots are assessed in accordance with their 
percentage designations. If the assessed valuation of a 100 per cent lot in 
a given area is $12.00 per front foot, a f:fJ per cent lot is assessed at $7.20 
per front 1·oot ror the number of front feet in the lot. 
'This fairly simple method of applying valuations for lots is followed 
throughout for all lots of a standard shape and depth. Adjustments are made 
for lots which vary from the standard. For instance, if the typical lots in 
an area are 12.5 feet deep, but in some blocks the lots are only 100 feet 
deep-, the lOO-foot lots are less valuable than the 125-foot lots. Ownership 
may ·be divided, one person ownjnp: the 1·ront 75 1·eet of the lot, and another 
the rear 50 feet. In thj_s case, the valuation of the lot must be ctl.vided 
between the two mmers. 
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TABLii: VII 
· 1958 llSSiS0lD VA]~UATIOHS Of SITUS LA.t1D BY COUNTIES 
Assessed ?er Assessed f'er 
County Valuation Ccnt1(- County Valuation Cent➔c-
Adams ~ 11, 6li6, 3 50 11~~ Lake J; 'll> 419,735 2% 
Alamosa 701,hBS 8 La Plata 3,335,985 15 
Arapahoe. 19,793,730 17 Larimer 10,371,110 15 
Archuleta 142,621 s Las Animas 2,237 ,1:wo 13 
Baca 548,455 5 Lincoln 372,520 3 
Bent 371,721 4 Lor-an 2,256,785 5 
Boulder 13,437,230 15 Mesa 6 ,Hes ,1·to 13 
Chaffee 1,076,100 13 Mineral 40 ,6t!J 4 
Cheyenne 116,945 1 hoffat 632,260 5 
Clear Creek 654,860 16 i-✓:ontezuma 841,560 9 
Conejos 232,105 4 Montrose 1,020,085 6 
Costilla 121,dl5 4 i'·'iorcan l,f-315,630 4 
CroHley un,110 4 Otero 2,147,680 8 
Custer 55,924 2 Ouray 116,260 4 
Delta 1,251,045 9 !.Jark 739,885 14 
Denver 189, 721,3~•0 25 Phillips 3Ld.i,hco 3 
Dolores 98,755 3 Pitkin 636,180 11 
Douglas 43Li, 730 6 Prowers 1,166,1.,0 6 
Ear.le 165,4G5 3 Pueblo 15,156,290 14 
Elbert 50,195 - 1 Hio Blanco 429,66o - 1 
El Paso 21,932,400 16 Rio Grande 991,426 7 
Fremont 1,847,095 10 H.outt sss,2eo 4 
Garfield 1,324,830 9 Saguache 217,050 3 
Gilpin 128,57.5 7 San Juan 93,781 7 
Grand 670,290 10 San Miguel 88,400 2 
Gunnison 529,200 6 Sedgwick 292,470 3 
Hinsdale 68~495 7 Suinrni t 51,BtO 2 
Huerfano 646,715 11 Teller 412,640 10 
Jackson 65,003 1 ~iashington 253,005 - 1 
Jefferson 21,646,070 15 Weld 6,279,J&J 6 
Kiowa 141,890 2 Yuna 444,360 3 
Kit Carson 417,230 3 
*Percent of total assessed valuation of real property in county. 
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Such ndjm3tments uonld be simple if the value of a lot we:re unif orrn 
for its full leneth. 1Ioucver, it is :"1. uell established p1.~inciple that the 
front por i:,ion of a lot is rnc•re valuable th.:m the rear l)ortion. Fortunately, 
re:altors, professional appraisers, and others who have been interested in 
real E:state v.1.lues, have reached general o.zrcement. concerning the relative 
values of lots of varyine depths. Standard tables of depth factors t1ave been 
developed by which a front-foot value of a lot of standard depth can be 
converted to a front-foot value for a lot of greater or lesser depth. The 
same tables can be used for dividing the value 1·rom front to back 1·or various 
portions of the lot. Such a table is included in the Appraisal Manual. A 
portion of one of the tables 1_::.sed is included on the following page as Table IX 
for illustration, and the exa..rr1ple following it demonstrates its use. 
There are various other factors w.ciich intlucnce lot valuations anu. which 
are recognized in assessing individual lots. In some areas a corner lot is 
more valuable than a lot in the center of the block. Lots which are not 
rectangular in shape also constitute a problem in applying front-foot values. 
Thes,3 problems are complex and no attempt will be made to explain them. The 
appraisal manual contains instructions, tables and formulae which are commonly 
used by professional appraisers, and represent the best methods of appraisal 
available. 
The assessment of situs land other than tm-m and city lots, such as 
suburban tracts, raral commercial and industrial sites, and mountain home sites, 
is not dealt with in the manual in as much _detail. However, the same principles 
apply. Market value is the principal (:.Uide. Value varies according to the 
desirability of the site for the use to which it is put. J.i'rontaee upon a 
street, highway or road affects the value. 
The principles of appraisal which are incorporated into the manual for 
the assessment of this class of land are comr,wnly accepted principles. The 
rnetbocls prescribed, therefore, if properly used, should produce good results 
in terms of assessed valuation. 
Asseosment Practice 
Actual practice in the assessment of situs land is extremely difficult 
to analyze because of the extreme variations within this class of land through-
out the state. There are metropolitan areas, regional trade centers, local 
market areas, toims, villages, hamlets, ghost towns, and near-ghost towns. 
Some areas are in a state of explosive expansion, others are static, anct 
others are experiencing an economic decline. In some counties the assessment 
of situs land is a major problEm; in others it is a very minor one. 
It has been difficult to determine precisely what was done during the 
reappraisal program on this class of property. There 11ave been many assessors 
replaced since 1952, and the new ones cto not know what procedure was followed 
in setting up the present schedule of lot valuations. However, the schedule 
of valuations in use in each county has been examined, rind any changes which 
have been made since 1~52 have been noted. 
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'!'ABLE IX 
R.8SllJtNTIAL LAND D..:,iTli FACTORS 
Depth F'actor Depth Factor 
5 - - - - - .13 115 - - .97 
10 - .2J 116 - 13h - - - - 1.00 
15 - - - - - .30 135 - 144 - - - - 1.03 
20 - - - - .37 145 - 154 - - - - 1.05 
25 - - - - .44 155 - 164 - - - - 1.07 
30 - - - - .4? 165 - 174 - - - - 1.08 
35 - - - - ~54 175 - 184 - - - - 1.09 
40 - - - - .59 185 - 199 - - - - 1.10 
45 - - - - - - - .63 200 - 244 - - - - 1.12 
50 - - - - - - - .66 225 - 249 - - - - 1.14 
55 - - - - - - - .70 250 - 274 - - - - 1.16 
ff) - - - - - - - .73 275 - JOO - - - - 1.,18 
65 - - - - - - - .76 301 - 350 - - - - 1.1si 
70 - - - - - - - .79 351 - 400 - - - - 1.20 
75 - - - - .81 401 - 450 - - - - 1.21 
80 - - - - - - - .83 451 - 500 - - - - 1.22 
85 - - - - - - - .f35 501 - 6oo - - - - 1.23 
90 - - - - - - - .57 -601 - 700 - - - - 1.24 
95 - - - - - - - .89 701 - 800 - - - - 1.25 
100 - - - - - - - .92 801 - 900 - - - - 1.26 
10~ - - - - - - - .94 901 - 1000 - - - - 1.27 
110 - - - - - - - .95 1001 - 1200 - 1.28 
Standard depth of lots is 125 feet. The valuation for such standard 
lot is ~~12 .00 per front foot. A lot having a depth of only 100 feet would 
have a valuation of ~~11.04 per front foot ( 12 .00 x • 92) • A lot having a 
depth of 150 feet would have a valuation of :;}12.60 per front foot (12.00 x 
1.05). 
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In r;eneral, it appears that in most counties tho procedure set forth 
in the manual ~_ras closely follouerl. In the large population centers, a 
ver-J thorough study was made of lot values. In r,cnver, Jor instance, care-
ful studies of pedestrian traffic in the mrrin bus:rness district Wt.:re made. 
Hlu1drcds of sales were analyzed. The automobile tratfic pattern was 
considered. The effect of zoning regulations uas evaluated. 
In snm.LLer centers of population., the problem was less complex and the 
methods employed were less e.xt.<..msive and invo_t_vccl. In most communities of 
one thousand population and over, the gradj_ne of lots percentage--i·lise as set 
forth i.n the manual was followed. The exact procedure varied according to 
local problems. 
In smaller communities, it was typical that little time was spent on 
the problem. Little variation was made in lot values in very small towns, 
except between the major classifications of residential and commercial. 
Therefore, flat valuations per lot. were adopted for each class, which seemed 
to be reasonable wit.h referEmce to meager sales information, and then 
valuations were applied uniformly, with individual adjust.rnents as seemed 
equitat)le to the assessor. 
As in the case of other classes of property, there were a few counties 
in w1lic11 nothing was done. In one county, in particular, hav-.rng one of the 
larger cities of the state, no change in lot values was made in 19.52. The 
assessor resisted change and refused to put into effect some phases of the 
reappraisal program, including tne reappraisal of town and city lots. Later, 
a new assessor was elected, the reappraisal of lot.s, according to manu.e.l 
requirements, was undertc:..ken cind new valuations were used in 19.57 • 
It would appear, generally, that tbe appraisal of situs land during the 
reappraisal program was reasonably good. However, whether the present 
assessments of thiG class of land a.re [itill good is another question - that 
is, whet.her va.luations have been adjusted to reflect changing con.di tions. 
The composition of the class of situs land is subject to tremendous change 
annually. Urbrui and suburban expansion annually adds tremendous numbers of 
lots and tracts to t.hi3 class from land which previously was agricultural. 
The same trend produces great increases in the vtlu.e of existing situs land. 
Mountain home sites increase in great numbers in some areas. Value relation-
ships change within cities. 
In Denver, for example, the construction of many new buildings has 
caused a shift in the point of greatest land value from the corner of-Sixteenth 
and Stout Streets to a point closer to Broadway, a point which has not been 
determined exactly. Rapid increases in population have caused an increase 
in the amount of land used for corr.mercial purposes, and in the value of such 
land. Creatior, of new sh0pping centers has added value to areas in which 
they are created, and har: either drm-m value away frcm the older commercial 
districts, or retarded the increase of value in those districts. Creation of 
new subdi vi~doris brings new land into this class. The progressive develop-
ment of such subdivisions adds value to the land. 
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Problems resulting from urban expansion are present in the Denver 
metropolitan area, involving four counties, as well as Boulder, Colorado 
Springs, Pueblo, Grand Junction, Cortez, Durango, and Aspen, and the 
entirely new tmms of Thornton and Broom.field Heights, and to a lesser 
degree in many more tm-ms and cities about the state. Such expansion, 
where encountered., not only presents the problem of adding more and more land 
to the clasc, but also the one of adjusting the va.luations on lands previously 
assessed. This is necessary to maintain constant equalization of valuations 
in this class with those in other classes. 
A problem of a somewhat different. nature is found where, instead of 
urban expansion, there i.s urban decline. Economic trends in some areas are 
such that values a.~e decreasjng, rather tlrnn increasing. :Many towns, whose 
economy depends upon mining have experienced an economic decline or collapse. 
This situation has been especially true of those towns dependent upon coal 
rr.ining. The constant improvement of automotive transportation, with ever-
increasing consolidation of farm units, has resulted in a shift of business 
and population from community centers to regional centers. As a result, 
many small tmms dependent upon an agricultural economy have experienced 
decline, rather than e:>..--pans:i.on, and la.nd values have. been affected· accordingly. 
Even vrith the 1941 standard of assessment, valuatior,s of situs lands, 
once established, cannot remain static. The increases in value referred to 
in precedi:P-g pru."agraphs are not due to price inflation alone. They are due 
principally to a change of use, and an increased value of use. Land used as 
grazing land in 1941 cannot be assessed at the same value in 1958, if it has 
since become a fully-developed residential subdivision. It cannot have the 
same assessment as in 1941 if it has since become the site of a factory, or 
a shopping center. For this reason, assessments on this land must be 
constantly adjusted to bear a given rela.tionship to current market value. 
The tax commission prescribed forty per cent of market value as the 
standard for assessment of situs land. This relationship was applied in the 
initial reappraisal effective in 1952. Has it been maintained since? The 
best answer, obviously, may be found in the results of the sales ratio study 
just completed. The sales ratios developed for two classes of property, 
namely, vacant urban lands, and miscellaneous rural land having no improve-
ments, provide the answer. 
The state-wide average sales ratio for vacant urban lands is 21.4 per 
cent. No county had a ratio in this class above 66. 7 per cent. The ratio 
varied dmmward to as low as 12 .3 ·per cent in one county. These ratios of 
1957 assessed valuations to 1957 - 1958 sales prices are definj_tely lower 
than the 40 per cent prescribed by the tax co:mmissi.on in all but si.X 
counties. They are also lower than the ratios for most other classes of 
real estate. 
The ratios for the class 11miscellaneous rural lands having no improve-
ments11 are less definitive. This class may contain some lands other than 
situs land. However, it is principally of that class. The same low ratio 
appears here. The state-wide averace is 16.7 per cento The lowest county 
ratio is 6.8 per cent, and the highest is 60.6 per cent. Only three counties 
have ratios above 40 per cent. 
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Actually, there is no other way to compare the levels of assessment 
from one county to another on situs land than by sales ratio, with one 
exception. There is no way of judging relative values between widely 
separated urban areas except with reference to sales and the sales ratio 
study has provided this comparison. 
The one exception referred to is found in the Denver metropolitan 
area. Here, county lints pass through urban areas. The City and County of 
Denver is surrounded by the counties of Adams, Arapahoe and Jefferson, and 
· the urban area extends from Denver into each of the other counties. Except 
at some points, it is reasonable to assume that land values inside Denver 
should be little higher than those across the county line. A study of 
assessed valuations along this county line shows the following comparison. 
Typical Valuations per Front Foot at Same Point on County Line 
Residential Lots Commercial Lots 
In Neighboring Countl In Denver In Neif!,;hboring Countl In Denver 
Adams $ 7-~4 $12.00 Adams $70.00 $8o.OO 
Arapahoe 8.00 12.00 Arapahoe 20.00 70.00 
Jefferson 5.20 12.80 Jefferson 28.00 32.00 
The only object in presenting these comparisons is to show that there 
is a difference in valuation between properties separated only by a street 
and an imaginary boundary line. Such differences indicate that an adjust-
ment is needed, possibly on both sides of the line, to achieve equalization. 
Where an obvious difference in value because of use existed at the county 
line, no comparison was attempted. Examples of such cases are: when the use 
of the land was commercial on one side and residential on the other; and 
when land was fully developed on one side, and less fully developed on the 
other. 
These comparisons are borne out by the sales ratio study, which shows 
the following county-wide sales ratios for vacant urban land in the four 
counties, as follows: Adams County, 17.9; Arapahoe County, 21.5; City and 
County of Denver, 24.2; .and Jefferson County, 14.9. However, these ratio 
figures, again, merely show that there is a difference in each county, taken 
as a whole. There can be no direct comparison cf them with the front-foot 
valuations at the county line areas. A study of sales occurring at or near 







compared with Denver 
compared with Denver 




Assuming that lot valuations were equalized within the class, in 1952, 
the main reason there is now such a wide variation in such valuations is that 
valuations have not been adjusted since 1952 equally well in all counties to 
reflect the changing pattern of lot values.• The task of maintaining current 
equalization of lot valuations is a tremendous one when the assessor is con-
fronted with a fluid situation of urban eA--pansion. In many areas the rapiq 
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creation and development of new subdivisions has ccnfronted asse:ssors with a 
d:i_fficul t problem. Immediately after la.nd has been properly assessed as 
ar,ricultural land, it. is purchased for residential development. Therefore, 
for the next assessment, the assE1ssor must consider what the developer has 
paid for tbe land. Then the developer subdivides the la.nd, fj_les a plat, and 
begins selling lots. The assessor must then pick up the subdivision as a 
matter of reccrd, and consider what valuation should be put upon lots, some 
of which have had no actual change other than the filing of a plat. Then 
streets and alleys are built, curbs and putters, water and sewer lines are 
installed, and must be rdlected in the assessed valuation. Finally, houses 
are erected upon the lots and they are purchased by individual home owners 
and another valuation mµst be• considered. 
This transition has been so ra.ptd that it has been impossible for the 
assessors to keep completely c-i;.rrent with their assessed valuations. Further-
more, even though an assessmEmt may truly refl€ct the value of tl1e lot on the 
official assessment date, the lot may ha.ve been sold at a Mgher value before 
tte assessment is actually made. A comparison of an assessment properly made 
on the basis of one set of circumstances with a sale· based on an entirely dif-
ferent set of circumstances is mj_sleading. Therefore, sa.les of this type 
were not used in determining: the sales ratios. 
Some assessors have resorted to the expedient of using what are corrrrnonly 
referred to as "developer's rates". A flat-valuation of perhaps ~100 per lot 
has been used in new subdivisions until such time as all the lots have been 
fully developed and houses erected upon them, at which time they are assessed 
in relation to market value. Others have developed a schedule of progres-
sively e;reater valuations to be used uni.formly at different stages of develop-
ment of the subdivislon. 
Another problem confronting the assessor is that of the assessment of 
land adjoining areas of urban expansion. The expansion of an urban area tends 
to influence the market value of near-by land w.hjch is not currently being 
developed, and some land which has not been included in any plans for develop-
ment. Speculators buy such land for a much higher price than is justified. 
Should thi::, land be assessed for a greater amount because it has been sold for 
a greater amount? Also, should aqjoining land which has not been sold and 
which is still used for strictly agricultural purposes also be assessed for 
a greater amount simply because of potential value of the use if changed at 
a later date? 
Findings and Conclusions 
1) The system for the appraisal of situs lands contained in the 
Assessor's Appraisal Manual represents the most commonly accepted appraisal 
practice for this class of property, and, if properly and thoroughly applied, 
should produce satisfactory assessments. 
2) For purposes of assessm~nt, situs land should be defined as that 
land which is neit.her agricultural nor extractive, and which derives its 
value from the use of its surface as the location or situs for buildine;s, 
or for activities which are neither agricultural nor extractive in nature, 
or from the intention that it shall be put to such use. 
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3) Situs l,md should be assessed according to its value for use as the 
site of buildings or as the site of an activity which is neither agricultural 
nor extractive in nature. 
4) T11e value for such use should be determined by the average market 
value of similar properties similarly situated. 
5) For purposes of such assessment, s:itus lands should be classified 
within each area of similar use according to any and all factors which influ-
ence the value of their use. 
6) No land should be a$sessed as situs land which is used solely and 
exclusively for agricultural or extractive purposes, provided that such land 
forms a part of an economic unit for agrjcultural or c:xtractive purposes. 
7) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoinf conclusions 
should be enacted. 
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VIII 
Tifa AS0ESS1'-'i2NT OF frl?ROVEl'ii:l1NTS 
Improvements, as a class of property for purposes of assessment, includes 
all structures built upon land or affixed thereto, and all appliances affixed 
to said structures. It also includes water rights, by statutory definition. 
The aRsessed valuation of this class of property is a major part of the 
total assessed valuation of the state. The total 1958 assessed valuation of 
this class of prope_rty was tl,,518 ,659, 854, which is 46. 3 per cent of the total 
assessed valuatton of all property in the state. Table X sh01,rs, for each 
county, the total assessed valuation of improvements, and its relative import-
ance in relation to the total valuation of real property. Table XI shows the 
total 1958 assessed valuations of various classes of improvements as reported 
to the tax commission by the county assessors. 
Constitutional and Statutory Provisions 
There are no constitutional provisions relating to assessment of improve-
ments. Statutory provisions relating specifically to the assessment of im-
provements are as follows: 
"Improvements shall be listed and valued separate and apart from land, 
except lands which are used for agricultural purposes, which aericultural 
lands shall be valued as a unit with the improvements and water rights located 
upon them. 11 1 
11 The term 1 improvements I includes all water rights, buildings, structures, 
fixtures and fences erected u.~on or affixed to land, whether or not title to 
said land has been acquired." 
Tax Commission Policy 
Tax commission policy for the assessment of improvements is contained in 
the Assessor 1 s Real Estate Appraisal Manual, hereafter referred to as the 
manual, published by the tax commission. This manual, which was prepared by 
the Department of Re-apprai .'3Dl during the re-appraisal pr.ogram, contains in-
structions for appraising improvements, as well as land, a system of building 
classification., a _pricing section, and instructions and tables for the allow-
ance of depreciation and obsolescence. 
Tte process of assessinr. improvements is one of mass or wholesale 
appraisal. Truly accurate appraisals can be made only by a detailed appraisal 
of an individual building. Bowever, such an appraisal is not possible for 
assessment purposes because of the volume of property wllicll must be appraised. 
A method is required which permits the best practical appraisal of all build-
ings by use of simple procedures within the limitations imposed by availability 
1. C.R.b. 1~53, Sec. 137-12-8. 




1958 ASS~SSED VALUATION OF D•H.,RUV.i!i1fal-t.i'b RY COUNTY 
Assessed Per Asse~sed Per 
Counti Valuation Cent* County Valuation Cent1~ --
Adams $81,066,380 77% Lake $ 6,238,900 35% 
Alamosa 5,628,516 63 La Plata 13,47e,970 61 
Arapahoe 94,331,120 81 Larimer 48,783,950 68 
Archuleta 1,043,060 3ts Las Animas 7 ,31>' ,ScO 42 
Baca 3,637,090 30 Lincoln J,(jJ4,375 33 
Bent 3;164;781 36 Logan 14,852,155 34 
Boulder 68 ,Li23 ,1370 75 lfosa 37,920,520 71 
Chaffee 5,618,150 70 Nineral S33,3Y9 59 
Cheyenne 1,869,075 21 Moffat 4,633,34(; 3ts 
Clear Creek 2,372,640 56 i"iont£zuma 6,183,315 64 
Conejos 2,303,tse5 3b Montrose tj, 22'(, 915 46 
Costilla 1,393,295 42 Horp:an 18,958,410 39' 
Crowley 1,772,135 37 Otero 17,089,325 68 
Custer 940,530 40 Ouray 1,025,282 36 
Delta 7,903,810 (fJ Park 2,223,6oS 41 
Denver .574,351,790 75 Phillips S,u55,855 3~ 
Dolores 1,676,250 46 Pitkin 4,163,330 72 
Dour;las 3,994,580 59 Prowers 8,134,550 45 
Eagle 2,680 ,c:rn 45 Pueblo 86,528,640 81 
Elbert 2,502, 705 33 Rio Blanco 3,221,945 5 
El Paso 109,790,16o 81 Rio Grande 6, ?Ob, 753 so 
Fremont lh,390,38.5 79 Routt 5,801,370 45 
Garfield 7,~88,~uo 56 Saguache 2,426,080 31 
Gilpin 96o ,180 so San Juan 433,069 31 
Grand 4,657,715 68 San Higuel 1,528 ,&10 31 
Gunnison 4,585,865 54 Sedgwick 3,972,110 hl 
Hinsdale 521,ulU 55 Summit 1,399,865 43 
Huerfano 3,263,300 57 Teller 2,394,150 59 
Jackson 1,.549,217 31 Washington 4,415,73~ 13 
Jefferson 115,453,310 82 Weld l.tl ,e22 ,440 49 
Kiowa 2,211,110 26 Yuma 5,835,040 35 
Kit Carson 5,471,030 37 
* Per cent of total assessed valuation of real property in county. 
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TABLE XI 
1958 ASSESSED VALUATION OF IMPROVEHENTS FOR STATE 
BY CLASSES AS REPORTED TO STA TE TAX COMMISSION 
Assessed 
Class of Improvements Valuation 
Improvements on Farms, Ranches 
and Rural Tracts $149,236,268 
Rural Commercial Improvements 44,663,620 
Rural Industrial Improvements 76,693,751 
Improvements on Public Land 3,057,227 
Improvements on }lountain Home Sites 7,415,364 
Urban Residential Improvements 907,691,952 
Urban Commercial Improvements 271,818,681 
Urban Industrial Improvements 58,082,991 
Total $1,518,659,854 
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of manpower, buclg:ets and physical equipment. T.he appraisal methods contained 
in the manual are designed to meet the requirements of efficient rnass ap-
praisal. 
The appraisal system contained in the manual is based upon a classifica-
tion of buildings according to functional use, type of material, and quality 
of material and worlananship. Buildines are classified into twenty-two func-
tional classifications: five residential, eleven corruriercial, three industrial, 
and three farm. These are, in turn, divided into many sub-classes according 
to types.of materials used (frame, brick, stone, structural steel, etc.) and 
grades of materials and workmanship. 
The manual provides a set of base specifications for €a.ch class to be 
used in determining into which sub-class a building most nearly 1·i ts. These 
usually include specifications for foundations, floor, roof, exterior walls, 
interior finish, basement, attic, heating system, p1-umbing, wiring and other 
building items, such as fireplace, ventilation, fire protection and elevator. 
In addition to the classification section of the manual, and supplementary 
to it, is a pricing section. In this section, unit costs are provided for 
use in calculating the reproduction cost of a buildinf according to its classi-
fication and construction features. These are construction costs that pre-
vailed in the year 1941. This section includes tables of base unit costs for 
each sub-class. These are in the form of costs per square foot of ground 
area, varying according to ground area, and number of stories. A medium erade 
residence of 1000 square feet on one i"loor has a cost of ~!i3. 70 per square foot, 
while one of 2000 square feet on one floor has a cost of i-.J.JJ.i per square foot. 
Costs on the two buildings if they have l½ stories would be :w4.88 and t4.19, 
respectively; 2 stories, $5.53 and $4.76; 2½ stories ~up6.?v and ~{,5.tsJ. The 
use of these unit costs gives a base reproduction cost of a building, if it 
fits the specifications of a class reasonably close. 
In addition, unit costs are provided for adding to or deducting from the 
ba~,e reproduction cost in cases where there are variations of the building 
from the base specifications of the class. Such adjustments are provided for 
variations from class standards in foundation, exterior walls, roof pitch, 
roof framing, roof surface, basement, attic, floors, interjor finish, heating 
systems, plumbing fixtures, lighting, etc. Costs per square foot are pro-
vided for the addition of porches, terraces and other such additions to the 
main building. For instance, a one-family residence classified as 1. 3, but 
varying from the base specifications of that class in certain respects, may 
have the following additions and deductions: · 
For insulated walls 
For asphalt shingle roof instead 
of wood 
·For low-pitch roof 





a deduction of full basement and 
addition of partial basement 
For lack of tile floor in bnth 
For hot water instead of warm air 
furnace 
For any variation in plumbing 
fixtures from three-fixture bath 
For a fireplace 
a deduction 
a deduction of warm air furnace 
and addition of hot water 
addition or deduction of fixtures 
an addition 
The appraisal procedure outlined in the manual is as follows. The 
first step is the preparation of a property card upon which are recorded 
the legal description ·of th~ property and the name of its owner. The sub-
ject building is inspected, measured, and photographed. A ground floor 
diagram of the building, showing di.mensions, and a description of all 
physical featu1 4 es pertinent to the appraisal are entered on the card. The 
building is classified according to the manual, and all pertinent variations 
from class are noted. The area of the building and any other units of com-
putation are computed. Unit costs are taken from the manual, and the base 
cost of the building is computed. Then all additions and deductions are 
computed, added and deducted. The result is the base reproduction cost of 
the building at the 1941 level of construction costs. 
The base reproduction cost is then aiscounted for any loss of value 
resulting from aging, wear and tear, obsolescence, loss of utility, and 
economic conditions which affect its value. The major item of discount is 
normal depreciation. Normal depreciation includes the normal loss of value 
due to aging, normal wear and tear with typical maintenance, and archi-
tectural obsolescence. Tables are provided in the manual for use in cal-
culating this depreciation. The rate of depreciation varies according to 
the classification of the building and its age. 
Tax commission policy concerning the discounti~ of base reproduction 
cost for various reasons is: l} that no more than sixty per cent reducti9n 
from base reproduction cost be allowed for normal depreciation; 2) that no 
more than eighty per cent reduction be allowed for a combination of all 
causes, so long as the .building is fully utilized; 3) that no more than 
ninety per cent total reduction be allowed so long as the building remains 
standing; 4) that no uniform blanket percentages of reduction applying to 
all buildings in a county be allowed; and 5) that depreciation must be cal-
culated arx:1 allowed at least once in every five years, provided that a com-
plete inspection ·of the building is made at the time of depreciation. 
In addition to allowance for normal depreciation, the assessor may 
allow for abnormally poor physical condition. That is, if the building has 
deteriorated more in physical condition than is normal for a house of its 
age with typical maintenance and care, the assessor may reduce the valuation 
at his discretion. 
Normal obsolescence of architectural style which comes with age is a 
factor which is included in the normal depreciation percentages. Other 
forms of obsolescence or loss of value through loss of utility may be 
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allowed. Examples of such loss are the loss in value of a horse barn after 
a farm is completely mechanized, loss in value of any building which no 
longer has any use where it is situated, and loss in value of portions of 
mercantile buildings which are no longer required for use. 
Loss in market value which occurs because of the economic condition of 
the area in which a building is located may also be recognized and allowance 
made therefor. Such allowances usually are justifiable in the slum areas of 
cities, or in small towns which have experienced economic decline. Since 
such loss of value may vary with different buildings, the use of blanket 
uniform discount allowances applied to all improvements in a county, or in a 
class, is not permitted. It is possible that a similar loss of value may 
occur for all similar buildings within a given area, and that therefore, a 
uniform percentage may be allowed for all of them. However, conditions 
justifying such an allowance are usuall,_v limited to definite areas within a 
city, or to particular small communities within a county, and not to an en-
tire city or an entire county. Also a different percentage of reduction 
may be justified for connnercial buildings than for residential buildings, 
for expensive buildings than for inexpensive buildings. 
Assessment Practice 
Hi th the use of the manual provided by the tax commission, remarkable 
progress has been made by all assessors in the assessment of improvements. 
A comprehensive inventory of buildings has been taken and made a permanent 
record. Detailed data concerning all buildings are a matter of record. Ap-
praisals have been made according to a definite system (a revolutionary 
development). It is evident that assessments are much better than before. 
However, a careful investigation of assessment practices, inspections 
of records and many buildings has shown that there is much lack of uniformity 
in the use of the manual by the assessors and their appraisers. 1nis lack 
of uniformity results in differences in assessments on similar buildings in 
different counties. Some county assessors have adopted variations of the 
manual for their own use. Some of these are merely mechanical adaptations 
of the manual to provide more efficient use and produce comparable results. 
Some variations are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The official manual provides that for a particular grade of one-family 
dwelling the cost of a full basement is included in the base cost of the 
dwelling. If a particular dwelling has no basement, the cost of the full 
basement must be deducted. If it has only a partial basement, the cost of 
the full basement must be deducted and the cost of the partial basement 
added. In some counties, where it is found that most houses of this class 
do not have full basements, new cost tables have been constructed wherein 
the cost of the full basement has been removed from the base cost of the 
house. Then the cost of whatever basement may be present in a particular 
house is added. This procedure saves many man-hours of labor and produces 
identical results. 
The official manual may provide, for a particular class of house, that 
a particular type of heating system is included in the base cost. If a 
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different type is actually present, there must be both a deduction from and 
an addition to the base cost. In some counties, the combinations of costs 
have been rearranged to more nearly match the type of house found there and 
thereby save labor, without affecting the accuracy of the results. 
In order to save clerical work, some counties have constructed from the 
unit cost tables what might be referred to as tables of valuation. In using 
the manual, the area of the house and of each item of addition or deduction 
must be multiplied by a unit cost taken from the pricing section of the manual 
For instance, if the pricing section shows that a house having 1000 square 
feet of ground area should be priced at a unit cost of $4.50 per square foot, 
the computer must _multiply 1000 square feet by $4.50 every time he encounters 
this combination. Valuation tables, on the other hand, make it possible to 
determine directly by reference to the tables that the 1000 square-foot 
house has a base cost of $4,500, thus saving the computation. 
One county has adopted a completely new handbook for its own use, 
representing a simplification of the official manual, but based upon it. 
Although this handbook produces reproduction costs similar to those pro-
duced by the official manual, the results are not identical. Particularly 
for commercial type buildings, the reproduction costs may vary considerably 
from those which are obtained by using the official manual. The chief reason 
for this adaptation was the need for a reduction in the amount of work in-
volved in appraising a huge volume of buildings by eliminating many of the 
additions and deductions contained in the official manual, as well as by 
providing more efficient methods of computation. In general, the differ-
ences in results tend to be minor, although some are quite significant. 
In mentioning this adaptation, no implication is intended that the 
county assessor is refusing to comply with tax commission policy, for the 
use of this handbook was accepted by the tax commission for use in this 
particular county. Also it is not intended to imply that this handbook is 
either better or worse than the official manual, but only that it is dif-
ferent. 
One county has used the manual in the appraisal of only part of its 
improvements. Appraisals of improvements in the county seat made prior to 
the re-appraisal program by a system previously in use h~ve not been changed. 
This system is based upon cubic feet as the unit of computation and upon a 
system of classification different from that in the manual. 
In classifying buildings, there is a lack of uniformity from county to 
county. Similar or identical dwellings, for instance, may be classified as 
1.2½, 1.3, and 1.3½ respectively in each of three counties, each of the 
three classes representing different quality of materials and worlonanship. 
Such a variation was demonstrated within the past year by assessors them-
selves in four adjoining counties. In a comparison of similar super-market 
buildings in five different counties, the appraisals have been found to be 
significantly different in each county. Such mis-classification of buildings 
can have a significant effect upon the comparative valuations. Under-
classification of a dwelling by one-half class can reduce its valuation by 
as much as twelve and one-half per cent; under-classification by a full 
class can reduce its valuation by twenty-five per cent. 
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In other ways than by mis-classification, many assessors are mis-using 
the manual, deliberately in some cases, unintentionally in others. Many of 
the minor adjustments for variations in roof, interior finish, etc., are 
omitted in order to save work. There are divergent interpretations of what 
constitutes a one and one-half story house as compared with a one-story.house 
with finished attic on the one hand, or a two-story house on the other. Some 
assessors have mis-interpreted the use of the heating cost tables in various 
ways. Some assessors are using a cost per fixture or per combination of 
fixtures for plumbing adjustments when the manual calls for a cost per square 
foot of ground area of the building. 
Some assessors, as a ma.tter of policy, have adopted the use of lower 
than manual costs ·on s·ome i terns of construction, because the manual costs 
are high in relation to current costs, the costs in question having been 
subject to little or no inflation since 1941. Some of the items treated 
in this manner are asphalt, vinyl and rubber tile, asphalt paving,fluorescent 
lighting and garbage disposal units. In doing this, they overlook the fact 
that there are other items of cost which are relatively low in comparison 
with current costs and should, by the same token, b.e increased. 
There is a great variation in practice in discounting reproduction 
costs for depreciation and obsolescence. Under tax commission policy, 
assessors were required to allow five years of normal depreciation in 1957, 
after inspecting buildings to determine that appraisals were currently cor-
rect. Investigation has developed the following information concerning 
compliance with this requirement: 
a) thirty-seven counties did so in 1957, claiming that a complete 
inspection was made; 
b) five counties did so in 1957, admitting that only a partial in-
spection was made; 
c) five counties did so in 1957 for the improvements in one-fifth of 
their counties a.s part of a five-year program; 
d) two counties did so in 1957 on urban improvements only; 
e) four counties did so in 1956, claiming complete inspection; 
f) one county did so in 1956 on buildings less than five years old, 
only; 
g) two counties used "observed" depreciation rather than using the 
depreciation tables provided in the manual; 
h) one county deducted a flat ten per cent from the existing valua-
tion of all buildings, except those which had already received 
maximum depreciation, and except those built within the last 
five years; 
i) six counties allowed no further depreciation in 1957. 
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About twenty counties have allowed total normal depreciation beyond 
the sixty per cent maximum prescribed by the tax commission .. They attempt 
to justify doing so on the ground that the buildings concerned are enti tlcd 
to the extra reduction in valuation bec,n1se of the influence of other 
factors, such as excessively poor physical condition, or various types of 
obsolescence. This is not good assessment practice. 'ihe sixty per cent 
maxinrum rule should be adhered to and any additional reduction in valuation 
should be for reasons specified in each case, and at a percentage determined 
by careful analysis of specific factors. 
In the use of various adjustments, for reasons other than age, there is 
no uniform practice. Some counties have adopted the use of uniform, county-
wide percentage allowa.nces. 'l'wo counties allow 30 per cent off valuations 
on all farm and ranch improvements. One county allows 25 per cent off all 
improvements. Two counties allow 15 per cent and 20 per cent respectively 
off all new buildings. These are all practices which have definitely been 
determined to be in use in these counties. There may be other such prac-
tices that have not been discovered. ,Justification for such wholesale re-
ductions is questionable, although many of the properties may be entitled 
to reductions of various percentages on an individual basis. 
On the other hand, there are local conditions in some counties which 
would likely justify some reductions of valuations, but which are not being 
recognized by assessors--localities where market values are greatly de-
pressed by local economic circumstances; types of buildings that have lost 
value through loss of utility, and so forth. 
Sales-Ratio Analysis 
An analysis of sales-ratio results with respect to assessments on 
improvements leads to the following conclusions: 
1) '!here are significant variations in ratios for urban improvements 
between counties. Where such a difference exists between counties with 
similar economic conditions, where similar market values may be expected to 
prevail, a difference in assessment practice is indicated. Such differences 
result from divergent practices in the classification of_ buildings and in 
the use of allowances r'or depreciation and obsolescence. 'lbe assessed valu-
ation on single family dwellings as a class represents a very significant 
part of the total assessment on improvements in the state. Therefore, a 
study of comparative ratios for this class of buildings should be indicative 
of the comparative levels of assessments on all buildings. 1he state 
average sales ratio on this class is 28.1 per cent. County ratios range 
from a low of 15.8 per cent to a high of 49.1 per cent. 
Perhaps a. better indication of the results of current appraisal prac-
tice may be found in the ratios for the more limited class of single family 
dwellings constructed from 1950 to 1957, inclusive. These appraisals have 
been made largely during the years since the mass re-appraisal was accom-
plished. For this class, the state average ratio is 31.8 per cent, somewhat 
higher than the ratio for single family dwellings of all ages. The county 
ratios for this class range from a low of 13.4 per cent to a high of 51.4 
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per cent.. One county, in which there has been a blanket 25 per cent 
reduction of assessed valuations on improvements, has a ratio of 22.2 per 
cent for this class, which is 30 per cent less than the state average 
ni tio. Four adjoining counties which have been shown to classify dwellings 
at different levels have ratios for this class of 34.7 per cent, 32.4 per 
cent, 31.7 per cent, and 28.7 per cent, respectively, in direct relation to 
their classification practices. 
2) Where such differences exist between one county which is prosperous 
and one which is depressed, economically, the ratio being higher in the 
depresse~ county, it is indicated that in the depressed county there is 
justification for a percenta,ge reduction in assessments to allow for economic 
loss of value. In some counties there are mar.\y factors operating to pro-
duce either a high ratio or a low ratio, and sometimes two factors may 
operate to cancel the respective effects of each .. However, in seven coun-
ties where there· is a high level of prosperity, accompanied by accelerated 
building activity, ratios for single ·family dwellings range from 15.8 per 
cent to 26.2 per cent. While other factors are likely operating in each of 
these counties, the inflated real estate values resulting from economic 
expansion undoubtedly have had an influence on the ratios. On the other 
hand, the seven counties having the highest ratios, from 31.. 1 per cent to 
49.1 per cent, are counties in which at least a major part of the urban 
areas are suffering economic distress. 
3) Variations in ratios are found to exist between urban communities 
within the same county. Comparison of these ratios with conditions known 
to exist in the counties indicates that there are economic losses of value 
in some depressed areas within counties which would justify reductions in 
assessed valuations which are not now being made. In one county where the 
ratio of assessments at the county seat is 23.6 per cent, the ratio at a 
small town known to be in economic distress is 48 .5 per cent. In this 
county no allowance for this condition has been made by way·or reduction of 
assessments in the small town. Numerous other such illustrations can be 
found. 
In many counties where assessments in certain communities have been 
reduced because of economic conditions, such reductions are shown to be 
justified by the sales ratio results. Following are several examples where 
reductions have been made in certain towns not the county seat and the 
ratio is very nearly the same as for the county seat: 
Percentage of Reduction 
County Seat Ratio Ratio 2 Other Town Allowed in Other Town 
24.6 24.6 10% 
26.3 26.1 10 
35.8 35.2 30 
27.3 28.0 10 
In other counties where assessments in certain communities have been 
similarly reduced, sales ratio comparisons indicate that the reductions 
have been inadequate. Following are several examples of such situations: 
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In another county where the assessor has allowed a discount for 
seasonal occupancy in two resort towns, the ratios in these towns are found 
to be 20.8 per cent and 20.3 per cent, respectively, while the ratio in 
the county seat is 25 .. 0 per cent, and in other tO\ms someuhat higher. This 
indicates that the discounts allowed in the resort towns were not justified. 
4) Ratios of assessments on older dwellings tend to be lower than 
those of assessments on newer dwellings. Separate ratios were developed 
for assessments on dwellings within five separate age groupings. The 
age groupings and state average ratios for each are as follows: 
a) Dwellings built during the 1950 1 s 31..8%; 
b) Dwellings built during the 1940 1 s 29.1%; 
c) Dwellings built during the 1930's 27.0%; 
d) Dwellings built during the 1910' s 
and 1920' s 24.6%, and 
e) Dwellings built prior to 1810 22.0%. 
County assessors have been aware of this progressively lower level of 
assessment on older dwellings for several years. They have tended to blame 
the normal depreciation table which is in use for this result, claiming 
that the rate of depreciation is too rapid and that the maximum rate of 
depreciation of eighty per cent originally allowed during the re-appraisal 
program was too grea.t for dwellings ,-,hich had been maintained in reasonably 
good condition. An attempt at correction was made by the adoption of the 
rule that no more than sixty per cent normal depreciation be allowed. Yet 
the older dwelling-s still are assessed comparatively lower. 
The use of a. depreciation table that does not truly reflect comparative 
market values of dwellings of different ages may be a part of the cause for 
this comparative difference in assessed.valuation. However, inspection of 
appraisals in many counties has led to the conclusion that there is at least 
one other factor contributing to the progressively lower ratios of valua-
tions on older dwellings. There is a tendency among many appraisers to 
over-classify new dwellings because they are modern and attractive and to 
under-classify old dwellings because they are architecturally obsolete and 
unattractive in the eyes of the appraiser. 
5) Ratios of assessments on commercial and industrial type improve-
ments are, in general, higher than those for residential buildings. Table 
tn.,iyrn51-s·,, o•: 1.., • j., ;_;: ,< .. LL.Gt •i. LAW LlB.RAli-~ 
~ .. , •• I l I -
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XII shows the state avcrnge ratios for each of the three major classes of 
urban improvements and the average ratios of each county for the same 
classes. 
In thirty-six counties ratios for commercial buildings are higher than 
those for residential buildings, and in tiienty counties ratios for indus-
trial buildings are higher than residential ratios. There are only fifteen 
counties where ratios for commercial buildings are lower than the ratios 
for residential buildings, and in only four counties aro industrial ratios 
lover than those for residential. 
1his situation is proba.bly the result of a combination of two factors. 
Fjrst, particularly in smaller communities where commercial buildings are 
not very elaborate, there has been a tendency on the part of inexperienced 
appraisers to over-classify commercial buildings. Second, various losses 
of value have not been adequately allowed for, especially in the case of 
older buildings. Many commercial buildings are in use today that have a 
much higher reproduction cost than a newer building would have which would 
be adequate to the needs of the person using the building. Therefore, the 
persons having a use for such build:i.ngs are not inclined to pay more for 
them than it would cost them to construct an adequate building, and as a 
result the market value of the older buildings is deflated in relation to 
their reproduction costs. r\rrthermore, with the shift of business away 
from older business centers and with the erection of more modern commercial 
buildings, many older buildings suffer an economic loss of value. This is 
true even in the larger cities. 
Assessors seem to be reluctant to allow reductions from assessed 
valuations because of the losses of value experienced by commercial build-
ings. As a result, many commercial buildings are over-assessed with rela-
tion to their market value. In some counties, it would appear, however, 
that adequate allowances have been made, and in a few, that excessive allow-
ances have been made. 
A similar situation exists with reference to industrial buildings. 
However, it should be pointed out that most sales of industrial buildings 
are those of small industries, and that many sales are those of obsolete 
buildings which are being replaced by modern buildings. 1nere have been 
insufficient sales of larger and more modern industrial buildings to provide 
any measure of the assessment levels for them. 
Criticism of Appraisal Manual 
Analysis of sales-ratio results shows that assessed valuations on 
improvements are not equalized, among counties, among different communities 
within the same county, among different classes of improvements, or with 
other classes of property. Analysis of actual practice among county asses-
sors in the use of the appraisal manual has revealed that there is marked 
lack of uniforntlty in such use of the ~anual. 
The lack of equalization is caused by a number of factors: 1) fa.ul ts 
which may be found in the manual itself; and 2) lack of uniformity in its 
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TABLE XII 
AVERAGE SJ\LF.S l?ATTOS OF URBAN IHP](()VENENTS, 
BY COUNTIES, AND BY CLASSES 
Residential Commercial Industrial 
Count;y: Im~rovements ImErovements Imerovements 
,".dams 29.9% 2~.1% 35.0% 
Alamosa 27.0 31.8 29.5 
J\rapahoe 29.1 40 .. 3 38.1 
Archuleta 28.8 
Baca 26.4 
Rent 30.2 53.7 
Boulder 30.5 29.7 22 .o 
Chaffee 25.8 30.9 71.2 
Cheyenne 40.8 59.0 
Clear Creek 15.8 22.4 
Conejos 36.5 27 .2 151.1 
Costilla 49.1 
Crowley 24.0 180.4 
Custer 22.9 69.0 
Delta 26.fi 32.6 
D()nver 30.4 35.l 39.5 
Dolores 30.5 41.8 
Douglas 25.3 18.0 
Eagle 31.1 52 .1 
Elbert 24.2 203.9 
El Paso 23.4 21.l 25.n 
Fremont 22.4 42.3 
Garfield 24 .6 23.8 
Gilpin 19.0 25.8 
Grand 27.0 24.3 38.4 
Gunnison 24.5 28.6 
{}Hinsdale 
Huerfano 29.9 22.7 
'-T~.ckson 23.5 52 .o 
Jefferson 2fi.2 25.3 19.7 
Kiowa 29.0 24.5 
Kit Carson 26.8 49.6 55.4 
-1:-Lake · 
LaPlata 22.4 26.2 
Larimer 27.5 29.5 33.3 
Las Animas 28.8 70.8 
Lincoln 23.7 21.3 
Logan 24.7 35.3 43.3 
Mesa 27.4 22 .5 31.2 
{:-Hineral 
Moffat 23.2 31.8 29.6 
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TABLE XII (Concluded) 
Residential Commercial Industrial 
County Improvements ImErove me nt s Imerovements 
Montezuma 23.n% 24.0~ 
Hontrose 25.8 30.9 24.9 
Horgan 29.4 38.8 33.6 
Otero 31.0 83.4 49.4 
-?:-Ouray 
Park 31.1 17.0 
Phillips 23.6 41.7 
Pitkin 1~.4 20.8 
Prowers 29.4 3fi.3 
Pueblo 23.8 29.3 31.5 
Fio Blanco 2n.9 69.0 92.0 
Rio Grande 32.A 31.0 17.B 
Routt 39.2 41.7 59.7 





Teller 24.0 21.3 
Washington 26.4 42.5 
Weld 28.2 37.6 39.9 
Yuma 24.6 26.l 
State Averages 28.1 32.0 37.1 
* No classified ratios due to sparsity of sales. In all cases where 
no ratio is shown, no ratio was developed for the class due to 
sparsity of sales. 
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use. The lnck of unifonni ty in use of the manual likewise has a numbt~r of 
causes: 1) lack of understanding of the use of the manual by assessing 
officers; 2) variable interpretations of the use of the manua 1, i·:hich is 
p~rtly caused by a deficiency in the manual itself; and 3) ineffective 
instruction, supervision and enforcement by the tax commission. 
In spite of the fact that part of the fault can be traced to misuse 
of the manual, it can be. said that the manual in its present for·m, even if 
applied uniformly, will not proc1uce equalized assessments. It can also be 
said that some of the djvergent practices noted represent attempts of indi-
vidual assessors to compensate for faults of the manual uhich are recognized 
by them. 
The manual is over-complicated. It requires much attention to rela-
tively unimportant details with respect to construction features, while 
completely overlooking equally important details. By so doing, it requires 
much more work on the part of appraisers and computers than should be neces-
sary. The manual requires adjustments from base reproduction cost for 
variations in roof pitch, roof structure, roof surface, lack of tile floor 
in the bath, and many other variations from class specifications which re-
sult in very minor adjustments in assessed valuation. These adjustments 
represent refinements which would seem desirable, except that their use re-
quires more labor than can be justified by the magnitude of the adjustments, 
and except for the fact that numerous vari~tions from class which are 
equally important are completely ignored. Variations in tho interior par-
titioning, many variations in type or quality of interior finish, presence 
or absence of. storm windows, shutters, window screens, roof gutters, and so 
forth, are not subject to adjustment. Variations in cost per square foot 
of ground area for variations in ground floor plan are not recognized. An 
"L" or ''T" shape or an elongated rectangle costs more per square foot than 
a square shape, but this difference is not recognized in the manual. The 
manual provides a flat amount to be added for any kind of fireplace, com-
pletely ignoring the wide variation in cost actually found among fireplaces. 
The classifications and procedures for appraisal of commercial build-
ings is especially complicated. The classification of such buildings for 
use of unit costs is to·o cumbersome and inadequate. The commercial section 
of the manual is not adequately understood by many appraisers and assessors. 
Hany buildings do not fit in the classification which an appraiser attempts 
to use, and painstaking adjustment to allow for variation from class is neces-
sar,y. A simpler and more satisfactory method would be to appraise the cost 
of various components found in each building, such as foundation, floors, 
walls, roof, etc., and add together whatever components are present in each 
building. This would not require an a ttcrnpt to classify the buildings. 
While the use of a classification system for residential buildings, 
uhich c1re more amenable to classification than are commercial buildings, is 
desirable, the present system of classification is not being unifo~mly ap-
plied. The classification system in the manual is capable of divergent 
interpretation by different appraisers. 'lh.is seems to be partly due to the 
fact that class specifications contained in the manual are insufficiently 
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definitive. It is partly due to the fact that appraisers and assessors have 
been insufficiently instructed and trained in tbe use of the classification 
system. 
The manual is obsolete in two respects. First, since it was developed, 
there have been nm1 developments in the construction of buildings for which 
the mc1nual provides no means of appraisal. New building materials and new 
methods of construction have been developed for which the nranual contains no 
costs. New types of commercial buildings have been designed and constructed 
which do not fit into any classification in the manual. Examples of these 
are modern medical and dental clinics, one-story office buildin~s, super-
market buildings, ·super serv'ice stations, modern skyscraper structures, and 
drive-in structures. Also, new types of residential buildings are difficult 
to chi.ssify and appraise from the manual. Mass-constructed housing on the 
one hand, and custom-built dwellings of unusual design on the other, consti-
tute special problems for which the manual has no provision .. 
Second, the use of 1941 costs of construction has, today, become 
unrealistic, particularly 1<7hen an effort is made to compare resulting valua-
tions with current market values or the actual costs of current construction. 
The various components of materials and labor have not inflated in cost at a 
uniform rate since 1~41. Some types of ma teria1 which were relatively new 
in 1941 cost even less today than they did_-in 1941. It is futile to try to 
convert the current cost of materials which did not exist in 1941 to a 1941 
level of cost. 
The manual requires much more mathematical computation than is necessary. 
Manual policy with reference to depreciation does not truly reflect 
current market conditions. 
Need for M8nual Revision 
In view of the faults found in the present manual, a new manual should 
be developed and iss.ued to the assessors. This manual should be based on 
current construction co.sts, and provision should be made to maintain it on a 
current basis. Means of converting costs of one year to those of another 
should be provided. In order to make this possi blc, a complete file of de-
tailed material and labor costs should be maintained by the tax commission 
to support the unit costs in the manual. There is no such file of 1941 costs 
with the present manual. 
A simplified system of classification and appraisal should be provided 
for use with residential buildings. Simpler methods of computation should 
be developed. Specifications of class should be more definitely set forth 
so as to encourage greater uniformity in classification. 
The system of classifying commercial and industrial buildings should be 
abandoned, and a system of addition of vertical and horizontal components 
should be substituted therefor. 
A new table of normal depreciation which more truly reflects loss of 
value experienced· by buildings should be provided. In construe ting such a 
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table, c1. can:!'ul study of 5,1les of buildings of various ages and classifi-
cations is needed to determine what loss in value :1ciually results from 
normal aging, with reference to current market values. 
Proyision should be made for such adjustments from reproduction cost as 
nre required to reflect c1ctual variations in market value. The use of a 
sales ratio study should be continued for this purpo~u. 
During the course of thi5 study considerntion has been given to the 
need of an early revision or replacement of the manual along the lines sug-
gested c1bove. At the invi btion of the tax commission, a con~mi ttce of county 
assessors studied the ·problem at great length and recommended a form of new 
manual to be adopted, the recommendations being in considerable detail. No 
action has been taken to adopt and implement their proposal, mainly because 
of the cost involved. It was estimated that such an undertaking might cost 
as much as $300,000. Not having funds to undertake such an expensive project, 
and having no assurance th.:'1 t sufficient funds would be made available, the 
tax commission has undertaken a limited project during the past year. It is 
studying the current costs of modern mass-constructed dt;rellings and is 
developing a method of appraising such buildings on a current-cost basis 
which may be placed in the hands of the assessors as a supplement to the 
present manua 1. 
In r:eneral, the proposal made by the assessors meets the requirements 
outlined in the above paragraphs, except in two respects. First, a greater 
simplification of the system of appraising residential buildings than they 
recommend would be desirable. Second, their recommendation that separate 
manuals be developed for each of several economic regions within the state 
reflecting the costs of construction in each region seems unnecessary and 
excessively costly. lt is true that regional differences do exist and it 
is necessary that these differences be recognized in assessed valuations. 
However, a uniform system of appraisal based on uniform costs should be used 
in determining reproduction costs, regardless of location. Then reproduc-
tion costs so determined can be adjusted for ref!:ional, and even local, varia-
tions in actual market value, resulting from varying economic conditions, by 
means of a continuing study of real property sales. 
Special Problem on Assessment of ·farm and Ranch Improvements 
The law provides that "improvements shall be listed and valued 
separate and apart from land, except lands which are used for c1gricul tural 
purposes, which ag;ricultural lands shall be valued as a unit l-dth the 
improvements and water rights located upon them .. 11 3 The underlined portion 
of this statue was adopted as part of House Bill No. 4, 1957. This was an 
amendment of Sec. 13'7-1-2, which read: "Improvements may be listed and 
valued separate and apart from land." This latter phraseology had been 
adopted in 1953 as an amendment to Sec. 142-1-2, CSA 1935, which read: 
''Land to be listed and valued separate and apart from the personal property 
and improvements thereon." 4 As can be seen, the progression was from the 
3. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-12-8. 
4. Law 1902, p. 43. 
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requirement in the 1002 law that land and improvements be listed ancl valued 
separately, to the 1953 amendment permitting unit valuation, to the 1957 
amcnrlment requiring unit valuation in the case of agricultural land_ 
The b:1ckground of these changes in the law is to be found in the feeling 
of ow·ncrs or ;:i gric u 1 tura 1 land that improvements on the land have no value 
sopara te and apart from the lei nd, that they should be so treated for assess-
ment purposes, that the practice of determining a land valuation and then 
adding to it the appraised value of ~11 buildings situated upon the land 
results in Rn over-assessment. Their theory is that each farm unit, includ-
ing its improvements, is worth a certain amount as a unit, that it is bought, 
sold, leased, or ~pera!ed on this basis, and that it should be assessed 
accordingly. 
The adoption of the 1957 amendment referred to above has resulted in no 
chnnr,e in assessment policy or practice. The assessors lwve not changed 
their methods of assessment and the tax commission has not changed its 
policy. The position of these officials is that an appraisal of a farm 
unit, as of any other property, can 'be made onl;y by appraising its component 
parts. Having done this, the mere form of combining the separate valuations 
into one total valuation is meaningless, and that as long as land and im-
provements are appraised separately they should be listed seperately in order 
that it can be known what valuation has been placed on the separate components. 
The tax commission contends that under its-authority to "classify, diminish 
or add to the forms of abstract and to require sugh different, or further 
mR tters to be returned as it tl}ay deem advisable", it still has the authority 
to demand that the assessors list improvements separate 1y, in spite of the 
provisions of Soc_ 137-12-8. 
Controversy has developed which is fraught with emotion on both sides, 
and it is essential that a solution be found that will settle the con tro-
versy within the limits of the requirement of equalized assessments. Actually, 
a part of the trouble results from a regrettable mi:mnderstanding. 
Present ta..x commission policy, as embodied in the manual, recognizes 
"The principle that the combined assessed value of farm lands and improve-
ments on any one farm parcel should ~ot exceed the fair pre-inflationary 
sale value of that parcel'1 • 6 In recognition of this principle, certain 
rules were provided in Section E of the manual for the allowance of loss of 
value of farm and ranch improvemerits for various reasons. Loss of individual 
building utility due to a change in type of farming or farming techniques 
may be recognized by reduction of valuation to a minimum of ten per rient of 
reproduction cost (1941 level). Such buildings as horse barns on mechanized 
farms, now used as machinery sheds, with much space no longer usable, dairy 
barns on units that have chanr-ecl from dairy farming to strictly cropping 
operations, and large hay barns on f,1rm units that no longer have any need 
for storage of quantities of hay may be treated in this manner. Loss of 
5. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-42. 
6. Assessors' Real Estate Appraisal Manual, page C5. 
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utility due to consolidation of farm units into larger units, leavin~ com-
plete sets of improvements ,·rhich are no longer used, may be recognized by 
reducing the assessment on unused buildings to a minimum of ten per cent of 
reproduction cost. As with other classes of improvements, an allowance can 
be made for physical deterioration of a building beyond what is normal for 
its age. An allowance can be made for "over-improvement"--the investment of 
more money in buildinr,s than can be economically justified by the productive 
capability of the farm unit. 
The actua 1 application of these principles by count,y assessors leaves 
much to be desired.. Some as,sessors, as a matter of policy, are reluctant to 
grant allowances l\;here· justified. Others, in recognition that various types 
of obsolescence do exist, grant a uniform percentage off of the assessed 
valuations of all farm improvements, instead of treating each farm unit as 
an individual problem to be judged on its own merits. This practice is not 
authorized by the tax commission, but an attempt in 1956 on the part of the 
commission to end the practice ,ms thwarted by the state board of equaliza-
tion. 
Some proponents of unit assessment contend that improvements add 
nothing to the value of a farm unit, that farm units having no improvements 
will sell for just as much per acre as units having improvements, and that, 
therefore, no assessment should be placed upon improvements. This contention 
is found particularly in the dry farming areas of the high plains. Atten-
tion to sales should illuminate this question considerably. 
The state average ratio of agricultural land having improvements is 
25.7 per cent, while the average of agricultural land having no improvements 
is 20.2 per cent. This could indicate either that farm improvements are 
assessed too high, or that agricultural lands are assessed too low. Other 
state average ratios of significance to this problem are shown below, with 
the agricultural average ratios. 
State Average Ratios 
Agricultural land 
Urban land 












From this comparison, ,it can be seen that there is actually less differ-
ence between the ratio of agricultural land having improvements and having 
no improvements than in the case of other land classes. This would seem to 
indicate that this is not a problem relating to agricultural improvements 
only, and that the answer is that land, in general, may be assessed too low 
in relation to improvements. Hore detailed study of sales information may 
shed more light on the problem. 
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Another aspect of this controversy relates to assessments on farm 
dwellings. Some proponents of unit assessment admit that farm dwellings 
occupied by owners should be treated separately, being subject to a full. 
assessment based on re-production cost less depreciation, without regard to 
income production of the farm unit, while others contend that they should 
be regarded as an integral part of the unit. The one contention is that the 
owner-occupied farm dwelling should be treated no differently than the city-
dweller's residence, which produces no income. Others contend that, unlike 
the urban dwelling, a farm dwelling cannot be sold separate from the farm 
unit, cannot usually be rented, if not occupied by the owner, and is an es-
sential part of the income-producing farm unit. 
Regardless of what may or may not be determined about the equity of 
assessments now in effect, the stated policy of the tax commission should, 
if properly applied, produce equitable assessments and recognize the unit 
assessment principle. If in a county, the normal sales experience is that 
assessments of land arrl improvements combined are excessive in relation to 
average market value of similar farm units, the assessments on improvements 
can be reduced accordingly. If such is not the case, no reduction should be 
needed. One precaution should be exercised, however, in the unit approach 
to the equalization of assessed valuations. 'I'hat is that in comparing the 
combined assessed valuation of the land and improvements of a farm unit, 
with sales price, all of the land which is·used in connection with the unit 
should be considered, whether it is owned or leased by the operator. 
Findings and Conclusions 
1) The assessed valuations on improvements are not equalized within 
the class,within or among counties, nor with other classes of property. 
2) The manual provided by the tax commission for the reproduction-cost 
appraisal of improvements is obsolete, inadequate, and faulty in many respects. 
3) Improvements should be assessed according to the reproduction cost 
of such improvements, adjusted to reflect loss in value due to age, normal 
wear and tear, actual physical condition, loss of use, obsolescence, and 
local or regional economic conditions, to the end that the combined assessed 
valuation of improvements and the land which is associated with them, taken 
as a unit, shall not be a greater proportion of the average market value 
than is that of similar properties similarly situated. 
4) For the purpose of judginR the assessed valuation of improvements 
used in the operation of an agricultural unit for comparison with the market 
value of such unit, all acreage of land which comprises an operating agri-
curtural unit should be included. 
5) For the purpose of such assessment the Colorado tax commission 
should provide the county assessors with an appraisal manual containing a 
method of determining the reproduction cost of all classes of improvements. 
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Such manual should be based upon current costs of construction, should be 
maintained current by the publication of annual supplements, and should also 
include indices for converting construction costs of one year to those of 
another year. 
6) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoing conclu-
sions should be enacted. 
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IX 
THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY 
Personal property, for purposes of assessment, includes all taxable 
property which is neither land nor improvements thereon, which is affixed 
to neither land nor improvements 0 As a class, it is characterized by 
easy mobility, frequent change of ownership, lack of public record of 
ownership, great variety in nature, rapid fluctuation of value because of 
aging, wear and tear, obsolescence, loss and destruction, and the operation 
of the law of supply and demand in the marketc All of _these characteristics 
tend to complicate tt-.e problem of assessing this class of property, and of 
evaluating the results achieve~o 
Exempt Personal Property 0 
Many types of personal property have been removed from the taxable 
class by specific exemptiono Much personal property is subject to exemption 
according to its ownership or use, along with real estate of the same owner-
ship or use 0 Other broad classes of personal property have been exemuted 
from property taxation because of the unsuitability of that form of taxation, 
and have been subjected to other forms of taxation insteada 
All personal property which is publicly-owned or is owned by banks or 
county fair associations is exempt by reason 9f such ownership. All personal 
property which is used solely and exclusively for religious, non-profit 
school, or strictly charitable purposes is exempt by reason of such useo 
Household furnishings and personal effects which are. not used for the 
production of income at any time have been exempted. Intangible personal 
property was exempted from the property tax with the adoption of the state 
income tax. Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, except those in 
the process of manufacture, or in storage, or in the hands of manufacturers, 
distributors or dealers, were exempted from property tax with the adoption 
of the specific ownership tax. Reference is made to the more detailed 
explanation of exemptions contained in Chapter IV 0 
Taxable Personal Property·. 
All other personal property is subject to assessmento The total 1958 
assessed valuation of this property in the state was $576,199,643, which 
was 17oh per cent of the total assessed valuation of the state 0 Table XIII 
shows the 1958 assessed valuation of· personal property by classes as re-
ported to the. state ·tax commission. Table XIV shows the relative importance 
of this general class of property and its major parts 0 
For the purpose of analyzing assessment policy and practice, there are 
three major classifications of personal property, of distinctly different 
characteristics, that can best be considered separately 0 They are: 1) 




Constitutional and Statutory Provisions a Other than the general 
provision relating to all property that it shall be assessed at its full 
cash value, there is only one statutory provision, and no constitutional 
provisions, relating to the manner of determining the assAssed valuation 
of livestocka It is "that neither the term 'merchandise' nor the term 
'manufactures' shall be deemed to include livestock and agricultural or 
livestock products in a raw or unprocessed state, except such agricultural 
or livestock products as are held by a retailer for sale to the ulti_mate 
consumer. 111 This provision merely has the effect of forbidding the assess-
ment of liv.estock as merchandise on the ·basis of the average amount of 
moneys or credits invested during the calendar year, thus eliminating one 
of the possible methods of vah1ation determination. 
There are several other provisions relating to the administrative 
procedure to be followed in making assessments, the division of livestock 
assessments between counties, and the assessment of livestock brought into 
the state during the year. These, being related to procedural matters, 
rather than to valuation determination, will be discussed in a later 
chapter on assessment procedures 0 
Tax Cmll!·,iission Policyo The policy of the tax commission with reference 
to the determination of the valuation of all classes of livestock is 
promulp;ated in an annual publication known as· Circular Noo lo This circular 
contains "recommendations" for the assessment· of most classes of personal 
property, including livestocko 
These recommendations are adopted following consultation by the tax 
com.mission with the county assessors as a group, acting through the 
Colorado Assessors I Association. At the time of the annual conference of 
this association in January of each year, the ccunty assessors assemble in 
four separate district rneetingso There they discuss assessment policy, such 
as the minimum valuation which should be used per head for various classifica-
tions of livestock during the ensuing year, and arrive at a consensus of 
opinion in each district. Each district meeting then selects two of its 
members to represent the district on what is known as the advisory committee 
of the association. 
This advisory committee consists of the president of the association, 
the eight assessors representing the four districts, one assessor representing 
the association at large, appointed by the president, and the three tax 
commissioners. This• committee reconciles the differences of opinion among 
the four districts, and determines what recom.mendations are to be issued for 
the guidance of the assessors. These recommendations are then issued in 
Circular Noa 1 under the authority of the tax commissiona 
1. C.R.S. 1953, Seca 137-3-25. 
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TABLE XIII 
1958 ASc3ESSED VALUATION OF PIBSONAL PROPERTY 






Registered Herd Bulls 
Range Bulls (Pure Bred) 





Pure Bred or Registered Cattle 




Steers (Coming Two Years Uld or 
Older) 
Calves (Coming Yearlings) 
Range and Stock Cattle 
(Coming Two Years Old or 
Pure Bred or Registered 
Dairy Cattle 
Grade Dairy Cows 
Cattle Fed in Transit 
Total Cattle 
Sheep 
Bucks and Ewes, Pure Bred 
& Registered 
Bucks and Ewes, Pure Bred 
not Registered 
Stock Sheep (Mixed Bunches) 
Ewes (Old) 








































$ 31.80 $48,540,586 





$ 3o91 $ 5,320,918 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Class 
Horses and Mules 
Pure Bred Stallions and Mares, 
Ranch, 'Work, and Dray Horses 
Saddle & Cow Ponies 
Mules, Burros 







All Other Animals 
Total Miscellaneous Livestock 
* Nnmber not reported. 
Poul try (Dozens) 
Chickens 
Turkeys 
DucksJ Geese, etc. 
Total Poultry 
Total Livestock 























































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Class 
OTHER PERSONM-' PROPERTY 
T1·actor:J 
Co1111Ji_ nc~, 
A; :ricul tural Implements, M-.1chlnery, Harness, etc o 
Industrial }bchiner-.r and Equipment 
Metalliferous Mining· Macbfn-_;ry & Equipment 
Oil Drilling Machinery & Equipment 
Coal Minin~!, Machinery & Equipment 
Construction Machinery 
Mrnufacturing & Industrial Plant Supplies 
Furniture & Fixtures 
Coin Machines 
Pianos, Organs, & Band Instruments (Productive of Revenue) 
Libraries (Commercial & Professional) 
Household Furnishings (Productive of Rev~nue) 
Personal Effects (Productive of Revenue) 
All Other Personal Property 
Total Other Personal Property 


























Showing Relative Importance of Assessed 
Valuation of Personal Property 
Per cent Per cent 
of Total of Total 
Personal Valuation 
Prope;rty by county 
Valuation Valuation Assessor 
$56,793,406 9o9 2.0 
Other Agricultural 
Personal Property 41,678,414 7.2 1.4 
Industrial 
Personal Property 143,259,139 24o9 4.9 
Mercantile 
Personal Property 322,433,654 55o9 llol 
Other Personal 
Property 12,035,030 2.1 o4 










17 .. 6 
For the assessment of livestock, the circular contains recommendations 
of minimum average assessed valuations per head for various classes of live-
stock. These recommendations for 1958 assessments were as follows: 
Class of Livestock 
Recommended Minimum 
Average Valuation 
Registered Herd Uulls 
Range Dulls (Pure Bred) 
Pure Bred or Registered Cattle (Coming Yearlings) 
Pure Bred or Registered Cattle 
(Yearlings and Over) 
Steers (Coming two years and over) 
Calves (Coming yearlings, born in 1957) 
Range and Stock Cattle (Coming two years and over) 
Pure Bred & Registered Dairy Cows 
Grade Dairy Cows 
Bucks and Ewes (Pure Bred) 
Stock Sheep (Mixed Bunches Range Animals) 
Old Ewes (Short Term Breeders) 






Bees per stand 
Chickens per dozen 
Ducks per dozen 
Geese per dozen 






















All other livestock, ;:mch as horses and mules are "to be assessed 
according to value at the discretion of assessoro 11 
These recommended valuations are not minimum valuationso If they were, 
no assessment of livestock would be made lower than the recommended valuations 0 
Instead, they. are minimum average valuationso It is intended that in each 
county, the average valuation per head for all livestock of a particular 
classification, such as registered herd bulls, should not fall below the · 
recommended average. However, many individual assessments may be lower, and 
maey higher, so long as the average is not below the recommended averagea 
With this limitation, the county assessors are expected to assess each herd 
of cattle or band of sheep according to its true value. Presumably some should 
be assessed considerably higher than otherso 
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The weakness of this sort of recommendation is the likelihood that 
county assessors will tend to take the recommended minimum average valuation 
as a standard valuation per head to be used in all or most assessments 0 
When this is done, actual variations in value are not recognized 0 True 
equalization is sacrificed, and in its place there is a false equalization 
in which all livestock of a particular class are assessed at exactly the 
same val~ationo This is exactly what has happeneda 
The use of the advisory committee in determining the recommendations 
means that, in effect, the level of valuation on livestock is usually 
controlled by the assessors themselveso Of course, since the three tax 
commissioners are members of the committee, they may voice their opinions 
and exercise some influence over what is recommended to them as the tax 
co1mnission. This participation by the assessors is not, in itself, 
reprehensible, so long as it results in equitable assessments upon livestock 
which are equalized with assessments upon other classes of property. In 
fact, it is desirable that the co-operation of the county assessors be 
enlisted and sustained in all phases of the effort to achieve the goal of 
equalization. 
However, recommendations determined in this manner can be only a 
compromise among many divergent views, and it is possible that they may not 
be equalized with the levels of value on other property 0 An important 
factor in this problem is the fact that representatives of livestock interests 
petition the assessors, both individually and at their annual meeting, 
expressing their desires concerning the valuations that are to be used 0 
Not maey years past, the determination of livestock valuations usually was 
the resu.l t of a bargaining process between the livestock representatives 
who were trying to prevent a valuation increase or to obtain a reduction 
for its own sake, and some of the assessors who felt that just assessments 
should require an increase. In recent years, however, there has been a 
healthy development of a realization on the part of both assessors and 
livestock representatives of the need for equalizing livestock assessments 
with assessments on other classes of propert"f. As a result, one livestock 
organization in particular presents for consideration by the assessors 
statistical informBtion concerning livestock values for the preceding year 
with a request for the use of particular valuations. In 1958, a valuation 
increase was actually requested in this manner 0 
Assessment Practice. Actual assessment practice can be judged by 
apparent compliance with the recommendations of the tax commission as 
promulgated in Circular Noa 1. Tabl~ rJ shows for several major classes 
of livestock a comparison of the recommended minimum average valuations 
with the state-wide average assessed valuation for 1958. It also shows, 
for each class, the number of counties whose average valuations exceed the 
recommendations by more than five per cent, and those which are more than 
five per cent less than the recommendations, and the highest and lowest 
county average valuation. Table XVI shows the number of counties represented 
in varying degrees of variation from the recommended minimum average valuationso 
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The comparisons shown in these tables indicate a remarkable adherence 
to the schedule of recommended minimum average valuations of the tax 
commissiono The average valuation for the state in the livestock classes 
included in the tables varies in no class in excess of five per cent above 
or below the recommended minimum average. In only one case does the state 
average valuation fall below the recommended minimum average, and then 
only by .4 per cent. In only twenty-one counties is there any variation 
of average valuations for a class in excess of five per cent above or 
below the recommended minimum averages, and in these counties the excessive 
variations a.1.·e not found in all classes. 
This would seem to indicate what has been suggested before. In general, 
the as~essors are assessing the majority of livestock uniformly at the 
recommended minimum average valt1ations with little variation therefrom. 
This represents a commendable compliance with a prescribed policyo However, 
such compliance is of a mechanical nature, and it is evident that assessors, 
in general, are giving insufficient attention to the actual variations in 
value of herds ;J,~cause of varying quality of lives tock. It is not likely 
that livestock 2.1'e as uniform in value from county to county as the assess-
ment statistics would indicate. 
Another factor influencing the value of livestock, in addition to its 
quality, is the distance to market. The cost of marketing livestock from 
different parts of the state varies considerably according to distan~e, and 
the freight-rate structure which applies a This variation in marketing cost 
influences the value of the livestock itself, ·and in turn, should influence 
the level of assessed valuation. Under present assessment practice, this 
factor is given no considerationo 
Still another factor affecting the assessment of livestock is the fact 
that such assessment is an inter-county problem. Livestock, being very 
mobile in nature, and requiring different pastures for each season of the 
year, is moved during the year from one county to anothero B-y statutory 
provision, when such movement occurs, each county assesses a part of each 
herd so moved according to the length of time that it is within the county. 
Equalization requires that a given herd be assessed at the same valuation 
per head in each ccunty wherein it spends any time during the year o For 
practical purposes, the county assessors have found that the best way to 
achieve this equality is to assess at a uniform valuation per head. This 
is probably the most important cause of the uniformity of assessed valuation 
referred to beforeo 
It is also important whether all taxable livestock are actually 
assesseda An equitable rate of valuation per head may be used in such a 
manner as to properly reflect the true value of each individual head of 
livestock which is assesseda Yet, if some of the livestock in the state 
e·scap9s assessment, livestock as a class will be under-assessed in relation 
to other classesa 
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TABLE XV 
VARIATIONS OF 1958 AVERAGE ASSESSED VALUATIONS 
FROM RECOMMENDED MINIMUM AVERAGE VALUATIONS. 
1958 County Highest County Lowest 
Rec.Mina Average Averages County Averages County 
Average State Over 105% Average Under 95% Average 
Class Valuation Valuation RecoMin. Valuation Recoffi.no Valuation 
Registered 
Herd Bulls $200000 $202.35 3 $247050 6 $169 0 26 
Rtmge Bulls 
(Pure Bred) 100000 101.01 3 140.JO 2 89072 
Pure Bred or 
Registered Cattle 
Coming Yearlings 50a00 52a20 8 76075 2 42.19 
Pure Bred or 
Registered Cattle, 
Yearling or Over 75000 75042 2 84030 0 
Calves (Coming 
Yearlings) 25.00 25.05 6 27099 2 22007 
Range Cattle 38000 38039 5 41 0 88 2 34084 
Stock Sheep, 
Mixed Bunches 5oOO 4 .. 98 2 5o59 6 3oll 
TABLE XVI 
VARIATION OF COUNTY AVERAGE VALUATIONS OF SEVEN CLASSES OF LIVESTOCK 
FROM RECOMMENDED MINIMUM AVERAGE VALUATION. 
Degree of Variation 
Average valuations all classes within 5% of recommendations 
Average valuations above 105% of recom.~endations: 
On 1 class only 
On 2 classes 
On 5 classes 
Average valuations under 95% of recommendations: 
On 1 class 
On 3 classes 
On 4 classes 
Average valuations above 105% on some classes and under: 
95% on scme classes: 
Above on 1 and below on 1 
Above on 2 and below on 3 














In general, investigation shows that county assessors as a group are 
conscientious in their efforts to assess all livestock within their juris-
diction. Yet, to do so is very difficult. Due to the mobility of live-
stock, a complete determination of the number of livestock present in a 
county on the assessment date or which are moved into a county during the 
year is impossible. That is, an assessor cannot be sure that he has a com-
plete assessment without more man-power than is available to him. It is 
even more difficult for anyone else to judge how complete an assessment a 
particular assessor has made. The only way this could be done with certainty 
would be b,v an actual inventory of the livestock. There are no statistics 
available from any source which can be used as a satisfactory guide as to 
the number of livestock that should be assessed in any county. A person 
might know definitely from some source that on a given date there were 
10,000 head of cattle in a given county on a given date. Yet he could not 
determine how many head of cattle should be assessed in that county .. An 
undetermined number of the 10,000 would be cattle that were not assessable 
on the assessrr.ent date. There would be no way of determining accurately 
how many of the 10,000 would spend the entire year in the county and be as-
sessed there in their entirety, or how many would spend only a part of the 
year in the county and would be assessed only for the portion of the year 
in the county. There would be no way of knowing what movement in and out of 
the county there had been between the date of the assessment and the date of 
the inventory. 
This problem will be discussed in more detail in a later chapter on 
assessment procedures. It has been mentioned at this point to explain the 
effect it has upon the problem of equalization. 
Merchandise and Manufactures 
Constitutional a.nd Statutory Provisions. The statutes of Colorado 
contain the special provision that "In ascertaining the amount of moneys 
of any taxpayer invested in merchandise or in manufactures, the assessor 
shall ascertain the average amount during the fiscal year for which the 
tax is to be levied. lne average amount of money invested in such merchan-
dise or manufactures du-ring twelve months ending with the last day of 
December of such fiscal year shall be taken as a true measure of the value 
of such merchandise or manufactures for such fiscal year·. Provided, how-
ever, that neither the term 'merchandise' nor the term 'manufactures' shall 
be deemed to incLude livestock and agricultural or livestock products in a 
raw or unprocessed state, except such a~ricultural or livestock products as 
are held by a retailer for sale to the ultimate consumer. 112 
There is the further provision that "In listing the credits and moneys 
invested in merchandise or manufactures, the person making the list shall 
state the average of such moneys and credits invested in such merchandise 
or manufactures, during each calendar month of the yea,r ending with the 
last day of December. If he has not been a resident of the county or has 
2. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-25. 
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not been engaged in the business of merchandising so long, then he shall 
take the average during such time as he may have been so resident or en-
gaged; and if he be commencing, he shall take the value of the property on 
hand at the time of listing. Any person who purchases, receives or holds 
personal property of any description for the purpose of adding to the value 
thereof by any process of manufacturing, reducing, extracting, refining, 
pm·ifying, or by the combination of different materials with the view of 
making gain or profit by so doing and by selling the same shall be held to 
be a manufacturer for the purpose of assessment and collection of taxes, and 
he shall list for taxation the average value of such property in his hands, 
estimated as merchants are d,irected by section 137-3-25 to estimate the 
amount invested in mer'chandise. Provided, however, that the grading, sort-
ing, classifying, or packaging of raw or unprocessed agricultural or live-
stock products shall not constitute one a 'manufacturer.• 03 
These two sections, taken together, define what is assessable as mer-
chandise or manufactures, and prescribe, in general terms, a method for 
determining the value of merchandise, 4 which is that with which we are con-
cerned in this chapter. The basis of the assessment is the average amount 
of moneys and credits invested during the year. It is not the value of the 
merchandise in the hands of a merchant on any given date. Nor is it the 
value of merchandise purchased or sold during aey period of time. Nor is 
it the value of the business as might be determined by the profit it pro-
duces, as affected by such factors as mark-up, rate of turnover, and over-
head cost. It is, purely and simply, the amount invested, on the average, 
in merchandise. Nor is the amount of the investment limited to the amount 
of cash investment, but includes any credit obligation for any merchandise 
in possession. 
At this point reference should be made to an error in the statute. 
The ascertainment of the "average amount during the fiscal year for which 
the tax is to be levied" and "during twelve months ending with the last day 
of December of such fiscal year" is not possible on the first day of 
February, the assessment date. The statute should be changed to read 
"average amount during the year preceding the fiscal year for which the tax 
is to be levied" and 11 during twelve months ending with the last day of 
December of the year preceding such fiscal year." In recognition of this 
error, in actual policy and practice, the preceding year is now used, in 
any event. 
Tax Commission Policy. The policy of the tax commission is stated in 
Circular Ko. 1, previously referred to. It prescribes the use of a standard 
form for the return of merchandise inventory information by the owners of 
merchandise. It recommends that fifty per cent of the average inventory be 
taken as the assessed valuation. It insists that opening and closing 
inventories be secured direct from the state income tax return of the tax-
payer. It suggests that if the latter is not done a higher percentage of 
assessment may be used. 
3. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-26. 
4. The term merchandise will be used to mean both merchandise and manufactures. 
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The prescribed form, known as a Statement of Personal Property, pro-
vides spaces for the taxpayer owning merchandise to enter the following 
information relating to value: amount of beginning inventory, amount of 
closing inventory, and the average of the twoa Additional space is pro-
vided for listing of additional inventortes, which may be as frequently 
as monthly, if available. 
Not stated in the 1958 Circular No. 1, but a policy of many years' 
standing, is that a merchandise assessment must be based upon at least two 
inventories, opening and clvsing, but that it is permissible, and more 
desirable, to base it .upon the average of nrore inventories, up to twelve, 
if the same can be obtained. 
The suggestion than an assessment of more than fifty per cent be used, 
if opening and closing inventories are not secured direct from the income 
tax return of the taxpayer, is designed to encourage taxpayers to reveal 
at least that much information. It is also based upon the belief· that a 
taxpayer return of an unconfirmed amount of inventory may be understated 
and that, therefore, a higher rate of assessment is justified. 
Actual Practice. Investigation has shown that all assessors, except 
one, are using the recommended fifty per cent basis of assessment .. That is, 
no evidence was found that any other assessors were, as a matter of policy, 
assessing merchandise and manufactures at a lower percentage of the average 
inventory returned. Some were using a higher percentage on unconfirmed 
merchandise returns. 
Aside from the percentage used, the main factors to be considered in 
judRing practices in the assessment of merchandise are: 1) efficiency in 
determining the amount of money and credit invested; and 2) the manner of 
determining the average amount of money and credit invested. These two 
factors, however, are so inter-related that they cannot be treated separately. 
As with livestock, there can be no equalization of merchandise as a 
class with other classes of property unless the entire investment in mer-
chandise is assessed. lt is not likely that any owners of merchandise are 
escaping assessment. However, the amount of investment reported may be 
short of the actual amount of investment. And the policy used by the 
assessor in determining an average may cause assessments to be higher or 
lmrnr than they otherwise would be. 
Some counties, in order to insure a full return of merchandise invest-
ment, require absolute proof of the a.mount returned. This involves an actual 
inspection of the books of a merchant by a qualified tax accountant to verify 
the accuracy of the return, where such books are present in the county. 
In the case of merchants whose books are located elsewhere, the return is 
required to be certified to by a certified public accountant. One county 
even requires the submission of photostatic copies of the records, which 
are kept in strict confidence. 
Some assessors, particularly those who do not have the services of 
qualified tax accountants to inspect the books of merchants, at least at-
tempt to verify the returns by comparing them with income tax returns filed 
with the state, which is permitted by law. Other assessors, unable to 
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employ tax accountants, not having such qualifications themselves, and being 
beset with a multiplicity of other probler.1s, are inclined to accept whatever 
return is made to them. 
Considerable variation in practice regarding the determination of 
average amount of mone;t invested is found. Such a determination varies 
with the number of inventories used. It can be based upon opening and 
closing inventories for the preceding year only. Or it can be based upon 
a greater number of physical inventories, if available, up to twelve. Or 
it can be based upon a calculation of monthly inventories from actual 
physical opening and c.losing inventories, using monthly purchases and sales 
as factors. Or it can be based upon monthly perpetual inventories, if 
ava,i lab le • 
In all counties at least a part of the assessments are based upon a 
simple average of opening and closing inventories. In some counties, all 
assessments are based upon this method. It is a simple method, involving 
merely the averaging of two amounts which are available from every merchant 
and can be verified. All merchants take at least these two irwentories 
and are required to report them for state income tax computation. 'lhe 
amounts returned for income tax can be obtained from the department of 
revenue for comparison with the merchandise return to the assessor. 
The use of the average of two inventories, however, does not necessarily 
provide the assessor with an average of the amount of money invested during 
the year. Some merchants have higher inventories at the time annual inven-
tories are taken than at aey other time in the year. An average of the two 
inventories would be higher then than the average during the year. Others, 
especially those whose businesses are more active in the summer months, 
have lower inventories at the time of the annual inventories than at any 
other time of the year. An average of the two annual inventories would be 
too low. It would appear then, that the use of only two inventories would 
not produce equalized assessments among merchants on the basis of the 
average amount invested. 
The use of an average of twelve monthly inventories is the best method 
from the point of view of assessment results. It more nearly reflects the 
true average of the amount invested during the year. However, it is a 
method which is more difficult to use because of the difficulty of deter-
mining the twelve inventories. Some large merchants take a physical inven-
tory monthly, and they can easi~y report them, and are glad to do so, if 
it will result in a lower assessment. Some other merchants maintain a per-
petual inventory, adding to the inventory account all merchandise purchased, 
as purchased, and deducting all merchandise sold, as sold, at cost. 'Ibey 
can easily report the status of this perpetual inventory at the end of 
each rion th. 
In the case of merchants who neither take monthly inventories, nor 
maintain perpetual inventories, it is possible to calculate monthly inven-
tories if the amount of monthly purchases and sales is known. The following 
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formula is used. First, a cost-of-goods-sold factor is determined as 
follows: 
Beginning Inventory 
Plus Purchases during the year 
Less Closing Inventory 






Cost of Goods Sold {$180,000) divided by Total Sales for 
Year ($240,000) equals Cost of Goods Sold Factor (75%). 
In other words, on the average, the goods which were sold cost the merchant 
75% of his selling price~ 
Next, the cost of merchandise purchased during the first month is 
added to the opening inventory. Seventy-five per cent of the sales price 
of merchandise sold during the first month (the cost of goods sold) is de-
ducted. The result is the calculated inventory at the end of the first 
month. 
Opening Inventory $ 50,000 
Plus Purchases during January 15!000 
$ 65,000 
Less 75% of January sales ($10 ,ooo) 7!500 
Inventory January 31 $ 57,500 $57,500 
Plus Purchases during February 12,000 
$ 69,500 
Less 75% of February sales ($12,000) 9!000 
Inventory February 28 $ 60,500 $60,500 
Plus Purchases during March 18 2000 
$ 78,500 
Less 75% of March sales ($30 ,ooo) 22 2500 
$ 56,000 $56,000 
and so forth for the remainder of the year. 
In some cases, averages may be based on quarterly inventories, instead 
of annual or monthly ones, if the former arc available. 
The assessor obviously cannot inventory all the merchandise in his 
county. Nor can he calculate for each merchant in his county a set of 
monthly inventories as illustrated above without a greatly increased ex-
penditure of time. The volume of work involved in either case would be 
beyond the capacity of many assessors' offices in the state. Therefore, 
the assessor is forced to rely upon whatever information he can obtain 
from the taxpayer. In some cases the information obtainable is in the form 
of a report of monthly inventories, either physical, perpetual, or calcu-
lated. In other cases, the great majority, it is in the form of opening 
and closing inventories only. 
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In view of this situation, is it equitable for some merchants to be 
assessed on the basis of opening and closing inventories only, and for 
others to be assessed upon the basis of a larger number of inventories?· 
Table :XVIIli.llustra tes the difference in individual merchandise assessments 
when assessed on the basis of two inventories, as compared with twelve in-
ventories. Each line of the table represents the actual assessment of a 
merchant in one of the larger counties. The statements of these merchants 
supplied not only the opening and closing inventories, but also a twelve-
month average. · 
The assessments actually made were at fifty per cent of the average of 
twelve inventories, column "13". Column "A" shows what the assessments would 
have been at fifty per cent of the average of two inventories, and Column "D" 
shows the percentage that such assessments would be of the assessments 
actually made. Note that the percentage would vary from 55.9% to 179.6% 
in individual cases, and that the total assessment of all these merchants 
by the one method would be 99.3% of the total assessments by the other 
method. This latter is a minor variation, but the variations in individual 
assessments would be quite significant. 
Column "C" shows what the assessments would have been at sixty-five 
per cent of the average of two inventories, and column "E" shows the per-
centage that such assessments would be of the assessments actually made. 
Note that the percentage would vary from 70 .6% to 233 .5;{ in individual 
cases. The total valuation would be 129 .1% of the valuation by the method 
in use. 'This is a significant variation. The policy of assessing at sixty-
five per cent of the average of two inventories is actually used in this 
county when no more than two inventories are submitted. Therefore, the 
latter percentage relationships are the ones that would be applicable. 
Thirty-eight counties assess on the basis of the average of as many 
inventories as are submitted, fourteen of them assessing at 50% in all 
cases, h·enty-four of them assessing at so,~ if more than two inventories 
are submitted, at 65% or more, up to 100%, if only two are submitted. 
1't-rent~r-five of them use, only the opening and closing inventories, assessing 
at so% of the average of the two. 
The biggest pro blcm involved in ma.king assessments based on average 
inventories is in obtaining the necessary information. At present, as 
stated above, the· assessments vary considerably from county to county ac-
cording to how successful the assessor is in obtaining the information. 
In all counties a large part of the nssessments are based on a simple 
average of two inventories. As has been demonstrated, this does not pro-
vide a true average of the amount of money invested. Some counties attempt 
to assess oa the basis of the best information available, making different 
assessments in different ways in order to make use of what is available. 
The result is inequitable treatment of the merchants within the county. 
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TABLE XVII 
COHPAHISON OF HEI?CIV\NDISE AS~"ESSHENTS BY DIFFERENT HETHODS 
Assessed Valuations Ratios 
A B C D r ~
Based on 50% Based on 50i{ Based on 65% J\ is C is 
of 1\vera ge of of Average of of Average of x% x% 
2 Inventories 12 Inventories 2 Inventories of B of B 
$ 25,060 $ 25,640 $ 32,580 97.7% 127 .1% 
30,670 31,700 39,870 96.8 125.8 
74,650 68,110 97,050 109.6 142.5 
ll,190 9,820 14,540 114.0 148.1 
57,650 58,140 74,950 99.2· 128.9 
36,190 44,500 47,040 81.3 105.7 
67,400 75,130 87,610 89.7 116.6 
5,230 5,950 6,800 87.9 114.3 
32,660 18,180 42,450 179.6 233.5 
9,950 12,620 12,930 78.8 102.5 
183,900 183,910 239,070 100.0 130.3 
86,080 80,790 111,910 106.5 138.5 
27,260 26,040 35,440 104.7 136.l 
40,950 43,820 53,230 93.5 121.5 
36,670 52,940 47,670 69.3 90.0 
36,170 31,760 47,020 113.9 148.0 
15,040 13,420 19,550 112.1 145.7 
190 340 240 55.9 70.6 
19,500 20,370 25,350 95.7 124.4 
13,370 11,110 17,380 120.3 156.4 
18 2230 19,580 23 2700 93.l 121.0 
$828,010 $833,370 $1,076,380 99.3% 129.1% 
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Other counties adhere to the use of the simple average of two inven-
tories, which is the only information which is available for all inventories. 
In doing so, they are treating the taxpayers equally, but they are certQ.inly 
not obtaining the true average of money invested. 
Why does such a problem exist? Host merchants take inventory only 
once a year. They cannot afford the expense of more frequent inventory-
taking. Therefore, the number of merchants who can submit to the assessor 
more actual inventories than the opening and closing ones is very small. 
The calculation of monthl;ir inventories is not a common practice among mer-
chants. In order .to c~lcul&te them, in addition to opening and closing 
inventories, the amounts of monthly purchases and sales are needed. Hany 
small merchants do not keep records of purchases and sales in such a form 
that they are able to report them to the assessor. Therefore, all that is 
reported is the two inventories. 
Another problem confronting the assessors in the assessment qf mer-
chandise is that of assessing what are connnonly referred to as chain stores. 
Individuals, companies or corporations may own more than one store, and 
these stores may be in different counties. Some chains may be found in 
nearly every county. The owners of these chains make a separate return of 
the merchandise kept in each county to the assessor of that county. In pre-
paring income tax returns, on the other hand, the operations of all stores 
are consolidated into one return. Therefore, when an assessor attempts to 
verify the inventories returned to him for property tax purposes with the 
income tax return, he finds that the inventory shown on the latter repre-
sents the total of all the merchandise owned b:>r the chain in Colorado. 
There is no way for him to determine what part of it is in his county. 
Therefore, he feels that the return made to him may not include a true 
statement of the merchandise present in his county. 
There seems to be much dissatisfaction among merchants throughout the 
state with the present basis of assessing merchandise. This dissatisfaction 
usually takes two forms: 1) a dissatisfaction with the use of fifty per 
cent or more of the average inventory as the basis of assessment, when other 
property may be assessed at a much lower percentage of market value; and 
2) the feeling that average investment as a basis of ass.essment is not an 
equitable basis of assessment as between merchants. 
Regarding the first objection, that fifty per cent is too high, it 
should be pointed out that the fifty per cent is applied to the whol~sale 
cost of the merchandise. When comparing this percentage with a sales ratio 
on some form of real estate, which may be thirty per cent, a fair comparison 
is not possible. The thirty per cent is based upon a gross retail sales 
price of real estate, while the fifty per cent figure is based·upon the 
wholesale cost of merchandise. Probably at least ten per cent should be 
deducted from the sales price of real estate before determining a ratio 
for such comparison. This factor of ten per cent would be in recognition 
of broker's commissions and other costs of making a sale. However, such a 
ten per cent deduction from a sales price producing a thirty per cent 
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ratio ,-rnuld only increase the ratio to 33.3/~, which is still low in relation 
to the fifty per cent used on the wholesale cost of merchandise. 
lihile it would seem, by this comparison, that fifty per cent is exces-
sive, another approach provides a different answer. Present assessments of 
all classes of property are supposedly made at the 1941 level of prices. 
The procedure that is follm·rcd in appraising residences, for instance, is 
based on 1941 building c6sts. Fifty per cent of the present cost of mer-
chandise is comparnble to the 1941 cost of merchandise, as shown by 
Table XVIII. 
1be second objection is that average investment as a basis of assess-
ment is not an equitable basis of assessment as between merchants. This 
method does not take into consideration the volume of business done during 
the year, the rate of gross or net profit on business done, or the amount of 
overhead expenses. Yet business having the same amount of average inventory 
may vary with reference to these other factors. 
The dissatisfaction, then, stems from the knowledge that assessnients 
of the inventory of several firms do not vary in amount in proportion to 
the ability of the firms to pay taxes as determined by the profit realized. 
In this connection :Lt should be emphasized that the property tax is not 
based on the ability to pay. 'lnere is no way in which assessments on mer-
chandise can be ''tailored" to match the profit derived from the merchandise. 
'11,e only solution to the problem, within a property tax framework, is to en-
deavor to achieve more nearly correct assessments upon the basis of average 
investment in inventory. 
Personal Property Other Than Livestock and Herchandise 
Personal property other than livestock and merchandise is very mis-
cellaneous in nature. However, most of such property has certain common 
characteristics which make it possible to use a common method of appraisal. 
It consists of various kinds of furniture, fixtures, machinery and equip-
ment. 1nese types of property derive value from utility and their value 
can be measured by a combination of original cost, allowance for price 
inflation or deflation, and depreciation and obsolescence. 
Table XIX illustrates several commonly used methods of appraising the 
value of such property. It shows the value in 1957 of an item of equipment 
purchased in 1957 at a cost of $2,000, and of items identical in a11·respects, 
except age, purchased in 1956 for $2,000; in 1951 for $1,800; in 1946 for 
$1,250; in 1941 for $1,000; and in 1937 for $960.. The various costs used 
in this illustration reflect cost relationships based on the 1941 level of 
costs as contained in one cost index in common use. 1his particular index 
shows an increase from 1941 to 1957 of two hundred per cent, and is used in 
this illustration because of the simplicity of tho comparison. Actually, 
the increase in cost from 1941 to 1957 on many types of machinery and equip-
ment has been much greater than two hundred per cent. 
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TABLE XVIII 
HIIOLESALE PRICg INDEX 
I?or the purposes of comparison of wholesale prices of all commodities 
for the years 1940 through 1956, there has been extracted certain informa-
tion from the 195n edition of "Statistical Abstract of the United States" 
77th Annual Edition prepared under the direction of Edwin D. Goldfield, 
Chief, Statistical Reports ·Division, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
The basic information for the comparison set forth below was taken 
from •Chart #383 on page #320 of the Abstract. The chart referred to sets 
forth the Wholesale Price Indexes for all conunodi ties 1926 to 195G. This 
index, based on 194'7-1949 = 100 is the official index beginning with 
January 1952. The official index for December 1951 and all earlier dates 
is that based on 1926 = 100, however, a conversion factor has been applied 
to indexes of December 1951 and earlier to make them comparable with the 
index 194'7-1949 = 100. The source of the informat1on reflected in the 
chart is the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta tis tics; monthly and 
annual reports, Wholesale Prices and Monthly Labor Review: 
Wholesale Price Percentage of 
Index, all 1941 Basic 1941 F'actor to 
Year Commodities Year F'actor Yearly Factor 
1940 51.1 56.8 111.15 
1941 56~8 56.8 100 .. 00 
1942 64.2 56.8 88.47 
1943 67.0 56.8 84 .. 78 
1944 67.6 56.8 84 .. 02 
1945 68.8 56.8 82 .. 56 
1946 78.7 56.8 72 .. 17 
1947 96.4 5n .. 8 58.92 
1948 104.4 5n.8 54.41 
1~49 99.2 56.8 57.26 
1950 103.l 56.8 55.09 
1951 114 .. B 56.8 49.48 
1952 111 .. 6 56.8 50.90 
1953 110 .. 1 56.8 51.59 
1954 110. 3· 56.8 5L50 
1955 110.7 56.8 51.31 
1956 114.3 56.3 49.69 
(3 months 
of 1957) 116.9 56.8 48.59 
















Cfll·iJ>ARATIVE VALUES ANTI ASSESSED VALUA'rIONS 
DY DlI<'FEh':r;NT HE'l1IODS OF' APPlv\I SAL 
A 13 C D E F G H I 
Cost Cost 40;lo 40¼ Life 
1957 1941 Cost 1957 80}'° Sched. 
Year .Actual 1941 Level Level Year Depr. Book 1941 
BOUf~ht Cost Cost Depr. Depr. Bought Cost Value Level ---
1957 2,000 1,000 2,000 1;000 800 800 1,600 600 
1956 2,000 1,000 1,920 960 800 768 1,536 600 
1951 1,850 1,000 1,520 760 740 608 1,125 600 
1946 1,250 1,000 1,120 560 500 448 700 600 
1941 1,000 1,000 720 360 400 288 288 600 
1937 960 1,000 400 200 384 mo 154 600 
The item of equipment used in this illustration has an estimated 
life of twenty years for purposes of depreciation. Straight-line deprecia-
tion is used in all cases. That is, four per cent depreciation is allowed 
for each year of age. At the end of twenty years eighty per cent deprecia-
tion has been allowed, leaving a minimum value of twenty per cent. 
Columns A, B, and C give the basic facts from which the valuations 
in the other columns are derived. Column A is the year in which the equip-
ment was bought. Column Bis the cost of the equipment in the year it was 
bou~ht. Column C is the 1941 cost level, $1,000 in each case. 
Column D shows the value in 1957 at the 1957 level of cost ($2 ,ODO) 
with depreciation allowed at the rate of four per cent for each year of 
age. This represents the value of the equipment at the 1957 level of cost. 
Calculation of this value involves conversion from the cost in the year 
bought to the 1957 level of cost by means of a cost index, less the allow-
ance of depreciation foi age. 
Column E shows the value in 1957 (at the 1941 level of cost, $1,000) 
with depreciation allowed at the rate of four per cent for each year of 
age. Calculation of this value involves conversion from the cost in. the 
year bought to the 1941 level of cost by means of the cost index, less the 
allowance of a depreciation for age. 
Column F shows the valuation at forty per cent of actual cost in 
the year bought, one of the methods of assessment now in use. 
Column G shows the valuation at forty per cent of current value 
(Column D). 
Column H shows the valuation at eighty per cent of book value, 
one of the methods of assessment now in use. The calculation of this 
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valuation involves obtaining the book value reported by the owner and re-
ducing it by h;cnty per cent. In this illustration, it was assumed that 
the owner had entered the cost of this equipment in his accounts as .an 
asset and had allowed depreciation annually at the rate of four per cent 
of original cost, without any allm·rance for appreciation i.n value due to 
cost inflation. 
Column I shows the valuation according to what is known as a life 
schedule. 1bis method is simply the determination of an average value of 
the equipment during its normal life, and using this average value from 
beginning to end without change .. In this illustration the valuation used 
is· sixty per cent ·of the 194'1 cost level. The factor of sixty per cent is 
used because it is the average of value after depreciation during the twenty 
years of life. More simply, it is the average of one hundred per cent, and 
twenty per cent. 
In general, three of these methods of assessing furniture, fixtures, 
machinery and equipment are approved by the tax commission and are in use by 
the assessors. The,)r are: 1) conversion of original cost to the 1941 level 
of cost and allowance of annual depreciation (Column E); 2) forty per cent 
of original cost (Column F); and 3) eighty per cent of book value (Column H) .. 
Only the first of these produces equalized assessments within the class of 
propertyo However, this one is not widely used because of its difficulty of 
administration. It requires that more det~iled information be obtained, 
and it requires much more computation than the other two methods. The use 
of all three methods and some variations of each has the added disadvantage 
that there is not even uniformity of treatment of individual taxpayers. 
From the taxpayer's point of view, however, in those counties where all 
three methods are used, the taxpayer has the privilege of choosing the 
method he prefers with the provision that once having selected the method 
he is not permitted to change it. 
Table XX illustrates the relative degree of equalization achieved by 
each of the three approved methods, first with relation to the 1941 depre-
ciated cost shmm in Column g, which represents the truest value determina-
tion at the 1941 level,. and second, with relation to the 1957 depreciated 
cost shown in Column D, 1-rhich represents the truest value determination at 
the current cost level. 
The extreme variations shown in the table are not found to any ex-
tent in actual assessments, however, Taxpayers, given a choice, will not 
usually choose the use of a method ,-rhich they know will result in an ex-
cessive assessment. Assessors wi'll usually tr;y to use or recommend to the 
taxpayer a method which does not result in excessive assessments. For in-
stance, the method of 80J? of book value usually will not be used when most 
of the equipment is new. 
The illustrations given are probably over-simplified. There are 
two other factors that complicate the situation. First, no single cost 
conversion table when applied uniformly to all types of personal property 











COMPARISON OF ASSESSHENTS OF HACHINERY 
AND EQUIPHENT llY TIIRE.E HETIIODS 
Percentage of 1941 Percentage of 1957 
Depreciated Cost Depreciated Cost 
E F H E F H 
1941 40% 80% 1941 40% 80% 
Cost Actual Book Cost Actual Book 
Depr. Cost Value Depr. Cost Value 
100.0 80.0 160.0 50.0 40.0 80.0 
100.0 83.3 mo.a 50.0 41.6 80.0 
100.0 97 .. 3 148.0 50.0 48.6 74.0 
100.0 89.3 125.0 50 .o 44.7 62.5 
100.0 111.0 80.0 50.0 55.5 40.0 
100.0 192.0 77.0 50.0 H6.0 38.5 
cost in a year different than the year of purchase. The rate of inflation 
has varied for different types of equipment. Some equipment may have only 
doubled in cost, as in the illustrations. , Other types may have tripled in 
cost. 'Ihe conversion table used in the illustrations was selected for its 
simplicity of application, the same reason it is commonly used for assess-
ments. 
There are two such conversion tables in common use. The one used in 
the illustration is commonly used for furniture and fixtures, machinery 
and equipment such as is usually found in office, mercantile, service and 
light industrial establishments. Heavy industrial machinery and equipment, 
usually appraised by the tax commission industrial engineer, is converted 
with the use of a different table. Excerpts from these two tables are shown 
below for comparison. Actually, for the achievement of better equalization 
there should be a greater number of conversion tables developed and used for 






Used For Furniture, 
Fixtures and Light 










188 .. 5 
215.6 
Second, no uniform practice of allowing for depreciation can truly 
reflect the actual loss of value which has occurred with reference to any 
particular equipment. A certain type of equipment, which has a normal 
estimated life of ten years, may be worn out and discarded within five 
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years by one taxpayer, and be used profitably for twenty years by another. 
Furthermore, machinery and equipment may be subject to obsolescence. The 
development of improved models may cause a loss of value in older model~ 
which cannot be accounted for by age or physical condition alone. There-
fore, an assessor must temper the use of a mechanical method of appraisal 
with judgment and recognition of non-typical conditions, and adjust assess-
ments accordingly. As a.result of this need, the problem of equalization is 
further complicated by the fact _that poor judgment or lack of time or incli-
nation tc;> consider non-typical conditions may result in one of two things. 
Either unjustifiable adjustments may be made in assessments, or adjustments 
which are justifi~d are not made. 
Circular No. 1 of the tax conunission contains the following recommenda-
tions for the assessment of particular types of personal property. 
Tractors, combines and certain other farm machinery. Assessment at 50% 
of the "as is" values contained in a manual of such equipment pub~ished for 
the use of dealers in farm equipment. 
Farm machiner not listed in the manual. 
machinery shall be assessed at 
of factory list price. 
In succeeding years the 
30%, and 20%, successively, 
Gasoline pumps and tanks. 50% of the average 1941 cost, installed. 
Store hotel and office furniture fixtures machiner 
40% of original cost until such time as book value equals 50(io of original 
cost; then at discretion of assessor, but not less than 20% of original 
cost as long as the item is in use. 
Miscellaneous. The circular lists a number of specific items of personal 
property, including butane-propane tanks, oxygen and acetylene tanks, pro-
fessional libraries, billboards, and neon signs, with a suggested assessed 
valuation per unit to be used regardless of age. 
Oil and gas well equipment. A schedule of valuations recommended by a 
special committee of assessors and representatives of the industry, provides 
a flat per-well valuation to be used according to classification of wells, 
regardless of equipment actually present at each well or its age or condi-
tion. 
It can be noted that these recommendations are a hodge-podge of differ-
ent methods, some of which conform to one of three general methods referred 
to as having been approved, and some of which are deviations from one of 
the three. Ma~y of them represent a percentage of original cost, some 
represent a variation of the life schedule method, some represent a con-
version to the 1941 cost level, and some represent a combination of two or 
more methods. 
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At present, the preferred method as reconm1ended by the tax commission 
for most personal property, and as used by the assessors, is 40J0 of cost 
wi. thout conversion to any standard level of cost, and without annual derre-
cia tion. 
Findings and Conclusions 
1) The present situation with respect to assessment of personal 
property.as a class is chaotic--one of utter confusion. There is no uni-
formity of methods, either as prescribed, or as applied. It cannot actually 
be said that there. are any prescribed methods. The tax commission has 
merely suggested, in m~st instances, that certain methods may be used, and 
there is no firm requirement that any particular method be used, or for 
that matter, that any method at all be used. The result is that, within 
the general class of personal property, there is no equalization among 
various types of personal property, among owners of a given type of per-
sonal property, within counties, or among counties. This being true, it 
cannot be said that there is any equalization between personal property as 
a class and any other class of property. 
This situation results partly from the very nature of personal property 
itself. Because of its nature, it is not easily subjected to good, effi-
cient, thorough, and uniform assessment administration. Assessors, in 
general, do not possess adequate qualifications, do not have adequate 
specialized assistance, are not provided with adequate instructions and 
supervision, and are not able to obtain adequate information about the 
property to make use of those methods of assessment which will produce the 
best results. Therefore, they use the less effective methods that they 
are capable of using. The tax conmrission does not have an adequate staff, 
in office or field, to conduct the research necessary to the development 
of good methods of assessment, or to provide the instruction, information, 
assistance and supervision to the assessors that is needed. Furthermore, 
a.tall levels, expediency has become so ingrained that it has become natural. 
to do the expedient thing rather than the right thing. 
2) In view of this situation, it is suggested that consideration 
should be given to the possible exemption of all classes_ of personal 
property, or some classes of personal property, from property taxation, and 
the substitution therefor of some other form of taxation more suitable to 
this class of property and more adaptable to equitable and efficient ad-
ministration. No specific suggestion is made for a substitute form of 
taxation. Consideration of this alternative has not been considered to 
be within the scope of this study assignment. 
3) Livestock should be assessed according to classifications estab-
lished by the Colorado tax connnission, and in such assessment, the county 
assessor should consider variations in quality of livestock within each 
classification, and should also consider variations in cost of marketing 
livestock from different parts of the state. 
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4) The measure of value to be used in the assessment of merchandise 
and manufactures should be the average amount of moneys and credits in-
vested at cost in such merchandise and manufactures at the end of each 
month during the year ending with the 31st day of December_ next preceding 
the assessment date of the current year. 
5) All taxable personal property, except livestock and merchandise 
and manufactures, should be assessed ~ccording to a uniform method pre-
scribed by the Colorado tax commission, which should be based upon a con-
version of tho cost of such personal property to the current level of cost 
and allowance for loss of value because of aging, wear and tear, and 
obsolescence. 
6) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoing conclu-
sions should be enacted. 
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x. 
ASSESSrmNT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 
Public utilities, the property owned by public utility corporations, 
as a class of propert;y for purposes of assessment, and as assessed under 
present sb.tutory provisions, defies definition. The law defines the class 
as .including any plant or porperty owned or operated, or both, b~r an expres 3 
company, telephone company, telegraph company, sleeping car company, car 
line compan;v, railroad company, power company, pipe line company, water 
cori_pany, street railway cmnpar;tJ', gas companr, lighting company or heating 
company, and "all other classes of companies, however, owned or operated 
and having a continui t,v of business in two or more counties in the state. nl 
Of course, those particular types of companies which are specifically 
enumerated as being public utilities are within the class by definition. 
However, the question of what other companies should be included is very 
confusing .. The fact that a particular type of company is subject to 
regulation as a public utility has not necessarily caused it to be subject 
to assessment as a public utility. Inter-city bus companies, taxicab 
companies, scenic tours companies, radio and television broadcasting 
companies are but a few examples of types of companies which are subject 
to ·public utility regulation but which are not assessed as public util-
ities. Air line companies, which a.re not specifically mentioned as public 
utilities for assessment purposes, are assess13d as such. Certain city bus 
lines are assessed as public utilities, although they are no longer "street 
railways" and although other types of bus companies are not so assessedo 
The phrase in the statutory definition, "all other classes of compan-
ies, however mmed or operated ono. having a continui tJr of business in 
two or more counties in the state," might be taken to include such companies 
as chain store compan.ies, mining companies, livestock production companies, 
and grain elevator companies which have property in more than one county. 
However, these ~rpes of companies and many others which are inter-county in 
extent are not assessed as public utilities, and it is not suggested that 
they shoul<l. be o On the bther hand,· some companies which are specifically 
defined as public utilities and assessed as such, operate and otm property 
exclusively within the boundaries of a single cm.mtJ,. 
The total assessed valuation for 1958 of property which was assessed 
by the tax ·commission as public utilities was $382,769,%0, representing 
llo7% of the total assessed valuation of all property in the state. 
Table XXI shows the 1958 assessed valuations a.s reported by class of 
company by the tax commission and the relative importance of each classo 
lo C.R. S. 1953, Sec. 137-6-39. 
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The "1niscella11eous companies" shows in the table include The Denver 
Tramwa~r Corporation, The Mm.mt Manitou Park and Incline Railroad Company, 
The Pulhian Compa.n~r, The Railway E~qJress Agency, Inc .. , and The Self Wind-
ing Clock Company, Inc. Table XXII shows the amount of assessed valuation 
of public utilities distrib'~1t•3d to each county, and the relative import-
ance of this assessed valuation in each county. 
Statutory JJrovisions 
Laws governing the assessment of public utilities are contained in 
Chapter 137 1 Article 4, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953, and in certain 
sections of Articles 3 and 6 of the same chapter. These Luvs are very 
lengthy and involved •. Therefore, rather than quoting them, a brief 
sunnnary of their provisions is set forth below o 
TABLE XXI 
1958 Assessed Valuation of Property of Public 
Utility Corporations 
Type of Company 
Railroad Companies 




Rural Electric Companies 
Gas Companies 
Gas Pipe Line Carrier Companies 
Pipe Line Companies 
Domestic Water Companies 
Irrigation Companies 





















































1958 AS51;SSJ~.D VALlfaTIGN OF PUBLIC UTJLI'i'L~:.; ff' COUl-!TL•:S 
Assessed Per Assessed Per 
Count_l_ Valuation Cent~~ County Valuation Cent-1~ 
Adams $19,382,770 13o1% Lake $ 2,507,320 7.9% 
Alamosa 4,108,510 26o2 La.Plata 9,062,900 23.1 
Arapahoe 13,959,670 9.1 Larimer . 7,559,500 8.3 
Archuleta 1,436,810 2406 Las Animas 8,926,370 28o9 
Baca 5,484,800 27 ;3 Lincoln 4,180,940 22o4 
Bent 4, 82!5, 260 30.6 Logan 10,123,310 16.1 
Boulder 17, 215~150 14.4 Mesa 11,862,140 14.0 
Chaffee 4,303,100 30.9 Mineral 700,140 39.1 
Cheyenne 4,674,440 30.4 Moffat 1,606,670 806, 
Clear Creek 983,410 16o7 Montezuma 1,984,780 12.6 
Conejos 2,312,590 22.4 Montrose 3,226,010 ·11.1 
Costilla 1,583,840 27 .9 Morgan 5,556,440 8.7 
Crowley 1,478,860 19.8 Otero 6,111,520 16,3 
Custer 112,250 3.5 Ouray 860,470 19.5 
Delta 3,333,950 16.5 Park. 423,230 5o3 
Denver 81,245,270 7.6 Phillips 1,571,300 9.5 
Dolores 760,780 15.1 Pi tk.1n 1,022,360 1206 
Douglas 4,467,010 33o2 Prowers 4,847,520 18.1 
Eagle 5,309,310 41.9 Pueblo 20,781,680 13o0 
Elbert 3,536,760 24.8 Rio Blando 4,858,020 600 
El Paso 14,038,860 7.8 Rio Grande 2,615,070 13o7 
Fremont 6,508,720 23.3 Routt 4,242,340 19.2 
Garfield 8,089,740 27o7 Saguache 674,450 607 
Gilpin 783,750 27 .7 San Juan 831,390 33.3 
Grand 2,904,700 25o5 San Miguel 1,492,200 18.7 
Gunnison 826,170 7.2 Sedgwick 1,633,420 11.9 
Hinsdale 30,530 2.6 Sunnni t 903,970 16.9 
Huerfano 3j574,850 3L9 Teller 767,930 12o9 
Jackson 1,990,370 21.7 Washington 2,503,570 5.9 
Jefferson 11,853,990 6.9 Weld 21,436,350 14o9 
Kiowa 3j715,640 27 o9 Yuma 2,564,480 10.9 
Kit Carson lj333,180 609 
* Per cent of total assessed valuation of county. 
The duty of making assessments on the property of public utility 
corporations is assigned to theColorado tax commission. The law contains 
lengthy provisions concerning information that is to be filed with the 
tax commission by various types of companies, such as railroad companies, 
and telephone and telegraph companies, but provides nothing concerning 
information to be filed by other types of companies, such as electric 
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cornpanieso In general, the information required relates to the book 
value of the asset nccounts of the compa.ny, its capital investment 
and fnnded debt, its annual earnings from operation, considerable detail 
about its physicn.l plant, the number of miles of track or telephone or 
telegraph wire in e,,,ch countJr, school district and municipal corporation 
in the sb,te a 
The .b,w prov.ides that the tax commission shall determine a value for 
the entire operating propert;)r of each company, both in and out of the state, 
but does not prescribe in detail how such value shall.be determined. It 
provides that in valuing corporate property as a unit, the value of capital 
stock and bonds and a1w and all other evidence of value shall be consideredo 
It further provides that an,_y·property owned by a corporation which is not 
used in the operation of its main business shall be deducted, and that 
such property in this state shall be assessed by the county assessor of the 
county in which it is situated. 
The law further provides that a portion of the total value of an 
interstate corporation shall be allocated as the value of its property 
within the State of Colorado in proportion to the miles of track in Colorado 
as compared with the total miles of track in the system, for railroads; 
and in proportion to the miles of lines in Colorado as compared with the 
tota,l miles of line in the system, for telephone and telegraph companies. 
It further provides that the amount of value allocated to the property 
located in Colorado shall be apportioned to· counties, school districts and 
other taxing jurisdictions on the basis of miles of main track, for rail-
roads, and on the basis of miles of wire, for teleph~and telegraph 
companies. Note the distinction betweeii miles of track for allocation of 
value to Colorado, and miles of main track for apportionment of value to 
counties and other districtso Also note the similar distinction between 
mil es of line and miles of wire o 
Actual Practice 
In the assessment of public utilities there are several distinct steps. 
First, there is the determination of the full value of the operating pro-
perty wherever 1ocatedo Second, there is the allocation of a portion of 
that value to· the State of Colorado, if the property is interstate. Third, 
there is the making of an assessment of the property located in Colorado 
taking a portion of the value to be used as an assessed valuation, supposedly 
equalized with valuations on other classes of property, by the use of what 
is known as an equalization factor. Fourth, there is the apportionment 
or distribution of the assessed valuation to the counties in which the 
property is situated. And finally, there is the distribution of the assess-
ed valuation to the various taxing districts in each county. 
Value Determination. In the determination of the value of utility 
properties, the tax commission considers three "indicators of value": 
l)plant account or historical cost; 2) the average market value of stocks 
and bonds for the preceding twelve month period; and 3) capitalization of 
net operating revenues during a five-year period. The exact way in -which 
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each of these three factors is used varies accordi,tg to the type of company, 
and sometimes for individual companies, and the relative weight given to 
each of the factors also varies, there being, necessarily, an element of 
subjective judgement involved in considering the circvmstances peculiar to 
each class of company, or each individual company. 
For 1958 assessments, values were determined as follows: 
For Railroads an averap;e of values determined by: 
1) Plant accow1t, including materials and supplies, less 
property otherwise taxed, and l•!SS public improvements. 
2) Average market value of stocks, bonds, etc., for the 
preceding twelve months, less properties otherwise taxed 
and les:; investments in affiliated companies. 
3) Net operating revenues for five ;years, with federal taxes 
added back in, capitalized at lob- per cent - either the five-
year average, or weighted 5 per cent for 1953, 10 per cent 
for 1954, 15 per cent for 1955, 20 per cent for 1956 and 
50 per cent for 1957. 
For electric companies, gas companies, and certain other companies an 
average of values determined by: 
1) Plant account, incl11ding materials and supplies, at 
historical cost, depreciation not allowed, less properties 
otherwise taxed. 
2) Five years net operating revenue capitalized at ~percent, 
weighted 5-10-15-20-50 per cent, as with railroads. 
3) Avera;;e market value of stocks, bonds, etc., for the preceding 
twelve months, less properties otherwise taxed and less 
investments in affiliated companies. 
For telephone and telegraph companies an average, weighted as indicated, 
of values determined by: 
1) (20 per cent) System plant account, including materials anc;i 
supplies at historical cost, less properties otherwise taxed. 
2) (30 per cent) Average market value of stocks, bnnds, etc., for 
the preceding twelve months, less properties otherwise taxed 
and less .investments in affiliated coiipanies. 
3) (50 per cent) Five years net operating revenues capitalized 
at 7 per cent, weighted 5-10-15-20-50 per cent. 
The foregoing is onlJ~ a partial explanation of the policies and 
practices 1.1sed by the tax commission in value determination. Some other 
variations of the three factors are usGd. However, this explanation should 
be enough to give a general idea of the problem of value determination. 
Allocation. Various methods used in allocation of value to Colorado 
were as follows: 
For railroads: proportion of nileage of all miles of track. 
For air lines: proportion of plane time in Colorado as to time 
in system. 
For electric conpanies: none interstate. 
For telephone companies: proportion of mileage of line. 
For telegraph cor,1panies: same. 
For gas })ipe line companies: per cent of investment in Colorado. 
Equalization Factor. All public utility properties were assessed at 
40 per cent of the value allocated to Colora~fo. This equalization factor 
of 40 per cent was reduced from a factor of 50 per cent, previously used, 
in recognition of the appearance that 50 per cent was too high a factor in 
relation to the existing assessment-sales ratio of local assessments. This 
reduction of equalization factor was accompanied by certain changes in 
methods of value determination designed to produce a better, and sometimes 
higher, value deh:rmination. 
Distribntion. Assessed valuations were distributed to counties and 
other taxing ,Jurisdictions as follows: 
For railroads: proportion of mileage of main track. 
For air lines: on basis of landings and take-offs. 
For electric conipanies: on situs basis according to 
property actuall;~r situated in each county or district. 
For telephone and telegraph companies: proportion of 
mileago of wire. 
For gas pipe line companies: situs basis. 
Many problems must be considered in any effort to determine whether 
the laws relatin~ to the assessment of public utilities are designed to produce 
just and equalized as !•1essment, whether tax commission policies and practices 
are the best methods available, and whether the assessed valuations on public 
utilities are eqnaljzed with those on other classes of property. These pro-
blems can be enumerated in the form of questions. 
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1) Docs the book value of the plant of a public utilit;y company 
provide an~r indication of the true value of the conpau:y as a unit? Book 
values represent the cost of property at the time it was constructed, pur-
chased, or otherwise added to the assets of the company, less depreciation. 
Such values, because of their historical nature, do not bear arw relation 
to the present value of the property, for they are not adjusted for inflation 
or deflation of costs. 
2) What are the merits of the us::~ of average market value of stocks 
and bonds in the determination of the value of a public utility? In theory, 
the total value of the capital stock and indebtedness of a corporation may 
be taken as the true valne of the corporation, for it is that amount which 
investors are willing to pay for ownership of the corporation. It is of no 
value as a method of appraisal, however, in the case of those corporations 
whose stocks are not for sale. The par value, or book value, of capital 
stock and bonds is as W1reliablP- as a measure of current value as the book 
value of the assets of the corporation. 
3) What are the merits of the use of capitalization of net earnings 
in the determination of value? This is a cor,1monly-accepted method of 
appraisal. However, its success depends upon the correct deternination of 
the net earnings of a corporation, and upon the use of a proper rate of 
capitalization. These are both highly techincal problems and require 
careful study. 
4) Could cost of reproduction be used as a method of value determination 
for utility property, as it is with other property? A reproduction cost 
appraisal of such properties would be extremely expensive in both time and 
money. It is questionable whether it could be used in the appraisal of inter-
state corporations, s 1 ch as most railroads. The plant of a utility may be 
s 1.tbject to a tremendous amount of obsolescence or other loss of value which 
would be difficult to determine, except with reference to other methods of 
vahdng the corporation as a unit. However, a reproduction cost appraisal 
might be most helpful as a basis of distribution of assessed valuation, 
regardless of the method of value determination wb1r..::.h 1s ,·:sect., 
5) Are assessed valuations on public utility property equalized with 
assessed vaL1ations on oiher classes of property which are locally assessed? 
This question is difficv.lt to answer because it is difficult to determine 
the val1.1.e of public utility property. There are insufficient sales of such 
property to estahlish any kind of market value to be used as a guide. If 
locally assessed property were assessed at 40 per cent of average market 
value, the use of 40 per cent of the value determined by the tax comrniss.ion 
for utilities wonld be no proof that valuations were equalized. There is 
still the question of whether the value deter!llined b~· the cmmniss.i.on is 
the true value. 
6) What is the best method of allocating a portion of the value of 
an interstate system to that portion of the s~rstern which is located in 
Colorado? This is a·very important question. Even with a correct determi-
nation of the value of the entire system, the amount assessed in Colorado 
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can varJr considerably according to the 1;1otnod of allocation. It is understood 
that the w~thod nffw used b:\· the tax commission al locates !'nore valuation to 
Colorado than wo;_:ld be the case with other methods which are somctimus consider 
ed better. 
7) lfuat is the best m01thod of distributing the asncssed valuation to 
the various taxing jurisdictions? There is J~mch objection to a mileage 
basis of d:istril.mtion because it does not appear to give valuation to 
jurisdictions wherein ternLi.nal facilities are located cornmens ... rrate to the 
value of such facilities. On the other hand, there is much objection to the 
use of situs distribution for electric conpanies, which results in the concen-
tration of valuation in the districts in which power plants are located, rather 
than those in which pmver consumers are locB.ted. 
A factor affecting an~r study of the assessment of public utilities .is 
the fact that the law provides that information contained in the annual 
statements snbmi tted b;y the public utility corporations to the tax commission 
are confidential and are to be used onl;y by th~ commission for the purpose 
of assessing the property of the corporations. 2 The i.mavaila.bility of these 
statements for study is a handicap to anyone undertaking a stud~r of public 
utili t;y assessments. This handicap was overcome to an extent during the 
course of this study. Forty-one of the corporations, whose assessed valua-
tions represented ninety-four per cent of the total assessed valuation of 
public utilities, were requested to provide the Legislative Council staff 
with copies of the statements for the latest ~rear. Twenty-8ight of the 
cor'.1panies responded b~" sending copies of their statements. 
I 
Because of the highly technical and interstate nature of the problem, 
it was recognized that the study of the assessment of public utilities 
should be clone by a recognized expert in the field of public utility appraisal, 
or that such an expert should be retained as a consultant. With this in 
mind, the forty-one corporation sample was selected for stttdy and the scope 
of a proposed study was outlined to include: a determination of the full 
cash value of the selected utility properties; a stud;r as to whether the 
methods now used by the tax commission result in the deterlilination of such 
valve; recornnendations for any changes in methods needed for the determination 
of such value; a study of'the tax commission organization for assessment of 
t1tilities; a determination of whether and the extent to which otrr laws now 
prescribe methods for assessing all classes of utilities and ·whether such 
prescriptions will produce equalized assess;nents; a determination of what 
legislative reform should be proposed; a determination of whether present 
laws relating to allocation and distribution of public utility assessments 
are appropriate to achieve equalized assessments of the properties in each 
taxing jurisdiction; and what differeat provisions for allocation and 
distribution 1~tlght be considered .. 
2. C.R. S. 1953, Sec. 137-6-22. 
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Seven different individtral consultants and appraisal finns of national 
reputation were requested to make estimates of what they could do in the wa:y 
of conducting such a stud,v and 1.vhat they ,-rnuld charge for such service. 
Responses indicated that sufficient funds 1•;ere not available to pay for the 
study and that such a stnd~r co1 1ld not be completed b~r January, 1959. 
Next, the size of the study sample was reduced to thirteen co1npanies, 
representing seventy-two per cent of public ut:Llit~, assessments, and the 
scope of the study was limited to include only a determination of full 
cash value of the selected corporations· b;v accounting- methods, a study 
as to whether the methods now used b,1•• the tax conu:rission result in the 
determination of such valne, and recommendations for changes in methods 
of determining s1.tch value. The r2:duced requirements were s•1bmi tted to 
the consultants for an estimate by them of what they could accomplish 
within the existing time and cost limitations. 
Responses were received from two appraisal firms. Their proposals 
were both so limited in scope that it was felt by the Legislative Council 
committee on the study of assessment methods that it would be inadvisable 
to accept either one. It appeared that what would be accomplished by so 
limited a study would be of little real value, and would not truly.answer 
any of tte questions outlined in the preceding paragraphs. Therefore, 
it was recornnended by the corm1i ttee that no further consideration be 
given to the problem of the assess1!lent of public utili.ties until after the 
report on the assessment of locally-assessed property was completed, and 
that the neA-t General Assembl;y make provision for a study of the assessment 
of !)1.lblic utilities of s1.1fficient scope to be worthwhile. 
Findings and Conclu.1ions. 
It is not known whether the assessed valuations of public utility 
property as made by the Colorado tax commission are equalized with those 
of other propert;y. It is not knmm whether the methods of value determination 
used b;v the tax commission resnlt in the determination of the full ca.sh 
value of such property. It is not known whether the methods of allocation 
of value used by the tax cor,1mission are proper. It is not known whether 
the forty per cent equali~ation factor now used results in equalized 
assessments. It is not known whether the present methods of distribution 
of valuation to counties and their political subdivisions result in a 
satisfactory division of the valuations. 
The an·swers to these quest ions can be learned onlJ' by a thorough 
stud;1 of the problem, which should be undertaken as soon as possible. 
In order to facilitate such stud;l, the annual statements of public utility 
corporations to the tax commission should he made available to the Legislative 
Council for the purpose of studying methods of assessment. 
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XI 
ADM1NISTRA TIVE PROCEDURES 
The term 11administrative procedures" is used in this report to refer 
to those procedures which are not methods of determining assessed valuations, 
but ~re related and essential to the process of assessing propert-J 0 They 
include: the maintenance of necessary records of property and its owner-
ship., of appraisals, and of a1mual assessments; matters relating to the 
obtaining of returns from owners of property; ma tt,:rs rel.a ting to the 
maimer of listing propert".f for assessment; the compilation of the total 
assessed valuation by classes of property to be submitted to the tax com-
mission as an abstract of assessment; the compilation of the total assessed 
valuation of the county and of each unit of government within the county 
which levies a tax, to be certified to each such levJing body; the preparation 
of the tax list and warrant for delivery to the coun~.f treasurer; and 
numerous other administrative functions 0 
The exact procedure followed in performing these administrative 
functions in each county may seem of little importance so long as they result 
in adequate performance of the various functions and suit the desires of 
each county assessoro However, it is dcoireable that the most efficient 
procedures possible be used in each and every county in order that the least 
pos3ible expenditure of man-power and public funds is devoted to the perform-
ance of purely routine administratiire functions, leaving a greater amount of 
time and money to devote to the performance of the primary function of 
assessing propertyo Inefficient, inadequate, and obsolete procedures are, 
today, seriously detracting from the ability of assessors to perform this 
primary function adequately, and are contributing to the failure to achieve 
sa tisfactoF.f assessment results o 
Furthermore, aside from the need for efficiency, adequacy and modern-
ization in administrative procedures, there is much to be said for the use 
of uniform procedures and records in all counties, varied only for the 
purpose of meeting the requirements of varying situationso Ma.ey persons, 
representing various private interests and public agencies have occasion to 
go from ccunty to county to obtain information from the records of the county 
assessorso Personnel o.f the tax commission also rrrust go from county to county 
inspecting records in the course of their assignments. If. uniformity of 
r~co~fs is encountered in each county, these persons soon become familiar with 
the system in use and can obtain the information they desire with little 
assistance from the. personnel of the assessor's off:·.ceo 
If, however, a different system of record-keeping is encountered in 
each ccunty visited, the person rrrust seek assistance from someone in the 
assessor's office to find the information he desires, or at least to obtain 
an explanation of the system that is in use. This situation can be very 
wasteful of the time of both the person seeking information and of the 
personnel in the assessor's officeo This veF.f lack of uniformity has been 
a handicap in the course of this studyo 
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The law provides th'.➔.t the tax commission shall have and exercise the 
,ower and authority "to prescribe a uniform system of procedure in the 
tssessor:.:; 1 offices ~rnd the foru and size of all tax ;;chedules, tax rolls 
rnd war1:ants, field books., plat and block books and maps, and all other 
notices and forms furnished to taxpayers, and all blanks, books and 
records used in the offices of county assessorsa No other system, forms 
or blanks shf:11 be used in such offices excepting those prescribed by the 
comrPission 0 11 In spite of this provision of the law, the tax commission 
has never been successful in prescribing and enforcing the use of uniform 
systerr.s, blanks, books, records, or formsa 
To analyze the procedures, records and forms being used in any detail 
would require too much space and would be of little value in leading to 
:.:rnggestions for legblative. action. It is beyond the scope of legislative 
action to pr•.iSCribe all the details of administrative routine. Therefore, 
only sufficient explanation and illustration of the problem will be 
presented to show the need for administrative action to improve such 
procedures, and to indicate what legislative action might be taken to re-
quire such improvemento 
Property Ownership Records 
A basic function of the county assessor's office is the maintenance of 
records of real property- located in the ccunty that is subject to taxation 
and its ownership a These records are usuc:.lly kept in one of three forms: 
a township plat book, a block book, and, where needed, a mining claim 
registero The purpose of these records is to provide informaticn for the 
use of the assessor in assessing property and for the use of anyone else 
who has occasion to seek information concerning the ownership of real property 
in the count-.1 o 
Property· which is surveyed and described for con· eyance, assessment, or 
any other purpose according to the township system, by portion of section, 
township and range, is recorded in the township plat book. Property which 
has been platted as townsites, additions or subdivisions, described by lot 
and block number, is recorded in the block book o Mining claims, which are 
described by name and survey number of each claim, withoµt reference to 
exact location, are recorded in the mining claim rc':gister 0 
There is no standard form of aey of these record books in use throughout 
the state. Some township plat books consist merely of irrlividual township 
plats with the boundaries of each tract of land drawn thereon, and the name 
of the owner of each tract entered within the boundaries of the tract on the 
plat itselfo Others, in addition to the plats, contain record sheets whereon 
are recorded "the names of owners. In some counties the owner of ea.ch forty-
1. C.R.S. 1953, Seca 137-6-12 (3) 
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acres is entered each year. In other counties a number is assigned to each 
tract, however, large or umall, and the name of the owner is recorded once 
for each tract after the number at'i;dgned to it. In some counties a permanent 
record of the purson t,o whom property is assessed each year is kept. In 
others, only a record of cur-:ent ownership is maintained in easily change-
able formo 
Similar variations in form are found among block books and mining 
regi.s ters in use throughout the state 0 
All of these record books meet the requirements for which they were 
designed, in varying det.1;rees.., They do provide a record of property ownership o 
However, some a.re excessively cumbersome to maintain and to usea Some are 
not kept up to dateo Some are of ~uestion~ble accuracyo The variety of 
forms in us0 ~~re confusing to th~se w:10 are referring to records in different 
counties o 
Listing Real Property for Assessment 
The law provides that real property- shall be listed each year by the 
assessor, and it has numerous provisions relating to the manner of describing 
real property, to whom it shall be assessed, and so forth 0 2 
It does not require that the assessor obtain a signed schedule of real 
property from its owners, as is the case with personal propertyo Therefore, 
all an assesrJor need do as an original assessment each year is to list all 
taxable real property in his county, describe it according to the provisions 
of the law, include as part of the listing the name and address of the owner, 
and make an assessment upon the basis of his appraisal of the property 0 
The operation of listing real property, as distinct from appraising and 
assessing it, is primarily one of 1·1_s-c,-i_ng correct descriptions of each 
separate property, consolidating or dividing descriptions when property is 
conveyed, and keeping current with changes of ownership. The volume of work 
involved is substantial, even in the smallest countieso The listing must be 
rrBde each year on tax schedules and tax lists. 
In t:wse counties which have adopted the use of mechanical equipment 
for this purpose, the work of listing has been greatly simplifiedo The 
description of each separate property, together with the name and address of 
its owner, is maintained current on metal plateso From these plates any 
form of listing for schedules, tax lists, or any other purpose, C?n be easily 
and readily ~ccomplishedo However, sixteen counties do not have such ~quip-
ment0 In these counties, whenever any listing is necessary, it must be done 
in long-_hand or on a typewriter o Tremendous numbers of man-hours are spent 
in this process, and the possibility of error with each listing is very greato 
One advantage of the use of metal plates is that if the plate is correct, all 
listings will be correcto 
2. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-13,14, 137-12-8, 9o 
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Some counties are so small and have a small enough job of listing, 
hat they truly can not afford to purchase such equipment, and if they 
hould be able to afford it, such a purchase would not be economicalo 
Iovever, judging by the experience of those ccunties which have installed 
;:,he equipment, there a.re many counties which do not now have it which could 
well afford to purchase it, and would actually save money by so doingo 
In one such co11nty, where the assessor's office is manned by an 
assessor and one d-:.;puty, with no clerks, so much of the time of the two 
men is spent in listing property on schedules and tax lists that insufficient 
time is left each year for proper appraising and assessing. 
A special problem in c-onrrection with listing real property is that of 
who should b~ listed as ownero This problem is one of date of conveyanceo 
Some assessors list real property each year to its owner on the assessment 
date of the current year, February first. Others make changes of ownership 
up to July first. The latter practice is based upon the fact that assess-
ments must be completed on tl·at date, and on the fact that the law provides 
that in the case of conveyance of real estate, and in the absence of other 
agreement, the grantee shall pay the taxes for the cu:rrent year if the date 
of conveyance is prior to July first, and that the granter shall pay them 
if the date is subsequent to July first 0 3 Other assessors make changes in 
ownership as late in the year as they can be made before the property is 
listed in the tax list, in order that the latter will contain the name of 
owners as of the time the list was rrepared. 
From one point of view, it is desirable that the tax list, when deliver-
ed to the county treasurer, contain the names of the persons who are owners 
of property at the time of the delivery of the tax list. This more nearly 
assures that tax notices will be sent to the current owners of property, 
rather than to former owners 0 However, the attempt to make corrections in 
listings after the assessment date adds work and confusion. 
Listing Partially Owned or Secured Prope~tya The law provides that: 
"For purpose of taxation, it shall make no difference that the possession, 
use or ownership of any -C.dXable property is qualified, limited, not the sub-
ject of alienation, or the subject of levy or distraint separately for the 
particular tax derivable ·therefrom; provided that where any property within 
this state is mortgaged, conveyed, or pledged for the secur:i.ty of a loan or 
debt then owing, the property and the notes, mortgage, trust deed, deed of 
trust, contract or other conveyance shall be assessed as a unit, and as one 
and the same, and as of one value, and as the value of said property· so 
mortgaged, conveyed, or pledged only, and any such notes, mortr~:ages, trust 
deeds, deeas of trust, contracts or conveyances shall not be otherwise 
assessed. 11 This section of the law is rather confusing, but it means 
3o C.R.S. 1953, Seco 137-12-160 
4o C.R.S. 1953, Seca 137-12-90 
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essentially that one assef~.:~ment shall be made of the full value of real 
property in the name of the person having fee title, and that no separate 
asses:nnent shall be JT1.ade of a portion of the value to the hold.er of a 
mortgage, deed of trust, or other such partial interest, 
Another section of the l.:rn provides that: "Any person having or 
claim.i.nE; to have an undivided interest in lands, or any lien upon a parcel 
or tract of land, or any inchoate interest, possessory interest, equitable 
or other estate less than the fee, may file a schedule specifying such 
undivided interest or estate, for the assessment of taxes thereon. All 
such undivided interests or estates, and such liens a1id inchoate interests 
so specified, shall be asuessed, advertised for sale, sold for non-payment 
of taxes assessed thereon, and redeemed. for such sale in like manner and 
with like effect as estates in fee simple and entireties are sssessed, 
advc:rtised for sale, sold, and redeemed from sale for taxes 0 11 ? 
These two sect.ions seem to be conflicting to the extent that the latter 
seems to state that a separate assessment may be made on an interest in 
property based upon an indebtednesso On the other hand, some partial interests, 
such as leasehold interests in public property, which are commonly subjected 
to assessment, are not mentioned. These sections of law should be clarified 
to provide for asses2~ment of the entire valuation of real property to the 
fee owner, except that undivided. interests, possessory rights or leasehold 
interests in public property, equities in state a.nd school lands purchased 
under contract taken from the state, and coal, mineral, or oil and gas 
rights separately owned, may be listed and assessed separatelyo 
Obtaining Return of Taxable Personal Property 
The Assessment Date 0 Izy' law, the off~cial assessment date is designated 
as the first day of Fe bruar-.r in each year o This is the date on which all 
taxable property in a coun~y becomes subject to assessment. This date was 
estahlished, effective in 1958, by action of the General Assembly in 195707 
Previously, it had berm M:-'1rch first, and at an earlier time, April firsto 
A change of the assessment date to Januar-.r first is desirable for a 
number of reasonso First, an early assessment date gives the assessing 
official a longer assessing season, a longer time in which to complete the 
work of rn.aking original assessments a At present, assessments must be complete 
be.fore the first day of Julyo A February first assessment date, therefore, 
gives the assessor a period of five months in which to make assessmentso A 
Januar-.r first assessment date would add another month to this periodo 
In addition, a January first assessment date is more logical and more 
consistent than any other 0 There is no particular reason why' another date 
than the first day of the year should be designatedo It would conform to the 
5. C.R.S. 1953, Secu 137-3-13 (2)a 
60 c.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-12-1. 
7a House Bill Noa 4, 1957" 
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nlendar year and to the fiscal year used for accounting purposes by most 
1ersons O With as:-:rnssments, such as those on merchandise, ~hich are based 
m the average investment in merchandise for the preceding year, and on 
3Xtractive land, which are based on the annual production for the preceding 
year, a January first assessment date is bettero For calculation of 
depreciation, particularly on machiner.f and equipment, a January first date 
is bettero And for those purposes for which they may be used, the year-end 
financial statements of most businesses would be usable without adjustment 
to reflect conditions existing on a later assessment date. 
There ·seems to be but one objection to the designation of January first 
as the official assessment date. This objection has been vciced by the 
livestock interests of the state, and was primarily responsible for the 
fact that the January first date was not established in 1957 o This objection 
is that if the assessment date were changed from Februar-.f first to January 
first, livestock which has not been marketed during the fall and winter 
months prior to Januar-.f first, but which is marketed during the month of 
January, will be subject to assessmento The livestock interests claim this 
would be unjust because a considerable number of livestock are held over for 
marketing in JanuaF.f o 
Exceptions to Assessment Dateo There are certain other exceptions to 
the provision of law that property shall be assessed in the county where it 
is situated on the assessment date. These relate to the intercounty and 
interstate movement of livestock, livestock fed in transit, property brought 
into the state after the assessment date, and merchandise and manufactures 0 
Division of Livestock Assessments Among Counties 0 The law provides 
that when livestock is herded or grazed in two or more counties during the 
year, the assessment on such livestock shall be divided among all of the 
counties in which herded or grazed in proportion·to the time spent in each 
countyo The assessor of the county in which the livestock is located on the 
assessment date lists and assesses the livestock, divides the assessment 
among the counties, gets the owner to sign an agreement for such division, 8 and sends copies of the agreements to the assessors of the other counties 0 
This procedure works reasonably well in the case of those herds or 
flocks which follow a normal gra~~ing pattern year after year a The owner has an 
established schedule which he follows. He knows that on or about a certain 
date he will move his stock from one county into another, that they will 
remain there for a fairly definite period of time, after which they will be 
moved into a third county or back to the first. This schedule is followed 
closely, barring unusual range corrlitionso However, many owners of live-
stock, particularly those who do not own all of their own range, may be 
unable to establish and follow such an unchanging schedule of operations 0 
Some who, on the assessment date, plan to keep their livestock in their home 
county during the entire year, may find that they have to make an unplanned 
move in order to have sufficient pasture for the stock 0 
8a C.R.S. 1953, Seca 137-3-330 
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111ese latter instances present a difficult problem to the assessors 
concerned, one which is not adequately provided for in the present law 0 
The responsibility for asses~~ment and division of as;3essment is placed 
upon the assessor of the count-1 in which the livestock is located on the 
assessment date, No other assessor can legally make such an assessment 
and division, In the case of an unplanned movement of livestock, the 
first assessQr probably is not aware of it. The second assessor can do no 
more than make a request of the first assessor that he be given a division 
of the assessment. Maey assessors are reluctant to change an assessment 
and division late in the year, and, therefore, the first assessor may ignore 
the request. The second assessor sometimes proceeds to make an assessment 
of the lives tock for the period of time ·it is in his county, legal or not, 
thm·eby causing a double assessment and much confusiono· 
Some clarification of this law is also neededo The method followed 
in dividing livestock assessments among counties is to divide the number 
of livestock, rather than the amount of assessed valuationo For instance, 
if an assessment on one hundred head of cattle is to be divided between 
two counties, in each of which the cattle are herded or grazed for six 
months, the division would be on the basis of fifty head of cattle to each 
county o The law is not clear as to whether this practice is the intended 
method of d.ivisiono It should be clarifiedo Furthermore, the law now 
specifies no minimum period of time for such divisiono Presumably, a 
county could receive a division fo1· one day, which would be ridiculous o 
Assessment of Livestock Fed in Transit. Another problem in the assess-
ment of livestock in feed-lots, ordinarily referred to as "fed in transit 11 o 
The main aspect of the problem is that there is movement in and out of the 
lots during the year, and the period of time spent in the lots is variablea 
There is a specific provision of law that: "All livestock brought into 
the stateo.oto be fattened on agricultural products, and all livestock 
taken from one county into another county within the state for this purpose 
shall be valued for taxation within the county where fed at such a propor-
tion of their full cash value as the time they are within the county for 
the current year bears to the full year. 11 9 
It would seem that each feed-lot operator could be assessed for the 
livestock in his possession on the assessment date for a full year, the 
same as any other owner o·f livestocko He could in addition be assessed for 
any other livestock purchased after the assessment date for the length of 
time in his possession, provided they came from outside his coun~.r o As 
can be seen, the provisions of law relating to this problem are confusingo 
Some as;Jessors attempt to assess all livestock which pass through a feed-
lot at a certain amount per head per month, but this is done only during 
the period from January 1 to July lo 
From one point of view it would appear that feed-lot operators are 
merchants, buying and selling a connnodi ty for profi ta Therefore, they 
should be assessed upon the average of moneys and credits invested in live-
stock during the year, regardless of whether such livestock had been 
individually assessed as such previouslyo However, the present statute 
forbids assessment in this manner 0 lO 
9u C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-34. 
10. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-250 
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Property Brour;ht Into the State After the Assessment Date. Another 
exception contained in the law tc the provision that all taxable property 
s· 1:i.ll be listed and assessed in the county where it is situated on the 
.~L,. 1)ssment date reh1tes to property brought into the state from another 
st.ate after the assessment date o The law provides that if an;y taxable 
pe1.'sonal property is brour:ht into this state for aey purpose after the 
as0essment date, the owner shall file a schedule thereof witn the assessor, 
and that "it shall thereupon be listed by the assessor and be asuessed for 
the then current year 11 , apparently for the full year o It provides, however, 
that if such property does not remain in the state until the next assessment 
rl.a.te "then such property shall be valued for assessment at such proportion 
of its full assessed value as the time within the state bears to the full 
year, but in no event shall such time for computation be less than ninety 
days except as oth(·:r-wise prov±cled for by law O 1111 
With reference to livestock, the law provides that "whenever livestock 
which is ordinarily maintained in Colorado shall be removed during a part 
of the year from ccunties of this state into another state for a period of 
thirty days or more, and shall thereby establish a tax situs therein, the 
amount of valuation to be asse8sed in Colorado against such livesto.ck shall 
be exempt from paying taxc~s on the proportionate amount of taxes which 
would otherwise be due in Colorado for that period during which said live-
stock has been maintained in another state. 1112 
The law also provides that: ''Whenever livestock which is ordinarily 
ma:i.nt;~ i_ 1 ll'Xl in anoth.~~r state shall be maintained during a part of the taxable 
yr=:nr in this ntate for a period of thirty days or more, it shall be deemed 
to lwve established a tax situs within Colorado, and the amount of such 
livestock shall be exempt from paying taxes on the amount of valuation which 
would otherwif.3e be allocated to ColOL'ado; provided that this subsection 
shall apply only to such states as are governed by similar reciprocal tax 
laws applicable to Colorado, and that in all instances livestock shall be 
assessed and taxed as otherwise provided in this section 0 1113 
It will be noted that there are many inconsistencies in these provisions, 
aside from the fact that livestock is treated differently than other personal 
property. For personal property, other than livestock, if it is brought 
into the state July first it is subject to a full assessment, but if it is 
then removed from the state on October first, it is subject to only one-
fcurth of a full assessmento Property which is in Colorado on the assess-
ment date is subject to a full assessment, even though it may later be 
moved out of the state, unless it is livestock, in which case its valuation 
may be reduced according to the time it is out of the state, provided it is 
only temporarily out of the state. 
llu C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-3. 
120 C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-33 (3)o 
13u C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-33 (4). 
The Measure of Value or Merchandise and ¥1armfactures a As explained 
in Chapter IX, the measure of the value of merchandise and manufactures 
Ls not the arn01mt investerl. in :::1Jch merchandise and rn.3nufact11res on the 
,'ls:~ essment date, but the average amcunt invested during the preceding year 0 
The Procedure of Obtaining a Schedule of Personal Property" The first 
step in making an assessment on personal property is obt=1.ining a schedule of 
such personal property from the person who owns it, or has it in his possession 
or under his control. At present, the law provides that on the assessment 
date in each year, or as soon thereafter as practicable, the assessor or his 
deputy shall call at the rP-sidence or place of business of each person in 
his county who owns or has in his possession, or under his control, aey tax-
able personal property which was in the county on the ·assessment date. 
At the time of such call ·the assessor shall obtain from such person El 
schedule, signed under oath, listing all such taxable personal property, O:i."" 
he may leave the schedule with such person, to be returned to him not later 
than the first day of May next followingo The assessor is also required to 
mail a schedule to each non-resident owner of taxable personal property1 
such schedule. to be returned to the assessor not later than the first day of 
l·hy. 
Th0. 1~,w further pn)Vicles that, at any time, such person shall furnish 
:
0-;111.~11 information Oi: recorrls for ex.1.mination as may be required by the 
;i;:,;:.e:-;::or to make a proper :i 1 1· l correct as::i8::::--im1.:mt o If, on the fir~~t day of 
flfi:,y, Lhe asse~,::or h::u3 rec• ··i ,_. 0 xl no r:chedule for nny per:::onal property known 
hy 11.i_rn to he taxable, he :,l•all rnakc an a0ses3m8nt based upon the best 
information obtainable by him. This is ki 1own as an arbitrary assessment o 
No assessment shall be rendered invalid by reason of the failure of the 
assessor to demand or secure the schedule required prior to making the assess-
mento14 
These provisions of the law are in;'_dequa te in that they do not place 
enough responsibility upon the O\\mer of taxable personal property to file 
a schedule for assessment, and no effective penalty is provided for failure 
to do soo Under present law, the assessor, t-ypically, attempts to make 
personal contact with each owner of per-sonal property. He and his deputies 
travel about the county calling at the homes or places of business of all 
such personso However, since people are not always at home or at their 
places of business when c'alled upon, the a::rnessor and his deputies may make 
reprj2.ted unsuccessful a tternpts to see many property ovmers, thereby expending 
considerable time arrl money. It is not unusual for an assessor, particularly 
in a rural area, to spend an entire day and drive marv miles to complete onJ.y 
a few schedules. Cases of completely unsuccessful days of endeavor have been 
reportedo 
140 C.R.S. 1953, 137-J-6. 
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Attempts to notify persons that the assessor will call on a certain 
ay seem to have little effecto The notice is ignored or forgotten by 
;omen Since it is not po0sible for the assessor to set a schedule of calls 
rncl adhere to it, and since people do not like to wait all day at home for 
an expected call, a person may be temporarily absent when the assessor calls, 
in spite of prior noticeo Notification of intention to call may merely 
serve as a warnins to the property owner to be unavailable on the day 
dcc;it_~natedo Leaving schedules at the time of the first call is ineffective, 
for they usually are not returnedo 
Assessors do strive diligently to make all assessments of personal 
property by personal contact with the owners of the property o The making of 
arbitrary assessments upon the basis of the best information obtainable is 
not ver-:1 satisfactory a Such assessments are usually not correct, and they 
result in considerable controversy and confusion, extending in some cases 
over a period of several yearso If the arbitrar-J assessment is lower than 
a correct assessment wculd have been, the person assessed is likely to 
accept it, pay the tax levied upon it, and continue to avoid correct assess-
mento If, as sometimes happens, an assessor wakes an arbitrary assessment 
based upon the previous year's assessment, not knowing whether the property 
has remained in the county, the assessment may be erroneous and the tax 
levied thereupon may have to be abatedo The property owner typically does 
not object to the erroneous assessment until after he has received one or 
more tax notices in the year succeeding. 
There is nothing in the law at present which forces a person to file 
a schedule before a certain date. The only result of failure to file is 
the making of an arbitrary assessment, which may be more acceptable to the 
property owner than a correct assessment would have been, and which, in any 
event, can be adjusted to a correct assessment at a later time, causing 
confusion and extra work on the part of the administrative agencies. 
Reviews of Assessments 
After an original assessment is made it is necessar-:1 that the owner of 
taxable property have an opportunity to object to the assessment and to have 
his objections reviewed and either rejected or acted upon by way of corrective 
action 0 The law provides that prior to the first day of July the assessor 
shall mail to each person~ whose personal property has been assessed at a 
valuation other than that given in the schedule filed by such person or whose 
lands or improvements have been assessed at a valuation higher than that of 
the preceding taxable year, a statement of such increase in valuationo It 
also provides that prior to the first of July, the assessor shall give 
notice, by publication in a newspaper published in the county seat, or by 
posting notice, if there be no such newspaper, that on a given day he will 
sit to hear aey and all objections to the "assessment roll. 1115 
It provides that aey person who is of the opinion that "his property 
has been twice assessed", or that "property exempt from taxation has been 
assessed", or that "personal property has been asuessed of which said 
person was not possessed at the time of the assessment 11 , or that his 
150 C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-370 
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"property has been ;:-1.:isco;.:;ccl too high 11 , or tba t his "property has been other-
wise illegally as:3es:3ed 11 , may a.ppear before the assessor and make known to 
him "the factG in the premises". The assessor must sit on the days publish-
ed and until the .fir~;t meeting of the county board of equalization, which 
i::, the third Monday in July, and hear the objections of such taxpayers as may 
appear before himo If "in any particular the asses:.m1ent complained of is 
erroneous under the rJtatutes, the assep,sor shall correct the same" 0 In 
considering such objections the assessor shall "take into consideration the 
value as fixed by the ansessor upon other similar assessable property 
. ·1 l· . t t d" 16 S lllll ar y S l ,Ua e . " · 
If the asse:3sor shall refuse to change or correct the assessment; complain-
ed of, he shall give written notice to the person of the grounds of his 
refusal, such notice to be mailed before the first day of the meeting of the 
county board of equalization. The person whose complaint has been so refused 
may then appear before the com1-t-y- board of equalization, which meets from 
the third Monday in July to the twenty-eighth day of July a He must file a 
petition with the board on which the property claimed to be erroneously or 
unjustly assessed is identified, and the petitioner states "the sum at which 
it is assessed, its true cash value" and "what is a ,just assessment thereon 
compared with other like property a 11 
The board shall take into consideration the value as fixed by the assessor 
upon other similar assessable property similarly situated and hear such 
testimorry- as may be produced a "The board shall either grant or refuse the 
prayer of the petitioner J in whole or in part, as may seem ,just and proper" 
and the members "may correct any error or mistake in such assessment made by 
the assessor under the law whenever, in their judgment, justice and right 
may require it" 017 
If the petition is denied by the county board of equalization, the 
petitioner may appeal from the decision o.f the board to the district court 
of the county wherein said property is assessed, which appeal "shall be 
taken on or before the first Monday in JanuaFy- following said assessment 11 • 
It appears that assessors,in general, are complying very well with the 
law requiring notices to the taxpayer, and publication of noticeJ that they 
are sitting to hear complaints of taxpayers, that they are correcting many 
erroneous assessments at 'the time of such hearings, and that county boards 
of equalization are hearing appeals from the assessor and are in some few 
cases ordering corrections to be made by the assessor. However, the pro-
visions of the law are insu£ficient to afford adequate opportunity for each 
taxpayer to protest his assessment at the proper time and place. Perhaps, 
this last statement is untrue if it is assumed that every taxpayer is in-
formed in the law and takes enough interest in his property taxes to obtain 
information as to the amount of his assessmento However, the procedure is 
weak at the point of notificationa 
16u C.R.S. 1953, Seca 137-J-380 
17a C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-37~ 
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Thr-3 law requireu no more than that tho3e persons whose personal 
,ropcrt.y has been assessed at a higher valuation than that given in the 
;clwdule filed b:y- them, and those whose real property has been as;sessed 
1t a hir~her vnluation than for the preceding year shall be notifieda 
tJk1t. ::boirt those persons whose personal property has been assessed without 
a scliedule having been filed? What about those persons who do not know 
wh:1t the asserrned valuation on their real property is, persons who have 
purchased property recently and have never determined what its assessed 
valuation is? Shouldn't. all taxpayers be notified each year of the assess-
ed valuation placed upon their property and be informed of their rights 
to object thereto? 
A result of this weakness in the requirement for notification is that 
relatively few people appear tb complain at the designated time, and very 
few people appear before the count-y- board of equalizationo Instead, the 
majority of complaints occur after the tax notices are received the follow-
ing ycaro Many petitions for abatement or refund of taxes are received 
and acted upon after the taxes have already become due g.nd payable because 
no complaint was made at the proper timeo 
Another fault of the present provisions for hearing complaints is that 
the time allowed for such hearings is too short to permit careful considera-
tion of all complaints if they are numerous. The assessor has from eight 
to thirteen office days in which to hear complaints, depending on the 
annual variations of the calendar. The county board of equalization has 
from five to ten office days in which to hear petitions, depending on the 
annual variations of the calendaro Actually, at present, this time is 
sufficient for the hearing of such complaints as develop during the 
designated timeo However, if through ~ore thorough notification, a greater 
number of legitimate complaints were encouraged, a greater amolmt of time 
might be required. 
The Abstract of Assessment 
The law requires the county assessor, when he has completed the assess-
ment of all taxable property each year, to prepare an abstract of assessment, 
which is a compilation of all assessments. He must subscribe to an oath, 
in person and not by deputy, that he has "assessed the taxable property 
situated" in his county "for the current year and at the true and full cash 
value thereof and that the foregoing abstract of assessment is a true 
compilation of each and every schedule." On or before the first day of 
August, the assessor must transmit to the tax commission a copy of his 
abstract on a form prescribed and supplied by the tax cornmission 0 
The tax commission is authorized to prescribe the form of the abstract 
and "to classify, diminish or add to the forms of abstract, and to require 
such different, or further matter to be returned as it may deem advisable O 11 18 
18. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-40, 42. 
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The pre~rnnt form of the abstract of as~essment as prescribed by the 
tax co;nmiss _i_ on, requires that the total assessed vai un. tion of each class 
of property, as listed on the form, be returnedo It is divided into three 
main sections: real property; personal property; and public utilities 
asseflr-~ed by the tax commissiono E:ach of t,hese sections contains sub-
sect.i.on:-~ ., which in turn are composed of individual classes of property o 
In the early chapters of this report all of the classes currently 
included in the abstract have been listed in reporting the a~ount of 1958 
valun.t.ion for each broad cla::3S o.f property a As an additional example, 
"Fc:.rm Lands 11 is a sub-section of 11Real Property 11 ; it consists of the follow-
ing specific classes: 11 Irrigated Land (including Orchard Land)", "Suburban 
Tracts 11 , "Meadow and Irrie:ated Pasture Land", 11Dry Farm Land 11, and 
"Grazing Land". 
The task of compiling all of the schedules of property which have been 
received or prepared into an abstract of assessment is one of the major 
administrative tasks of the assessor I s office, The tax schedule usually is 
designed so that the assessed valuation is entered on it according to the 
classes of property required by the abstract. After the schedules are 
completed, the assessor must then, in some manner, tabulate all of the 
assesnments by class and arrive at a total valuation for each. class O The 
most c<;-h",1mon way of doing this is by postin~ each separate valuation appear-
ing on each schedule into a specially prepared book containing columns for 
each class of property o Each schedule of real property rnay contain as many 
as seven different items to be posted to different classes, and each 
schedule of personal property may contain as IT1::1.ny as fifteen different 
items to be posted to different classeso 
When all assessed valuations have been posted in this manner, the 
columns are totaled to arrive at a total valuation for each class of 
property, and the total number of units (acres, heads of livestock, number 
of tractors, etc.) assessed, and from these an average valuation per unit 
is calculated" 
In posting from the schedules to the columnar book, in addition to the 
volume of work involved, there is also a very great possibility of erroro 
Figures can be posted to the wrong column, can be altered in transcribing, 
or can be omitted entirely" Therefore, all of the posting must be care-
fully rechecked. There is also possibility of error in totaling all of the 
columns a It would be a rare case where, on the first attempt, the totals 
of the individual classes would be ;found to equal the total valuation of 
the county" 
A few of the larger counties have adopted machine methods of compiling 
the abstract a These are of three types. One is the sensimatic t-.1pe of 
adding machines wh:t.ch will tabulate and add several columns at rn1ce. With 
the use of these machines, the processes of posting and adding are combined, 
much work is saved, and greater accuracy achievedo One county has adopted 
the use of a cash register type machine which can maintain a simultaneous 
cumulative total on a large number of separate classes of items as they are 
entered according to a designated code system. One county has a complete 
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~chine records setup in which assessment information is entered on 
?Unched machine record cards, and from which information can be readily 
compiled in any form which might be desiredo It is not sug,~':ested that these 
methods be adopted by all the counties for the cost of the equipment is so 
great that few counties could afford it 0 
Another factor which complicates the task of compiling the abstract 
is the changes in the form of the abstract which may be made annually o 
The assessors usually design their schedules on the basis of the previous 
year's abstract formo Their columnar books are designed to match. They 
start compiling the abstract as soon as the first schedules are filed, 
( It usually is not possible to wait until the year I s assessments are 
complete before star'ting- the compilation.) At some later date, the tax 
commission may decide to change the form of the abstract, and knowledge 
of these changes may come to the assessors only a month or two before the 
abstract is due to be submitted to the tax co!Tilllissiono Therefore, an 
abstract which has been partly compiled on the basis of one set of 
classifications may have to be re-done, in part, to reflect the changes 
that have been ordered~ Some of the changes of form that were ordered 
for the 1958 abstract are listed belowo 
The class "Fruit and Vegetable Tracts", which had been a catch-all 
classification for arw small tracts of rural land, maey of which were not 
used for agricultural purposes, were required to be put in the appropriate 
agricultural classificationo Two new classes, "Suburban Tracts" and 
11 Mountain Home Sites" were added for those rural tracts which are not 
agricultural in useo The various improvements classifications were 
revised. The 1957 classification of 11Furntture and Fixtures" was subdivided 
into four more detailed classifications. Several other changes of a 
similar nature were made o 
It is desirable that the form of the abstract be changed from time 
to time to improve the usefulness of the information reportedo However, 
assessors should, if possible, be informed of changes before the assess-
ments for the season are undertakeno 
In spite of the tre~endous amount of work involved in compiling the 
annual abstracts, the information thereby provided to the tax commission, 
and by it to the general public, is of limited value. They do provide a 
means of determining the total valuation of each county and of the state, 
and they do provide the tptal valuation, and average valuations per unit, 
for those classifications which are prescribed by the tax commission. 
However, these totals and averages are of relatively little value in 
determining whether valuations are equalized without consideration of 
much additional and more detailed informationo And for statistical purposes 
their value is limited by the classifications which are includedo 
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A good illustration of the limited value of the present form of 
abstracts wrrs developed during the course of the sales ratio studyo It 
was decided that only a classified ratio study would be of any real value 
for the study of assessment methods, and that the classifications con-
tained in the current abstracts were of no use for this purposeo There-
fore, the county assessors were requested to submit a special report to 
the Legislative Council according to specified classificationso The 
compilation of these reports represented a great amount of extra work to 
the assessors. Many of them were inclined to ignore the request, but, 
over a pedod of seven months~ the reports were received from all countieso 
Certification of Valuations to Taxing Jurisdictions 
Prior to October first in each year the county assessor is required 
to certify to the county superintendent of schools the total assessed 
valuation in each school district in his county, and to the governing body 
of each municipality or special district in his county the total assessed 
valuation in each municipality or special districto Ordinarily, this 
certification is not especially difficult, as the compilation of total 
assessed valuations within each taxing district is done at the same time 
as the compilation of total assessed valuations for classes of propertyo 
However, when a new taxing district is organized and prepares to levy 
a tax, an extra load may be placed upon the assessor 1s office. Typically, 
the assessor is,requested to supply the organizers of the district with a 
list of property owners within the proposed district before it is organizedo 
Then he must certify its total valuation prior to October first after it is 
organized, and prepare to extend its tax levy on the tax list. This process 
becomes a difficult problem when a district is organized late in the year, 
proposes to levy a tax in the year of its organization, and expects the 
county assessor to provide service to it with inadequate time allowed for 
the performance of the necessary worka At present, there is no statutory 
deadline after which a new}y organized district is not permitted to levy a 
tax for the current year. 
Assessment of Mobile Homes 
Another procedural problem with which the county assessor is confronted 
is the assessment of mobile homes, or trailer coaches a The Constitution 
provides that "the general assembly shall enact laws c·lassifying motor 
vehicles, tr~ilers and semi-trailers and requiring the payment of a gr~duated 
annual specific ownership tax thereon" which tax 11 shall be in lieu of all 
ad valorem taxes upon such property 11 except 11 that such laws shall not exempt 
from ad valorem taxation motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers in 
process of manufacture, or held in storage, or which constitute the stock of 
manufacturers, or distributors thereof or of dealers therein. 1119 
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property tax assessment 0 The law provides that 11with each dc~ed, instrument 
or writing to be filed for recording, whereby any real estate or interest 
in real estate having its situs in this state shall be granted, assigned, 
transferred, or otherwise conveyed to, or vested in, the purchaser or 
purchasers, or arry other person or persons, there shall be submitted, in 
duplicate, a certificate which shall state: (a) The total consideration, 
in terms of dollars, paid and to be paid for the real estate or interest in 
real estate so granted, assigned, transferred or otherwise conveyed; and 
(b) The relationship (by consanguinity or affinity), if any existing be-
tween ead1 grantor and each grantee o 11 
It further provides that such certif;icate shall be "on a form to be 
prescribed and furnished. by the Legislative Council JI, and that such certifi-
cate shall be n.lcd with the count;/ as.s esE:or, who will enter 
the assessed value of the real estate conveyed and file them with the 
Legislative Council 0 23 
M-3.ny problems have developed in the administration of this act 0 The 
first one to appear was one of interpretation. The question was raised as 
to what types of instruments required the filing of certificates o Early 
opinions by various district attorneys were very broad and as a result 
many types of instruments, such as oil and gas leases, real estate mortgages, 
and deeds of trust, which were not of any use in the sales ratio study 
were being recordedo An opinion of the Attorney General on September 4, 
1957, adopted a more restricted interpretation, and as a result, most of 
the certificates which were being filed unnecessarily were stopped 0 
Actually, for the purpose for which the certificates are required only 
deeds whereby fee title to real property is conveyed, or agreements of 
purchase and sale for the conveyance of fee title, are of any value, and 
the requirements of the law might well be limited to these instruments 0 
The law requires only that the total consideration paid and to be paid 
for real estate, the relationship between each grantor and each grantee, 
and the signature of each purchasor, or his agent, shall be stated on the 
certificatea The certificate form designed and supplied by the Legislative 
Council provided for more information, all of a reasonable nature, but 
many purchasers have declined to enter more information on the certificates 
than is specifically required by the law, and the county clerks have not 
required them to enter the additional information 0 _As a result many 
certificates have been received without even the legal description of the 
property conveyedo 
Even the information requested on the certificate itself has proven 
inadequate for sales ratio purposes. It has been necessary to obtain 
additional information by means of correspondence with the purchasers, or 
by field investigation, in order to judge the usability of marry conveyances 
obtained for the sales-ratio study 0 
230 C.R.S. 1953, 118-6-21 to 330 
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The law provides that "Every owner of a o•• trailer coach or 
mobile home which is primarily designed to be 0 •• drawn upon aey 
highway in this state oa• shall apply to the department of revenue and 
shall obtain registration therefor 11 ,20 and "pay such fees as are pre-
scribed ooo together with the annual specific ownership tax on the a•• 
trailer coach, or mobile home 11 , 21 except that "no owner shall be re-
quired to pay the annual specific ownership tax upon arzy- ••• trailer 
coach or mobile home for any registration year during all of which 
said o•• trailer coach or mobile home is not to be operated or driven 
upon the public highways of the state" if the owner applies for such 
exemption and files with the county clerk and recorder "his affidavit 
setting forth the facts .en~itling him to such relief. 11 22 
Typically, there is no effective enforcement of the payment of 
specific ownership tax on a mobile home unless it appears on a public 
highway without license plates 0 This fact has resulted in large numbers 
of mobile homes which are not using the highways not paying the specific 
ownership tax voluntarily. Yet, in strict accordance with the law,, such 
mobile homes are not exempt from specific ownership tax and therefore, 
subject to property tax unless the owners have filed affidavits to the 
effect that they do not intend to operate such mobile homes upon the 
public highwayso 
This results in a situation where the owner of a mobile home may 
pay either specific ownership tax or personal property tax, and if he 
does not draw the mobile home on the public highways may escape pay-
ment of either form of tax. County assessors, county clerks, and county 
treasurers in many counties have attempted to solve this problem by 
co-operative action, forcing owners of mobile homes to either pay 
specific ownership tax, or submit to personal property tax assessment and 
immediate payment of this form of tax. This has worked quite effectively 
in some instances, but it is a very difficult procedureo Really, there 
should be no such option to pay one of two types of tax, and since mobile 
homes are subject to registration for use of the highways, they should be 
required to pay specific ownership tax, exclusivelyo 
Administration of Realty Recording Act 
With the adoption of the Realty Recording Act in 1957, the administra-
tion of this act and the conduct of the sales ratio study upon which it is 
based, have become closely related to the administrative procedures of 
200 C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 13-5-1 (1). 
210 C.R.S. 1953, Seco 13-5-3 (2)o 
22. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 13-5-80 
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Another problem encountered was that of obtaining information which 
ras needed concerning the assessed valuations of each of the countieso 
>Uch information was obtained from all counties, but a better- way of 
Jbtaining it should be foundo 
General Statutory Revision 
The statutes relating to the assessment of property which are con-
tained principally in Articles 3,4,5,6,7,8 and 12 of Chapter 137, Colorado 
Revised Statutes, 1953, are difficult to use" The arrangement of sections 
follows no logical order 0 Sections relating to the levy and collection 
of taxes which rightly belong in later articles are intermingled with the 
sections relating to assessment. Some sections are obsolete as the result 
of the enactment of ·other legislation~ but have not been specifically 
repealedo Many sections are so ambiguous as to be scarcely capable of 
being interpretedo Some sections are in conflict with otherso Most of 
them could be clarified considerably o 
Findings and Conclusions 
1) Listing Real Property for Assessmento All taxable real property 
should be listed and assessed to its owner of record on the assessment 
date in each year o 
2) Partially Owned or Secured Real Property a Real property should be 
listed and assessed as a unit at the full value to the fee owner of record, 
without regard for notes, mortgages, trust deeds, deeds of trust, contracts 
or conveyances to secure a loan or debt, or other partial interests in 
public property, equities in state and school lands purchased under contract 
taken from the state, and coal, mineral, or oil and gas rights separately 
owned, may be listed and assessed separatelyo 
3) Official Assessment Dateo The first day of January in each year 
should be designated as the official assessment date, and all taxable 
property should be listed and assessed in the county where it is located 
on that date, except as otherwise provided for by law. 
4) Livestock Sold During January. Any livestock which is sold for 
feeding or slaughter prior to the first day of February in any year 
should not be listed and assessed for such year in the name of the sellero 
5) Division of Livestock Assessment Among Counties a Division of 
ass es sments on li ve"Stock which is herded or grazed in more than one county 
during the taxable year should be based upon a division of numbers of iive-
stock, rather than of assessed valuatj_on, and computation of such division 
shovld be based upon the nearest half month during which the livestock is 
herded or grazed in each countyo When livestock is moved into any county 
from another county in the state after the assessment date, for which the 
assessor has received no agreement for division of livestock assessment, 
such assessor should be authorized to make a new assessment and division 
thereof, which shall supercede any previous assessment and division there-
of previously made 0 
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6) Livestock Fattened on Agricultural Products a All livestock which 
is being fattened on agricultural products by feeding in any county in the 
state should be assessed within the county where fed at such proportion of 
their full valuation as the time they are within the county for the current 
year bears to the full year~ or those who are in the business of feeding 
livestock should be assessed as merchants upon the basis of the average 
investment in livestock during the preceding year 0 
7) Property Brought Into the State After the Assessment Date 0 Personal 
property brought into the state after the assessment date in arry year should 
be listed and assessed in the county where it is located for that proportion 
of its full assessed valuation that the number of months or major fraction 
thereof remaining in the taxable year shall bear to a full year; if any such 
property shall not remain in this state until the next succeeding assess-
ment date, it should be assessed for a proportion of its full assessed 
valuation that the number of months or major fractions thereof in this state 
bears to a full year; but no such assessment should be made for less than 
one-fourth of the assessed valuation for a full year, except as otherwise 
provided for by law. 
8) Average of Merchandise or Manufactures. The· measure of the value 
of merchaniise and manufactures should be the average amount of money and 
credit invested in merchandise or in manufactures during the year preceding 
the assessment date. 
9) Filing Schedule of Personal PropertYo Prior to the first day of 
Ma.yin each year each person who owns, or has in his possession or under 
his control, any taxable personal property, should be required to file a 
tax schedule listing such personal property with the assessor of the county 
wherein such property was located on the assessment date of the then 
current year, and furnish such information or records for examination as 
may be required by the assessor to make a proper and correct assessment. 
10) Notice to Taxpayer RE)garding Filing of Schedule o On or before 
the first day of April, the assessor should be required to notify all 
persons known to him to ovm, have in their possession or under their control, 
taxable personal property, who have not previously filed with him a schedule 
of such personal property, that they shall file such schedule before the 
first day of M:iy next following, subject to the penalties for failure to do 
so provided for by law. 
11) Penalty for Failure to File Scheduleo If, prior to the first day 
of May, any person known by the assessor to own, or have in his possession 
or under his· control, aey taxable personal property-t who shall have failed 
to file a schedule listing such property for assessment, or shall have re-
fused to furnish such information or records for examination as required 
by the assessor, or shall have filed a schedule from which any taxable 
personal property known to the assessor was omitted, the assessor should be 
authorized to proceed to assess such property based upon the best information 
obtainable by him, and to assess upon such person a penalty in the amount of 
five dollars for each one thousand dollars of assessed valuation or part 
thereof 0 Such penalty should be certified to the coun~J treasurer for 
collection with the taxes levied upon the assessed valuation of the property 
of such persono 
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12) Form of Return--Merchandise and Manufactures o Prior to the first 
day of May in each year, any person who owns, or has in his possession or 
under his control, any merchandise or manufactures should be required to 
render to the assessor of the county in which such merchandise or manufactures 
are nituated on the assessment date, a statement of the amount of money and 
credits invested in such personal property on the last day of each and every 
month of the twelve months ending with the last day of December of the year 
precedingo Such statement should be based upon records of actual physical 
inventories taken, upon the month-end balances of perpetual inventory 
accounts, or upon a calculation of month-end inventories with use of monthly 
purchases and sales recordso 
13) Fm.'m of Return--Merc1:1andise and ¥Janufactures in More T·-ian One County. 
Any person who owns, or has in his possession or under his control, 
merchandise and manufactures which are situated on the assessment date in 
more than one ccunty, should be required to render a consolidated statement 
to the assessor in each county wherein such property is situated and to the 
Colorado tax commission, of the amount of money and credits invested in 
such personal property in each of the counties at the end of each month 0 
lu) Form of Return--Personal Property Other Than Livestock, Merchandise 
or Manufactures o Prior to the first day of Ma.y in each year, any person who 
owns, or has in his possession or under his control, any taxable personal 
property, excepting livestockl merchandise or manufactures, should be required 
to render to the assessor of the county in which such property is situated 
on the assessment date, a statement listing such personal property, giving 
the original cost of each item when new, and the date purchased new or the 
approximate age thereof in years; provided that items of such personal 
property whose original cost was less than $500 need not be listed individually 
as items, but may be included in groups of such items of equal ageo 
15) Notice of Assessmento Prior to the first day of July in each year, 
the assessor of each county should be required to deliver in person or by mail 
a notice of assessment to each person who is the owner of taxable property, 
real or personal, which has been listed and assessed for the then current 
year; such notice of asse~sment may be a carbon cop-y of the tax schedule, but 
should include a description of the property assessed, and the amount of the 
assessed valuation for the current year; such notice should also include 
notice of the dates when the assessor will sit to hear complaints and an 
explanation of the rights of taxpayers to object to erroneous or excessive 
assessments o. 
16) Taxpayers Remedy to Correct Erroro It should be provided that 
any person who is the owner of taxable property which has been assessed for 
a valuation that he believes is excessive, or which he believes is erroneously 
or illegally assessed, having received notice of such assessment, may file 
an objection with the county assessor between the first day of July and the 
third Monday of July in the year of the assessment, and request a review of 
such assessment; that when any such person is denied a review by the county 
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assessor, or is denied an adjustment of assessed valuation or correction 
of the assessment claimed to be erroneous, in writing, he may appeal, 
successively, to the county board of equalization, the Colorado tax com-
mission, and thereafter, to district court in the county wherein the 
property is•situated; that no person shall have a right of such appeal 
to the county board of equalization or any higher authority if he has not 
first filed his objection with the county assessor during the period 
provided for by law, unless he has not received proper notice of assess-
ment, in which case he may be permitted to file objection within a 
reasonable length of time after receiving notice of assessment 0 
17) Machine Records of Assessment Informationo It would be desirable 
to have detailed information concerning the assessed valuation of property 
in all counties recorded by a central machine records unit, from which 
any statistical information relating to assessed valuations which might 
be required by the tax commission, the county assessors, the General 
Assembly, or any other person or agency having a legitimate need for such 
statistics, might be easily and readily compiled. 
18) Newly Organized Taxing Districts. When a new governmental 
district or jurisdiction of any kind whatsoever is fo·rmed, the county 
assessor should be required to certify to the governing body of such 
district the total valuation of taxable property located within the district, 
and to extend on the tax list the taxes levied by such district, provided 
that no such newly organized district should be permitted by law to levy a 
tax for the year in which organized unless it shall have been duly organized 
and shall have notified the county assessor Qf its intention to levy a tax 
prior to the first day of May in such year o 
19) Taxation of Mobile Homes. It should be provided by law that mobile 
homes are exempt from property taxation in accordance with the provisions of 
Article X, Section 6, of the Constitution, and that all mobile homes shall 
be subject to the payment of specific ownership tax whether they use the 
public highways or note 
20) Realty Recording Acto Real estate conveyance certificates should 
be required to be filed only with deeds conveying fee title to any real 
estate, and agreements of purchase and sale for the conveyance of fee title 0 
Such certificates should contain the following information concerning each 
conveyance: 
a) The names and mailing .addresses of the seller and the purchaser; 
b) Any relationship, by blood, m.arriage, business or other associa-
tion, existing between the seller and the purchaser; 
c) The date of the instrument, and if a deed represents the 
completion of a prior contractual agreement, the date of such agreement; 
d) The nature of the instrument; 
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e) The full legQl description of the real estate conveyed as the 
same appears on the instrument filed for recording; 
f) The total consideration, in terms of dollars, paid and to be 
paid for the real estate so conveyed., and a detailed explanation of the 
nature of said total consideration, as the amount of cash paid, the princi-
pal amount of indebtedness assumed by mortgage, deed of trust, or 
conditional sale aireement, or the value of other property traded; 
g) A listing and evaluation of any property or rights other than 
the described land and improvements thereon which is conveyed with said land 
and improvements and payment ·for which is included in the stated considera-
tion, as personal property., growing crops, leases of other lands, grazing 
permits, and licenses, franchtses, or other intangible rights or interestso 
h) The purpose of the conveyance, as clearance of title, satisfac-
tion of debt, gift, or conveyance of full title; 
i) The use to which the purchaser proposes to put the real estate 
conveyed, as agricultural, industriall commercial, or residentialo 
j) Such other information as the General Assembly may prescribe a 
Such real estate conveyance certificates should be subscribed to under 
oath by or on behalf of both the purchaser or purchasers, and seller or 
sellerso In addition to the present requirements of the law with respect to 
payment of fee and marginal notation, no deed or agreement with which a 
conveyance certificate is required to be filed should be recorded unless 
and 1mtil said certificate is filed in correct form. 
21) General Statutory Revision. A general revision of the existing 
statutes relating to the assessment of property should be accomplished to 
repeal obsolete sections, reconcile conflicting sections, clarify ambiguous 
sections, accomplish a logical arrangement of sections according to subject 
matter, and incorporate such new provisions of law as may be enactedo 
22) Such legislation as is needed to implement the foregoing 




Equalization of assessments among properties, aniong classes of property 
and a,:iong counties does not exist in Colorado. The discussions in preceding 
chapters have pointed out the ma~· gaps, confusions and contradictions in the 
current statutes relating to assesment methods and procedttres. The General 
Assembl~: has constitutional a.uthori ty to prescribe methods and procedures that 
will secure equalized assessments. Numerous suggestions have been made in 
the preceding chapters for improving the laws relating to assessment of proper 
However, the mere prescribing of methods of assessments by the General 
Assembly, whether in broad outline or in great detail, will not bring about 
equalization. Prescribing methods of assessment b~/ law (designed to produce 
equalized assessraents) will not, alone, guarantee equalized assessments. Pre-
scribing methods of assessment by administrative directive (designed to pro-
duce equalized assessments) will not, alone, guarantee equalized as.rnssments. 
Prescribing improved administrative procedures will not, alone, guarantee 
equalized assessments. 
All of these, together, :will not guarantee equalized assessments. The 
best plan that can be conceived by man is of no avail if it is not executed 
as conceived. 
Sttch methods of assessment and administrative procedures as may be 
prescribed by law or br administrative directive must be uniformly, efficiently 
aml equitably applied bj' ass es sing officials who are qualified to make such 
application and whose offices are adequatel;r staffed and equipped for such 
purpose. The uniform use of such methods and procedures must be effectively 
enforced. 
Tho proper application of prescribed methods and procedures is dependent 
upcm an aggressive administrative organjzation to which is delegated authority 
to apply such methods and procedures in the assessment of property and in the 
equalization, of such assessments. Such an organization must have a structure 
designed to accomplish efficiently its intended purpose. It must have the 
capacity to perform its assigned task. It must be composed of personnel 
capable of functioning properly. It must have clear and adequate authority 
to accomplish its purpose. And it must not be hampered by laws which, in 
thems8lves, are obstacles to the accomplishment of the desired goal. 
Presently, the administrative organization to which has been delegated 
the performance of the administration of assessment and equalization includes: 
1) The General Assembly, which, within constitutional limitations, has 
th8 responsibility of prescribing by law methods of assessment designed to 
produce equalized assessments, appropriating funds :for administration at 
the state level, and providing for administrative organizations and procedures. 
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2) The State Doard of r~qv.alization, which has final responsibility for 
he equalization of asses:,;ments. 
3) The Colorado Tax Commission, which, within constitutional and 
3tatutory limitations, has the responsibility of making original assessments 
)f pu11lic utj
0
1i tJr properties, forni.ulating assessment policies, supervising 
'the assessment o.f property other than public utility property, and enforcing 
111 laws relating to assessment and equalization. 
4) The county board of equalization in each county which is responsible 
for the eq1:ialization of assessments within each county. 
5) The board of county commissioners in each county, which, in addition 
to its ex officio responsibility as the countJ' board of equalization, acts 
upon petitions for abatement or refund of taxes, controls the budgets of the 
county assessor's office, and appoints the county assessor in case of vacancy. 
6) The cotmty treasurer, in each county, who is empowered to make assess-
mt.:nts omitted b~, the assessor. 
7) The cotmty assessor, in each county, who is responsible for the 
original assessment of all property except public utilities. 
In the following sections, the problems relating to each of these parts 
of the administrative organization will be donsidered, starting with the 
county assessor. Although this officer was last named in the above list, his 
fw1ction is basic to the operation of the entire organization. Although the 
process of assessment must be planned and su.pervised from above, the successful 
performance of the assessment organization as a whole is dependent on proper 
perfonmnce by the local assessor in assessing each individual property. 
The County Assessor 
At the base of the administrative structure for assessing property is 
the office of the cotmty assessor. In this office rests the responsibility 
for making original assessments on all propert;,l exc.ept that owned by public 
utility corporations. 
Selection and Qualifications of County Assessor The principal re-
quirement of an effective ass1Jssing organization 1s that the county assessors, 
having responsibility for original assessments, be qualified to perform that 
function. The function of assessing property is not an easy one, ~nd not 
one that just anyone can perform or supervise. It requires the determination 
and evaluation of many factors in determining the valua,tion of a wide variety 
of property. In addition to appraising propertJr, an ass8ssor must operate 
an office which handles a mass of administrative details relating to the 
maintenance of property records; the calculation of valuations; the annual 
compilation of individual propert,y valuations into total valuations for each 
governmental unit which levies a property tax and into total valuations for 
each class of property; the calculation of all property taxes levied by all 
units of government; and the consolidation of these levies into a dollar amount 
for each property. 
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The 1nture of the assessor's d1.1ties are such that, in a small county, 
ithere a spccializ2d staff cannot be provided, the assessor must have knowledge 
of or skill in: the laws relating to assessment; accounting principles; 
appraisal theories and techniques; land descriptions and titles; map read~ng 
and constrnction; statistical methods; fjeneral office procedures; the use of 
office eqG.ipment; public relations; a good general knowledge of his cotmty, 
its geoGraphy, topography, ecnnorn\y, and the values of types of property 
present therein; and the political acw11en to remain in office. 
In a, larger county, less particular knowledge aQd $kill ma;y be needed 
by the assos.sor him.self, but a greater exocuti ve abili t~, to direct the per-
formance of duties b~y s pcciali.zed assistants is needed. He must be capable 
of selecting emploJre(~s who are qualified to perfonn the duties, organizing 
them into an efficient operating unit, instructing them and supervising their 
work, and judging the quali t~, of their work. This requires a high degree of 
executive ability and sufficient knowledge of the duties to be performed to 
enable him to act in an executive capacity. 
The state constitntion contains the following provisions relating to 
the selection of county assessors: 1 
1) A county assessor shall be elected in each cow1ty at the general 
election in 1954, and each four years thereafter. 
2) The assessor shall serve for a term of four years beginning on 
the ~econd Tuesda~;- in January following his election. 
3) No person shall be eli~ible for election as county assessor: 
a) unless he shall be a qualified elector, that is, over twenty-
one years of ago, a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the state for at least twelve months prior to his election; 
b) w1less he slrnll have resined in the covnty one year preceding 
his f.dection; 
c) if he has been nconvicted of embezzlement of public moneys, 
bribery, perjury, solicitation of bribery, or subornation of 
perjury"; 
d) if he has participated in the fighting of a duel. 
4) No person shall hold such office without devoting his personal 
attention to its duties. 
1. State Constitdion, Art. XII, XIV, XX 
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5) Unless removed accordinG to law, he shall exercise the duties of 
such office 1.mtil his succ8ssor is duly qualified. 
6) The county assessor ''shall be subject to removal for misconduct or 
malfeasance in office in such manner as may be provided b~i' law 1•. 
7) In case of vacancy in the office of cow1ty assessor, the board of 
count~, c01i1missiom~rs shall fill the same b:r appr,intment, and the person 
appointed shall hold the office tmtil the next general election, or 
until the vacancy is filled bJ' election accr.·riding to law. 
8) The above provisions do not apply to the city and county of Denver. 
"The officers of the city and county of Denver shall be such as by 
appointment or election may be provided for b~r the charter; and the 
jurisdiction, term of office, duties and qualifications of all such 
officers shall be such as in the charter n1ay be provided; but the charter 
shall designate the officers i'lho shall, respecti vel?, perform the acts 
and dt!ties required of the coimty officers to be done b;v the constitution 
or by the genera,l law, as far as applicable." 
The General Asser1bly has never added any qualifications to those con-
ta:i ned in the constitution.2 Therefore, anyone can become a county assessor, 
if he meets the constitutional requirements, gets his name on the ballot, 
and receives a plurality of the votes cast at a fseneral election. There is no 
requirement that a candidate for election demonstrate his ability to perform 
the duties of the office. There is no safe-g1.mrd against the election of a 
person who is totally incapable of performing the duties. 
Incnmhent Assessors The present county assessors range in age from 
twenty-five to seventy-six, with an average age of fifty-two years. When 
fi:·st becoming assessors, their average age was forty-five. Sixt~y-one are 
male and two are female. 
They have been in office, including 1958, an average of 7.65 years. 
Five have been in office less than four years, nineteen for four ;years, 
fourteen for six years, eirht for from seven to eight years, four for ten 
years, and thirteen for from eleven to t-wenty-eight years. 
The education of the present assessors averages 12.4 years. Eight 
have had less than a high school education, but none les:1 than eight years. 
ThirtJr have a high school diploma only. Three have had short business 
courses. Ei~sht have completed from one td two years of college. Seven 
possess college degrees. 
2. The statutes do require the assessor to take an oath of office and to 
file two different official bonds before taking office. - C. R. S. 1953, 
Soc. 35-8-1 and 137-3-1. 
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Bcforo election to office, they had a variety of occupational experience. 
Twent~r-one 1.rere farmers or ranchers. Twelve were businessmen. Three were 
sales:i1cn. One was a bank teller. Four were office clerks. Two were sales 
clerks. Four were construction workers. One was an attorney. One was a 
public accountant. One was a teacher. Three were n1iners. One was a 
laborer. One cane fror1 the military service. Three were government workers. 
One had no previous occupational e:q>,:::rience. Fifteen of them had previous 
experience, as uell, in the assessors office in subordinate positions, an 
average of five and o:i.e-half yoar3, ran~ing from one to ten years. 
They are, in short, a good cross-section of typical solid citizens of 
Colorado. Since the pres(mt salar;y scale, and the difficulty of the duties, 
do not make the office of county assessor an attractive one, many who are 
currently s0rving have rtm for election to this office because of a desire 
to perform an essential public service. Host of them could probably earn 
more income with less effort and respousibility in some other line of 
endeavor. 
Witt few exceptions, the current assessors had _no particular ~repara-
tion for assuning the office of county asses:rnr, either bJ, education or b;v 
experience. Many occupations, perhaps all, provide experience which is to 
tome e~ctent applicable to the duties of cow1ty assessor. However, there is 
no ,·ra~r in which a person can acquire specific training and experience in the 
function of assessing except by working as an assessor, or as a professional 
appraiser. In larger counties, assessors ma~y be selected from among emplo~•ees 
~ho have had experie~ce in the technical phases of assessing. However, this 
is not a frequent occurrence. Those who have become proficircmt in the field 
of professional appraisal are not attracted to the office of county assessor. 
Salaries paid to countJ, assessors are not comparable to the economic 
opport1mities in the professional field. 
An.other objection to e1ection as a method of selecting county assessors 
is that, as an elected official, the county assessor is subject to continuous 
:)Oli tical pressures. Attempts may be made to influence him to grant special 
favors in the wa;r of reduced assessed valuations. Such influence may some-
approach the level of coercion. The fear that people whose valuations 
have been raised will vot.e against him at the next election may deter an 
assessor from increasing valuations when he knows that they should be in-
creased. If he does increase valuations extensi vel,y, or r·efuses to decrease 
them under pressure, he may be defeated at the next election. And, of course, 
there is always the possibility tho.t the assessor maJr curry the favor of the 
ele~tora te of his Ol'm accord. 
Appointment of Assessor Is there some other manner of selecting county 
assessors which would help to assure that qnalified persons woPld be selected 
for the office, and which would eliminate the undesirable aspects of political 
influence and pressure? There are at least two possibilities: 1) appoint, 
rather than elect, county assessors; or 2) reqnire a candidate for election 
as count;y assessor to meet minimum qualifications for the office. 
Appointment could take one of several forms: 1) appointment by a state 
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a~cnc:v; 2) appointment by the board of co,.mty conuaissioners; or 3) ap-
point.urnnt by 8. board created for the purpose, a P1od:Lfication of what is 
known as the "Iowa plan'.'. The desirabili t? of appnintment as a method of 
select inn varies accordinG to the bod;y making the appointment. The body 
selected to make the appointment should be judged upon the basis of how 
well appnintment b~, it would maintain the proper balance between local 
autonm.w and central authori t~,, and how effective it would be in selecting 
competent assessors and in removing the assessors from political influence. 
If state-wide equalization of assessed valuations is to be achieved, 
it is essential that an administrative agency of the state have authority 
to enforce laws relating to ti1e assessment of propert:y, and authority 
t:o fonmlate and ~arr~, out. polic;y within the framework of the law. County 
as.sessnrs must be required to comply with S1.tch laws and policies. They may 
question them, or covrse. In fact, they should be encourar,ed to question 
aiw law or policy which they feel should be changed. But until a change is 
made, existing laws and policies should be complied with strictly. 
On the other hand, there are advantages to be found in local control 
of the assessment process, as distinct from law or policy--the performance of 
the function of assessing individtml property b;y local people who are 
familiar with local propert~.r, are acquainted with local people, yet not 
subservient to them, and cognizant of local economic conditions which affect 
the value of property. 
The appointment of assessors b~r a state agency could result in the 
creation of a centralized rwrea1~crac~y which might act arbitrarily wi. thout 
regard for justice to the individual taxpa;yer. For instance, without local 
participation in the as3es3ment process, mere mechanical application of 
appraisal methods could result in buildings being appraised and assessed 
strictl~, according to cost of reproduction without regard for varying levels 
of market value reflecting local circumstance. 
Appointment of assessors by a state agency would undoubtedly strengthen 
the authority of that agenc~r over assessors so appointed. It might also remove 
the assessor from the influence of local political considerations. However, 
large administrative organizations have their mm internal politics. A 
state-appointed assessor ·might be inclined to curry favor fror1l' his s1.1.periors 
and seek to gain advancement by increasing valuations without regard for 
justice. The present tendenc~/ toward competitive under-valuation might 
be replaced b;y the opposite extreme of co1i1peti ti ve over-valuation. 
Appointment of assessors by the boards of county commissioners would 
nitain local control of the selection of the county assessor. However, it 
wm, ld tend to make the count;)' assessor s1,1bject to a body which is itself 
su1Jject to political pressure, and which is frequently not representative of 
all property interests in the county. The board of county commissioners is 
representative of geographical parts of the county, each corning from a 
separate district, though elected b;v all of the voters of the county. 
However, it is pos:dble that all three commissioners in a county may be 
representative of only one type of propertJ, interest. Furthermore, the board 
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is 1·epresc~1tati ve of only om~ of the many t:ni ts of government which are 
concerned w:L th eqni table property tax assess:;~ents. 
The county asses~;or perfonns a function which, while it has been 
delegated to the count,y, is for the benefit of, not only the county goverh-
ment its elf, but also the state at large, each school district, each tmm 
and city, and each special rtistrict inihe county. I.n terms of taxes 
levied upon the assessed valuation of a county, the other units of govern-
1:1ent combined, have a much greater stake in the property tax than the 
county government dnes. School districts are greater beneficiaries of 
the property tax than the cotmty government, and with reference to urban 
property, nuilicipal corporations are greater beneficiaries than the 
counties. 
It would seem that if local control of the s1::!lection of county 
assessors, other than by the electorate as a whole, is to be retained, 
all units of gov8rnraent which depend on the property tax as a source of 
revenue should participate in the selection of the assessor. The "Iowa 
plan" referred to above recognizes this principle. As it operates in the 
State of Iowa, a county conference board is created. This board is com-
posed of the co1..:nty boa.rd of supervisors, the members of the county board 
of education, and the mayors of all incorporated cities and towns in the 
count~y. A county assessor is selected by this countJ, conference board, 
each of the three groups voting as a unit, with the vote of at least two 
of the three groups required for the selection. 
In Colorado, such a plan would have to be modified to fit the needs 
of this state. The countj, board could have the following composition: the 
county commissioners; the president of each board of education in the 
county; the mayor of each incorporated town and city; and, perhaps, the 
chairman of the governing bod;y of each special district leV:'/ing a tax in 
the county. Each of these f ottr groups could be required to vote as a 
nnit, the votes of at least three of the four groups being required for 
the selection of an assessor. 
Such a plan would have the artvantage of retaining local participation 
in the selaction of the c.ounty assessor. It would broaden local participa-
tion to include the interests of all tl!!its of governnent which make use of 
the assessed valuations of the conntr as a tax base, and would be more 
likely to represent all econmtle interests in the c01:. t;y. It would place the 
rosponsibilitJ, for _selection upon a·· group of people, who, in their offid .• ·1.J 
capacities, would be concerned with the selection of a qualified persoti to 
perform the d1.1ties of cotmt:v assessor. One objection that is raised to s1.1ch 
a plan is that it would place the res1mnsibility for the selection of the 
assessor in the hands of tax spenders, rather than taxpayers. 
Examination of Candidates The selection of a qualified person, 
whether by election or b;v appointment, could be fvrther assured by reqnire-
ment that candidates for election or appointment be examined and certified 
as qualified, another adaptation of the "Iowa plan". It could be provided 
that whenever there was need for selection of an assessor in a count;y, the 
ta,: connaission wonlrl conduct an exa1:1ina tion and certify those who performed 
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satisfactori~, on the examination as eligihle for selection as county 
assessor. The e~mr.lination should probably be held in the count;v seat, 
and could i 1e ad11d.nistered b~,- the county superintendent of schools, as are 
other such exai,1inations. They should be open to all who are now eligible 
to be candidates for the office. The date and place of exar,1ination should 
be adequately publicized. All those wishing to take the e~~amination should 
have opportunity to prepare for it, and he provided T,d th such study material 
as would be needed for such preparation. 
The examination should cover the laws relating to assessment of 
propert~r, the duties of the assessor's office, the principles and techniques 
of appraisal, elementary principles of accounting, and areas of general 
inforr.1.ation which are applicable to assessing. An examination, in itself, 
does not guarantee the selection of a good assessor. However, it can serve 
the pm~pose of eliminating those applicants who, through their inability 
to pass a reasonable exa·· ination for which they have been given adequate 
orport,mity· to prepare, fail to demonstrate the ability to learn the duties 
of the office, given adequate instruction and st~pervision. 
Term of Office In com1ection with appointment as a method of selection, 
another problem is that of the term of office. Some possibilities are: 1) a 
stated term of years, such as four years, with open competition for appoint-
ment at the end of each term; 2) a stated term of years, with a vote of 
confidence in the incumbent appoL1tee by the appointing authori t~y at the end 
of each term, open competition for appo:i.ntmei1t following a vote of no con-
fidence; or 3) an indefinite term, with the appointee subject to removal 
at an;v time b~r the appointing authority for unsatisfactory performance of 
duties. 
A stated term, followed b~t open competition for appointment, has the 
advantage that it might encourage a hi;;her level of performance on the part 
of the assessor if he knew that he would have to compete for the office 
periodically. On the other hand, such policy might result in too frequent 
loss of the accumulated experience of an incumbent assessor. A stated term, 
with the privilege of reappointment if satisfactory to the appointing au-
thority, would tend to give the assessor somewhat more security of tenure. 
An indefinite term would give the assessor the greatest security of tenure, 
provided there were adequate safe-guards against arbitrary removal, yet 
the threat of removal would likeJ..y serve as a spur to a high level of per-
formance. 
The abandonment of the election of county assessors, and the substitu-
tion of some form of appointment, would require the adoption of a constitu-
tional anwndment. Whether the people of the state would accept such a pro-
posal may be open to question. A definite proposal to amend the constitution 
to provide for a specific method of appointing assessors has never been sub-
mitted to the electorate as a separate issue. The peo11le have, however, 
repeatedly rejected proposals of a general nature which would have perr.u tted 
the appointment of county officers in general. The most recent of these was the 
proposal known as Constitutional Amendment No. 3 which appeared on the ballot 
in the 195H general electio~1. This proposal 1rnuld have permitted the adoption 
of alternate forms of county govern.YTtent, some of which could have resulted in 
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the appointment of county assessors. However, this proposal, like others 
which have preceded it, was not ct:: rected specifically to the solution of 
the problem imder consideration. 
The reqnirement for examination and certification could be enacted as 
a statute, while retaining election, without a constitutional amendment. 
This could be done by providing that no one should be elected as county 
assessor who had not been examined and certified as eligible for election 
to the officea There is precedent for such a provision in.the law, in the 
case of the county superintendent of schools, who must hold a valid Colorado 
teaching certificate covering the term of his office, and who must have 
taught in the Colorado public schools for at least eight months,3 before 
he is eligible for the office. 
Salaries of -County Assessors Salaries paid to county assessors are 
important in order that capable people may be attracted to and retained 
in officeo As provided in the Constitution, the General Assembly has 
classified the counties of the state according to popitlation and has set 
a scale of salaries for assessors and other county officers based upon 
this classification. At its last session, the General Assembly adopted 
a new classification and salary scale, which is shown in table XXIIIo 
These salaries will be effective beginning with the next term of office, 
the second Tuesday in Januar~y, 1959. Also shown, for purposes of com-
parison, are the present salaries, the populations upon which the new 
classification is based, and the 1958 assessed valuations of the countiesQ 
Two assessed valuations are shown for each county. The first is the total' 
valuation of all propert:y assesed by the count;}• assessor, excluding 
public utilities. The second is the total valuation of the county, in-
cluding public utilities. The first is a better measure of the responsi-
bili t~.r of the county assessor. The second is a better measure of the 
abili t~• of the county to pay a given salary. 
An analysis of these salary scales with reference to the amount of 
assessed valuation shows that salaries presently paid to county assessors 
are not commensurate with the responsibility of the office in any of the 
classifications, and are insufficient to attract to these positions people 
who are qualified to undertake the responsibility, for consideration of 
salary alone. The increased salary schedule effective in i9.59 is still 
inadequate .. 
While the top salary of $6,000, applying to the eight counties4 with 
the largest popfalation and asses3ed valuation, cannot be said to be a 
starvation wage, it is certainly a penurious salary in view of the respon-
sibility of the office and the degree of ability which should be required 
3. C.RoSo 1953, Sec. 35~10-1 
4
0 
Denver is exclcded'. from this discussion because the General Assembly 
has no control over the salaries paid in this county. 
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TABLE XXIII 
SALARIES OF COUNTY ASSESSORS 
Total 1958 
Assessed 
Salary 1958 Assessed Va.luation.9 
Effective Valuation of Including 
January Present 1950 Locally-Assessed Publ:!..c 
-unty 1959 Salary Population Property Utilities 
.. ass I 
Denver ( Governed by City- Cba:rt.ter.) $989,648,520 $1.,070,893, 790 
Lass IIA 
Pueblo $6,000 $5,400 90,118 139,479,350 160,261,030 
El Paso 74,523 164, 904.~ 490 178,943,350 
Weld 67,504 122,733,050 144,169,400 
Jefferson 55,-687 160,032,200 171,886.9190 
Arapahoe 52,125 140,464,240 153,523,910 
Boulder (4,800)* 48,296 101,953,810 119,168,960 
Adams (4,800)* 40,234 128,816,830 148,199,600 
Larimer- (4,800)* 43,554 83.? 22.5, 220 90,784,720 
Class IIB 
Mesa 5,400 4,800 38,974 78,740,350 84.,602,490 
Las Animas 25,905 21,971,300 30,897,670 
Otero 25,275 31,472,635 37,584,155 
Class IIIA 
Fremont 5,100 l;~~9iOO 18,366 21,370,790 27.9879.9510 
Morgan 18,074 58,015,570 63,572,010 
Delta 17,365 17,066,050 20,450,000 
Logan 17,187 52,896,11240 63,019,550 
Montrose 15,220 25,922,540 29,148,550 
La Plata lti,880 30,154,405 39,217,325 
Prowers 14,836 21,888,240 26,7355'?60 
Rio Gr3.nde 12,832 16,422,561 19,037,631 
Garfield 11,625 21,146,270 29,245,010 
Class IIIB 
Yuma 4,700 4,100 10,827 215)091,500 23,655,980 
Huerfano 10,549 7,626,120 1.1,200,970 
Class IIIC 
Alamosa 4,700 4,100 10,531 11,551,422 15,659,932 
Conejos 10,171 7,994,890 10,307,480 
Montezuma 9,991 13,756,215 15,740,995 
Routt 8,940 17,821J)870 22,064,210 
Bent 8,775 10,951,457 15 J 776,,, 717 
Kit Carson 8,600 18,101,895 19,435,075 
Baca 7,964 14,639,082 20,123,882 
Washington 7,520 40,218,910 42,722,480 
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TABLE .IDII - (Cont'd~) 
Total 1958 
Assessed 
Salary 1958 Assessed VaL1ation, 
Effective Valuation of Including 
January Present 1950 Locally-Assessed Public 
County 1959 Salary Population Property Utilities 
Class IVA 
Chaffee $4,400 $3,800 7,168 $9,622,860 $13,925,960 
Lake 6,150 29,167,935 31,675,255 
Costilla 6,067 4,091,800 5,675,640 
cMdff.at 5,946 17,098,375 18,705,045 
Lincoln 5,909 14,525,465 18,714,405 
Gunnison 5,716 10,605,185 11,431,355 
Saguache 5,664 9,334,710 10,009,160 
Crowley 5,222 5,975,050 7 ,!63,910 
Sedgwick 5,095 12,087,140 13,720,560 
Phillips 4,924 14,882,250 16,453,550 
Rio Blanco 4,719 75,511,025 80, 369, 045· 
Eagle 4,488 7,363,401 12,672,711 
Elbert 4,477 10,747,228 14,283,988 
Grand (3,400)* 3,963 8,495,815 11,400,515 
Douglas (3,400)* 3,507 8,997,800 13,464,810 
Class IVB 
Cheyenne $4,000 $3,400 3,453 10,707,055 15,381,495 
Clear Creek 3,289 4,912,200 5,895,610 
Archuleta 3,030 4,399,860 5,836,670 
Kiowa 3,003 9,616,190 13,331,830 
Park (J,000)* 1,870 7,510,745 7,933,975 
Teller 2,754 5,165' 350 5,933,280 
San Miguel 2,693 6,487,330 7,979,530 
Class V 
Ouray 3,600 3,000 2,103 3,553,029 4,413,499 
Jackson 1,976 1,161,380 9 ,151., 750 
Dolores 1,966 4,266,520 5,027,300 
Pitkin 1,646 7,086,670 8,109,030 
Custer 1,573 3,052,231 3,164,481 
Class VIA 
San Juan 3,360 2,800 1,471 1,667,714 2,499,104 
Summit 1,135 4,440,935 5,344,905 
Gilpin 850 2,044,345 2,828,095 
Class VIB 
Mineral 2,760 2,300 698 1,090,615 1,790,755 
Hinsdale 263 1,154,340 1,184,870 
* Counties reclassified in 19570 
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of the officer having such responsibilityo In the lower classifications, 
the salary is not sufficient to provide a living, ·,wa?,e in this day of 
high living costso An assessor 1n ope of these-counties, in order to 
remain in office, must of necessity have a supplementary source of in-
come. If this source is other than a pension or· income from investments, 
the assessor must of neces-si ty take time off from his official duties to 
earn it in some manhero This 'is exactly what happens in at least twenty 
of the sixty-three countieso The devotion of anything but full time to 
the duties of the office detracts from the ability of the county assessor 
to perform properly those duties. 
An analysis of Table XXIII also shows a disparity between th,e relative 
populations of the counties and the importance of the office of county 
assessor, as judged by the total assessed valuation, indicating that popu-
lation is not the best basis of classification. For instance, Morgan 
County, with an assessed valuation of $63,572,010, is 'classified lower 
than las Animas County, with an assessed va_luation of $30, 897 ;670. 
However, total assessed valuation as a basis of classification would 
probably not be completely satisfactor;r, either. Com_parati ve asses·sed 
yaluations are not a true measure- of the diffe~ce in work load and 
abilit~r required in the county- assessor's offices. There is so much dif-
ference between the degree of skill and the amount of work required to 
produce a given amount of assessed valuation for different classes of 
property that a true measure of the reaative difficulty of the offices 
from county to county can be obtained onlJ.r by an analysis of the valua-
tions by class of property, properly weighted according to degree of 
skill required in assessing them. The number of ·separate classes of 
property under the jurisdiction of individual assessor's offices varies 
from a minimum of twenty-seven to a maximum of sixt;y-four. 
Little can be done at present to alter the salary sea~ of county 
assessorso Under the provisions of the state Constitution5 no assessor 
can receive an increase of salary during his term of office. Therefore, 
any increased scale of ~alaries which might be adopted by the Forty 
Second General Assembly could not become effective before January, 1963, 
except for any person apprdnted to fill a vacancy prior to that time. 
The Constitution provides that salary scales of county officers, 
including assessors, shall be determined by the General Assembly ac-
cording to classifications of counties based on population. Therefore, 
under present constitutional provisions, nothing can be done to adjust 
sUaries to reflect the true comparison between different county assessor's 
offices according to volume and difficulty of work. 
Proposed amendment Noo 2, which was defeated at the 1958 general 
election, would have removed both of the obstacles referred to above. 
It would have permitted county assessors and other county officers to 
receive incre(lses in salary during their terms of office, and would have 
authorized the General Assecrbly to consider factors other than population 
in classifying counties . 
. p 
5. State Cons., Art. ~-' Sec. 30 
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Training Minimum qualifications might be prescribed for eligi-
bility to become an assessor. Assessors might be either elected or 
appointed after examinatirm and certification. Salaries might be in-
creased to an adeq_:ate level to attract and hold persons of a high 
degree of abili t;•''. Yet, ::-. cot:nt;r assessor would still have a tremendous 
amount to learn abot~ l1is d~·tics after taking office. 
With the new terms of office in 1959 there will be an especially 
great need for training of assessors because of the inexperience of 
man~y in offj ce. There will be sixteen newly-elected assessors 
beginninr; their first terms of office. Of these, onl;y two have had 
any experience ia an assessor's office--one as chief deputy for one 
and m,.e-1:.aU' ;:;·ears, and one as county assessor previousl:',r for abo;t(t 
three ~rears. There will be, in addition, seven assessors who have 
served as such for less than four years, ranging from three months 
to three and one-half years. In addition, there will be eleven assessors 
beginning their second term of office, having had no more than four 
years of experience in the office. The remaining twenty-nine assessors 
have had more than four ~?ear's experience, ranging from six to twenty-
eight years.· 
How are these many inexperienced assessors to learn the duties of 
their offices, the principles and practices of appraising, the ad-
ministrative routines of their offices, and the provisions of the law 
relating to their office? Some of them may be given some instruction 
by the retiring as-sessor. However, the nine assessors who were defeated 
at the polls are not likel;y to devote much, if any time, to instructing 
their victori,ous opponents, and the victorious candidates are not 
likely to seek such instruction. 
Some of them may receive valuable instruction from experienced 
deputies and assistants who remain in the office, and who will also 
continue to perform their usual duties·while the assessor is learning. 
However, seven of the new assessors will .enter offices where all 
assessing has been done by the assessor himself. The only assistance 
available will be from employees whose duties have been principally 
clerical. Five more of them are entering offices where the major and 
most difficult part of assessing was done personally by the as3essor, 
and those assistants remaining in the office do not have full knowledge 
of the duties of the assessor. Two of them are entering large offices 
having large and highly specialized staffs. However, the benefit of 
experienced help can be realized only if the help is retained. Some-
times a new assessor replaces some or all of the former employees, or 
they refuse to remain. 
The new assessors will receive a certain amount of individual 
instrP.ction from consultant assessors of the tax commission. Each of 
the consultant assessors will go from county to couhty in his own 
district spending some time in the instruction of new assessors. The 
amount of time spent is insufficient, however. In some instances, 1ieeks 
and months ma;\r pass before a consultant is able to spend more than a 
day or two with a particular assessor. 
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They will learn something of their duties at the annual conference 
of the Colorado Assessor's Association in Januar~r, if the;y attend. These 
meetings serve a valuable functiono An assessor, new or old, can learn 
much from the talks, discussions and demonstrations that make up the 
program of the conference. He can learn even more from individual 
discussion with experienced assessors. If he has any questions to ask. 
he can probably get answers, sometimes a variety of answers, frequently 
the wrong answers. However, there is no formal course of instruction 
covering the basic information that assessors need to learn. The purpose 
of the conference is the consideration of the more important problems that 
are currently facing the assessors, and the talks and discussions may be 
of such a nature that a new assessor does not even benefit much from 
them because he has insufficient basic information to understand the 
problems under discussion. 
The;y can learn much by reading and stud~ring on their own. However, 
the statutes which they have in their possession reqHire interpr:etation 
in the light of experience, and there is no manual available to them 
explaining what the law means as currently interpreted. There is no 
manual available to them which explains all of the dutie-s of the 
co_unty assessor. There is the real estate appraisal mannal, but a 
new assessor can have much difficulty in understanding it if he is 
not given considerable instruction in its use. 
They can learn by doing, and commit man~r grievous errors in the 
process. 
In recognition of this urgent present need for assessor training, 
the executive committee of the Colorado Assessors' Association has 
planned to include in the program of the 1959 annual conference of the 
association, a half day of briefing of new assessors hr experienced 
assessors in the basic information needed by them. This is a very 
comnendable undertaking. However, much more than this is needed in 
the way of a training program for assessors. There is an urgent need 
for several things to remedy this lack of training. 
Assistants Another factor influencing the qua-lity of the work of 
an assessor's office is the stafftiof deputies and assistants--adequacy 
as to munbers, individual qualifications, and manner of organization 
for the work to be done. This problem of course, varies from county 
to county with the volume of work requiredo 
The number of full-time emplo:y-ees in various county assessor I s 
officesyva:ties from none in five counties to one hundred twenty-six 
in the city and county of Denver. Twent;y-one offices have only one 
full-time employee; twelve have two; four have three; five have four; 
and thirteen have from five to one hundred twenty-six, the largest 
other than Denver having twenty-one. 
Because of the extreme variation among sixty-three counties of 
different sizes and having different problems, it would be too 
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difficult to attempt to present a detailed analysis of the personnel 
problem in this report. In general, most county assessors do not have 
sufficient assistance to perform the task assigned to them. In many 
counties, the assessors claim that the;y do not need or desire more 
assistance. However, an examination of their assessments and records 
will indicate that if they were to undertake to do a thoroughly good 
job of assessing the property in their counties, they would need more 
assistance. 
The salaries paid to emplo;yeesodf tlw cot·.nt:·· assessors vary a 
great deaL In general, the~v do not ::.~e_?res e:1t fa:i_r compensation for 
the work performed and are inadequate to attract and hold competent 
peopleo This is not to say that none of the assessor's employees are 
competent" Many assessors have been fortunate in obtaining very capable 
people willing to work- for the pay offered, people who have returned 
from retirement to active employment, or who have other income, and 
work with the assessor because they are attracted to the work, or who 
prefer this to other work available in the communi t;y. However, it is 
tn~e thci.t ;·1i:'➔.:-\'" ass:)ssors :;.re unable to get people sufficiently well 
qualified, ss.pcc5.all; - for the more technical duties. 
One problem, in particnlar, confronts the assessors in the srialler 
-counties. They may be able to get adequate clerical assistance. They 
may be able to get suitable people to do the general run of personal 
property assessing. But they are unable to employ people with the 
specialized skills required for some of the more difficult assessing. 
From time to tim.e the;y maJ' need the services of a competent accountant 
or a qualified real _nropert~r apftraiser. They may not be able to employ 
such a man because the?· cannot afford to employ him full-time, and do 
not need him full,-time, bnt none is available for part-time work. 
The need for such assistance is met to some extent b~,r the tax 
commission. The co:1sul tant assessors provide general assistance in 
the counties to.which theJ" are assigned. In fact, a good deal of their 
time is spent in actuall;v doing work for the assessors, appraising 
structures, constructing plat books, etc. However, the tine they can 
spend in this manner is Li.mi ted, and they are not specialists. The 
indPstrial appraisal engineer on the staff of the tax commissir.:m is 
sent on reqnest of an assessor to ap:-raise the buildings and equip-
ment of large industrial establishments. He has performed a valuable 
service, but he has not been able to accomplish the appraisal of all 
properties for which his services have been requested and some do not 
request his services. 
County Board of Equalization 
The Constitution provides that there shall he in each county a 
county board of equalization, consisting of the board of cotmty commis-
sioners, whose dnties shall be to "adjust, eqnalize, raise or lower the 
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valuation of real and personal property within their respective counties, 
subject to revision, change and amendment by the state board of equaliza-
tion" and "to equalize to the end that all taxable property in the state 
shall be assessed at its fixll cash value and also perform such other 
dnties as mp,y be p1"13scribed b~, law". 6 
The statutes provide that "the county commissioners of each county 
shall constitute a board of equalization for the adjustment and equali-
zation of the assessment among the several taxpayers of their respective 
counties"; that, as such board of equalization, they shall meet at the 
county seat beginning on the third Monday in July and ending on or 
before the twent~r-eighth da~' of July; that at least ten days' notice of 
the time and place of the first meeting shall be given by publication, 
or by posting written or printed notices; that, at the time of such 
meeting, the board shall receive from the assessor "the complete assess-
ment of his cotmty, together with a list of property returned to him" 
and "lists of all persons or corporations in his county who have 
returned insufficient lists of personal property, or have failed to 
return any list of property as required by laV" and a report of "his 
action in each case"; hear petitions from taxpayers claiming that their 
property has been "unjustly or erroneously" assessed for the current 
year; "grant or refuse the prayer of the petitioner, in whole or in 
part, as may seem just and proper" and "correct any error or mistake 
in such assessment made by the assessor under the law whenever, in 
their judgement, justice and rir,ht may require it" taking into considera-
tion "the value as fixed by the assessor upon other similar assessable 
property similarly situated"; make or direct changes in any 9ther 
assessments "such as will adjust the assessments as made by the county 
assessor so as to equalize the same among the several taxpa?ers of the 
county~'; and "suppl~r any omissions in the assessment roll, which may 
come to their notice".7 
The function of the county board of equalization, as provided by 
statute, is three-fold: 1) to hear and act upon complaints of 
individual taxpa~rers concerning the assessed valuations upon their pro-
perty; 2) to order the assessor to supply omissions of assessments 
which come to its attention; and 3) to order changes of assessments so 
as to equalize assessments among the several taxpayers of the count:)r. 
There is, in addition, the constitutional requirement that it shal 
equalize to the end that all taxable prnpert;v be assessed at its full 
cash value. 
How effective are the several boards of equalization in the per-
formance of these functions? In order to find an answer to this question, 
60 State Cons., Art. X, Sec. 16. 
7. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-3-38, 137-8-1 to 3. 
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the proceedings of boards of1 equalization in forty-fo;t.tr counties during 
the years 1953 through 1957 have been examined, and the subject has been 
discussed with all assessors and with many memllers of such boards. 
Typically, a few petitions for adjustment of assessments are received 
at the time of the meetings of the bpard of equalization. Few taxpayers, 
even though they may not be satisfied with their assessments, avail 
themselves of the privilege of a hearing before the county board of equal-
ization at the proper time. Most ·boards of equalization deny most of the 
petitions presented to them. In eighteen of the forty-four counties there 
were no appeals during the entire ·five-year periodo In seven of the 
counties a total of twenty-one appeals were all denied. In nineteen of, 
the counties, having three hundred eighty-eight appeals during the five 
years, one hundred fifty-one adjustments were made. Of these, one 
humdred eight;y-six appeals and one hundred adjµstments were in two counties. 
The total amount of adjustment, even- in these two counties, was relatively 
small a 
County boards of equalization usually do not make adjustments in 
the assessments of their counties except as a result of petitions of 
individual taxpa~rers for reductions: of their assessments. Onl~,r two 
cases of such adjustments were encountered for the five-~rear period in-
vestigated. In one county the board ordered a ten per cent reduction 
of the assessments on farm lands in 1954. In 1957, in another county, 
at the insist~nce of the assessor, the board ordered the reduction of 
valuations on all lots in two city blocks after having reduced the 
valuations on part of the lots on petition from individual taxpayers. 
No case was encountered, or has been heard of, where a county board of 
eq11alization has increased assessed valuations. 
Likewise, no case has been encountered where a county board of 
equalization, as such, ordered the county assessor to supply any omis-
sions of assessr1ents. However, many assessors have reported that the 
commissioners of their counties ,;.as individuals, have been helpful in 
calling attention to personal property which might otherwise have been 
overlooked. 
Usually, the complete assessment of the county and other information 
which the law requires the assessor to present to the board of equali-
zation are not presented. Usually, the assessor has not completed his 
abstract of assessment for submission to the tax commission prior to the 
meeting of the board, although he does present it to the chairman for 
signature before sending it to the tax commission. The boards of 
equalization do not review the entire assessment of the county with 
reference to whether assessed valuations of particular properties, or 
particular classes of property, should be raised or lowered. They give 
no attention to the question of whether assessments are at full cash 
value, or are equalized within the county at an:{ other level. Their 
activities are confined solel;y to the hearing of a few petitions of 
individual taxpayers for reduction of asses~ad valuations. 
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In general, it can be said that county boards of equalization, as 
now constituted, do not perform the function for which they were created. 
In some counties. there is no record that the board even met during the 
last five years. Many couhty commissioners with whom the problem was 
discussed do not realize that the board of equalization should do any-
thing but hear petitions of individual taxpayers, and the;y do not feel 
that they as individuals are competent to exercise jud[;Illent in matters 
of property assessment. They feel that they should rel;r upon the county 
assessor to know better what is a correct assessment. 
An ex .. officio board of equalization has many weaknesses. Its mem-
bers may not have any particular qualifications for judging matters of 
assessed valuation. They are not elected npon the basis of possessing 
such qualifications. Sitting as a board of equalization is onlJr one 
of the many duties that the;_y must perform, and the;v have 1i ttle time to 
devote to this particular duty. Furthen1ore, they do not, as individuals, 
represent the various propert~,r interests present in the county, and they 
represent only one of the units of government which are interested in 
the property tax. 
Again, the State of Iowa has shown the way to improved provisions 
for equalization and tax appeal at the cow1ty level. In that state, 
the county conference board, previously referred to, which selects 
the county assessor, also selects a county board of review. This board 
of review is charged with the duty of guiding the countJr assessor and 
acting as a board of review to raise or lower assessments. The board 
of review consists of three or five members as each conference board 
may choose. It must consist of at least one farmer, one registered 
real estate broker, and one person experienced in the building and 
constn~ction field. As with the selection of the county assessor, each 
group of the conference board votes as a rnit, and the agreement of at 
least two of the groups is necessary for selection. No two members of 
the board of review may be citizens of the same town or township, and 
not more than two members of the same profession may serve. 
Board of County Commissioners 
The board of county commissioners in each county, as such, and not 
as a county board of equalization, perforf:ls certain functions related 
to assessment administration. They include :the appointment of the 
county assessor; in case of vacancy; the approval of the assessor's 
annual budget and the subsequent approval of all expenditures there-
under; and the approval of all petitions for abate1:1ent or refund of 
taxes. 
Petitions for abatement or refund of taxes are different than 
petitions concerning erroneous or unjust assessments received and acted 
upon by the county board of equalization. However, the difference is 
principally with reference to time of petition and the maimer in which 
it is handled. As a county board of equalization, the board acts to 
adjust the current assessment of property, prior to the submission of 
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such assessment to the tax commission and the state board of equalization, 
and prior to the certification of such assessment to the various taxing 
usrisd:i.ctions which levy a tax thereupon. In such cases, the action of 
the board with reference to individual assessments ls final. 
After its adjournment as board of equalization, the board of countJ' 
commissioners cannot make adjustments in original assessments. How-
ever, at any time either before or after the payment of taxes, the 
taxes, or a part of them, may be abated or refunded by order of the 
board, subject to the approval of the tax commis,sion. Such action may 
be taken when taxes are found to be erroneous or illegal, because of 
erroneous assessment, impropeP· or irregular levying of the tax, or 
clerical errors. Hearings mus-t be held on all petitions for abatement 
or ref1·nd of taxes, and the as.sessor must be afforded an opportunity 
to be rresent at such hearing&. 
Many petitions for abatement or refund are initiated by the county 
treasurer to relieve himself of liability for collection of taxes 
which w0re erroneousl;v assessed and levied because they are double 
assessments or because they are assessed and levied against personal 
· property not owned on the assessment date. Some petitions are initi-
ated by the county assessor, in the name of the taxpayer, for the 
correction of errors in assessment or tax computation discovered by 
the county assessor~ Many petitions are received froI11 taxpayers where-
in they are protesting the justice of the assessed valuations. 
Strictl~· speaking, all taxpayer petitions based on ohjections to 
the asses . .;ed valnation should be presented to the board of equalization 
with reference to current assessments only, and should be heard by the 
county commissioners at no other time. However, with considerable 
justification, if it appears that the taxpayer had insufficient noti-
fication of the assessed valuation, or insufficient knowledge of his 
rights, or if the assessment was obviousl~, erroneous or unjust, com-
missioners will hear such petitions and act upon them. As suggested 
in th~ cl-:.···.- l:-c::·• :1 .~JI· :: .~:_strati ve ~1roced11res, an improvement in noti-
fis2.<:=· >-' 1 ~ ; ..., ~- -·· L: result in a great decrease in the number 
of _!)eti t:= ons for a·0atement and refund. 
The control of the commissioners over the annual budget of the 
co11nty assessor has an important influence on th1 : a·bili t~r of the 
county assessor to perform the duties of his office. Ha11~ 0 county 
assessors are not provided with adeqi:ate qudgets to enable them to 
perform the ddies of their offices properly. Some as:.iessors may 
not be allowed funds for the hiring of ternr">orar;.· deputies for the 
assessment of personal propert;/. The~r· must attempt to do all of such 
assessing them.selves <foring; a ver;,~ short period of time. As a result 
the~r cannot do a thoro11.~h job. L1 some counties, which are sufficiently 
large ··Urnake ... effec.tivcJ?"•iand. eco:noriicar_,_sc of mechanical equipment for 
the listin~ of propert:•:, :;i.~e cm.nt~;/ cm~_d_ssio::.1ers have steadfastly 
refused to authorize the ~>· rchase of such equipment. Two of the 
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largest counties in the state have no tabulating equipment for use 1n ab-
stracting because of budget limitations. One assessnr.· has had to purchase 
a calculator at his own expense in order to have the use of one. Most 
counties are understaffed. The pay scales for assessor's employees are 
excessively low in most counties. 
With referance to the pay of employees an especially difficult 
problem exists. The assessor's office needs some enployees with a higher 
degree of skill or technical knowledge than is needed in any other county 
office. Yet commissioners either refuse to recognize this fact, or 
recognizing it, claim that they cannot pay arw of the assessor's employees 
at a higher rate than the other county employees. As a result, in one 
of the largest counties in the state, the chief real estate appraiser 
is paid only $325. 00 per month. -
Wh;y do these situations exist? In some cases 9 perhaps the county 
cannot afford a greater budget for the assessor without increasing its 
tax levy. In some cases, the assessor is reluctant to request a larger 
budget. In others, the commissioners refuse to recognize the need for 
a larger budget. It is difficult to determine anJr w~ in which this 
situation covld be corrected by legislative action. There are at 
present statutory requirements that the- commissioners shall pay all 
necessary expenses of the assessors office and all riecessary field 
expenses, and that they shall hire deputy assessors when necessary. 
Problems relating to the appointment of county assessors in case 
of vacanc~1{ have been discussed earlie1-, with reference to the office 
of county assessor. 
The County Treasurer 
The cotmty treasurer in each county, although his primar~r function 
is ·the collection of taxes, has certain statutory duties, .Power and 
authority relating to the assessment of property. The law-) provides 
that "If any taxable property shall be omitted in the assessment of any 
year or series of years, and not listed upon the assessment roll, 
when dis~overed it shall be assessed by the assessor for the time being 
and inserted on the assessment roll, or in case of the failure or 
neglect of the assessor the same shall be assessed b;r the treasurer, 
and by him inserted in the warrant with the arrears of taxes·as pro-
vided for 'additional assessments' . 11 8 
8. C.R.So 1953, Sec. 137-3-21 
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"Omissions, e:..~:.:ors or defects in any form in any assessment list 
or tax roll, when it -~a.n 7Je ascertained therefrom..,what l'ras intended, 
may be supplied or corrected b: the assessor at a1w th1e before the re-
tnrn of the assessne::tt roll to the treasurer, or b~r the treasurer at 
any tiHe after the receipt of the roll."9 
"Hhen the tre~.sn--cr of arw connty, after the tax list is comrm. tted 
to hi!11, ascertains tha-'c an:r real estate, horses, mules, asses, cattle, 
sheep, goats, sw:i ~rn or other personal propert~ 0 then in his count~r, are 
omitted froM the tax list, and has reason to helieve that sttch personal 
_I)rcperty h~ not been taxed in an:~ other count~,r for that ;rear, he 
shall forthwHh troceeJ to list, value and assess said property in the 
san.e manner that t; ,e assessor or connt;y cler1c10 might have done and 
sha.11 enter such ussessnent in his tax book, following the levies made 
and delivered to : irn iJ? the clerk. Such entries shall be designated 
as additional assess! c::ts. The taxes so levied and assessed by the 
treasi:rer shall oe as valid for all purposes as if the assessrient had 
b,:en made b~r the assessor, anyth~_:_1g in this chapter to the contrary 
notwithstandin-;. 11 11 
"It shall ~)e the J11ty of the connt;y treasurer to assess, at a 
fair vali:e, the :•ronert~· of a1w person liable to paJr taxes, whom the 
cmmt;y assessor has failed to assess, and to place the same on the 
tax roll, and <:o collect taxes on the sane in the manner provided by 
law. SPch trec'.St:rer s!1all -~ot be comr,,elled to t:tssess. sr1ch property in 
person; and he is a1:thorized -:_;o ach1inister oaths to such persons, or 
an;y others, to: :~!~•.:5.ng the valne of pro pert~{. 11 12 
The perforJ1J.o.:1ce of the f1.m~tion of assessing property by arwone 
who is not an assessing officer, and partict:larly b;y an officer 
whose principal f"t~i1ction is the collection of taxes, if exercised 
1-ri thout cnnsvltatiot1. with the count;r assessor, cannot be expected to 
co:ltrib11te to the r;oal of eqnalization of assessnents. It does not 
see2 i desirable tho.t the cou.nt~:1 treasurer have an~~ authori t;v to nake an:, 
corrections in the tax list. However, that officer shot!ld have the 
dvt:-~ and author~.t~·, when he discovers an apparent omission of taxable 
pro_nerty from the ta:·: list, or an apparent error in said tax list, to 
rcq;,est that s1 ch omission be supplied or such error be corrected bJ' 
the covnt~: assess:1r, and in case the cm.mt;.· assessor refuses or neg-
lects to s1~p1 1ly s 0 :ch omission or correct sr:ch error, to report the 
sarc to both tho ~ma.rd of cn:.-:.nt;_v cm;unissioners and the tax commission. 
9. C.R.S., 1953, Sec. 137-3-40. 
10. Reference to the cot·.nt:.r clerk indicates how obsolete this section is. 
11. :.R.S.: 1953, Sec. 137-9-1~. 
12. C.-1_.S. 1053, Sec. 35-7-Yt'. 
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The Colorado Tax Commission 
Statutory Provisions The agency of the state govermi1ent which is 
charged with the administration of property tax assessment is the 
Colorado tax commission. This commission was created by law in 1911, 
when it was given all the statutory duties, power and authority of the 
state board of equalization e:xcept final authority in matters of 
equalization.13 
The tax commission consists of three members, They are appointed 
by the governor pursuant to Article XII, Sec. 13, of the Constitution 
relating to civil service and hold office subject to civil service laws 
and regulations. The law does not provide which of the three commission-
ers shall be chairman of the commission. In practice, the three com-
missioners annnall~r elect one of their number to be chairman for the 
ensuing year. 
A majority of the commission constitutes a quorum to transact 
business. A vacancy on the commission does not impair the right of the 
remaining commissioners to exercise the powers of the commission as long 
as the majority remains. 
The commission is authorized to employ a "secretary, examiners, 
experts, clerks, accountants, stenographers and other assistants". 
At present the staff of the con.mission includes: a secretary, a di-
rector of appraisals, an assistant director of appraisals (vacant), 
an industrial appraisal engineer, a statistician, eight consultant 
assessors, and a secretarial staff of three. All of these employees 
are subject to civil servicen 
The law provides that "the commission shall adopt reasonable and 
proper rules and regulations to govern its :1roceedings and to regulate 
the mode and manner of all valuatio:1s of real pr2perspnal property, 
appointments, investigations, inspections and hearings not otherwise 
specifically provided for." 
The commission has the duties, power and authoritr: 
1) To supervise the administration of and to enforce all a..a:ws 
for the assessment and levying of ta~ces; 
2) To supervise the county assessors, boards of comity 
commissioners, county boards of equalizatio:1, 2.nd all ·other 
officers and boards of assessment and levy, "to the end that 
all assessment of property, real, personal, and mixed, be 
13. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-6-1. 
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made relatively just and uniform and at its true and full cash value; 
3) To require all connty assess or~, couht;),' commissioners, and county 
boards of equalization to assess all propert;)-r of every kind or 
character at its actual and full cash Yalue; 
4) To "make ·a reappraisement of the property ... in any county or 
municipal subdivision thereof.a.whenever in the judgement of the tax 
commission" such property "has not been assessed at its true and 
full cash value ••• to the end that all classes of property in such 
taxing district shall be assessed in compliance with the law"; 
5) To "require county assessors to place upon the assessment roll 
any property which ma;y be found to have, for any reason, escaped 
assessment and taxation"; 
6) To provide forms of returns to be made by the assessors to 
its office; 
7) To prepare and transmit to the assessors "such instructions as 
it deems conducive to the best interests of the state upon any 
subject affecting taxation, o:f the construction of any statute 
affecting taxation, the execution of which devolves on any county 
or local officer"; 
8) To "see that all laws concerning the valuation and assessment 
of all classes of -property are faithfully obeyed"; 
9) To "issue such orders and instructions to the different taxing 
officers as will carr;y into effect the provisions of this chapter"; 
10) To "prescrihe a uniform system of procedure in the assessor's 
offices and the form and size of all tax schedules, tax rolls and 
warrants, field books, plat and block books and maps, and all 
other notices and forms furnished to taxpa~vers, and all blanks, 
books and records used in the offices of county assessors"; 
11) To "investigate the works and methods of county assessors, 
boards of county commissioners, county boards of equalization, and 
county treasurers in the assessment, and equalization of taxes on 
all kinds of property b;y visiting the counties of the state"; 
12) To "require any assessor to appear before it" and "to examine 
such assessor, under oath, concerning the assessment of his county 
for the purpose·of ascertaining whether such assessor has complied 
with the law in assessing property in his county", and to "issue 
process to bring such assessor before it; 
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13) To "call an annual meeting of the county assessors" and 
"to call a group meeting of two or P1ore of the count;y assessors 
at such time and place as it may designate"; 
14) To "appear ... in any court or tribunal in any proceeding in 
which an abatement or refundnent of taxes is sought". 
In addition, the cor.rrnission has all powers of original assessment 
of all public utili t;y corporations o It is reqnired to recornmepd to the 
state board of equalization the amount that is to be added to or deducted 
from the valuation of property of each county in order to accomplish 
equalization at full cash value. It shall make a report annually· to 
the governor and state treastrrer of the operation and execution of all 
law-s which it is reqt!ired to adr.ri:iister, and its recor.unendations of 
such changes as in its opinion should be made in the tax laws of the 
state. ft ma;y approve or disapprove all petitions for abatement or 
refund of taxes, and no abatement or r·efund shall be allowed by the 
board of count;_y commissioners if the application is disapproved b;y the 
corunission. It shall pass on all peti tio:1s of leYJring bodies for per-
mission to levy ta::es in excess of statutory limitations 014 
In earlier chapters of this report frequent reference has been 
made to the policies of the tax commission and its various activities. 
Its prescribed policies for the assessment of various classes of 
property haveibeen set forth and explained in detailo Its real estate 
appraisal maW-1.al has been described, analyzed and criticized. Its 
annual circular Noo 1 which sets forth matters of policy in the form 
of recommendations to the assessors has been discussed. 
It prescribes policies and procedures to be used by the cotmty 
assessors. However, it cannot be said that its performance of this 
function has been entirely satisfactor;y. Han;y of its policies are 
merel;y in the form of recommendations or suggestions, rather than 
orders and instructions. Many matters of assessment policjr are left 
entirely to the discretion of the individual assessorsa Many of the 
recommendations are the resnlt of decisio~1s made b)~ the assessors as 
a group, :rather than by the commission itself. Its stated policies 
are inconsistent in many respects. As has been demonstrated, its 
policies, even when properl~? executed, do not result in equalized 
assessments. 
It does not seriousl;y- attempt to prescribe the t:se of tmiform 
forms. About the onl~r forms prescribed by the ta1~ commission and used 
by all assessors are the abstract of assessment form which is supplied 
to the assessors, and the various forms of property cards used for 
recording real property appraisalso 
14. All of the preceding statntory provisions are contained in 
C.R.S. 1953, Art., 137-6. 
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Its enforcement of the nethods of assessrient is ineffective. As 
has been demonstrated, assessors are pernritted to use methods and pro-
cedures which vary from the requirements of the appraisal manual and 
other policies of the commission. The~, are allowed to change land 
valuations that have been established for their counties without prior 
consnl'i:ation with the commission. They are allowed to discount appraised 
valuaticms of improvements without demonstrating justification. They 
are allowed to use a1 1praisals made by the tax commission industrial 
engineer or not as they see fit, or to alter the appraisals. 
Consultant assessors do visit the count;y assessors in their 
counties. However, in general, their inspection of what the assessors 
are doing is not ver;v thorough. Their instruction of assessors has 
been inadaquate. The~, have not succeeded in obtaining much uniformity 
of either procedures or res; lt.: .·: ~-.: ~: 1 ·e ,:;0··"lties with which they work. 
They have provided consirle:::·:\·· ~r; .- .... : =~ 2<:t: .·,~<; ·~.·-: S'' o :·~3ses;;ors b~r helping 
them to make appraisals, or ·-·. ..:.o:;.._,__:; c. __ · .i_s ..... L or other work for them. 
Considering the lack of equalization, which obviously exists, few 
recommendations are made b~' the tax cormrission to the state board of 
equalization for increases or decreases in assessed valuations. 
Only one such recommendation was made in 1958. In 1956, recom-
mendations were made for increases in the valuations of seven counties. 
In 1954, recommendation was made for an increase in the valuation of 
one county. Such is the recent history of tax commission reconmendations. 
It is not meant to i:, l;"· ·1:hc:\-C ·i:~-ic t2.:-: commission does nothin~. 
Through the efforts of the a1,p1·aisal di vision an extensive reappraisal 
of real property was pa1·tiall;'\' accomplished. Through its cont"inued 
efforts, much is done to improve the assessments in a ntt.mber of counties 
each yearc For instance, d1-~ring the current e:~.r ::eapprai.sals of agri-
culh,ral lands are in progress in three counti(.;.:,; :r:K::c s;:_..;:: ::..···...;:::qpraisal 
had not been previousl)r accomplished; a complete~ surve;-, hz..., · een made 
of assessed valuations of agricultural lands within two miles of all 
~aunty boundar;y lines, as a step in the direction of attempting to 
equalize these valuations among counties; co_,sideraole research on resi-
dential construction costs has been accomplished, and preparation of 
some supplementary material for the appraisal manual is under way. 
Much has been accomplished i!l recent years by the part-time employment 
of a tax accountant who has inspected the assessment of merchandise, 
frrr-ni ture and fixtures, i:1 a Htimber of counties. Through his efforts, 
the assessment of these classes of propertr has been im!)roved in these 
counties. The tax commissioners themselves have made several changes in 
the assessment of public utilities in an effort to improve such assess-
nents. 
However, these are but a fe1-r of the man;y things that need to be done. 
Many reasons can be found to e;,-:plain the failure of the tax com-
mission to full~,r accomplish its Yl~_ss5 0--i_ a.1Y: i.n some de(rr:.:::-: ·:::- exc- .se 
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its·failure. First, its efforts to acconplish equalization are sometimes 
thwarted by the law itself and court decisions relating thereto~ In the 
case of Bohen v. Lake County, the Supreme Conrt ruled that the tax com-
mission has no authority to order a change in the valuation of a single 
taxpayer's property after the cotmt? board of equalization has acted. 15 
This decision has resulted in the peculiar situation that the tax com-
mission ma;y, during the course · of the year, prior to the meeting of the 
county board of equalization, order the assessor to raise the assessed 
val1·ation on a particv.lar property, the cotmty board of equalization ma~· 
then order him to reduce it, and the tax commission has to accept the 
decision of the county board as final for the current year. No1:1further 
chan~e can be made in the valuation, except as part of a uniform adjust-
ment of valuations on classes of propert;(, or all property in the count~.', 
until the next ~rear's assessment. 
The state board of equalization sometir1es does not accept the tax 
corunission°s recommendations and approve an order for increase of 
valuation. This occurred in 1~56 when the tax commission recommended 
increases in valuation of seven counties, and the state board of equali-
zation refused to approve the recommendations. 
Sm1e assessors have a very tmco-operati ve attitude. The;y refuse to 
obe;i' the orders or follow the instruct: ans of the commission, unless 
st 1 ch orders or instruct~ ons coincide with their own opinions or desires. 
Some assessors do not reco·~nize the authori t~/ of the tax car.mission, or 
recognizing it, choose to i~nore it as long as they can get away with 
doing so. A possible e:xplanation for the existence of this si tuatj_on is 
the fact that while -the law do· ·s specif~{ in considerable detail the 
at~thori t~r of the tax c omr.'.ission to supervise the assessors and enforce 
the assessment law, it does not specificallJr state among the duties of 
the county assessor that it is his duty to assess property in compliance 
with the provisions of law and the orders and instructions of the tax 
COl:lf:liS sion. 
Some assessors are v.nable to accomplish what the tax commission 
wot1ld have them do for reasons which have been explained earlier in 
this chapter. The;y do not understand what is reqnired, they do not 
have the ability to perform the work that is reqnired, the~v are subject 
to local pressures which they are unwilling or unable to resist, they 
have insufficient capable help to accomplish the work, or they are 
handicapt,ed b~r insufficient office space, eqt'.ipment, or budget. 
As with the assessors, the ability· of the tax commissj_on to per-
form ft!lly its assigned task is hindered ;,~/ r:1a~~r thinzs of an adminis-
trative nature. It does not have enough man-power to accomnlish 
15. Bohen v. Lake Co. 10~ Colo. 233, 124 P.2d 606. (1942) 
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everything which should be done. At least some of its emplo;yees are not 
well qualified to perform the tasks assigned to them. The salaries paid 
are insufficient to attract well-qualified people. The security of civil 
service tenure has its effect on the industry, ambition, devotion to duty, 
and efficiency of the personnel. During the past Jrear, the position of 
aJsistant director of appraisals has beer1 vacated by death, two of the 
consultant assessors have suffered hea.rt attacks, and one of the comrris-
sioners has s1~fered ill health. 
Extensive and continuous research is needed to develop good methods 
of assessing propert~r, to determine what are proper assessed valuations 
for various t;vpes of property, to maintain current information on market 
values of all classes of propert;y, to provide assessors with information 
needed by them in making assessments, and so forth. The commission is 
not staffed to conduct this research, although an effol'\t is made to do 
a small amount of it. The industrial appraisal engineer is able to do 
some construction cost anal;ysis and gather some information on equipment 
costs, but the major part of his time is required for the appraising of 
industrial property about the state. The director of appraisals has 
little time for concentrated research effort, if he is to accomplish 
an;ything in the supervision of the count;y assessors. In short, at least 
a small research staff is needed but is not available. 
A specialized staff to assist the commission in the assessment of 
public utilities is needed. At present, most of the work of making such 
assessments is performed by the commissioners themselves. A skilled 
accountant, and possibly an appraisal engineer, are needed to do the 
investi~ating of accounts and inspection of properties which are 
necessary for better assessments of public utilities. 
A somewhat larger staff of field men (consultant assessors) May be 
needed for investigation of the work of the assessors, and for adequate 
supervision and instruction. More specialists are needed in the field--
men who will cover the entire state supervising the assessment of 
special t~rpes of property, such as experts on the assessment of merchan-
dise, livestock, agricultural lands, mining properties, commercial and 
industrial improvements. 
Like the assessor, the commission has budgetary problems. Its 
budget requests for needed projects are not always approved. For 
instance, in 1957, a request for an increased appropriation to implement 
a plan for the establishrent of a combined staff of specialists for 
research and supervision was denied. 
Perhaps, the main reason for failure to achieve effective adminis-
tration of assessment laws can be found in the weaknesses of a commission 
form of administration. Regardless of the individuals who compose a 
commission, it is not possible for a commission of three or five or any 
number of members to provide aggressive, expeditious, efficient adminis-
tration of anything. The need for agreement on the part of a t:.least 
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two of the connnissioners on all matters of policy slows up the process 
of administration. The involvement of all or part of the commissioners 
in details of public utility assessment, passing on petitions for abate-
ment or refund, or petitions for increase of tax levies, and visitations 
ar,10ng the cotmties, sometimes delays their meeting to determine matters 
of assessment policy for long periods of time. 1fuen they do meet it is 
not always possible to s,rrive at an earl:v decision. 
The fact that the commissioners have civil service status also 
has its effect. The security of lifetime tenure and the weakness of 
provisions for removal provide no spur to aggressive administration. 
The lack of provision for any penalty to be in.posed upon the connnission 
for failure to perform its duties or accomplish its assignment also 
has its affect. 
The tax commission as now organized performs a dual function of 
assessment administration and of quasi-judicial deliberation. The 
one function is concerned with the a:ssessment of public utilities, the 
formulation of assessment policies, and the supervi~ion of local assess-
ment. The other is concerned with the prohlem of equalization of all 
as3essments, hearings on appeals and considering petitions for increases 
of tax levies. The performance of these two types of functions by the 
same persons is not consistent with trnund principles of government. 
It results among other things in the conm1ission sitting in judgement 
upon its own actions when it co:mpares its own assessments of public 
utilities with the local assessments of county assessors. Furthermore, 
ttre performance of these two functions tends to interfere with good 
performance of either oft hem. 
The State Board of Equalization 
The constitution provides "There shall be a board of equalization 
for the state, consisting of the governor, state auditor, state treasurer, 
secretar;y of state and attorney general. The duty of the said board of 
equalization shall be to adjust, equalize, raise or lower the valuation 
of real and personal property of the several counties of the state, and 
the valuation of anJr i tern or i terns of the varions classes of such 
property •. nThe state board of equalization ... shall equalize to the end 
that all taxable property in the state shall be assess8d at its full 
cash value, and also perform such other duties as maJr be prescribed by 
law; provided, however, that the state board of equalization shall have 
no power of original assessment. 11 16 
16. State Cons., Art~ X, Sec. 15. 
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The law provides that the state board of equalization shall sit on 
the third Monday of September, for the purpose of examining, adjusting 
and equalizing the assessments in the sc:nreraL..counties of the state, 
and that on or before the fourth Mondar in September, it shall complete 
the equalization. 17 It also provides that "If in the opinion of the 
state board of equalization upon satisfactory information submitted any 
county assessor has omitted taxable property in his count;;, from the 
abstract of assessment, or has assessed the property of his county 
palpably and manif estl;;r below its true value, or has failed to verify 
his return, and if said state board of equalization is likewise of the 
opinion that such delinquency operates as a fraud upon the state revenues, 
and that such revem~es will be seriou.sl;y impaired thereby, then the state 
board of equalization, upon reasonable notice to the assessor and after 
su.r,1mary hearing, shall require the delinquent assessor to forthwith make 
such corrections and additions to the assessment as will make the same 
in accordance with the statutes unless the board also further finds 
that said erroneous assessment was willfully made, in which case pro-
ceedings shall be had as provided in section 137-7-60 
"Provided, that in such case before any such corrections or 
additions to said assessment shall be required 9 if desired by the 
assessor, he may have an appeal from the decision of the state board of 
equalization to the district court of the count;y of which he is the 
assessor, which appeal shall be taken as appeals are taken from the 
boards of county commissioners, and shall be heard summarilya 11 l8 
It provides that if the governor "is satisfied from the evidence 
that the assessor willfulljr omitted to assess taxable property in his 
county, or willfull;;r refused to assess the same at its true value, 
according to law, or failed or refused to make the affidavit required 
by section 137-3-40, he shall enter an executive order removing said 
assessor from office; whereupon the count;')r commissioners shall fill 
the vacancy, but shall not reappoint the assessor so removed. And 
such appointee shall likewise be subject to removal, tmtil a just and 
lawful assessment shall have been obtained. 11 19 
"It shall be the duty of the state board of equalization to examine 
the abstracts of assessments as submitted by the state tax cor:nnission. 
The state board of equalization shall forthwith examine the abstract 
of assessment of each county as submitted by the state tax commission 
and make a record of its action on the abstract of each county and 
17. C.R.S. 1953, Sec. 137-7-1 and 7. 
18. C.R.S. 1953, Sec: 137-7-5. 
10. C.R.S. 1953, Seco 137-7-6. 
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certify the same to the county assessor, and the county assessor shall 
forthwith add to or deduct from each tract or lot, and its improvements, 
of real property and all personal property in his county the required 
per cent, or amount on the valuation thereof as it stands after it has 
been equalized by the state board of equalization, .add .. ing or deducting in 
each case any sum less than five dollars so that the value of any separate 
tract or lot and its improvements shall be ten dollars or some multiple 
thereof. n 20 
11The state auditor shall transm:i t to the clerk of each county a 
statement of the changes, if any, which have been made in the assessments, 
and the rate of tax which is to be levied and collected within his count;y, 
which shall not exceed the limit permitted b~ 0 the constitution; and when 
the board fixes no different rate, or if for any reason the board fails 
to sit, or the county clerk should fail to receive the statement of the 
rate of tax ordered by therr.., that rate shall be the same as levied for the 
preceding )rear; and the 21,ssessor of each county, in making up the tax 
list, shall compute and carr;: out in the proper column a state tax at the 
rate aforesaid. Anr assessor failinG herein may be fined in an;y sum not 
less ·than five hundred nor more thzc ·::~-;.ree tho, sa:1d dollars, to be re-
covered by action of debt in the name of the people of the state of 
Colorado, in any court of competent jurisdiction.n21 
The lm-r further provides that on or before the second Monda;v in 
Sentf~n')cr J the ta~ commission "shall determine whether the real and 
persons,l ;.1ro~)ert;v of the seveTal counties in the state shall have been 
assessed at its true and full cash value and if, in the opinion of the 
commission, the real or personal propert~r within any county in the state 
as reported by said county assessor to the commission is not on the 
assess:tµImt roll at its true and full cash value, the commission shall 
deterrrine the increase or decrease in the valuation of such county by 
such rate per cent, or such amount as will place said propertJr on the 
assessment roll at its true and full cash value. 11 22 "When the commission 
has determined the true value of the real and personal property in the 
several counties, the comm:i.ssion shall transmit to the state board of 
equalization a statement of the amount to be added to or deducted from 
the valuation of the real and personal property of each count;y, specifJring 
the amount to be added to or to be deducted from the valuation of the real 
or personal property. 11 23 
20. C.R.S. 1953, Sec., 137-7-8. 
21. C.R. S. 1953, Sec., 137-7-7. 
22. C.R.S. 1953, Sec._, 137-6-31. 
230 C.R. S., 1953, Sec., 137-6-32. 
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The state board of equalization, consisting of five elective state 
officials, serving ex officio on such board, meets each year for a period 
of one week. During that week, it is expected to examine the assessed 
valuation of all taxable propert~r in the state and determine whether and 
how much it should; be increased or decreased, in whole or in any of its 
parts. It does not have a staff which can conduct investigations and 
report to it any facts relating to the assessment of property. It's 
members are public officials whose primary duties are unrilated to the 
assessment of property or the equalization of those assessments, and who 
have little time to devote to the problem of equalization. Therefore, 
they rely upon the tax commission to don-uct investigations and report to 
them what changes should be rnade in the assessed valuations. The actions 
of the board are to either approve or disapprove the recommendations of 
the tax commission. 
In the forty-four years since 1914, when the present constitutional 
provisions relating to the duties of the state board of equalization we~ 
adopted, no changes in valuation were ordered by the board in eighteen of 
the years. Changes were ordered in twenty-six of the forty-four years. 
The total changes in valuations is $109-, 118,698 in increases, and 
$300,372,049 in decreases. The greater part of the decreases were ordered 
in 1931, 1932, and 1933. The total decreases ordered for those three 
years being $24~,999,442. 
Since 1940, the effect of orders of the state board of etjualization 
upon the assessed valuation of the state has been much less significant 
than the total for the fort;v-four year period would indicate. During 
this later eighteen year period, only two increases totaling $16,235,520 
and no decreases have been ordered. 
It would appear that the state board of equalization has been 
very ineffective in accomplishing any equalization assessments. On the 
other hand, it can obstruct the efforts of the tax commission to achieve 
equa1liation by refPsing to approve the recormnendations of the latter 
bod~t. 
Findings and Conclusions 
Many suggestions may be offered for reorganization of the assessment 
and equalization machinery of the State. There are several possible ways 
of reorganizing along different lines. In the remaind;,e,l'~of this chapter 
there is set forth, first a suggested plan of reorganization, foliowed 
by some alternatives. 
Preferred Plan of Reorganization 1) Department of Property Taxation. 
The distinct functjon of administering the assessment of property now per-
formed by the Colorado tax conmission should be separated from the quasi-
judicial functions of equalization, hearing appeals, and acting on 
petitions by the creation of a department of pfoperty taxation. This de-
partment should be headed by a director of property assessment, -appointed 
b;y the governor j and preferably exempt from civil service status. Such 
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director of property assessment should be granted authority to make rules 
and regulations for the internal organization and operation of the depart-
ment, SL.bject -to the approval of the governor, and to create and abolish 
positions within the department, establishing minimum qualification re-
qnirements for such positions, subject to the approval of the governor, 
and the availability of appropriations. All duties, power and authority 
to assess the property of public utility corporations, to formulate and 
prescribe assessment policy subject to law, to supervise the assessment 
of property, and to enforce assessment law should be transferred from the 
tax commission to this department of propertJr assessment • 
. _:2) Department of Property Taxation, Duties of o The director of 
property assessment sh01:ld have the duties and exercise the power and 
authority: 
a) To assess the property of public utility corporations as 
provided for by law. 
b) To conduct research into matters of assessment and property 
values to enable him to formulate and prescribe methods of 
assessment which will produce equalized assessments. 
c) To prescribe, subject to provisions of law, methods of assess-
ment to be used by county assessors. 
d) To prescribe uniform s;•rstems of procedure to be used in the 
offices of county assessors. 
e) To prescribe the ;form of all tax schedules and all other 
notices and forms furnished to taxpayers, tax lists and warrants, 
plat and block books, and all blanks, books and records used in 
the offices of county assessors. 
f) To require county assessors, subject to penalties as provided 
for by law, to assess all taxable property, excepting public 
utilities, according to the methods of assessment prescribed by 
law, or prescribed by said director of property assessment 
pursuant to law, and to use such uniform systems of procedure 
and forms as are prescribed by himl. 
g) To require county assessors to make such reports and provide 
auch information ·as he may prescribe. 
h) To supervi3e the county assessors, boards of county commission-
ers, and county boards of review to the end that all taxable 
property be assessed at a valuation which is relatively just and 
uniform. 
i) To enforce all laws for the assessment of taxable property. 
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j) To organize and conduct an annual school of instruction for 
assessing officers covering the laws relating to the assessment of 
property, the duties of the assessors office, the policies of the 
department of propert~y taxation, the principles and techniques of 
appraisal, principles of accounting, land title and description, 
public relations, and any other subjects that the director may 
require; to enter into a co-operative arrangement with any state 
institution of higher education for the sponsorship of such school, 
and to employ qualified instructors; and to organize such school 
on both an elementary and an advanced level, for the benefit of 
both inexperienced and experienced assessing officers. 
k) To publish and(d:bstribute to assessors a complete manual of 
instructions, in loose leaf form, including assessment laws, 
court decisions 9 opinions of the Attorney General, the duties of 
the county assessor, all methods of assessment, policies, pro-
cedures and forms prescribed by him, and such other information and 
instructions as he ma;y deem necessary and advisable, and to revise 
such manual annually. 
1) To enforce the provisions of the Realty Recording Act, and 
with the real estate conveyance information provided thereby, 
to conduct a contirn:ons .sales-ratio study for ~use in the formu-
lation of methods of assessment, in the equalization process, 
and for the benefit of any other state agency that may have use 
for such sales-ratio information. 
m) To conduct examinations for candidates for appointment as 
count;y assessor, and to certify lists of eligible candidates to 
the proper authorities. 
3) Colorado Tax Commission. The Colorado tax commission should 
be retained and should have the duties and e":-:erd.'se the power and 
anthority: 
a) To raise or lower assessed valuations of individual properties, 
entire classes of property, 9r the total valuation of a county, 
to the end that assessed valuations of all property in the state 
shall be equalized. 
b) To hear appeals of taxpayers from the rulings of county boards 
of review in cases of objections to assessments, and to approve 
or ::liS.B,J'•;_ rove all orders of county boards of review increasing or 
decreasing assessed valuations. 
c) To approve or disapprove all petitions for abatement or refund 
of taxes which have been granted by boards of county commissionsrs .. · 
d) To hear objections b~' county assessors, county commissioners, 
or taxpayers concerning orders or instructions issued by the 
director of property assessment concerning the assessment of putJ'lic 
utility property and the distribution of such assessments. ~ 
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The Colorado tax commission should have no power or authority in 
the makin-; of original assessments of public utilities nor in the super-
vision of county assessors in the assessment of other property. 
The duty, power and authority to approve~ petitions for tax levies 
in excess of statutory limitati0ns should be removed from the tax 
commission, and it should be provided that no levies may be made in 
excess of statutory limitations without a vote of the taxpayers upon 
whom such levies wm·ld be imposed. 
4) Civil Service Status. The members of the Colorado tax commis-
sion, in order to provide responsibility for performance of assigned 
dt~ties, should be exempted from civil service status, and definite 
provisions of law should be enacted providing for their removal from 
office for failure to perform their duties as prescribed by law or for 
failure to enforce the provisions of law. 
5) Appropriations" Such funds should be appropriated to the 
department of property taxation and the Colorado tax commission to 
enable them to employ such personnel and make such expenditures as are 
necessar;y for the performance of their assigned duties. 
6) Salary Grades. All positions in the department· of property 
taxation and the Color8.do tax commission should be graded ,:~for purpose 
of compensation, sufficiently hightto attract people who are competent 
to perform the duties to which they· are assigned. 
7) State Assessment Advisory Board. There should be created a 
state assessment advisor;v· board to advise the director of property 
assessment in matters of assessment policy. Such advisory board should 
be composed of the three ta:::--: commissioners, six county assessors, and 
four legislators. Such advisory board should meet with the director of 
property assessment at least once every three months upon the call of 
the director of property assessment, and the members of such board 
should be paid mileage and expenses for attendance at such meetings 
from funds apprppriated to the department· of propert~r taxation. 
8) Duties of Cov.nt;y Assessor o In order to emphasize the author-
ity of the department of property taxation to enforce the use of 
prescribed methods and procedures, it should be provided bt law that 
it shall be the duty of the county assessor of each county, and he 
shall have and exercise power and authority; 
a) To list and assess all taxable property which has legal situs 
for purposes of tax assessment within his county at the full cash 
value thereof, excepting the property of public utility corporations. 
b) To list all real property within his county which is exempted 
by law. 
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c) In assessing property, to comply with all provisions of law 
relating thereto, and all lawful orders and instructions of the 
co1-1.nty board of equalization, the Colorado tax commission, the 
director of property assessment and the state board of equalization. 
d) To maintain such records, follow such procedures, and render 
sech reports as may be required by law or prescribed by the 
director of property assessment. 
e) To attend, in person, such meetings, conferences, hearings, 
schools of instruction, or other assemblies as may be called by 
the director of property assessment. 
f) To certify, ~,_as provided for by law 7 the total assessed valuation 
within each taxing jurisdiction in his c0u.nt~r as made by him, and 
as ad;iusted b;v him in compliance with an;y orders relating thereto 
issued by the county board of review, tb'bet.C..olorado tax commission, 
or the director of property assessment. 
g) To compile a tax list for deli ver~r to the county treasurer 
listing the assessed valuations as made by him and as ordered by 
the county board of review, -the Colorado tax commission, or the 
director of property assessment, and extend thereupon the tax 
levies as certified to him by the proper authorities as provided 
for by lawo 
h) To perform such other duties as ma, __ be reqdred by law. 
9) State Board of Equalization, Abolition of. A proposal for 
amendment of the Constitution should be submitted to the electorate 
providing for the abolition of the state board of equalization, leaving 
the final authority for eqt1.ali za tion with the Colorado tax commission. 
10) Count;), Boards of Equalization, .Abolition of o A proposal for 
amendment of the Constitution should be submitted to the electorate 
abolishing county boards of equalization. 
11) County Boards of Review. In place of the county board of 
equalization, a count~r board of review should be created in each county. 
Such county board of review should consist of one representative of 
each of the following property interests: agriculture, business, 
indt1.stry, homeowners, and either a real tor or a perso·n experienced in 
building construction; provided that if the assessed valuation of 
property represented by any of these interests should be less than five 
per cent of the assessed valuation of the county, such interest should 
not be represented on the board, and the major property interest of the 
count~.r should be entitled to an additional member on the board. 
Such county board of review should be selected annually by a 
county conference board composed of the county commissioners, the 
presidents of each board of education in the county, and the mayors of 
each incorporated tmm and city in the county, each group casting one 
vote as a nnito 
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Such county boa.rd of review shl\Qld hear objections of tat&:pay·ers 
claiming that the assessed valuations' of their properties are "\erroneous 
or excessive after such taxpayers shall have filed objections with the 
county assessor? as providef,. for by law, and shall have been denied an;)' 
adjustment of assessed valuation b? the county assessor in writinga The 
actions of the board should be subject to-approval of the Colorado tax 
commission. Such board should also act in an advisory capacity with 
the county assessor in matters of local assessment policy. 
12) County Treasurer, Assessment Authority" The county tre+mrer 
should have no authority to make subsequent assessments, to make correc-
tions in the tax list, nor to supply omissions from the tax list, but 
should have the duty, power and authority to request the county assessor 
to make such corrections and supply such omissions as he may discover 
a need for 7 and upon the neglect or refusal of the county assessor to 
comply with such request, to report such neglect or refusal to the 
director of property assessment. 
13) County Assessor, Appointment of. A proposal for amendment of 
the Constitution should be submitted to the electorate providing; 
a) That the county assessor shall be selected by a county 
conference board composed of the county commissioners, the 
president of each board of education in the county, and the 
mayor of each incorporated tmm and cit~, in the county, each of 
the three groups casting a single vote as a unit, and the votes 
of at least two of the three groups being required to select an 
assessor. 
b) That the county assessor shall be selected and appointed by 
such board from among a list of candidates who have been certified 
as eligible for such appointment by the director of property 
assessment after examination on their qualifications; whenever 
a county assessor is to be selected, the director of tax assess-
ment shall call for and publicize an examination to be conducted 
at the count;y seat of each county, shall examine all applicants 
upon their knowledge of laws relating to the assessment of 
property, the duties of the office of county assessor, the 
principles and techniques of appraisal, and such matters of 
general knowledge as may be applicable to the office of county 
assessor, and shall certify as eligible for appointment as county 
assessor all applicants who shall pass such examination; and all 
applicants should be afforded an opportunity to prepare for such 
exar.iination by studying the subjects covered therein, and should 
be provided with study material relating theretoo 
c) That the county assessor shall be appointed for an indefinite 
term of office and shall be supject to removal at a~y time as 
provided for by law. 
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14) County Assessor, Salary. A proposal for amendment to the · ·ons-
ti tution should be submitted again to the electorate provid&11g that the 
salaries of county officers may.. be increased or decreased at any timea 
15) County Assessor, Salar;tt. A proposal for amendment of the Cons-
titution should be submitted again to the electorate providing that the 
General Assembly may classify counties for purposes of designating the 
salaries of county officers according to any criteria-which may reflect 
the difficulty and responsibility of the offices in each count;y. 
16) County Assessor? Salary. If the preceding two proposals should 
be adopted, a realistic salary ssale for county assessors commensurate 
with the responsibility of the office should be provided" 
17) County Assessor, Budget. County assessors should be provided 
with sufficient funds to staff and equip their offices adequately for 
the performance of the duties required of thema 
18) Assessment Specialists" It should be made possible for several 
county assessors to arrange to employ jointly specialists in assessment\ 
such as real property appraisers, tax accountants, etca, each county 
paying according to the time spent in the county by such specialists. 
Alternate Plans. 1) Colorado Tax Commission. If the suggested 
department of property taxation should not be created and there should 
be no separation of the adni11istrative and judicial functions of the 
tax commission, the tax srnniss:Lon should be given the same duties, 
power and authorit;y rela dnr; to assessment administration as it is 
sv.~~ested shonld be given to the department of property taxation, and 
also those quasi-judicial duties~ powers and authority which it is 
s- ·;'::ested should be given to the tax commission. 
2) If the tax commission shonld not be exempted from civil service 
status, a manner of removal for incompetence, or neglect, or refusal to 
perform the duties assigned to it should be provided by law. 
3) If the suggested department of property taxation should not be 
created, there. should be created a state assessment advisory board to 
advise the tax commission in matters of assessment policy, composed of 
seven county assessors an:1 six legislators. 
4) If the state board of eqnalizat:: on should not be abolished, it 
should be authorized to order increases or decreases in the assessments 
of individual properties when such increases or decreases are reconnnended 
to it by the tax commission. 
5) If the couilt;y boards of equalization should not be abolished, 
the suggested county boards of review could still be created and could 
act subject to the approval of the county boards of equalization; if 
such county boards of review should not be created, the actions of the 
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boards of equalization should be subject to approval of the tax commission. 
6) If an amendment to the Constitution providing for the appoint-
ment of county assessors should not be adopted, it should be provided 
that no person shall be elected as county assessor who shall not have 
been examined and certified as eligible as sug:;ested in connection with 
the appointment proposal. 
7) If an amendP1ent to the Constitution providing for the appoint-
ment of founty assessors should be adopted, instead of an indefinite term 
subject to removal at any time, it could be provided that the assessor 
be appointed for a term of four years, at the end of which time, the 
county conference board could vote on the question of retaining the in-
ct'unbent assessor for another four year term, a negative vote being follow-
ed by the selection of another person for the office; or it could be 
provided that at the end of each four Jrear term, the county 4onference 
board would select an assessor from along all candidates who had been 
examined and certified as eligible. 
Such legislation as is needed to implement such of the foregoing 
conclusions as are deemed necessary should be enacted. 
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